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ABSTRACT 

Archean tectonic processe's are irreconcilable with modern plate 

tectonics at present because we lack clear understanding of the processes 

of continental accretion in the Proterozoic era. The need for definitive 

tectonic studies at convergent margins where new Proterozoic crust formed 

was perceived by this study in 1973, and the Proterozoic of Arizona was 

singled out as the best exposure in the U.S. of a Proterozoic convergent 

margin where processes of tectonic accretion to a true Archean cratonic 

edge wholly generated a new Proterozoic crust between 1800 and 1600 Ma. 

From 1973 to 1986 a detailed, definitive and new understanding 

of Arizona's Proterozoic tectonic evolution was formulated independently 

of preconceptions from other geologic eras. Previous work was inadequate 

for the purposes of this study, so all necessary lithologic, petrologic, 

geochemical, structural and relative age data were gathered by this work. 

The entire Central Volcanic Belt was remapped at 7.5' quadrangle scale, 

and the adjacent Northwest Gneiss Belt and Southeast Schist Belt were 

also studied to determine the total compositional and structural makeup 

of the original Proterozoic crust, its variations and its full evolution. 

The Northwest Gneiss Belt contains evidence for an older early 

Proterozoic arkosic clastic wedge fronting the Wyoming Archean edge, but 

for only intraoceanic elements Antler-Valentine and Bagdad volcanic 

belts, coeval volcaniclastics, basic volcanics and deep submarine pelites 

deposited on Proterozoic oceanic crust south of the clastic wedge. 

The Central Volcanic Belt shows clear evidence for diachronous 

evolution: 1800-1750 Ma formative volcanism (the Bradshaw Mountain, Mayer 

Ash Creek and Black Canyon Creek Groups) stepped in sequential igneous 

stages southeastward to build up the Prescott-Jerome intraoceanic island 

arc on oceanic crust above a SE-dipping subduction zone; at about 1740 Ma 

subduction flipped to dip northwest under the Wyoming craton, swept the 

Prescott-Jerome arc and oceanic elements behind it back to be accreted to 
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the Archean craton, pervaded them with calcic to calc-alkaline plutonic 

suites of northwest alkali-enrichment trend opposite to arc tholeiites, 

and evolved the calc-alkaline Union Hills Group volcanic province at the 

new front of the continent-margin volcanoplutonic arc to the southwest. 

This magmatic arc became emergent, except for shallow hiatal 

Alder Group sedimentation in structural troughs at the arc front, as the 

trench stepped progressively southeastward across the Southeast Schist 

Belt. The northwest subduction dip flattened with growth of a wide fore

arc basin and with accretion of the Pinal Schist terrane to the margin. 

By 1700 Ma the Dos Cabezas arc had been added to the continental margin, 

and granites capped by felsic ignimbrite fans evolved across the central 

Arizona magmatic arc front coevally with rhyolites in the inter-arc Pinal 

basin and Dos Cabezas Belt. Mazatzal Group shallow marine sedimentation 

ensued soon thereafter to effect erosion of the emergent continental arc. 

The processes that drove Proterozoic plate tectonic cycles were 

subtly different than those of modern plate tectonics, producing features 

such as oceanic crust, island arcs and other petrotectonic elements that 

were markedly different in detail from both modern and Archean analogues. 

Thus, the Proterozoic Plate Tectonic Style warrants clear distinction 

from those of other eras, as will be explained in detail in later works. 

The main contributions of this Arizona Proterozoic study are to 

amass a new, accurate, extensive data base for the Arizona Proterozoic, 

to develop a detailed relative stratigraphic-tectonic chronology for the 

Central Volcanic Belt that exceeds resolution of current isotopic data, 

and establish a new formal stratigraphic framework complete for central 

Arizona that explains inconsistencies in past work and provides a solid 

foundation for all future Arizona Proterozoic studies. This dissertation 

contains only a fraction of that total data base. A more extensive book 

on the Proterozoic Tectonic Evolution of Arizona will soon be published 

that includes and supercedes this dissertation. 
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IHTRODUCTION 

In January 1975, a Penrose Conference on Pre-Mesozoic Plate 

Tectonics was convened in Va.il, Colorado, to gather together all existing 

knowledge on the Precambrian to see if "plate tectonics" did or did not 

apply to the Precambrian. Many of the foremost geoscientists of the 

Precambrian in the world were present, as well as top researchers in 

other geologic periods and disciplines. Certainly such a significant 

gathering of scientists would produce important conclusions. 

Dewey and Spall (1975, p. 423) succinctly summed up the 

conclusions of that Penrose conference in a series of monumental words 

that were to forever change the emphasis of Precambrian investigations 

throughout the world. Here is the crux of those conclusions: 

" ••• the consensus was that plate tectonic motion, and thus the 

Wilson Cycle, took place during the Paleozoic Era. A similar 

consensus was that Archean global tectonics were radically 

different from Mesozoic-Cenozoic plate tectonics, although some 

argued for Archean microplate tectonics ••• A similar consensus 

did not develop concerning the tectonics of Proterozoic time -

a clear dichotomy emerged between those who argued that a plate 

tectonic regime may account for most aspects of Proterozoic 

tectonics and those who argued for enaialic P~oterozoic orogeny 

that reworked older basement in linear crisscrossing zones." 

Considering that decades of geologic research by some of the 

foremost Precambrian geoscientists in the world had been distilled into 

those few summary sentences, clearly their conclusions placed tremendous 

emphasis on the importance of an accurate understanding of the nature of 

Proterozoic tectonics. The dichotomy of opinion proved that Proterozoic 

tectonics was not well understood, not only as to whether plate tectonics 

operated, but also as to exactly what constituted Proterozoic orogeny. 
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Two years earlier, an Australian geologist trained in the 

complex volcanic-metamorphic-plutonic terranes of western Canada had 

newly turned to study the Precambrian geology of Arizona, perceiving both 

the acute need for a broad tectonic analysis of the Arizona Proterozoic 

and the p~~~ntially great significance it would have to the question of 

whether, or more precisely exactly how, plate tectonic processes operated 

during the Proterozoic Era. 

His thorough review of Archean literature clearly showed in 

1973 that the nature, scale, and form of Archean tectonics was radically 

different from that of Mesozoic-Cenozoic plate tectonics, and there 

appeared to be no way to reconcile the two vastly different tectonic 

regimes with the data available at the time. 

It seemed to him illogical and impossible that the earth's 

mantle and crust turned over rapidly during the Archean, only to go into 

tectonic hibernation for nearly two billion years, and then to suddenly 

spring to life in the Mesozoic when the modern plate-tectonic style was 

initiated. Yet this is exactly what the Proterozoic experts said at the 

time: the Proterozoic was a period of stability, when a single, vast 

Pangea-like continent floated on top of the mantle. Stable Archean 

nuclei were locally reworked during the Proterozoic era in linear criss

crossing zones, termed "mobile belts",' produced by forces unspecified 

(Sutton and Watson, 1975). However, there was no active continent-margin 

processes, no plate tectonics, and no features or processes actualistic 

to modern plate tectonics. 

As that geologist concentrated more and more work in the 

volcanic belts of central Arizona, it became increasingly clear that the 

Proterozoic Era had been singularly the most misrepresented era in 

earth's history. By 1975, he realized, after researching published 

literature on the Precambrian of the U.S., that nowhere in the United 

States was there a better-exposed, more exquisitely preserved cross

section of the Proterozoic crust, or was there a clearer view of the 
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features generated by Proterozoic tectonic processes at a continental 

margin, than in the Precambrian of Arizona. He realized then that the 

magnitude of the significance of the problem he chose to work on for a 

Ph.D. dissertation was much greater than he had anticipated, but he did 

not realize exactly how profound it was until the Dewey and Spall (1975) 

article appeared in print. 

Then it became obvious that singularly the most important 

tectonic problem to be resolved in the next decade, as explicitly spelled 

out by Dewey and Spall (1975), was a clear and very precise resolution of 

exactly what constituted the Proterozoic Tectonic Style, and how it fit 

into the earth's secular evolution. 

That geologist, of course, is this writer, those events are now 

history, and this dissertation, the distilled essence of more than ten 

years of detailed geologic work in the Proterozoic of Arizona, is the 

first step towards solving that problem. 

The Proterozoic Tectonic Style 

The advent of isotopic dating in the 1950's gave strong impetus 

to finding and studying the world's oldest rocks, and so study of the 

Proterozoic was left behind in the wake. Prior to the 1975 Dewey and 

Spall article, global Precambrian studies were centered on the Archean, 

and when the plate tectonic paradigm emerged for the Mesozoic-Cenozoic, 

it was clear that the Archean tectonic style of small greenstone belts 

interceded by high-grade granodioritic gneiss terranes did not closely 

resemble modern island arcs in lithology, petrology, or geochemistry. 

The difference did not preclude the operation of some form of plate 

tectonics in the Archean, but required that the characteristics of that 

early tectonic regime were remarkably different from the modern style of 

plate tectonics in the Phanerozoic era. How then could that different 

Archean tectonic style be resolved with modern plate tectonics? 
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General Proterozoic Tectonic Problem 

The answer to this profound schism between the tectonic styles 

characteristic of the Phanerozoic and the Archean had to lie in a more 

accurate understanding of the Proterozoic tectonic style, which was 

poorly understood in the 1970's. Is the Proterozoic tectonic style more 

closely allied to Phanerozoic plate tectonics or to Archean tectonics, or 

does the Proterozoic era have its own unique tectonic style that is 

exactly identifiable with neither the Archean nor Phanerozoic styles? 

Did three distinctly different tectonic styles operate for each geologic 

era, or were they all part of a gradual secular evolution of tectonic 

processes governed by irreversible chemical differentiation of the Earth 

with time? Were there any Proterozoic plate tectonic features at all, or 

was there simply one vast "Pangea" continent tectonically striped by 

ensialic Proterozoic "mobile belts"? 

In 1975 there were no clear answers to such questions and there 

remains none for many of them to this day. Why? Is the Proterozoic so 

difficult to understand, or is there simply a lack of accurate data and 

recent thorough investigations into Proterozoic tectonics? The Penrose 

conference summarized by Dewey and Spall expressed a growing world-wide 

awareness of the need for definitive studies in Proterozoic tectonics, 

which had been lacking in just the places where most needed -- at the 

Proterozoic continental margins, where accretionary processes operated. 

The Heed for Continent-Hargin Proterozoic Tectonic Data 

Previously, the Proterozoic was viewed from an intra-Archean 

continental perspective, where the Proterozoic is made up of flat-lying 

sedimentary sequences on the stable Archean craton. Those tectonic belts 

that appeared from this interior perspective to be "edges" of the Archean 

cratons were the classic "mobile belts" of Watson (1972), Sutton (1973) 

and Read and Watson (1975), belts which are in reality Archean basement 

tectonically reworked during Proterozoic time. Hence, from this interior 
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perspective the concept of "ensia1ic Proterozoic mobile belts" evolved, 

"ensia1ic" because more Archean craton or parts of other Archean cratons 

were always found to lie beyond the Proterozoic "mobile" belt (figure 1). 

Proterozoic mobile belts do not mark the true edges of Archean 

cratons: they are merely tectonic zones within, and thus tectonically 

dissecting, a single large, originally continuous Archean craton. The 

true edges of the Archean craton lay much farther distant from the we11-

studied Archean nucleii, and received little if any geologic attention. 

Since most Proterozoic studies came from the Archean shields of Africa, 

western Australia, eastern Canada, India, South America, and Eurasia, it 

is understandable why the Proterozoic classically was viewed as a time of 

stable continental sedimentation and ensialic mobile belt formation. 

However, Mesozoic-Cenozoic plate tectonics was formulated not 

from an interior perspective, but from a continental-edge perspective 

where processes of crustal accretion and plate tectonic interactions 

could be seen in the making. Thus, one must look to the true edges of 

continents as they existed in Proterozoic time to determine what 

accretionary style operated during the Proterozoic. Therefore, only 

studies of Proterozoic continental margins can define the correct 

Proterozoic tectonic style of crustal formation and accretion, because 

new Proterozoic crust was generated only at original Proterozoic 

continental margins. Only with this Proterozoic continent-margin data 

can different accretionary styles characteristic of each period of Earth 

history be meaningfully compared and contrasted. 

The 1975 conference marked a major turning point in Precambrian 

work, and since that time, a growing number of Precambrian studies have 

concentrated on the Proterozoic era and its characteristic style of 

crustal formation. Amongst studies hinting at possible plate tectonic 

analogies, the first clear statement that plate tectonics definitely did 

operate in the Proterozoic, but that this Proterozoic tectonic style was 

unique to the Proterozoic era, appears to have been in 1976: 



PROTEROZOIC CONVERGENT PLATE TECTONICS 

Phillip Andenon Department of Geoseiencln, Univenity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, 85721 

New and widespread data from the Precambrian North American proto-continent show that the 
Proterozoic was not simply a time of 'continent stabilization and formation of ensialic mobile belts'as 
has been inferred from the southern hemisphere. Peripheral to stable Archean cores, the Proterozoic 
crust has been generated by plate tectonic processes involving periods of volcano·plutonic arc genera· 
tion, accretion and sedimentation, then suturing and collision. Numerious petrotectonic assemblages 
and geochemical trends which are actualistically equated to modern plate·tectonic features have been 
identified principally in Arizona, but their continuance northeastward across the Precambrian proto· 
continent is readily demonstrated from published data. 

At least three 1800 to 1700 m.y. andesitic arcs showing geochemical and petrologic polarity 
and stratification are found overlying sub·arc oceanic crust in Arizona and remnants of synchronous 
arcs are recorded in six states farther east. These intraoceanic arcs are flanked by thick flysch·like 
graywacke and volcanoclastic sequences analogous to trench:slope deposits, by finer clastics in back· 
arc basin·like depOSits, and are capped by molasse·basin assemblages. Polyphase isoclinal folding reno 
ders stratigraphic details complex. Syntectonic, essentially synvolcanic granodiorite, minor tonalite 
and granite batholiths intrude the base of the arc assemblages and are restricted to an intra·arc setting. 
Basic volcano-plutonic arc generation and subduction was followed by more silicic volcano·plutonic 
arc generation and subduction which accreted the earlier arcs to the northern Archean block. Accom· 
panying the plutonism and accretion was widespread deformation and metamorphism from 1750 to 
1650 m.y. 

A major colhsion orogeny between 1450 and 1350 m.y. involved the whole southeastern part 
of the North American proto-continent causing widespread anatexis of lower crust and subsequent 
intrusion of voluminous coarse grained megaporphyritic quartz monzonite. This collision welded arc 
assemblages together and to the Archean block, and effected substantial thickening of the Proterozoic 
crust from about 15 km to 35 km. This major granite·forming episode, whose magnitude was possibly 
unique to Earth history, produced batholiths whose distribution shows petrologic, geochemical and 
emplacement-depth features indicative of a northwest dipping subduction zone and closure of an 
ocean basin to the southeast. 

Between 1350 and 1200 m.y. the North American proto-continent underwent a protracted 
event of transverse motion which involved strike slip and megashear displacement within the continen
tal plate. Initiated at the continental margin, dominantly left-lateral strike slip faulting progressed with 
time into the continent on N 70 W bearing weakness zones such that the Archean core was being 
deformed when the Grenville Orogeny was initiated. Throughout the Proterozoic crust, a brief period 
of extension and diabase dyke intrusion followed strike·slip deformation. 

The Grenvillian event 1150 to 950 m.y. is interpreted as a collision in which an ocean basin 
closed (suture) within the Grenville Province and not at the Grenville Front. Since the collision axis 
was oblique to earlier Precambrian orogenic belts, most of the Grenville orogeny preserved on the 
North American continent involved a thermal and plutonic overprint on earlier basement. This base· 
ment in Canada and from the eastern to southwestern United States had been autochthonous to North 
America respectively since Archean and middle Proterozoic times. In Arizona and New Mexico, Gren· 
ville effects are manifested as scattered metamorphism and plutonism within the 1400 m.y. orogen 
rather than as the sharp front typical of Quebec. 

As near as can be presently determined, plate tectonic systems involving linear orogenic belts 
which were sufficiently like modern systems to be equated by actual ism began 1820 m.y. ago. The 
details of arc:trench:oceanic crust:batholith formation, accretion, suturing and collision in this early 
plate tectonic regime were not the same as those of today, nor should we expect them to be. For 
example, the Himalayan collision and crustal thickening satisfactorily models some features of the 
Proterozoic collisions but is not typical of them. Rather, therefore, than seeking uniformity in such 
features as oceanic crust chemistry, metamorphic facies series, sedimentary prisms and deformational 
styles, the variations should be sought as the means by which to understand how plate tectonic proces· 
ses have changed with time. 

Viewed in this light, the Proterozoic as an intermediate stage in tectonic development helps 
reconcile the two grossly different tectonic styles reflected in Archean greenstone-granite terrains and 
modern orogenic zones as it contains features similar to both. The broad scale architecture of plate 
tectonic cycles, and thus the driving forces that are implied, are not considered to have undergone 
grooual evolution with time, but rather show several distinct breaks. Proterozoic plate tectonics is 
therefore a critical link in understanding how mantle dynamics have changed throughout Earth's 
history. 

P. Anderson (l~.76), from 25th International Geologie Congress, Sydney, 

Australia, Abstracts, volume 1, p. 73. 
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Figure 1: 

Ensialic mobile belts and stable Archean cratonic nuclei of 

South Africa (from Pretorius and Maske, 1976). The Kaapvaal, Rhodesian, 

Angolan and Maltahohe stable Archean cratonic nuclei are enveloped and 

dissected by Proterozoic "mobile belts", shown as ruled lines between 

Archean cratons, that consist of tectonically reworked Archean rocks. 

The true Proterozoic continental margins are not internal to the main 

mass of Archean nuclei and mobile belts, but lie only along the outer 

borders of the continent, and are represented by the Namaqualand-Natal 

Belt, the Mozambique Belt, and the west coast of Southwest Africa 

(Namibia) and South Africa (including the Richtersveld Province). 

7 
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Arizona Proterozoic Tectonics 

The above abstract was based on a synthesis of U.S. Proterozoic 

geology and geochronology which showed that, during the Proterozoic, a 

continental margin with plate tectonic-like features existed throughout 

the U.S. south of the Archean Wyoming and Superior cratons, and that a 

"mobile belt" could not be represented because no Archean crust existed 

south of these cratons (fig. 2). In 1976 no other such major Proterozoic 

continental margins had been well documented anywhere else in the world. 

Furthermore, the Proterozoic of the U.S. is best exposed in Arizona where 

the rocks are closest to their original condition, so Arizona was the 

best place to study the nature of tectonic processes at a Proterozoic 

continental margin and thereby define the Proterozoic tectonic style. 

To define the Proterozoic tectonic style, one must determine 

the exact nature of tectonic processes that generated the crust newly 

formed at a Proterozoic continental margin. To resolve the exact nature 

of these tectonic processes, one must have both very detailed and broad 

data that accurately quantifies all lithologic, petrologic, geochemical, 

and structural features germane to the nature of tectonic processes that 

formed the rocks. To quantify all such features of crust newly formed at 

a Proterozoic continental margin, in essence, one must therefore 

determine the total lithologic, petrologic, geochemical, and structural 

make-up of the entire Proterozoic crust and its complete evolution. 

Such a body of integrated information is rarely extractable from 

earlier publications. Although Arizona provides perhaps the best view of 

a Proterozoic orogen in the world, it remained until recently one of the 

least well mapped and understood Precambrian regions of all. In past 

decades, the Arizona Proterozoic was studied in piecemeal fashion without 

broad stratigraphic or tectonic frameworks, which caused many conflicting 

stratigraphic assignments and interpretations to arise. A comprehensive 

Proterozoic tectonic overview and broad tectonic-stratigraphic framework 

have been lacking, so a synthesis of the Arizona Proterozoic has been 



Figure 2: 

Proterozoic exposures of the United States and 

Canada in relation to the main Superior, North Atlantic, 

Slave and Wyoming Archean cratons (from P. Anderson, 1976). 

No known Archean basement exists throughout the Proterozoic 

of the U. S. south of a line along the southern edge of the 

Superior-Wyoming cratons and related Archean crustal 

fragments in northern Wisconsin-Michigan, parts of the 

Grenville province, and northern Utah. 

All more southerly exposures are Proterozoic as follows: 

Ad = Adirondacks, Ap = Appalachians, Ar = Arkansas, 

Az = Arizona, Bh = Black Hills, Co = Colorado, 

La = Llano Uplift, Nm = New Mexico, 

Sf = St. Francois, Sg = San Gabriel, 

Vh = Van Horn, W = Wisconsin-Michigan. 

9 
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acutely needed for decades. In fact, interpretation of published data 

had reached its limit prior to the beginning of this study, and that 

limit did not include an analysis of the Proterozoic tectonic evolution 

of Arizona. Consequently, new advances had to come from entirely new 

data based on a new Proterozoic continental-margin tectonic perspective. 

Need for an Arizona Proterozoic Tectonic Dam Base 

Both the very detailed and very broad information by which to 

quantify the lithologic, petrologic, geochemical, and structural makeup 

of the Arizona Proterozoic crust did not exist prior to this study. In 

many large regions, a single label such as "schist" or "gneiss" on county 

or state maps was the only geologic data in existence, yet those regions 

were found to contain extremely complex geologic relationships that were 

critically important to understanding the makeup and evolution of major 

Proterozoic rock sequences in Arizona. Other areas had received more 

detailed attention in the past, former summaries of Arizona Proterozoic 

geology being based entirely on data from those areas. However, the 

present study found that many such areas of past detailed study contained 

geologic relationships of little importance to Proterozoic tectonics. 

Consequently, the attention of this study was focussed on those 

areas that contained the most valuable data for a Proterozoic tectonic 

synthesis and on the types of data needed for a tectonic synthesis, and 

was therefore executed independently of the distribution of former 

studies. The lack of a consistent geologic data base throughout the 

state meant that most basic geologic data on the composition and 

evolution of the crust, in the broadest sense of the words, ha~ to be 

collected anew in the field in a systematic, organized fashion. 

Only a new, comprehensive study of the lithologic, petrologic, 

geochemical and structural make up of all major assemblages and rock 

sequences composing the Proterozoic crust of Arizona would provide the 

data necessary to formulate a stratigraphic-tectonic framework tha~~was 
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accurate, internally consistent, and applicable to the entire state. The 

study had to successfully integrate from a detailed outcrop scale right 

up to the broad tectonic scale, finding consistent relationships at all 

scales, then synthesize both broad and detailed from a new Proterozoic 

tectonic perspective to assess the Proterozoic tectonic style. 

Thus, all major Precambrian exposures in Arizona having 

significant bearing ort accurate characterization and quantification of 

Proterozoic tectonics were mapped, studied, and compared. The study 

required remapping of the complex central Arizona volcanic belts to 

resolve important relationships, and gathering of only data germane to 

the study, so that it could be completed in 10 years. 

Approach 

Understandings of the composition, distribution, and structure 

of Mesozoic-Cenozoic "island arcs" and Archean "greenstone belts" are 

indispensable to the study of Mesozoic-Cenozoic and Archean tectonics, so 

Proterozoic tectonic studies must logically begin in the volcanic belts. 

Proterozoic volcanic belts are not exactly like "greenstone belts" or 

"island arcs", so they ought to be described, as is done here, simply as 

Proterozoic "volcanic belts", until close analogy to either Archean 

greenstone belts or Mesozoic-Cenozoic island arcs can be demonstrated. 

The purpose of this work is not to make premature comparisons 

of the Proterozoic tectonic style and its features to those of other 

eras, but rather to develop an understanding of Proterozoic tectonics 

independently of all other geologic eras, that will stand alone as a 

definitive evaluation of Proterozoic tectonics. Afterwards, the 

Proterozoic tectonic style and its features such as the volcanic belts 

can later be compared or contrasted to those of other eras. 

Volcanic Belts 
Volcanic belts more than any other feature have become focal 



points of most paleotectonic investigations. In these belts, precise 

quantification of the spatial and temporal array of magma types, 

discerning fundamentally different lithologic, chemical and petrologic 

igneous suites, facies changes, intervolcanic unconformities, lateral 

discontinuities, tectonic juxtaposition of rock assemblages, and 

plutonic-metamorphic-structural variations provide tight constraints on 

tectonic settings of the volcanic belts. 

Proterozoic volcanic belts in Arizona were sturlied in terms of their: 

1. compositional, petrologic, and geochemical features and variations; 
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2. distribution in an orogen, including compositional, tectonic and 

evolutionary differences between all the volcanic belts in the orogen; 

3. primary volcanic structure, and how that was tectonically affected. 

Time-space variations of other tectonic features were evaluated, 

particularly contrasts in metasedimentary terranes throughout the state. 

Terranes between volcanic belts were studied for attributes and tectonic 

history different from those of the volcanic belts, and terrane 

boundaries were carefully examined. 

Basement 

The nature of the basement upon which the volcanic belts and 

adjacent Proterozoic crust were built is a vital ingredient of any 

tectonic analysis, and the evidence for Proterozoic basement throughout 

Arizona was carefully evaluated. The presence of either older granitoid 

basement or Proterozoic mafic-ultramafic basement must be detectable 

structurally or geochronologically somewhere in the Proterozoic orogen, 

and where there is evidence for neither type of basement, tectonic models 

must account for their absence. 

MetamorphiSil and Deformation 

Proterozoic metamorphic and deformational styles may ·be markedly 

different than those of other eras but not yet recognized, so this study 

sought to quantify Proterozoic metamorphic and deformational styles. 



Terranes characterized by polymetamorphism or polydeformation beside 

terranes involved j.n only a single event provide a clear indication of 

different tectonic histories. Time-space interrelationships of 

volcanism, sedimentation, plutonism, deformation, and metamorphism are 

crucial to a model of the whole crust and its evolution. 

Plutonism 
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Petrogenetic interpretations of volcanic belts are typically 

based on the volcanic components alone, neglecting sub volcanic and 

plutonic phases. Yet the plutonic components provide the most pristine 

petrologic systems. Careful field mapping distinguished the p1utonic

subvo1canic phases that are strictly cogenetic with volcanic phases from 

later plutonic bodies not closely related to the volcanic rocks. 

Remarkably systematic differences between late plutonic suites and 

earlier synvo1canic plutonic suites were found. 

Geochemistry 

Geochemical data was deemed to be an essential part of the 

Proterozoic tectonic study because no definitive body of data on the 

chemical composition of new Proterozoic crust exists. In a first-stage 

tectonic analysis that compares and contrasts major attributes of rock 

units, major-element geochemical data was deemed the most useful and the 

most directly corre1atab1e to the major rock characteristics. Trace

element data was considered to represent a second level, and rare-earth 

element data a third level in the overall tectonic analysis, stages which 

should follow rather than preceed major element geochemistry. 

Geochronology 

A common misconception in Precambrian studies is that tectonic 

analyses are impossible without isotopic data on key rock units; 

consequently, rocks may be dated as a substitute for careful work in 

deciphering relative field relations. In fact, careful work in any 

Precambrian terrane can establish a detailed accurate relative chronology 

of events whose'precision exceeds that of all isotopic methods. Therefore 



this study concentrated on deducing a reliable and accurate relative 

chronology independent of, and of greater precision than, available 

isotopic data. Once the relative chronology was established, the 

existing isotopic chronology was referenced to it, so as to provide 

"absolute" numbers 011 the tectonic events. However, the relative 

chronology established by this study stands independent of any such 

"absolute" numbers or subsequent changes to such numbers. 
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In summary, the following data are necessary for a logical, 

internally consistent, and successful synthesis of Proterozoic tectonics. 

1. The composition, distribution, and structure of volcanic belts. 

2. The character of lateral and longitudinal basins in the volcanic belts. 

3. Interrelationships of volcanic and non-volcanic sedimentary terranes. 

4. The nature of the basement and its relationship to the volcanic belts. 

5. The significance of metamorphic variations throughout the orogen. 

6. The deformational state and its variations throughout an orogenic area. 

7. The tectonic significance of faults, strain zones and shears. 

8. The time-space distribution of all different types of plutonic suites. 

9. Geochemical data on volcanic and plutonic rocks. 

10. Isotopic age data. 

It was deemed essential for this study to collect in a uniform 

and systematic manner from the entire Proterozoic of Arizona, the first 

nine data types listed above. Sufficient isotopic dates were available 

to bracket in a broad sense the absolute ages of the major rock units, 

although it is clear from this study where additional isotopic work needs 

to be done. The relative chronology of events to come out of this study 

is so intricate as to be beyond resolution of isotopic dating techniques 

exceeding ± 2 Ma analytical precision. This relative chronology of 

intervolcanic-unconformity bound stratigraphic units and tectonic events 

is sufficiently well constrained by field relationships that it is hoped 

that it will eventually become a reference for all future studies of the 

Proterozoic of Arizona. 
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Purpose of This Study 

The purpose of this study, therefore, was to gather all data 

germane to the geologic makeup, composition, petrology, structure, and 

evolution of the Proterozoic crust in Arizona. This goal was attained 

by: (1) compilation of pertinent prior data, (2) extensive field mapping 

of all significant exposures, (3) chemical analyses that characterize the 

major geologic units, (4) assessing crustal composition by lithologic and 

chemical distribution, (5) petrologic and geochemical analysis of origins 

and crustal structure of major rock assemblages, (6) structural analysis 

of deformation on both detailed and broad scales, (7) establishment of a 

state-wide stratigraphic framework, based on a well constrained relative 

chronology, (8) developing geologic histories of each major tectonic 

region, (9) synthesizing the above data into tectonic histories for each 

part of the state, as well as into a Proterozoic tectonic evolution for 

the entire state, and (10) defining the Proterozoic plate tectonic style. 

Data Presentation 

This dissertation is the result of 12 years of detailed mapping 

and investigation into the complex Precambrian structure, stratigraphy, 

igneou~, metamorphic, and sedimentary petrology, and tectonics of all 

major Precambrian exposures in Arizona, with specific concentration in 

the central volcanic belts. The study resulted in mapping at 1:24,000 

scale of more than 80 7.5' quadrangles in central and northwest Arizona, 

hundreds of chemical analyses, more than 1000 studied and analyzed 

representative rock suites, and volumes of written detailed geologic 

descriptions on Proterozoic geology that has never before been studied. 

The original intent was to present in this dissertation all 

data on the ~rizona Proterozoic collected in this study, but the sheer 

volume of data has made such an undertaking impossible for a single work. 

Mapping of the Central Volcanic Belt was planned for presentation at 

1:50,000 scale, but size limitations prohibited their inclusion. Length 
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constraints limit the geologic discussion of each region and subject to 

the bare essentials, condensed almost to abstract form, and omitting 

detailed geologic and geochemical data. All of this detailed information 

may be published later if sufficient interest is forthcoming. It is the 

detailed data that is of greatest value to other geologists who wish to 

undertake detailed studies in the Proterozoic of Arizona in the future. 

Summary of Foundation of Previous Work 

Early Precambrian studies defined three major assemblages of 

stratified rocks in Arizona: "Yavapai schist" referred to schistose 

volcanic-clastic rocks in Yavapai county (Jagger and Palache, 1905; 

Lindgren, 1926), "Pinal schist" to schistose low-grade sedimentary rocks 

in Pinal county (Ransome, 1903, 1915), and "Vishnu schist" to gneissic 

rocks in the Grand Canyon (Walcott, 1890). Thus a fundamental difference 

in the older Precambrian rock assemblages of Arizona was perceived at the 

outset: Yavapai schist contained much more volcanic, especially mafic 

volcanic rock than did the dominantly sedimentary Pinal schist assemblage, 

and although Vishnu schist was also dominantly sedimentary, it involved 

high grade metamorphism and migmatization of psammitic strata originally 

believed to be typical of Archean rocks, whereas Pinal schist was a low

grade metamorphosed pelitic assemblage. These metamorphosed and deformed 

strata were broadly termed "Older Precambrian" to distinguish them from 

the generally flat-lying strata of the Apache Group, termed "Younger 

Precambrian" (Ransome, 1919; Wilson, 1939). 

Wilson (1939) first established stratigraphic order by noting 

three broad rock-stratigraphic divisions in the Arizona Precambrian: 

1. oldest mafic volcanic rocks (his "Yaeger greenstone"), 

2. younger felsic volcanic rocks (his "Red Rock rhyolite"), and 

3. younger sedimentary rocks (his "Alder sedimentary series"). 

Although the correct order of Alder series and Red Rock rhyolite was 

inverted by influence from Mingus Mountain where felsic volcanics do 

predate Alder rocks, it is important to realize that Wilson established 
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in 1939 the essentially correct order of evolution of the Arizona 

Precambrian crust: (1) mafic volcanics first (2) felsic volcanics second, 

(3) sedimentary rocks last. This generalization is not true everywhere, 

but subsequent workers who followed Wilson's order (e.g. Gastil, 1958) 

correctly perceived an environment of primary crustal formation for the 

Arizona Proterozoic, whereas those who did not (e.g. Blacet, 1966) missed 

the true stratigraphic order and understanding of a primary mafic crust. 

Wilson (1939) establish that the Mazatzal sequence of th~ 

Mazatzal Mountains was post-volcanic, lying unconformably on an older 

volcano sedimentary terrane, but deformed with that metamorphosed terrane. 

He defined the "Mazatzal Revolution" as a profound crustal disturbance 

postdating deposition of Mazatzal quartzite but preceeding Apache strata, 

a disturbance involving deformation of Mazatzal and older strata, and 

invasion by major Precambrian batholiths. As defined, this Mazatzal 

revolution is the major Precambrian deformation of Arizona. Although 

isotopic dating has since resolved two different ages of batholiths, and 

the present study shows different ages of deformation, for 1939, Wilson's 

Mazatzal Revolution was an excellent approximation to the truth and a 

major leap forward in understanding the Precambrian history of Arizona. 

The stratigraphic column Wilson established for central Arizona 

is reproduced in figure 3, and appears remarkably accurate today; only 

the oldest rocks are poorly resolved. Later Gastil (1958) tried to 

reorganize the older Precambrian rocks in central Arizona, based on the 

stratigraphy of the Diamond Butte area, but extending his stratigraphic 

sequence outside of his own area resulted in major miscorrelations to 

Wilson's stratigraphy. Conway (1976) again tried to develop a regionally 

viable stratigraphy from the Tonto Basin-Diamond Butte area, but the 

formations he established are not extensive outside his region. 

It is not possible to develop a stratigraphic sequence in a 

saaall area that is applicable to a. much broader area because complex 

facies changes prohibit such extrapolations. When the broader area is 
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investigated, as in this study, it is clearly apparent that stratigraphy 

in each small area is unique to itself, and only through first studying 

the broad stratigraphic architecture is it then possible to understand 

how each small area fits into the broad framework. Only through regional 

tracing out of major stratigraphic units can miscorrelations be avoided, 

and such tracing out of major units, with recognition of local facies 

variants versus regionally extensive units, was the goal of this study. 

Gastil (1958) corrected the order of Wilson's Alder series and 

Red Rock rhyolite, and advanced knowledge of granite-rhyolite relations 

in the Tonto Basin felsic complex, but his most profound conclusion 

(p. 1513) was that the lack of metamorphic or plutonic basement under the 

volcanic-sedimentary sequences suggests "a pattern of primary continental 

formation", echoing the implications of Wilson's earlier work. 

Problems of stratigraphic correlation between different areas 

arose when Wilson's method of first mapping "lithologically distinctive 

rock units, then structuring a stratigraphic sequence from these unique 

units, was abandoned for a different style of first grouping diverse 

lithologies under single map units, then assuming a stratigraphic order 

from the map units without first testing for lithologic or stratigraphic 

uniqueness. This "grouping" method was used by U.S.G.S. workers in 

central Arizona from 1948 to 1972, and led to many stratigraphic problems 

in the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts (e.g. Anderson and Creasey, 1971). 

U-Pb and Rb-Sr studies of the 1960's showed that an isotopic 

age boundary divides Arizona into two major Precambrian age belts (fig. 

4). The origi~al U-Pb ages have been younged by about 20 Ma using new 

decay constants of Steiger and Jaeger (1977). The older belt north of 

Cave Creek has volcanic rocks with 1800-1750 Ma U-Pb ages (Anderson and 

others, 1971), or 1640-1610 Ma Rb-Sr minimum ages (Lanphere, 1968), and 

batholiths with 1750-1700 Ma U-Pb ages (Silver, 1969), or 1690-1550 Ma 
Rb-Sr and K-Ar ages (Lanphere, 1967; Kessler, 1976; Damon and Giletti, 

1961). The younger belt to the south has volcanic rocks with 1720-1680 
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of Arizona; data derived from references cited in the text. 
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Ma U-Pb ages (Silver, 1963; Ludwig and Silver, 1973) or 1730-1510 Ma Rb

Sr ages (Livingston, 1970; Livingston and Damon, 1968), and batholiths 

with 1680-1630 Ma U-Pb ages (Silver, 1969) or 1730-1500 Ma Rb-Sr ages 

(Livingston and Damon, 1968). Both belts are intruded by granitoid 

plutons and batholiths with 1440-1410 Ma U-Pb ages (Silver, 1969) or 

1470-1310 Ma Rb-Sr ages (Erickson, 1968; Kessler, 1976; Damon and 

Giletti, 1961; Livingston, 1970; Livingston and Damon, 1968). Age 

discrepancies result mostly from the different dating methods. The age 

boundary shown in figure 4 is not necessarily in agreement with the 

geologic results of this study, but is rather refined by this study. 

Isotopic studies neither precisely located the boundary in the 

field or on detailed maps, nor discussed whether the boundary is sharp, 

diffuse, or an overprinting phenomenon, nor clarified whether fundamental 

petrologic differences in rock types exist across it, nor addressed its 

relevance to regional tectonics. The first discussion of the tectonic 

nature of the boundary in terms of plate tectonics and crustal accretion 

was given by Anderson (1976). Anderson (1977a), Anderson and Guilbert 

(1979) and Conway (1976) briefly noted how the boundary may relate to the 

Precambrian geology of Arizona. This present study provides definitive 

answers as to location, nature and tectonic significance of the apparent 

age boundary as the Proterozoic evolution of Arizona is explained. 

Broad Proterozoic Structure of Arizona 

The broad Precambrian structure of Arizona consists of three 

northeast trending belts of markedly different rock compositions and 

structures. However, the true northeast trend of all Proterozoic belts 

and structures may be readily masked by the northwest trend of a general 

envelope around Precambrian outcrops in Arizona, unless the effects of 

younger tectonism is clearly distinguished from original Proterozoic 

tectonics. Figure 5 shows the northwest trending envelope of Precambrian 

exposures as it is commonly seen on overview maps, but this trend results 

solely from drawing a continuous envelope around the major Precambrian 
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outcrops in Arizona and has no original Proterozoic significance: it does 

not follow the original Proterozoic fabric, it excludes many Proterozoic 

outcrops, and it misrepresents the existence of Proterozoic basement both 

under the Colorado plateau and in southwest Arizona. 

'l'his northwest-trending envelope was mistakenly interpreted to 

signify a primary trend of original Proterozoic tectonic significance 

(e.g. Condie and Budding, 1979; Lucchita, 1978), but on the contrary, all 

regional relationships clearly prove that the primary Proterozoic fabric 

is NE-trending and a traverse from northwest to southeast down the length 

of the "envelope" crosses all the major Proterozoic tectonic belts. No 

significant primary northwest trend of Arizona Proterozoic features 

exists, only later exposure of certain Precambrian crustal levels. Thus 

the envelope is simply an erosional window into the coherent Precambrian 

crust of Arizona exposed by Mesozoic-Cenozoic uplift (Anderson, 1978b). 

Precambrian crust underlies Phanerozoic strata of the Colorado Plateau, 

as evidenced by diatremes (McGetchin and Silver, 1972), Precambrian 

basement in all deep wells drilled on the Colorado Plateau (e.g. Johnson, 

1957), isolated Precambrian outcrops in Northeast Arizona (Wilson, Moore 

and Cooper, 1969) and the immediate presence around the Colorado Plateau 

of Precambrian rocks where Phanerozoic strata have been stripped off. 

Precambrian crust also lies to the southwest, but has been 

disrupted by Mesozoic-Cenozoic volcanism, plutonism, deformation, and 

metamorphism. Thus, Precambrian exposures in southwest Arizona are now 

more widely scattered than in the central region. Likewise, Precambrian 

volcanic belts are not confined to the NW-trending envelope of fig. 5; 

they occur to the west in western Maricopa and Yuma counties, and to the 

east under the Colorado Plateau, where drill holes intersected parts of 

volcanic belts extending intermittently to and throughout the Proterozoic 

of Colorado and northern New Mexico. Therefore, there is no valid reason 

to conclude (e.g. Lucchita, 1978) that Proterozoic volcanic belts are 

restricted to the envelope of fig. 5 and do not extend NE-SW from it. In 

fact, fig. 5 shows the true NE-trending Proterozoic fabric as three major 



Proterozoic crustal belts that are the focus for discussion to follow. 

In contrast to subdividing the Arizona Precambrian from this 

vertical perspective, historically, the Precambrian of Arizona has been 

subdivided from a strictly horizontal, stratigraphic perspective. This 

classical viewpoint led to establishment of two Precambrian divisions: 

1. "younger" Precambrian rocks, which are mostly flat-lying; and 

2. "older" Precambrian rocks which are generally deformed, 

metamorphosed and are not flat lying. 
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The fundamental tectonic and time break recorded in the profound 

unconformity between the older and younger Precambrian has been. described 

as the Mazatzal Revolution (Wilson, 1939). This dissertation is solely 

concerned with developing a new understanding of the older Precambrian. 

The younger Precambrian of central Arizona (Apache Group) and the Grand 

Canyon (Grand Canyon Supergroup) have been comparatively well studied, 

and no attempt is made here to summarize earlier work (see Shride, 1967). 

Only the older Precambrian rocks of Arizona are discussed here, except 

where Apache Group or Grand Canyon Supergroup are specifically mentioned. 

The older Precambrian rocks that lie in the range 2.0 to 1.6 Ga would, by 

U.S.G.S. terminology be "Early Proterozoic". However, it is recognized 

here that in most other parts of the world, "Early Proterozoic" refers to 

the time period 2.5 to 2.0 Ga. so the Arizona Proterozoic under that 

definition lies in the middle Proterozoic. Because of this discrepancy, 

the term "Early Proterozoic" is not used in this dissertation. 

The older Precambrian rocks in Arizona are divisible into three 

profoundly different belts based solely on the dominant lithologic 

characteristics of the oldest rocks in each belt. Age dating is not 

involved in this determination of the oldest rocks in each belt: they are 

simply those rocks that are observed in the field to be variously 

metamorphosed, deformed, and intruded by plutonic rocks. The oldest 

rocks in all belts are volcanic, sedimentary, or volcanosedimentary, as 

shown in fig. 6. The lithologic distribution of each belt is as follows. 



1. Northwest GneisfJ Belt: 

dominated by highly metamorphosed, locally polydeformed quartzo

feldspathic layered gneisses of arkosic, wacke, and pelitic 

sedimentary origin or distal volcaniclastic origin; volcanic and 

volcaniclastic rocks locally dominate. 

2. Central Volcanic Belt: 
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dominated by volcanic, volcaniclastic and lesser sedimentary rocks 

of distal volcanic derivation; variably metamorphosed and deformed; 

folds and thrusts obvious in young Mazatzal strata. Logically 

divisible into two parts: a northwesterly part dominated by older 

mafic volcanic rocks (2a, fig. 5), a southeasterly part dominated by 

younger felsic volcanic rocks (2b, fig. 5). 

3. Southeast Schist belt: 

predominantly low-grade metamorphosed pelitic and quartzofeldspathic 

schist of sedimentary and local volcanic origins; relatively small 

areas of felsic and mafic volcanic rocks; generally weakly deformed. 

Those familiar with earlier Arizona literature will instantly 

recognize that these three major lithologic assemblages were formerly 

described as Vishnu schist, Yavapai schist and Pinal schist respectively. 

Although they do reflect profound differences in the lithologic makeup of 

the Proterozoic crust, the Vishnu, Yavapai, and Pinal schist terms were 

only appropriate in the past to collectively describe poorly understood 

assemblages of obscure rocks. Now, with much greater detailed knowledge 

of the rocks, and a new stratigraphic understanding of the assemblages, 

the general "schist" terms are no longer appropriate, and the terms 

"Vishnu, Yavapai, and Pinal" can be assigned totally new statuses. 

Boundaries between the Northwest Gneiss Belt, Central Volcanic 

Belt, with mafic (2a) and felsic (2b) portions, and the Southeast Schist 

Belt (fig. 5) ~~e based on presence or absence of dominant lithologic 

types, described above, and are approximations of more intricate patterns 



Figure 6: 

Distribution of Precambrian volcanic and 

se4imentary rocks in Arizona in relation to major lithologic 

belts making up the Proterozoic crust. The Northwest Gneiss 

Belt, Central Volcanic Belt, and Southeast Schist Belt are 

the major Proterozoic lithologic-tectonic belts discussed 

throughout this dissertation, and the Central Volcanic Belt 

is covered in detail. Rocks of dominantly sedimentary 

origin are shown in black, rocks of mainly volcanic origin 

are stippled, rocks of mainly volcanosedimentary origin in 

the Southeast Schist Belt are shown in dotted outlines, the 

Mazatzal Group is vertically ruled, and terranes remobilized 

by younger events are denoted "R". 
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whose tectonic significance is described in detail later. Figure 6 

presents a more accurate view of the same structure. Note that without 

the generalized envelope around the main mass of Precambrian exposures, 

the erosional northwest trend disappears and the true fabric of 

predominantly NE-aligned exposures and structures is clearly evident. 

29 

Figure 6 shows the oldest rocks in each belt, and all plutonic 

rocks are omitted so as to direct attention to these oldest rocks. The 

statement "oldest rocks" does not mean that the oldest units in the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt are the same age as those in the Central Volcanic 

Belt or the Southeast Schist Belt: in fact, they are not coeval. Each 

rock suite represents the earliest-formed components of the belt in which 

it lies, all predating the plutonic rocks in each respective belt. 

The lithologic boundaries of figure 6 do not match the isotopic 

age boundary of fig. 4 which passes through Payson on a similar northeast 

trend. If the age boundary does indeed separate provinces of different 

ages, it might be expected to coincide with a major lithologic change, 

but in fact it does not. The tectonic significance of the isotopic age 

boundary is explained in the tectonic chapter at the end of this 

dissertation. This work is concerned with developing a detailed tectonic 

history from geologic relationships alone which can be objectively 

compared to the isotopic data. Thus, comprehensive geologic histories 

for each region, and the Proterozoic tectonic evolution of Arizona, have 

been developed in this study without the aid of any isotopic dating. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of volcanic rocks that define 

the Proterozoic volcanic belts of Arizona, in relation to the previously

described lithologic belts. The volcanic belts are named by location, 

and their limits are defined more explicitly in later chapters. Volcanic 

belts in the Prescott-Jerome areas represent the older, dominantly mafic 

portion of the Central Volcanic Belt, whereas volcanic belts in the New 

River, Cave Creek, Mazatzal Mountain and Diamond Butte areas represent 

the younger, dominantly felsic portion of the Central Volcanic Belt. 
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make up the main Proterozoic volcanic belts of Arizona. 
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The reader should conceptually distinguish between different 

usage of the terms "Central Volcanic Belt" (capitalized formal usage) for 

the whole, and terms such as "Prescott volcanic belt" (uncapitalized 

informal usage) for the components. The term Central Volcanic Belt here 

refers collectively to all central Arizona Proterozoic volcanic belts, 

their distally correlative clastics, and generically related plutons. 

Informal usage of terms such as "Prescott volcanic belt" refer to 

physically continuous areas of volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks that are 

components of the entire belt, but which are separated from the other 

component volcanic belts by regions of plutonic rocks. Volcanic 

stratigraphy can be demonstrated as having been originally continuous 

between the component belts (e.g. New River, Cave Creek, Mazatzal 

Mountain and Diamond Butte volcanic belts), but original continuity of 

volcanic stratigraphy between the Central Volcanic Belt and other 

volcanic belts in Arizona cannot be demonstrated at the present time. 

Figure 7 reveals another important aspect of the broad 

Precambrian structure of Arizona: about 80% of Precambrian volcanic 

rocks are found in the Central Volcanic Belt between Prescott, Phoenix, 

and the Diamond Butte area east of Payson. Because these volcanic rocks 

contain the most detailed information on the Precambrian geologic and 

tectonic evolution of Arizona, the most detailed work for this study was 

concentrated in central Arizona, with continuous 7.5' quadrangle mapping 

undertaken between Prescott and the Diamond Butte area. 

Boundaries shown on figures 5, 6 and 7 are all in slightly 

different locations depending on their definition in each figure: major 

lithologic assemblages in figure 5, volcanic belts in figure 7, and 

structurally distinct volcanic and sedimentary terranes in figure 6. 

This difference indicates that complexity does indeed exist, that no 

single tectonic feature accurately defines all belts, but that general 

agreement among many tectonic features point to the fundamental nature of 

the tectonic belts so outlined. This dissertation will demonstrate 

profoundly different tectonic histories for these three crustal belts. 
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ESSENTIAL GmLOGIC BACKGROUND FOR THB PROTEROZOIC OF ARIZONA 

This study provides much new Proterozoic data and makes major 

changes in stratigraphic nomenclature for the Arizona Proterozoic, so it 

is important to clearly understand the study's methodology and the new 

stratigraphic basis for the work, why former stratigraphies were found 

inadequate, and why a new perspective was timely. All such background 

information, including concepts of complex volcanic stratigraphy and 

intervolcanic unconformities, is found in this chapter and is the main 

foundation for a new understanding of the Proterozoic of Arizona. 

Those interested only in the overview of this study's results 

and conclusions, who are not concerned with the details of methodology, 

approach, and differences with earlier work, and who are familiar with 

stratigraphic-structural complexities in Precambrian volcanic terranes, 

may wish to pass by this chapter, but refer back to it if concepts or 

relationships presented later are not clear. All previous work and its 

relevance is reviewed, how a new stratigraphy was developed is explained, 

and the most important lithologic, protolithologic, stratigraphic, 

structural, metamorphic, and chemical considerations are discussed. 

The author considers the concepts in this chapter vitally 

important to a new understanding of the Arizona Proterozoic, because 

without this background data one cannot correctly decipher Arizona's 

Proterozoic volcanic stratigraphy, accurately perceive its tectonic 

evolution, or see why earlier stratigraphies were inaccurate. Every 

topic in this chapter is addressed because recent workers in the Arizona 

Proterozoic have either questioned the author about the new concepts or 

are continuing to use outdated concepts. Recent Arizona Proterozoic 

studies show that a former generation of stratigraphic concepts are still 

being applied to mapping Proterozoic volcanic stratigraphy in Arizona, 

with the same erroneous results as in the past. Hopefully therefore the 

data in this chapter will have a major impact on such work and finally 

put many if not all of these outdated concepts to rest. 



Previous Work in Arizona 

Because of this study's 12 year duration, the following review 

considers work prior to this study (pre-1973) separately from work 

concurrent with and including results of this study. Works by Anderson 

before 1973 refer to Charles Anderson of the U.S.G.S. and should not be 

confused with works by Anderson after 1973, which are by the author, 

except for C.A. Anderson and Silver's (1976) paper. 

History of Investigations 
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The first publications on the Precambrian of Arizona (Walcott, 

1890; Van Hise, 1892) were concerned with regional correlation of Archean 

and Proterozoic strata throughout the U.S., and set the stage for later 

Grand Canyon studies trying to correlate the Arizona Proterozoic to the 

Archean of the Canadian Shield (Ransome, 1908; Van Hise and Leith, 1909; 

Noble and Hunter, 1916; Darton and others, 1924; Darton, 1925). Central 

Arizona investigations began near the turn of the century and ultimately 

were to form the backbone of Arizona Precambrian studies. Discovery of 

gold in central Arizona volcanic belts prompted studies in the Bradshaw 

Mountains (Jagger and Palache, 1905), Mazatzal Mountains (Ransome, 1915), 

the Phoenix-Ray areas (Schrader, 1918; Ransome, 1903, 1919), and the 

gneissic terranes of northwest Arizona (Lee, 1908; Schrader, 1908,1917). 

In 1920, Eldred D. Wilson began studying the Mazatzal quartzite 

in central Arizona, and in so doing, probably unknowingly started turning 

the wheels of a revolution (Wilson, 1922a, 1922b). In the same decade, 

ore deposit-related studies centered on newly discovered mining districts 

such as Jerome in central Arizona and the Cerbat Mountains in northwest 

Arizona continued to form the backbone of investigations (Reber, 1922; 

Ransome, 1923; Lindgren, 1926; Fearing, 1925, 1926; Fearing and Benedict, 

1925; Lausen, 1926, 1930; Lausen and Gardner, 1927; Lausen and Wilson, 

1925; Lindgren and Lausen, 1930; Davis, 1931). Beginning again in 1932, 

Grand Canyon stratigraphy and age problems surfaced, with more elaborate 
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justification for the inferred Archean age of the "crystalline basement" 

under late Precambrian strata, based on mistaken correlations to eastern 

Canada (Darton, 1932a, 1932b; Keyes, 1934; Hinds, 1935, 1937; Campbell, 

1937). This thinking finally ended in 1940 (Campbell and Maxson, 1938, 

1939a, 1939b; Hinds, 1938, 1939; Keyes, 1938a, 1938b, 1940). 

Meanwhile workers in central Arizona less concerned with Archean 

correlations were building original data from central Arizona, from which 

the real advances were to come. Wilson furthered studies of the Mazatzal 

sequence for a Ph.D. (Wilson, 1937a), geologic knowledge of the Jerome 

area and the Cerbat Mountains was advancing (Butler and Wilson, 1938; 

Ransome, 1936; Reber, 1938; Hernon, 1938), as were Precambrian-Cambrian 

paleogeographic studies (Stoyanow, 1936; Wilson, 1937b; Stoyanow, 1942). 

Then in 1939 Wilson's dissertation study "Pre-Cambrian Mazatzal 

Revolution in central Arizona" appeared in print, and pushed geologic 

understanding of the Arizona Precambrian one giant leap forward. For the 

first time there was established a logical, ordered Precambrian tectonic 

history derived solely from relationships within Arizona. "Revolution" 

was indeed an appropriate title, for it was all of that to Arizona and a 

slightly smaller revolution to the rest of the geologic world; even 

today, the Precambrian of Arizona is known by many still in terms of 

Wilson's original "Mazatzal Revolution". Needless to say, the essence of 

Wilson's pioneering work has withstood the test of time, because it was 

assembled from sound geologic relationships deduced in the field. 

From that time on many were attracted to the Arizona Precambrian 

to study it: C. A. Anderson and Cy Creasey started work in the Bagdad, 

Jerome and Prescott areas for the U.S.G.S., and other geologic studies 

such as Gastil's and many geochronologic investigations over the next 30 

years were no doubt attracted to the Precambrian of Arizona because of 

Wilson's landmark paper. Wilson carried on systematically reconnaissance 

mapping all Precambrian rocks in the state, and went on to produce more 

geologic data on the Precambrian of Arizona than any other person. 
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Work between 1940 and 1954 centered on the Jerome, Prescott, 

and Bagdad areas because the United Verde, Iron King, and Old Dick had 

become three of the largest mines in Arizona (Anderson, Scholz and 

Strobell, 1946, 1955; Anderson, 1949, 1951; Creasey and Anderson, 1948; 

Creasey, 1949, 1950, 1952). Ore deposit studies went on in the northwest 

(Hobbs, 1944; Wilson, 1948), and investigations in southeast Arizona were 

just starting (Wilson, 1940; Cooper and Silver, 1954). From 1953 to 

1958, Gastil (1953, 1954, 1958) tried to develop a unified stratigraphic 

history in central Arizona, a~ studies in the Black Canyon belt (Jerome, 

1956), and in southeast Arizona (Silver, 1955) were completed. 

The younger Precambrian Apache Group received major attention 

in the late 50's and 60's (Lance, 1958, 1959; Shride, 1958, 1961, 1967). 

Anderson and Creasey (1958) finished work on the Jerome area and Anderson 

and Blacet mapped parts of the Prescott-Mayer area (Anderson, 1959, 1967; 

Anderson and Blacet, 1962; Blacet, 1964, 1968). From 1958 to 1960, the 

Arizona geologic county maps were finished, summarizing Wilson's very 

extensive Precambrian reconnaissance work (Wilson, Moore and Peirce, 

1957, 1959; Wilson and Moore 1958, 1959a & b, 1960; Wilson, Moore and 

O'Haire, 1960; Arizona Bureau of Mines, 1958, 1959), and later culminated 

in a new geologic map.of Arizona (Wilson, Moore and Cooper, 1969). 

The first isotopic age data in 1957 (Aldrich, Wetherill and 

Davis, 1957) heralded a new style of investigation, integrating isotopic 

dating with mapping, petrology and geochemistry. Reference sections were 

established in southeast Arizona (Silver, 1955, Erickson, 1969; Smith, 

1969; Livingston, 1970) and earlier mapping was reevaluated in the light 

of new age data (Anderson and others, 1971). Whereas work in the 1960's 

sought uniformity throughout Arizona, the new age data pointed to a 

diversity of tectonic evolutions for different parts of the state. 

By 1969, isotopic age data existed on several Precambrian rock 

sequences and plutonic-tectonic events, both in specific areas (Silver, 

1960, 1963a, 1963b, 1966; Silver and Deutsch, 1963; Pasteels and Silver, 
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1966; Damon, Livingston and Erickson, 1962; Damon and Giletti, 1961; 

Livingston and Damon, 1968b; Erickson, 1968 a, b, and c; Livingston, 

1962, 1969; Lanphere, 1968) and regionally (Giletti and Damon, 1961; 

Gastil, 1962; Damon, 1962; Lanphere and Wasserburg, 1963; Silver, 1964, 

1967, 1968; Wasserburg and Lanphere, 1965; Bickford and Wetherill, 1965; 

Mauger, Damon and Giletti, 1965; Livingston and Damon, 1968a). The first 

overviews of the Arizona Precambrian appeared (Wilson, 1962; Anderson, 

1966, 1968a) since Darton's (1925) summary, the first trace-element data 

on the granitic rocks was available (Putnam and Burnham, 1964), and 

tectonic speculations began to appear (Gastil, 1962; Anderson, 1968c). 

In 1966 Blacet erroneously thought he had found an old granitic 

basement to the Prescott volcanic belt (Blacet, 1966), so current USGS 

stratigraphies of the Prescott region were rearranged accordingly. As a 

result, the USGS Mingus Mountain and Prescott quadrangles appeared with 

incorrect stratigraphic columns (Anderson and Creasey, 1967; Krieger, 

1965) before the problem was resolved (Anderson and others, 1971). The 

later Mount Union and Mayer quadrangles had the Texas Gulch Formation in 

the correct position (Anderson and Blacet, 1972a and b). Finally in 1972 

publication of two bulletins (Anderson, 1972; Anderson and Blacet, 1972c) 

closed out 20 years of USGS work in the Prescott-Jerome area. 

As a result of the war, economic geology studies diversified 

into metal commodities such as mercury (Faick, 1958; Beckman and Kerns, 

1965; Bailey, 1969) and uranium (Osterwald, 1956; Schwartz, 1957; Granger 

and Raup, 1962, 1969; Neuerburg and Granger, 1960). More definitive work 

appeared on the major base-metal massive sulfide deposits such as the 

Iron King (Gilmour and Still, 1968), Bruce-Old Dick (Baker and Clayton, 

1968) and United Verde (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). The complete 

Arizona Precambrian ore deposit literature is too large to fully treat in 

this summary, and only a few of the main papers have been mentioned. 

The 1970's was a time of major change in thinking about the 

Precambrian of Arizona, largely due to influx of fresh ideas ranging from 
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ore deposit genesis to regional tectonics. The once "replacement" ore 

bodies at Jerome and Bagdad were now seen as volcanogenic massive sulfide 

deposits (Anderson and Nash, 1972; Clayton and Baker, 1973). The history 

of older Precambrian in the Grand Canyon was almost totally reinterpreted 

(Livingston and others, 1974; Brown, Babcock and Clark, 1974), and the 

true nature of Precambrian volcaniclastics was being studied in detail 

for the first time (Ludwig, 1974). However, this is just the beginning 

of the change, for the major upheavals in understanding the Precambrian 

took place after 1974, as will be seen in the following section. 

Recent Investigations 

At the time this Arizona Precambrian study began in 1974, the 

USGS had completed 20 years of work in the Prescott-Jerome area, Ludwig 

(1974; Ludwig and Silver, 1973) finished a study of volcanic rocks in the 

Mazatzal Mountains, and Conway was studying felsic hypabyssal rocks in 

Tonto Basin (Conway, 1973). From this point on, an entirely new detailed 

body of information began to emerge from various parts of the Arizona 

Precambrian. Major advances came through detailed study of Precambrian 

massive sulfide deposits in theses from the University of Arizona, 

resulting in more detailed information about the Precambrian rocks in 

Arizona in unpublished M.S. and Ph.D. theses than in publications. 

First, Brook (1974) showed how syngenetic mineralization at the 

Copper Queen mine in the Shylock zone was deformed about vertically and 

steeply plunging minor folds. The reconnaissance work for this study was 

finished by 1974, and systematic detailed mapping of the Central Volcanic 

Belt began in 1975 in the New River-Cave Creek and Payson-Mazatzal belts. 

DeWitt soon after started mapping in the Mayer-Crown King area south of 

Brook's study. By late 1975, after mapping of the volcanic belts was 

underway, it was clear that the entire Central Volcanic Belt displayed a 

unique style of deformation that produced foliation varying from weak to 

extreme, and minor folds about steep- to vertically-plunging axes, just 

as Brook had observed. The observations were clearly in irreconcilable 
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conflict with prior USGS mapping, which depicted a fold style about sub

horizontal to shallowly-plunging axes in the Prescott area. 

Works in 1975 (Martinsen, 1975; Smith and Silver, 1975; 

Sturdevant, 1975; DeVilbiss, 1975), were followed by completion of major 

works in 1976, including DeWitt's (1976) stratigraphic-ore deposit study 

of the Mayer-Crown King area, Larson's (1976) geochemical study of the 

Bruce alteration pipe at Bagdad, Kessler's (1976) study of isotopic age 

relations in the Hualapai Mountains, Swan's (1976) study of left-lateral 

offsets on elements of the Texas lineament, Conway's (1976) study of the 

Tonto Basin area (Conway and Silver, 1976), and C. A. Anderson and 

Silver's (1976) comparison of the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts to 

Archean greenstone belts. Moores (1976) raised the question of an 

ultramafic sequence beneath the Prescott volcanic belt, and Anderson 

(1976) outlined the Proterozoic plate tectonic development of the U.S. 

From 1975 to 1976, after detailed and regional mapping in the 

Central Volcanic Belt, sufficient data had been gathered in Arizona to 

confirm results of the broader regional compilation of U.S. Precambrian 

data. The systematic geochemical variations, petrologic structure, and 

age differences in the Arizona volcanic belts clearly were formed by 

processes analogous to modern subduction and plate tectonics, and the 

sequentially accreted petrologic-age belts across the U.S. and their 

Proterozoic tectonic history supported this conclusion. 

It was evident that some form of plate tectonic-like processes 

operated during the Proterozoic to generate most of the Precambrian crust 

in the U.S. and this fact was nowhere more clearly displayed than in the 

Arizona data. The resulting synthesis (summarized by Anderson, 1976) was 

the first clear statement that plate tectonic processes similar, but not 

identical, to modern ones operated during Proterozoic time. Another 

revolution in the Precambrian of Arizona was started in 1976, but that 

synthesis did not appear in print because the manuscript was considered 

"too big a dose of new Precambrian ideas to be digestible". 
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From 1977 to 1978 mapping of the Prescott volcanic belts and 

northwest Arizona for this study were completed. Petrologic variations, 

metamorphic and deformational patterns, and broad Precambrian crustal 

structure proposed in 1976 were confirmed by this work. Publications 

were abstracts on the island-arc nature of Arizona Precambrian volcanic 

belts (Anderson, 1977, 1978a, 1978b), their strain states (DeWitt, 1978; 

O'Hara and others, 1978), and on other areas (Silver, 1978; Silver and 

others, 1977). Anderson and Guilbert (1979) integrated the Precambrian 

massive sulfide deposits into their tectonic setting, and other massive 

sulfide studies were finished in the Prescott belt (Webb, 1979) and the 

Hualapai Mountains (More, 1980; Stensrud and More, 1980). New concepts 

of deformation in the Central Volcanic Belt (DeWitt, 1979; Winn, 1982) 

clashed with the old USGS model (Creasey, 1980; DeWitt, 1980). O'Hara 

(1980) restudied Blacet's original area, and other works in the Prescott

Mazatzal areas were finished (Evensen, 1980; Vrba, 1980; Wirth, 1980). 

By about 1980, a growing awareness of the applicability of 

plate tectonics to the Arizona Proterozoic started to be publicized. 

Shafiqullah, Damon and others (1980) echoed Anderson's (1976) concept 

of the Arizona Proterozoic representing a convergent plate margin, and 

Condie (1981, 1982) further echoed Anderson's (1976) concept that the 

northeast-trending Proterozoic crustal belts of the western U.S. were 

produced by plate-tectonic accretion, a major change in thinking from 

Condie and Budding's (1979) earlier northwest-trending tectonic concept 

after Condie reviewed the Anderson (1976) manuscript. Donnelly and 

Hahn's (1981) summary of the volcanic stratigraphy in central Arizona 

repeated Anderson and Guilbert's (1979) conclusions about the tectonic 

setting of massive sulfides and complex volcanic stratigraphy, but was 

already outdated because it was based on existing USGS stratigraphy that 

had already been shown to be inadequate and in need of revision. 

The Mazatzal Group received much attention in 1980 and 1981: a 

detailed sedimentologic, structural and paleogeographic study of Mazatzal 

Group exposures throughout central Arizona was undertaken hand in hand 
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with evaluation of the uranium potential in the conglomerate beds for the 

Department of Energy (Anderson and Wirth, 1981). Trevena also studied 

Mazatzal quartzites throughout the state (Trevena, 1979) and both Trevena 

(1981) and Conway and others (1981) presented their Mazatzal studies. 

Since 1970 geophysical data on Arizona was enlarged by adding 

residual aeromagnetics (Saulk and Sumner, 1970; Hong, Aiken and Peoples, 

1981), Bouger gravity (West and Sumner, 1973; Lysonski and others, 1978), 

seismic refraction (Warren, 1969), and depth-to-curie-point isotherm 

(Byerly and Stolt, 1977; Hong, Aiken and Peoples, 1981), and inferred 

crustal structure from diatreme inclusions (McGetchin and Silver, 1972). 

Arizona's crust is very complex, with various ages of Proterozoic crusts 

underplated and punctuated by Phanerozoic igneous activity. No attempt 

has yet been made to interpret geophysical data strictly in terms of the 

original Precambrian crustal structure of Arizona. 

Applicability to this Study 

The earliest Arizona Precambrian studies discovered that three 

major stratified rock assemblages make up different parts of the state: 

(1) "Yavapai schist" referred to schistose volcanic-clastic rocks in 

north-central Arizona principally in Yavapai county (Jagger and 

Palache, 1905; Lindgren, 1926). 

(2) "Pinal schist" referred to schistose low-grade sedimentary rocks in 

southeast Arizona, named for major exposures in Pinal county (e.g. 

Ransome, 1903, 1915). 

(3) "Vishnu schist" described migmatites and gneisses in the Grand Canyon 

(Walcott, 1890). 

Right at the outset the early workers perceived a fundamental difference 

in the make up of the older Precambrian assemblages that once constituted 

the crust of Arizona: Yavapai schist contained much more volcanic and 

especially mafic volcanic rock than did Pinal schist, which was almost 

everywhere a dominantly sedimentary assemblage. Although Vishnu schist 

was also dominantly sedimentary, it involved high grade metamorphism and 
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migmatization of psammitic strata originally believed to be typical of 

Archean rocks, whereas the Pinal schist was dominantly a low-grade 

metamorphosed pelitic assemblage. All these metamorphosed and deformed 

strata were broadly termed "Older Precambrian" to distinguish them from 

the generally flat-lying strata of the Apache Group, termed "Younger 

Precambrian" (Ransome, 1919; Wilson, 1939). 

Wilson (1939) established broad stratigraphic and chronologic 

order in major Precambrian rock assemblages in Arizona simply with 

lithologic mapping and recognition of important age relationships. He 

grouped Yavapai and Pinal schists into a single major "Yavapai Group", 

but this term did not survive the rigors of advance because of the 

fundamentally different lithologic make up of Yavapai and Pinal schists. 

He noted three broad rock-stratigraphic divisions in his group: (1) an 

oldest mafic volcanic sequence (his "Yaeger greenstone"); (2) a younger 

felsic volcanic sequence (his "Red Rock rhyolite"); and (3) youngest 

sedimentary rocks (his "Alder series" and Mazatzal sequence). 

Although he incorrectly determined the relative ages of Red 

Rock rhyolite and Alder sedimentary rocks, being influenced by felsic 

volcanics of Mingus Mountain which indeed predate Alder strata, it is 

important to realize that Wilson established in 1939 the essentially 

correct order of evolution of the Arizona Precambrian crust: (1) mafic 

volcanics first (2) felsic volcanics second, (3) evolved sedimentary 

rocks last. Of course, this generalization is not everywhere true in 

detail, but it should be realized that subsequent workers who followed 

Wilson's order (e.g. Gastil, 1958) correctly perceived an environment of 

primary crustal formation in the Proterozoic of Arizona, whereas those 

who did not follow it (e.g. Blacet, 1966) missed both the true 

stratigraphic order and the understanding of a primary mafic crust. 

Wilson's major 1939 contribution was to show that the Mazatzal

Maverick-Deadman sequence, as superbly exposed in the Mazatzal Mountains 

but present elsewhere in central Arizona, is a post-volcanic deformed 
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sequence lying unconformably upon the earlier metamorphosed and deformed 

volcanosedimentary terrane. He defined the "Mazatzal Revolution" as a 

profound crustal disturbance after deposition of Mazatzal quartzite but 

before deposition of Apache strata, which involved folds, thrusts, and 

reverse faults in Mazatzal strata, intense foliation and steeply plunging 

folds in "Yavapai schist", and invasion of central Arizona by b~t1?-0liths. 

As defined, this revolution is the major Precambrian deformation of 

central Arizona. Although isotopic dating has since resolved two clearly 

different ages of batholiths, and this study distinguishes two different 

ages of Mazatzal and Prescott deformation, for 1939, Wilson's "Mazatzal 

Revolution" was an excellent approximation to the truth, and was a major 

leap forward in understanding the Precambrian history of Arizona. 

Wilson intended to establish a chronostratigraphy of Precambrian 

rocks only for the part of central Arizona he studied, and did it well. 

Gastil (1958) later tried to reorganize older Precambrian stratigraphy 

throughout central Arizona based on the stratigraphy he defined in the 

small Diamond Butte area. However, when he extended his stratigraphic 

sequence outside of his sudy area, major miscorrelations to Wilson's 

stratigraphy resulted. Conway (1976) tried again in the same Tonto 

Basin-Diamond Butte area to establish a stratigraphy that was viable over 

a much larger region of central Arizona, but was equally unsuccessful. 

Herein lies a lesson crucially important to every Precambrian 

study in Arizona. It is not possible to develop a stratigraphic sequence 

in a small area that is applicable to a much broader area because complex 

facies changes prohibit such extrapolations. When the broader region is 

investigated, as in this study, it is clearly obvious that stratigraphy 

in each small area is unique to itself, and only through first studying 

the broad stratigraphic architecture is it then possible to understand 

how each small area fits into the broad framework. 

Miscorrelations could have been avoided by tracing units into 

Wilson's type area of the Mazatzal Mountains to unequivocally prove or 
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refute proposed correlations. This regional tracing out to define major 

stratigraphic units, and subsequent recognition of which units are local 

facies variants, and which units are truly regionally extensive, was a 

major ingredient of this study. Workers after Wilson would have profited 

more from refining his sequence than differing with the broad framework 

of stratigraphy that he established. Gastil (1958) corrected Wilson's 

inverted Alder series and Red Rock rhyolite and made a major contribution 

to understanding plutonic-subvolcanic-volcanic relations between Payson 

granite and felsic volcanics of Tonto Basin, but his most profound 1958 

conclusion was that a lack of metamorphic or plutonic basement under the 

volcanosedimentary sequences suggested "a pattern of primary continental 

formation", echoing the implications of Wilson's earlier work. 

Problems with correlations between different areas were later 

compounded by a change in the style of mapping of Precambrian rocks in 

Arizona. Wilson first mapped lithologically distinctive rock units, then 

structured a stratigraphic sequence out of these different map units. 

Consequently, even though one unit, for example Red Rock rhyolite, was 

placed in an incorrect stratigraphic position, later work could readily 

correct the stratigraphic sequence without redefining or discarding the 

unit because the unit is lithostratigraphically unique. 

In contrast, from Gastil's work on through all USGS studies up 

to 1972, the mapping style changed to one of mapping lithologically 

diverse assemblages of volcanic rock units as if they were "formations", 

despite the fact that the lithologies in each such "formation" overlap 

with, or are identical to, those in adjacent "formations". For example, 

on USGS maps of the Prescott area, compare Anderson and Blacet's (1972a 

and b) Green Gulch, Iron King and Spud Mountain volcanics; each contains 

basalt, andesite, rhyolite, tuff and sediments beside others map units 

with exactly the same lithologic array. This begs the question "how was 

the formation mapped as unique from adjacent ones?" when no distinctive 

criteria are noted. If foliation was mistakenly thought to be bedding 

and the "strati-graphic section" is really a section perpendicular to 



foliation, if faults that repeat stratigraphy were missed, or if any 

lithologies in a part of one formation turn out to be correlative to 

similar lithologies in another formation, the formation, and thus the 

entire stratigraphic sequence, is rendered invalid. 
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This invalidation of stratigraphy is less likely if formations 

or map units are lithologically distinctive, and it is impossible if the 

formations are defined as lithostratigraphically unique units. Thus, 

formations must have a distinctive lithology and stratigraphic position 

in order to survive as viable map units, especially in highly deformed 

volcanic terranes without obvious time lines. If rock units that are 

lithologically distinct from adjacent units are mapped first, they can 

always later be assembled into meaningful formations, but if formations 

with many diverse lithologies are mapped first, then later found to be 

non-unique, the original lithologic distribution cannot be salvaged 

from the original mapping, so the area must be entirely remapped. 

Nearly all U.S.G.S. maps made of the Prescott-Mayer and Jerome

Mingus Mountain areas from 1950 to 1972 depict these multiple-lithology 

formations rather than separate lithologies. Some formations such as the 

Texas Gulch happen to be lithostratigraphically unique, but many older 

map units were found by this study and by other workers to be non-unique 

and in need of major revision because strict lithologic control was 

lacking. The problems USGS workers had in the Prescott-Jerome areas 

deciding on a stratigraphic sequence for their major rock groups is well 

documented in Anderson and others (1971) and is not repeated here, except 

to note that the underlying cause was the style of mapping. 

This review of the applicability of previous work shows that: 

1. conflicting stratigraphies arose from the study of different areas; 

2. previous workers were unsuccessful in making regional extrapolations 

based upon the study of relatively small areas, and restudy of these 

same small areas did not necessarily help the situation; 

3. stratigraphic columns established in local areas are applicable only 



to those local areas, and a regional study is necessary to evaluate 

the major interrelationships between areas; 
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4. where prior formational mapping did not accurately depict either 

lithostratigraphic or time-stratigraphic units, remapping is necessary 

to resolve the true age relationships. 

5. formational mapping is valid only if it defines lithostratigraphically 

or time-stratigraphically unique rock units that are not duplicated in 

other map units; and 

6. lithologies provide a better foundation for accurate assessment of the 

lithologic, petrologic, and geochemical makeup of a region than does 

grouping of volcanic rocks into assemblages or "pseudo-formations" 

that are not keyed to stratigraphically distinct lithologies. 

The conclusion was that existing maps were unreliable, complete 

remapping of the Central Volcanic Belt was therefore necessary, and a new 

regional stratigraphic study was required before earlier stratigraphic 

conflicts could be resolved. These comments should not be interpreted as 

unduly harsh criticism of all previous work, since it is perfectly clear 

that former workers studied the Arizona Precambrian as they best saw fit, 

and in so doing made major strides forward. However, the above review 

clearly demonstrates that the existing Arizona data base was completely 

inadequate to fulfill the requirements of this broad tectonic study. 

Relevance to Proterozoic Tectonics of Arizona 

From a review of previous work and concurrent studies, one 

overriding conclusion is apparent: No one has succeeded in establishing 

a stratigraphic sequence, describing a geologic history, or developing an 

understanding of the tectonic evolution of Precambrian rocks in Arizona 

that is applicable to the whole state. Local stratigraphic columns have 

been proposed which generally conflict with neighboring ones. Incomplete 

geologic histories have been prepared which apply only to small areas. 

An outline of the Precambrian tectonic evolution of the state had never 

been attempted in anything more than superficial terms, and there has 
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been no satisfactory understanding of how major lithotectonic assemblages 

such as Pinal or Yavapai schists relate to one another in the state. 

The problem is not a lack of work, but rather that all previous 

and most current studies are limited to relatively small areas. From 

each small area, locally applicable geologic histories and efforts to 

draw regional conclusions have come, but such attempts have not succeeded 

in establishing any regionally viable picture. Clearly the Precambrian 

of Arizona needs modern study in its entirety before its tectonic 

evolution is understood; Wilson (1939) was the last to attempt a truly 

regional synthesis. No small area of Precambrian exposures represents 

the whole state; rather, relations in all such small areas must be taken 

into account in order to develop a complete picture of the tectonic 

evolution. It is not the geology of anyone area but the variations 

between different areas that hold the keys to solution of the problem. 

Although little geologic map and field data from previous work 

could be applied to this study of Arizona Proterozoic tectonics, other 

data has been used. Useful major-element analyses of rock units in the 

Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts were compiled from Anderson and Creasey 

(1958), Anderson (1968b, 1972), Anderson and Blacet (1972c) and Krieger 

(1965). Also relevant age data for the major rock sequences was compiled 

mainly from U-Pb zircon isotopic studies, but also from Rb-Sr whole-rock 

and K-Ar mineral dating. International agreement on decay constants 

(Steiger and Jaeger, 1977) was reached after the Arizona age data were 

published, so all original U-Pb zircon dates have been multiplied by a 

0.989 younging factor for presentation in this dissertation, meaning a 

20 Ma younging of all U-Pb Zr dates in the 1800-1600 Ma age range. 

The isotopic data, mentioned previously in chapter 1 and shown 

in figure 4, proved essential to relate the relative chronology of this 

study to an "absolute" time framework. However, the major isotopic age 

boundary of figure 4 is too generalized to be fully in agreement with the 

results of this study, and is in fact importantly refined by this study. 
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The isotopic studies have not precisely located the age boundary in the 

field or on a detailed map, have not considered whether it is a sharp 

line, a diffuse boundary, or an overprinting phenomenon; they have not 

clarified whether there is any fundamental petrogenetic difference in 

rock types across the boundary, nor have they addressed its relevance to 

regional tectonics. The first report on the tectonic nature of the age 

boundary in terms of plate tectonics and crustal accretion was given by 

Anderson (1976). Anderson (1977a), Anderson and Guilbert (1979) and 

Conway (1976) said briefly how the boundary may relate to the Precambrian 

geology of Arizona in detail. This present study will provide definitive 

answers as to the location, nature, and tectonic significance of the 

apparent age boundary by explaining the Proterozoic evolution of Arizona. 

The lack of a consistent geologic data base throughout Arizona 

meant that most basic geologic data on the composition and evolution of 

the crust, in the broadest sense of the words, had to be collected anew 

in the field in a systematic, organized fashion. Interpretation of 

published data had reached its limit at the beginning of this study, so 

new advances had to rely on an entirely new data base. It proved fully 

impossible within the time limits of this study to mesh and field check 

conflicts in the existing data base without investing more time than 

needed to do entirely new and original work. 

Approach to Developing ~ New Stratigraphy 

All major Precambrian exposures in the state having any 

significant bearing on accurate characterization and quantification of 

Proterozoic tectonics in Arizona were mapped for this study. In the 

complex central Arizona volcanic belts, it was necessary to return 

several times to accurately map and understand critical relationships, 

and find answers to major problems. Only data germane to the study were 

collected, thus making it possible to complete the study in a 10 year 

period. To follow is a detailed description of exactly how that task was 

accomplished. 
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In chapter 1, it was concluded that certain data was necessary 

for a successful synthesis of Arizona Proterozoic tectonics, and it has 

been shown in the foregoing review that this data was not available in 

earlier work. The specific data under discussion is: 

1. The composition, distribution, and structure of volcanic belts. 

2. The character of lateral and longitudinal basins in the volcanic belts. 

3. Interrelationship of volcanic and non-volcanic sedimentary terranes. 

4. The nature of the basement and relationship to the volcanic belts. 

5. The significance of metamorphic variations throughout the orogen. 

6. The deformational state and its variations throughout an orogenic area. 

7. The tectonic significance of faults, strain zones, and shears. 

8. The time-space distribution of all different types of plutonic suites. 

9. Geochemical data on volcanic and plutonic rocks. 

10. Geochronologic data. 

The most essential ingredient of the first eight items outlined 

above is simply basic geologic mapping. Without an accurate and 

consistent data base of Precambrian regional lithologic distribution in 

Arizona, rock units cannot be assembled into the different rock 

affinities listed above. Ten years systematic mapping of Precambrian 

geology in important areas of the state was necessary to provide the 

consistent lithologic data base needed for the synthesis. During the 

field mapping, samples needed to quantify item 9 above were collected. 

The most critical map data is the original composition of the 

various rock units that make up, for example, a volcanic belt, and the 

exact position of the rock compositions in a correct time-stratigraphic, 

evolutionary framework. At the outset, it was imperative to recognize 

the primary protolithic make up of the volcanic belts by "seeing through" 

subsequent metamorphic and deformational overprints. If this was not 

done, a petrologic-tectonic analysis of the volcanic belts could proceed 

no further. Thus, rock protoliths such as basalt, rhyolite, tuff and 

wacke were mapped instead of chlorite schist, quartz-sericite schist, and 

quartz-feldspar schist, because adequate criteria exist everywhere in the 
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Arizona Proterozoic to deduce original characters of volcanic-sedimentary 

rocks at low metamorphic grades. The same situation is not so true at 

high metamorphic grades or at high strain states, as discussed later. 

The purpose of the mapping was therefore to identify mappable 

units of certain original compositions and lithology at stratigraphically 

unique positions, still recognizing the tectonic-metamorphic overprint, 

but conSidering such overprints separately, not to be confused with the 

main purpose of mapping original lithologic distribution. All features 

that help to define distinctive, unique map units were used, including 

mineralogic composition, texture, phenocryst habit, structures (e.g. 

bedding, flow banding, foliation), relict textures and minerals (e.g. 

pyroxene pseudomorphs), color (where tracing another important parameter 

such as composition or oxidation state), distinctive fragments, types of 

inclusions, matrix textures and structures, unique metamorphic-structural 

conditions (e.g. migmatite, poly-cyclic gneiss), and so on. Field 

determinations were consistently checked by major-element chemical 

analyses and petrography. 

Virtually no accurate lithologic mapping was available for 

Precambrian rocks in Arizona when this study began. Almost all prior 

mapping involved rock assemblages and formations whose lithologic makeup 

was not clearly defined or quantified, and which were found not to be 

lithostratigraphically unique rock units. Thus, years of field mapping 

were required in parts of the state where important rock sequences were 

exposed. The volcanic belts and adjacent volcano-sedimentary terranes 

all required detailed mapping because of their important stratigraphic

evolutionary histories, so they were mapped in great detail at 1:24,000 

scale and larger, whereas the dominantly plutonic, metamorphic, and non

volcanic sedimentary terranes required less detail and were mapped at 

1:24,000, 1:62,500, and 1:125,000 scales. Undertaking mapping of such 

vast areas may seem formidable, but was necessary to define the nature 

and distribution of rocks in the Arizona Proterozoic crust, the 

fundamental basis for any tectonic synthesis. 



Happing Lithologic Units and Unconformities 

Although distinct rock types were mapped individually, rocks 

logically related in age, composition, depositional setting, origin, or 

some other feature of significance had to be assembled into lithologic 

units mappable at 1:24,000 scale or smaller. Map units were identified 

by a dominant rock type, followed by a list of subordinate rock types. 

Consequently, many map units cannot be described by a single lithologic 

label without being misleading as to their true internal variability. 

The importance of accurately depicting true compositional variations, 

especially in the volcanic belts, was paramount. 
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Once meaningful lithologic units had been established, it was 

necessary to resolve relative age relationships between the different 

units. In this manner, a geologic history, hence a rock sequence could 

be established, which would ultimately lead to an understanding of the 

evolution of the volcanic belt. In many places, clear and profound 

unconformable relationships could be identified, and these unconformities 

could be traced throughout the volcanic belts and shown by mapping to be 

time lines of major stratigraphic overlap. Earlier work had missed all 

but one of these unconformities, mainly because of the small angular 

discordance, but also because earlier work did not correctly map the true 

volcanic stratigraphy so that stratigraphic onlap could be demonstrated. 

The presence and importance of the intervolcanic unconformities 

are still missed and misunderstood by many geologists mapping the Arizona 

Proterozoic at present who claim that the breaks are just disconformities 

or paraconformities of little stratigraphic or temporal significance. 

Others demean them as "original volcanic dip". Nothing could be further 

from the truth, since the intervolcanic unconformities separate the 

depositional history of the Proterozoic volcanic belts into meaningful 

time-stratigraphic sequences that fully describe their evolution. The 

breaks are truly unconformities since mappable angular discordance exists 

at some point across everyone, and by virtue of this angular discordance 
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are not paraconformities or disconformities. Neither do they signify 

simply "original volcanic dip", since they involve hundreds of meters if 

not kilometers of onlap onto, or downcutting into, subjacent stratigraphy. 

The problem is simply that they have been missed by most other 

workers because of their subtlety and the need for careful and accurate 

stratigraphic mapping before they can be recognized, so people have tried 

every argument possible to demote the importance of these unconformities. 

Yet the fact remains that they still exist, and mappers who must see huge 

30-900 angular discordances before they recognize an unconformity are 

closing their minds to the true subtle nature of all unconformities in 

complexly structured volcanic piles, which are of low angular discordance. 

The 3 to 80 discordances typical of intervolcanic unconformities in 

Proterozoic belts may not be obvious in outcrop, but are striking on 7.5' 

quadrangle maps, over which area they may be seen to truncate kilometers 

of stratigraphic section. This truncation is independent of deformation 

and later structures, since it can be traced around fold structures. 

Where no clear time lines such as unconformities were found, 

facing directions were determined, except where very strong deformation 

prohibited clear recognition of relative ages. Deciphering of relative 

ages then permitted the establishment of stratigraphic sequences at 

various localities in the volcanic belt, which could be compared with 

different localities to establish broad-scale correlations of major 

stratigraphic units. This stage of analysis clearly requires detailed 

understanding of facies changes in volcanic-sedimentary units, and field 

checking to establish the validity of such facies changes. The final 

result was a set of lithostratigraphically unique rock units whose order 

and composition described the complete evolution of the volcanic belts. 

Stratigraphic units so defined accurately map the compositional 

variations within major portions of the crust such as the volcanic belts, 

so it was natural that major-element geochemistry should be an obvious 

adjunct to the field mapping. It was deemed impractical to undertake 
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studies of trace elements and rare-earth elements in such a first-stage 

analysis of the Proterozoic crust in Arizona; these second-stage efforts 

were considered best left for later studies. 

Metamorphic variations were assessed by (1) field mapping of 

metamorphic mineralogies, (2) thin section study to check mineralogies, 

establish coexistence parameters, and deduce thermal histories, and (3) 

graphic analysis of metamorphic assemblages to determine P-T conditions. 

Metamorphic field studies first broadly discerned between terranes of 

polymetamorphic and monometamorphic character, then identified regions 

where low- or intermediate-P and low- or high-T conditions were to be 

expected in favorable bulk compositions. Isograds and isobars were then 

delineated on field, microscopic and graphic criteria, and relationships 

of metamorphism to deformation was studied in many critical localities. 

Analysis of Proterozoic deformation in Arizona is a problem of 

major proportions, being a stumbling block for many geologists who have 

mapped parts of central Arizona. A key problem is that although minor 

fold closures consistent with macroscopically observable features are 

seen in the field, major fold closures that are predicted from the minor 

structures simply do not exist in the field. Thus, conventional concepts 

of structural geology do not adequately explain the style of deformation 

displayed in the central Arizona volcanic belts. This study convincingly 

showed that a traditional approach to analyzing deformation, involving 

the collection of abundant structural data such as bedding orientations, 

foliations, minor fold axes, fold asymmetries, slip directions and types 

of lineations, and subsequent analysis of the folding on stereographic 

projections, failed to adequately resolve the true nature of deformation 

or explain its main feature -- the complex variability. 

An entirely new perspective on deformation was needed, and this 

new perspective, stemming from more than 10 years of detailed work in the 

Arizona Proterozoic, could not be presented in this dissertation because 

of time and length limitations. A full treatment of deformation in the 
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Arizona Proterozoic is a dissertation in itself, but a summary is planned 

for inclusion in a later book of the same title as this work. 

Faults, fractures, shear zones and other high strain zones were 

treated individually as best suited by their nature. Structural data in 

places allowed resolution of movement directions and histories and showed 

a close interrelationship between shear zones and the main Proterozoic 

deformation. Some Precambrian shear zones in Arizona, for example, the 

Shylock zone, have been proposed as major strike-slip faults or crustal 

sutures. In key areas, very detailed lithologic, stratigraphic and 

structural mapping was undertaken to test these speculations and thereby 

conclusively resolve the origins of such structures. 

Plutonic rocks were mapped more generally than volcanic, 

sedimentary, or metamorphic terranes, for obvious reasons: the plutonic 

systems, especially major batholiths, are very homogeneous when compared 

to intricate variations in the adjacent stratified rocks. Consequently, 

less mapping and fewer samples are needed to accurately define internal 

variations and characterize the lithology, petrology, chemistry and 

structure of the plutonic suites. Some plutonic bodies have distinctive 

zoning patterns that help describe their emplacement histories, relative 

ages, and relationships to host volcanic terranes, and such zones were 

studied and sampled in greater detail than in homogeneous batholiths. 

It was deemed unprofitable to undertake isotopic dating, as 

sufficient dates existed to broadly bracket absolute ages of the rock 

sequences. It was considered of greater value to establish a relative 

chronology of stratigraphic units and tectonic events so well constrained 

by field relationships that it would be the reference section for future 

age-related and stratigraphic studies in the Arizona Proterozoic. The 

outcome is a chronology of events whose stages are so closely spaced as 

to exceed resolution of isotopic dating techniques less precise than 

+ 2 Ma. Hopefully, this relative chronology is the greatest contribution 

made by this study to understanding the Proterozoic evolution of Arizona. 
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Najor Geologic COnsiderations 

The present states of Proterozoic rocks throughout Arizona, 

including their structural, metamorphic, and deformational variations, 

strongly influence where and how well their original protolithologies can 

be defined, what methods must be used to map original stratigraphy, and 

where the original chemical systems of the volcanic rocks are preserved. 

This section covers all these important points, including discussion of 

the complexly interlensing nature of the volcanic stratigraphy that makes 

up the central Arizona volcanic belts. 

Present State of the Rocks 

The physical appearance of Precambrian rocks in different parts 

of Arizona are distinctively different, and provide the first clue to 

their origins and tectonic histories. In a general sense, rocks within 

anyone belt are remarkably uniform, compared to marked contrasts between 

belts. For example, rocks in the Northwest Gneiss and Southeast Schist 

Belts are broadly similar in composition, but there are virtually no 

similarities in physical appearance, structure or tectonic history, as 

summarized below. 

Northwest Gneiss Belt 

Sedimentary rocks are well banded, folded, amphibolite-grade 

gneisses with refolded folds locally evident. Metasedimentary and 

metavolcanic protoliths occur in the terrane as regions of layered 

quartzofeldspathic paragneiss with lesser amphibolitic volcanic rocks. 

Vast migmatite terranes are common. Foliated and gneissic plutonic bodies 

with complex dike contacts that interpenetrate the host paragneiss are 

common and occupy much of the terrane. Batholiths and plutons are 

biotite-rich monzogranite and granodiorite, with weakly foliated 

porphyritic granite less abundant. Structures in the host paragneisses 

commonly envelop plutonic masses, and fabrics in batholiths vary from 

concordant at the margins to poorly defined in the cores. 
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Central Volcanic Belt 

Volcanic rocks vary from undeformed and unmetamorphosed to 

amphibolite gneisses, but most are greenschist-grade foliated schists and 

semischists dominated by penetrative vertical foliation. Sedimentary 

rocks of volcanic origin are abundant. Plutons range from diorite, 

quartz diorite, and granodiorite to granite, the last being intimately 

related to felsic volcanic complexes. Pluton contacts are sharp with 

northeast-trending structures in host volcanosedimentary rocks typically 

not continuous through the plutons. Porphyritic adamellite batholiths 

intruding sedimentary host crust are.common at the edges of the belt. 

Southeast Schist Belt 

Sedimentary rocks, with local centers of felsic volcanic rocks, 

are thinly bedded, argillaceous, low-grade schists and semischists, 

elevated to amphibolite grades only in narrow contact zones around 1400 

Ma megaporphyritic adamellite batholiths. Plutons are typically weakly

to un-foliated, whereas the paraschists are weakly to strongly foliated. 

Above all other physical attributes, the most distinctive 

feature of Precambrian rocks in the Central Volcanic Belt is a strong 

penetrative vertical foliation that is also present throughout much of 

the Southeast Schist Belt, but is not prominent in the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt, and is destroyed where Precambrian rocks are affected by younger 

remobilization. This pervasive vertical foliation is so profound in most 

of central Arizona as to obscure or override all other structures. 

The origin of this foliation is controversial and has been 

variously interpreted as: (1) bedding, (2) foliation everywhere closely 

parallel to or mimicking bedding, (3) foliation axial planar to bedding, 

and (4) foliation unrelated to bedding. Interpretations 1 and 2 suggest 

that the bedding orientation can be defined by the pervasive foliation, 

but the second two say it cannot, and that only compositional layering 

can be used to define the orientation of bedding. The vertical foliation 

is just one distinctive lithologic feature of the rocks, and already four 
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possible structural interpretations are apparent. Which interpretation 

of these four is correct profoundly influences structural interpretation 

of all the volcanic belts, and is considered further in a later section. 

In the central part of the Prescott volcanic belt, schistose 

volcanic and volcanosedimentary rocks are at greenschist grades, but to 

the south in the Cleator-Crown King areas, metamorphic grade rises to 

amphibolite facies near the Crazy Basin quartz monzonite. Despite the 

increase in grade, the metavolcanic rocks remain as schists except in 

migmatite zones right at the batholith contacts. Volcanic rocks near 

Prescott and Mingus Mountain are almost undeformed yet are locally 

metamorphosed, but in the Shylock zone, intense deformation produces 

paper thin schists still at greenschist grades. Thus a 1:1 relation 

does not exist between deformation and metamorphic condition: higher 

grade rocks are not necessarily more foliated, and variations in 

deformation are largely independent of thermal conditions. 

In the southeast portion of the Central Volcanic Belt, namely 

the New River, Cave Creek, Payson, Mazatzal Mountain, and Diamond Butte 

belts, lower metamorphic grades and low strain states are common among 

widespread formations of felsic volcanic rocks. Still, variations from 

nearly undeformed to strongly foliated and sheared stratigraphic sections 

are present, and gradations can be just as sharp as they are in the 

Prescott area. Volcanic rocks in the Southeast Schist Belt have many 

structural, metamorphic, and stratigraphic attributes in common with the 

southeastern younger portions of the Central Volcanic Belt. 

Thus, rocks in the Central Volcanic Belt are seen to vary from 

metamorphosed schists to essentially unaltered volcanics, and the change 

can take place over very short distances. Consequently, attempts to map 

the present state of the rocks produce arbitrary gradational boundaries 

in the volcanic belts that: (a) separate schists from non-schists, even 

though both were originally volcanic rocks, (b) separate "greenschists" 

from andesites, bas&lts, and amphibolite, even though all were originally 
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mafic volcanic rocks, and (d) try to resolve schistosity differences, as 

governed by protoliths and metamorphism. The result is a chaotic map 

which confuses rather than clearly distinguishes features of protoliths, 

metamorphism, and deformation. Such mapping cannot properly analyze the 

Central Volcanic Belt because map "contacts" are not only arbitrary, but 

actually unmappable, since radical changes in schistosity can occur in 

the field in less than 1 meter. 

To map only present rock conditions, original compositional 

differences must be shown by variations in amounts of chlorite, sericite 

and quartz, because the rocks are now mainly quartz-sericite-chlorite 

schists. Such mapping invites serious problems because changes in the 

chlorite:sericite ratio may depend on original composition or alteration, 

but cannot be accurately measured without thin sections from each 

outcrop. Moreover, map contacts must suddenly end, and a new set of 

contacts showing differences in protoliths begin, where each mapper 

decides the rocks are sufficiently pristine for him to map by original 

protoliths. Likewise, where metamorphic grade boundaries are crossed, a 

new set of contacts are required for the new mineral assemblages. Such 

mapping is totally user-dependent and is thus both irreproducible and 

evasive as to the real primary features of the rocks. 

The original compositions, structures and textures of volcanic 

rocks in volcanic belts are the critical parameters, and all features 

that constrain the original protoliths must be sought, recognizing that 

there will be places where assignments are impossible because of extreme 

strain states or high metamorphic grades. Metamorphic and deformational 

fabrics can be shown as overlays or separate maps from the map of primary 

protoliths, instead of confusing protoliths, deformational fabrics, and 

metamorphic conditions on a single map. Each s~ch feature reflects a 

different event in the evolution of the crust, and unless these separate 

events are resolved by the mapping, a geologic history for the region 

cannot be resolved. The approach of this study, mapping primary rock 

compositions separate from the present (i.e. variably metamorphosed and 
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deformed) rock condition, is the only one that was found to be logically 

consistent with Precambrian rocks in central Arizona, where metamorphism 

and deformation are mostly independent of original rock types. 

These comments apply to the Central Volcanic Belt, where wide 

variations from pristine to metamorphosed and deformed rocks are frequent 

and sharp, and where the majority of the terrane is at greenschist 

grades. However, rocks in the Northwest Gneiss Belt warrant a different 

approach. It is generally accepted that mapping of protoliths can 

proceed confidently from greenschist to lower amphibolite grade, but 

beyond middle amphibolite grade, mineralogic segregation, rock 

reconstitution and element mobilities increase and make proto1ith mapping 

more interpretative. Thus, rocks in the Northwest Gneiss Belt were 

mapped by their present lithology, except in parts of the volcanic belts 

where low strain states preserved volcanic textures and permitted 

confident assignment of original volcanic protoliths. At amphibolite 

grades, the prefix "meta-" was attached to a proto1ith designation. 

In summary, the present state of Precambrian volcanic and 

sedimentary rocks in Arizona is highly variable from virtually pristine 

original protoliths to rocks that are only highly metamorphosed, only 

highly deformed, or both highly deformed and metamorphosed. Conditions 

in some places necessitate mapping the present lithologies instead of 

protoliths, but in other places the opposite is warranted. In the 

Central Volcanic Belt, the complex variability of all three parameters 

protoliths, metamorphism and deformation -- indicate the need to clearly 

separate metamorphic and deformational effects from the primary volcanic 

variations. The primary proto1ith variations must be retrieved if a 

successful tectonic synthesis of Proterozoic crustal evolution is to be 

attained. In the Northwest Gneiss Belt, resolution of protoliths is in 

many places not so critical or not pOSSible, so the belt is much more 

conducive to generalized, broader scale mapping. Lithologic homogeneity 

throughout much of the Southeast Schist Belt also makes it most conducive 

to broad-scale mapping, except within and near its volcanic belts. 
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Defining Original Rock Types 

Attention is now focussed on the Central Volcanic Belt, since 

problems in defining original rock types are best manifested in its 

complexities. In the eastern portion, particularly the younger felsic 

volcanic sequences, Precambrian rocks are so close to their original 

state as to leave no question of their exact volcanic origin. In other 

places such as zones of high strain, fortunately only a small part of the 

total rock package, original rock types are almost impossible to resolve 

or map without extensive experience. Most volcanic and sedimentary rocks 

in the Central Volcanic Belt are sufficiently deformed and metamorphosed 

to be moderately foliated and of greenschist-grade mineralogy, but not so 

affected that all original rock textures and structures are obliterated. 

Despite a common misconception of viewing Precambrian volcanic 

rocks as "too altered to reflect original composition", alteration is no 

more abundant in Precambrian volcanic belts than in modern island arcs or 

sea floor settings. Large volumes of volcanic rocks in modern arcs are 

clay-altered and extensively affected by sea-water interaction, and 

determining original rock types in these altered systems is no different 

than it is in the Precambrian. In the Central Volcanic Belt, clay 

alteration occurs locally but is not widespread, Precambrian ignimbrites 

in places have devitrification as the only alteration and locally are so 

fresh that they have been mistaken for Tertiary rocks, but ironically the 

Tertiary ignimbrites in the region are more altered than Precambrian ones. 

Even though a Precambrian volcanic rock is now a greenschist

grade assemblage of sericite, chlorite, actinolite, albite, [-feldspar, 

quartz, epidote, magnetite, hematite, and pyrite, the bulk composition of 

the rock need not have been affected. Criteria to determine whether a 

bulk composition has been altered are discussed in a following section. 

Allochemical change was found not to have occurred on a large scale in 

most greenschist-grade volcanic rocks, so recognition of original rock 

compositions from the greenschist mineral assemblage simply involves a 
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knowledge of which bulk compositions produce which metamorphic minerals, 

and how the relative proportions of the metamorphic minerals restrict the 

composition of the original rock that could have produced it. The nature 

of the reequilibration reactions are briefly summarized below. 

Fe and Mg from primary mafic -minerals such as olivine, pyroxene 

and amphibole partition into actinolite, chlorite, magnetite, epidote and 

pyrite if S is present. Ca from plagioclase, pyroxene and amphibole goes 

into actinolite, epidote and calcite if CO2 is present, and Na from 

plagioclase partly remains in albite. K from K-feldspar partitions into 

sericite and new K-feldspar, and Al and Si partition among all new phases. 

Thus, the major elements can be all budgeted for in direct mineralogic 

reequilibration without allochemical reaction, and relative abundances of 

new greenschist minerals are directly controlled by the rock's original 

bulk composition, namely its chemical composition. This is not to say 

that all greenschist metamorphism is isochemical, merely that it need 

involve no allochemical change whatsoever if certain conditions are met. 

Consequently, relative proportions of greenschist metamorphic 

minerals accurately indicate the bulk composition of the original rock in 

an isochemical system. The absolute amounts of all elements cannot be 

determined without microprobe or whole-rock analyses, but the relative 

abundances of Fe + Mg, Ca, Na, and K can be determined by the relative 

proportions of metamorphic minerals. Since this is the data needed to 

identify original rock types (e.g. basalt vs. andesite), the metamorphic 

mineralogy can be just as accurate a field guide to defining original 

rock types as the original mineralogy would have been. In fact, for all 

practical purposes, metamorphic mineralogy is a better guide to field 

identification of volcanic rock compositions than original mineralogy; 

fresh volcanics with a glassy matrix and no phenocrysts are notoriously 

obscure (e.g. black rhyolite, pale gray basalt). During retrograde 

metamorphism on the other hand, volcanic rocks are consistently reduced 

to a predictable greenschist assemblage of minerals, whose abundances are 

made visually clear by exposure on foliation surfaces. 
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The reliability of identifying original rock types in the 

field by metamorphic mineralogy has been proven time and again with thin 

sections and chemical analyses during the course of this study. Only 

extensive alteration, especially carbonate, decreases the reliability of 

the greenschist assemblage in defining original rock types. Combination 

of relict primary phenocryst phases, plus an extensive familiarity with 

estimating the relative proportions of sericite + albite to chlorite + 
actinolite (i.e. K + Na to Ca + Mg + Fe) checked against many thin 

sections and chemical analyses, can be reliably used to make detailed 

compositional subdivisions in the basalt to rhyolite range, and sometimes 

even provide a good estimate of the total alkali content of the rock. 

To this point, determining only one aspect of an original 

protolith -- its composition -- has been discussed. Many other features 

in the general scope of "textures and structures"can be exact indicators 

of the original rock type. Some of those found to be most useful in the 

Central Volcanic Belt are: 

1. fragmental textures to define breccias and agglomerates; 

2. finely fragmental textures to identify lapilli tuffs; 

3. thinly bedded or laminated structure in tuffs and volcanic siltstones; 

4. pillows, breccia tops and diabasic cores in stratified flow sequences; 

5. eutaxitic and ignimbritic textures in ash-flow tuff deposits; 

6. phenocrystic, but massive matrix texture typical of coherent flows; 

7. the parentage of clasts in volcaniclastic units; 

8. distinctive textures or structures, such as zoned plagioclase; 

9. the nature of a unit's contact relations; and 

10. a unit's rock associations within a stratified sequence. 

One of the greatest restrictions to defining original rock 

types is the extent of deformation: as strain increases, the origin of a 

rock becomes more obscure. Ideally, rock protoliths can readily be 

discerned at amphibolite grades if their original textures and structures 

are not obliterated by deformation. But where deformation is extreme, 

such as in several zones of high strain in central Arizona, rocks are 
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paper schists even though the metamorphic grade may be very low, and the 

true protoliths of the schists may never be accurately determined. 

A important problem in areas of moderate to strong strain, is 

that foliation can obliterate bedding in tuffaceous strata and impart a 

layered or tuffaceous appearance to rocks that were originally massive, 

coherent flows. The result is misidentification of rock units, and this 

very condition has been singularly the greatest cause of most erroneous 

mapping of Precambrian rock units in Arizona. In this study, many such 

areas were mapped several times before the true characters of the units 

were fully apparent, and in places, the true rock character was apparent 

only in thin section. Thus, any mapping study of the Arizona Precambrian 

not extensively supported by thin section work is simply inviting errors 

and perpetrating mistakes. It is essential to recognize where protoliths 

can and cannot be confidently defined, and thereby objectively assess the 

percentage of rocks whose protolithic determinations are sound; in this 

study, the percentage in the Central Volcanic Belt is about 90%. 

Mapping Original Stratigraphy 

One of the primary goals in analyzing a Precambrian volcanic 

belt is to reconstruct primary stratigraphy, as this records how the 

volcanic belt evolved. The first step in such a reconstruction is to 

identify original rock types, as discussed in the previous section. If 

one maps only the present state of the rocks and does not look further 

into deciphering original rock types, one cannot ever map original 

stratigraphy, and so the analysis terminates before it starts. Thus, 

original rock-type mapping is only the first step upon which the entire 

subsequent analysis must be built. Once the basic compositional types -

basalt, andesite, dacite, rhyodacite, rhyolite -- have been identified, 

and the major lithologic variants -- flows, breccias, tuffs, ash flow 

tuffs, agglomerates, conglomerates, wackes, etc. -- have been determined, 

the goal is to then assemble these units into an accurate representation 

of true stratigraphy. 
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Not only is the vertical superposition of units important, but 

also in volcanic belts, lateral juxtaposition of various facies of the 

same stratigraphic units is equally if not more critical to developing an 

accurate stratigraphy. Previous Arizona Precambrian studies were 

concerned with the former concept -- vertical superposition of units at a 

particular locality -- and did not wrestle with the problem of lateral 

facies changes along stratigraphic horizons. Where lateral facies 

studies have been undertaken in other Precambrian regions, major 

revisions of the classical stratigraphy established by an earlier 

generation of work typically have been required. The Precambrian of 

Arizona is no exception. A preceeding section showed how local 

stratigraphic sections established at various places in the past 

conflicted with those in neighboring areas, and the discrepancies were 

never resolved. Now from this regional study it is clear that the 

problem in many cases was the lack of recognition of lateral facies 

changes within a particular area, as well as between adjacent areas. 

Thus it should not be surprising that a regional, comprehensive 

study such as the present one must necessarily result in major overhauls 

to Arizona's Precambrian stratigraphy. Neither therefore should it be 

surprising that former stratigraphic sequences based on earlier concepts 

must be either substantially revised or discarded to make way for new 

stratigraphic order born from a much more intimate understanding of the 

complex volcanic stratigraphy. Strong resistance to revisions of the 

Arizona Precambrian stratigraphy is to be expected (e.g. Creasey, 1980 

(discussion), DeWitt, 1980 (reply) over DeWitt's 1979 revisions), but 

much more sweeping changes than those are now at hand. Regardless of the 

amount of prior mapping in the Prescott area, if major miscorrelations 

were involved, then the stratigraphy must be revised. It should come as 

no surprise that this study has resulted in major revisions to the 

Precambrian stratigraphy in many parts of the state. However, at the 

same time this study has conscientiously endeavored to save or resurrect 

through redefinition as many former units as pOSSible, and as a result, 

many units are now more carefully defined than they were originally. 
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In complex Precambrian terranes such as central Arizona, the 

extent of stratigraphic and structural complexities, particularly facies 

changes, certainly exceeded the knowledge available to earlier workers, 

as many relations approach our comprehension limits today. The changes 

should thus be viewed as building upon a foundation of earlier work, not 

a total abandonment of it. Likewise although the new stratigraphic order 

to come forth from this study has been founded upon both detailed and 

broad variations throughout the state, new data will doubtless revise 

some parts of it. Revision of the present study, however, cannot be 

made from a limited perspective in a small area, as the stratigraphy and 

regional correlations developed in this work been wrought from careful 

tracing of units over broad areas to test their regional viability. 

Revisions to this tightly interlocking, internally consistent network 

cannot be made without understanding the full regional ramifications of 

the changes. It is important not to break down the regionally coherent 

picture presented in this study and regress to locally conflicting 

stratigraphies that dominated a former generation of work. 

The problems with defining original Precambrian stratigraphy in 

Arizona are more serious than those with defining original rock types. 

The main stratigraphic conflicts in the Prescott area arose primarily 

over differences about the region's structure more than its stratigraphy. 

In any deformed terrane, a knowledge of structure is most essential to 

unravelling stratigraphy, and if one incorrectly maps the structure, only 

pure luck would permit a correct stratigraphic reconstruction. Because 

most parts of the Central Volcanic Belt are significantly deformed, all 

attempts to reconstruct the original stratigraphy are faced first with 

resolving the style of deformation before stratigraphy can be correctly 

mapped. Foliation is ubiquitous, and lineations are prominent, but minor 

folds are elusive because of the poorly bedded nature of volcanic units 

(i.e. bedding is uncommon in outcrop). Thus the manner of folding in the 

volcanic belts is by no means clearly obvious. The problem is discussed 

further at the end of this chapter, but a more extensive treatment of the 

new structural ·perspective is given only in a later publication. 
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Complex Volcanic Stratigraphy 

In addition to structural complications, are numerous problems 

inherent in the nature of lensoidal strata in volcanic piles, as shown in 

figure 8. The figure diagramatically depicts the volcanic stratigraphy 

of part of the Prescott belt, but it could represent other places in the 

Central Volcanic Belt where mafic and felsic volcanic centers evolved 

contemporaneously, side by side. The main mafic volcanic center in fig. 

8 evolved from basaltic andesite to andesite to dacite almost vertically 

about the main axis (location C), with a satellite volcanic vent formed 

intermediately at location A. The felsic volcanic center at location F 

evolved both vertically and laterally. Turbidite graywackes left of the 

basaltic andesite center, as well as andesitic tuff and wacke right of 

the center, were deposited contemporaneously with extrusion of mafic 

flows at the volcanic center. The graywackes, tuffs and andesitic wackes 

are thus lateral facies equivalents of the basaltic andesite flows. 

These different lithologic units would, and indeed should, all 

be mapped separately in the field, but if one was unaware that they were 

all facies equivalents, one would misinterpret their stratigraphic order 

as one of superposition rather than lateral juxtaposition. There is 

little chance for such a mistake in an undeformed volcanic pile, but in 

the strongly foliated volcanic rocks of central Arizona, deformed in a 

manner that obscures the presence and attitude of primary bedding, it is 

easy to misinterpret the true stratigraphic relations described above. 

Examination of the felsic center shows little hope of resolving 

true stratigraphy in the range D-E-F without realizing that the rhyolitic 

dome, breccias, and tuffs with chert are all lateral facies equivalents 

instead of a superposed sequence. The same comment applies to the dacite 

center that evolved laterally from flows facies at C, to breccia facies 

at D, to tuff facies at E. Note also that both the rhyolitic and dacitic 

suites are asymmetric: facies changes seen on one side of the center are 

absent on the other side, asymmetry which is common in central Arizona. 



Figure 8: 

Diagrammatic representation of stratigraphic complexities in the northwestern 

part of the Prescott volcanic belt. The figure depicts two contemporaneously evolving 

volcanic centers: one mafic and the other felsic. The model shows the many laterally 

juxtaposed facies changes and stratigraphic complexities in the volcanic depositional 

environment that are applicable to all volcanic belts in Arizona, but which have been 

misinterpreted to represent isoclinally folded, homoclinal, or vertically superimposed 

stratigraphic units. Letters A to G are reference points discussed in the text. 

No vertical exaggeration is intended. 
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The most important feature of fig. 8 is complex stratigraphic 

interleaving of compositionally different rock units at any point along 
, 

the diagram. It is highly instructive to list the vertical superposition 

of units at every locality A-F, put the pseudo-stratigraphic columns side 

by side, and see how they might be logically correlated without knowledge 

of complex volcanic interlensing. The result of such an exercise is very 

instructive because it shows just how complex the problem is, and how many 

alternatives face the field mapper. Note that between D and E, the order 

of rhyolitic and dacitic tuff units could be interpreted erroneously as a 

fold repeat around a core of fragmental rhyolites. Hence, two different 

ages of dacitic and rhyolitic tuffs are miscorrelated, just as the two 

different ages of andesite flows at site B could easily be miscorrelated. 

Thus, without a knowledge of complex stratigraphic interlensing 

in volcanic piles, of many sharp lateral facies changes, and without ways 

to distinguish consanguineous volcanic suites from other units, one cannot 

hope to correctly decipher true stratigraphy in volcanic belts. Fig. 8 is 

by no means too complex an example of interlensing in the Central Volcanic 

Belt, but is very realistic of which units show sharp facies changes and 

which do not, lateral interleaving of adjacent felsic and mafic centers, 

the position of iron formation, and especially the overall compositional 

evolution of the volcanic pile. The diagram is much too simplified to 

represent all of any belt, but it could apply to part of a volcanic belt. 

In conclusion therefore, it is not a simple matter to define 

original stratigraphy in the complex central Arizona volcanic belts, and 

problems are only compounded by subsequent deformation. Nonetheless, if 

distinctive criteria can be recognized and used to determine which units 

are facies correlatives, if definitive horizons or unconformities can be 

found that uniquely envelope variable-facies units, and if the nature of 

deformation is so well understood that a stratigraphy can be mapped which 

is consistent with the style of deformation, one can begin to assemble an 

accurate stratigraphy. It should be clear now why earlier work could not 

accomplish this task as well as we can today with this added knowledge. 
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Deformational and Structural Variations 

Unravelling stratigraphic complexities in Precambrian volcanic 

belts of Arizona would be relatively simple without the pervasive 

foliation and deformation that have rendered bedding relationships 

obscure to varying degrees in different areas. However, deformation of 

the volcanic belts is not an obstruction, but rather an integral part of 

the whole tectonic process by which the Proterozoic crust evolved, and 

therefore it provides extremely valuable information concerning the 

nature of Proterozoic tectonics. In fact, in one sense deformation is 

more important than stratigraphy, because it must be understood and 

resolved first before the stratigraphy can be deciphered; however in 

another sense, stratigraphy is more important as the main goal of the 

analysis, embracing the challenges of both structural and stratigraphic 

disciplines. In this study, both subjects were treated with equal 

importance, knowing that the two go hand in hand during field work, and 

that both problems are dependent upon each other for their resolution. 

Earlier it was noted that a prominent vertical foliation exists 

in nearly all volcanic and sedimentary rocks of central and southeastern 

Arizona and is one of the most distinctive features of Precambrian rocks 

in Arizona. One can always be certain in Arizona that rocks are older 

Precambrian if they contain a generally NE-trending vertical foliation 

resembling razor blades stacked on end. Recall also that many geologists 

standing on such razor blades would interpret the foliation as either 

original bedding, or as foliation closely mimicking bedding, whereas 

others would recognize it as only foliation, with bedding unspecified. 

Consider the consequences of these different interpretations 

carefully, for they have profound ramifications that are fundamental to 

the Proterozoic structure of the whole state. For the sake of following 

arguments, consider that the scenario of geologists described above takes 

place in the central Prescott volcanic belt near Mayer. Those believing 

that the foliation reflects bedding must necessarily conclude that all 
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bedding is vertically or near-vertically dipping throughout the Prescott 

belt, since the N- to NE-trending foliation is most everywhere vertically 

dipping throughout the belt. The extrapolation is a required consequence 

of the detailed field observation. If all the strata are thus stacked 

on-end throughout the Prescott belt, only four possibilities remain to 

explain stratigraphy across the 50 km width of the Prescott belt: 

(1) either an unrealistically thick homoclinal sequence is represented, 

(2) a thinner homoclinal sequence is repeated by faults; 

(3) the rocks are repetitively folded across the width of the belt; or 

(4) the rocks are variably strained throughout the belt, and strata are 

complexly deformed without being repeated by folding across the belt. 

Since the "width" of the Prescott belt perpendicular to the 

general NE strike of foliation is about 50 kilometers (30 miles), a 

homoclinal sequence 50 km, or 30 miles thick must be deduced from (1) 

above, which few geologists will accept. Major fault repetitions could 

be proposed as scapegoats, but there is no substantiation for this type 

homoclinal of structure in any of the volcanic belts. However, on a 

smaller scale, erroneous homoclinal stacking is still the basis for some 

stratigraphic studies today. Short of unrealistic homoclinal stacking, 

one is forced to the conclusion that the strata are folded in some manner 

throughout the belt. This applies even to those mentioned above who did 

not at first endorse folding, but believed that bedding was mimicked by 

foliation; the mere concession that strata are vertically dipping is 

admission that some manner of deformation must have rendered them so. 

Thus, all three viewpoints -- those who see only bedding, those 

who see foliation and bedding, and those who see only foliation -- must 

agree that the rocks have been deformed or folded in some manner. Since 

the foliation is vertical and NE-trending, the first and most obvious 

thought is for stratigraphy to be folded about NE-trending horizontal 

fold axes, with vertical axial planes also trending parallel to the NE 

foliation. This model of subhorizontal or shallowly plunging fold axes 

(shown in figure 9) is exactly that depicted for the entire Prescott-
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Jerome region by former USGS work (Anderson and Creasey, 1958, 1967; 

Anderson, 1959, 1966, 1967, 1968a, b, c, 1972; Anderson and Blacet, 1962, 

1972a, b, c; Anderson and others, 1971; Blacet, 1964, 1968). 

The model of subhorizontal to shallowly plunging fold axes 

requires that outcrop patterns of rock units be elongate, which appears 

consistent with field relations at first, but it also requires minor fold 

axes and "b" lineations to be subhorizontal or shallowly plunging from 00 

to 300 • Unfortunately, this is not the case, since nearly all lineations 

and fold axes in the Mayer area are moderately to steeply plunging at 500 

to 900 , as they are in most parts of the Prescott belt. The steep fold 

and lineation plunge led DeWitt (1976, 1979) to propose a model for the 

Mayer-Crown King area of tightly compressed isoclinal folds with vertical 

to steeply plunging fold axes (fig. 9). In this model, the observed 

outcrop pattern is a cross-section of folded stratigraphy. Fold limbs 

must therefore be essentially parallel (i.e. folds nearly isoclinal) to 

simulate the very elongate traces of rock units seen in outcrop. 

Unfortunately the steeply-plunging fold model is not as 

convenient an explanation as it may first appear. How were the fold axes 

and bedding oriented into a vertical position in the first place? How 

many events of folding are indicated in a region where all lineations are 

steeply plunging? Gastil (1953) was the first to wrestle with these very 

problems of steeply plunging lineations in the Arizona Precambrian, and 

now also have DeWitt (1976), O'Hara (1980), Winn (1982), and this work. 

The present study wrestled with deformation problems from 1973 to 1985, 

going through the same stages of reasoning as all of the above workers, 

but proceeding further on to very new and different conclusions. The 

steeply plunging fold axis problem led O'Hara (1980) to propose two 

events of Precambrian deformation in the Bradshaw Mountains. P. Lindberg 

(pers. commun., 1983) mapped patterns he believes are polyphase folds in 

the Jerome area for years, where the rocks are at very low strain states, 

and where others depict shallowly plunging fold axes (Anderson and 

Creasey, 1958, 1967). 
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yertical axial plane, 
steeply dipping "a" 
flexural lineations, 
subhorizontal 
fold axes. 

INCLINED 
FOLD AXIS MODEL 

vertical axial plane, 
steep lineations, 
inclined fold axis. 

VERTICAL 
FOLD A.XIS HODEL 

vertical axial plane, 
vertical b lineations, 
vertical fold axes. 

Various fold models proposed to explain Proterozoic deformation of the 
central Arizona volcanic belts, all of which are consistent with the 
vertical axial planes and steeply- to vertically-plunging lineations, 
but which differ in the orientation of the fold axes and stress-strain axes. 
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However, the proponents of polyphase folding always extrapolate 

broadly from one or two small localities, which are atypical because they 

lie either at edges of intrusive bodies or in high strain zones showing 

repeated movement. Polyphase proponents never mention the reality that 

interference structures are non-existent on a broad scale throughout the 

volcanic belts, and that outcrop patterns of the stratified units simply 

do not support polyphase fold models. A single major deformational event 

is obvious everywhere as one steep foliation, but evidence for either an 

earlier or a later deformation is lacking from all but a few selected 

localities in the volcanic belts. These select sites are either at the 

edges of plutons, where intrusion could have caused local refolding, in 

zones of high strain such as the Shylock zone, where repeated movements 

are expected, or in highly fissile units susceptible to crenulation. 

Clearly then, the style of deformation in Precambrian rocks of 

central and southeast Arizona has been unresolved up to the present time. 

Since the nature of deformation so intimately governs how accurately the 

original stratigraphy can be reconstructed, another important reason why 

a regionally viable stratigraphy is only now being established can now be 

appreciated. As with many other aspects of the Precambrian in Arizona, a 

viable solution to the structural problem came only from a comprehensive 

study of regional relationships and variations observed between one area 

and the next -- not from a study of just one or two areas. 

The nature of deformation and folding in the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt is an entirely different consideration than that in the Central and 

Southeast belts. There is no doubt that two different folding events 

have affected parts of the Northwest Gneiss Belt, where refolded folds 

are so obvious in high-grade psammitic gneisses that similar structures 

could not exist in central Arizona without being just as obvious. There 

are also gneissic suites in the northwest belt that show evidence of only 

one foliation, one stage of folding, and hence one event of deformation. 

It is presently an unrecognized and unresolved problem why these two 

types of structural terranes are observed in the Northwest Gneiss Belt. 
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Throughout this discussion, the terms "folding" and "deformation" 

have been used in very different senses. To many people, they mean the 

same thing, but if one is to understand the true nature of Precambrian 

deformation in Arizona, this vague equality must be discarded. "Folding" 

refers only to seeing structures in the field that show a folded pattern. 

Either bedding or some other S surface is needed to outline a fold shape, 

but fold shapes can also be defined by plunging fold axes in rocks 

without obvious compositional layering. If one has not actually observed 

or mapped a fold in the field and measured the orientation of its fold 

axis, axial plane, or axial surface, then one has not seen "folding". 

The term "deformation" is used when any observable or mappable feature is 

seen which records that the rocks have been deformed in some manner, but 

the manner is unspecified. The main features are foliation and lineation 

but others can be intersection of foliation with bedding or another 

foliation, and, in some cases, the axial ratios of elongate or flattened 

fragments whose distortion directly measures strain at that point. 

Obviously, no mechanistic difference need exist between the 

concepts of folding and deformation, but a major difference exists in the 

types of features one actually observes in the field to record whether 

one has seen the style of deformation or folding. For example, seeing an 

outcrop of volcanic rocks in central Arizona that has moderate or strong 

foliation only, one is aware that the volcanic rocks are deformed, but 

because one did not see any folding, one does not know exactly how the 

rocks are deformed, in what manner they are folded, or whether they are 

folded at all. This distinction must be kept foremost in mind, because 

evidence for deformation is ubiquitous in all central volcanic belts, but 

evidence for folding is comparatively infrequent. Not perceiving this 

critical distinction has led nearly everyone to erroneous conclusions 

about the nature of Proterozoic deformation in central Arizona. 

Metamorphic Variations 

Metamorphic conditions variously affecting Precambrian rocks in 
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Arizona were mentioned briefly in earlier parts of this chapter. In the 

Northwest Gneiss belt, moderate to high grade metamorphic conditions are 

regional in extent, and the proximity of batholiths can either cause 

retrograding or further prograding of these amphibolite-grade rocks. In 

the Southeast Schist Belt, very low grade metamorphic conditions, usually 

subgreenschist, are present regionally, with sharp thermal gradients 

around plutons and batholiths, such that a maximum of low or middle 

amphibolite facies is attained in the host rocks. In the Central 

Volcanic Belt however, no such generalizations can be made, for the 

nature and timing of metamorphic events are variable and complex. The 

only generalization that is reasonably accurate is that the more 

northwesterly parts of the belt, from Prescott to the Black Canyon belt, 

have reached generally higher grades of metamorphism than the easterly 

parts from the New River to Diamond Butte areas. However, northern parts 

of the belt exhibit low grade metamorphism. 

As noted before, metamorphism of volcanic rocks is both a 

complicating factor and an advantage in the mapping of original rock 

types and the definition of primary stratigraphy. Like deformation, the 

variations in timing and array of various metamorphic conditions is a 

powerful tool with which to analyze the tectonic evolution of the 

Precambrian crust. If assemblages are right, valuable information can be 

obtained on lithostatic pressures during ~etamorphism, and thus on the 

crustal depths which are now variously exposed throughout an orogen. Not 

only does this information enhance understanding of crustal evolution, 

but it is one of the principal means to determine the stratification of 

crustal components in the broad sense. Some of the right assemblages 

exist in the Central Volcanic Belt, but require careful interpretation 

because of the complexities in the belt. 

Metamorphic conditions and gradients complicate volcanic rocks, 

both hindering and enhancing accurate mapping of primary stratigraphy: 

1. Gradients exist along the length of rock stratigraphic units, that is, 

isograds transect map units, and can thereby hinder correlations 
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between different parts of the unit with different metamorphic facies; 

2. Some rock units are uniquely confined to certain metamorphic (and 

structural) conditions, and their original character is nowhere seen. 

The second situation is not prohibitive in rock units are at relatively 

low metamorphic grades and not extremely deformed. Usually at some point 

in the unit textures and structures will reveal its origin. However, 

where rock units are everywhere at both high metamorphic grades and high 

strain states, or where units are confined to a zone of extreme strain, 

their origin may not be resolvable. Few units in the Precambrian of 

Arizona fit these latter conditions. 

In contrast, situation 1 applies to many rock units. Many map 

units or formations can be traced from subgreenschist into greenschist 

facies, others can be traced from greenschist to amphibolite facies; but 

rarely can a unit be traced from subgreenschist to amphibolite facies. 

Thus, attempts to test variations in compositional parameters such as 

major and trace elements with increasing grade are possible only from one 

facies to the next, not from unmetamorphosed original conditions to high

grade metamorphic conditions. Thus, a test of whether whole-rock systems 

undergo chemical metasomatism at amphibolite grades by analyzing the unit 

at both ends of the metamorphic spectrum, cannot be properly carried out. 

Metamorphic f~cies changes along the length of rock units do not 

hinder mapping if the petrology of such changes are known and supported 

by thin-section and analytical work. However, above a lower amphibolite 

facies threshold in a dynamically rather than statically metamorphosed 

terrane, or in some compositions above middle amphibolite facies, the 

primary rock character, texture and structure begin to break down. At 

that stage, massive flows can attain a compositionally banded character, 

stratified rocks can be so recrystallized that original bedding is no 

longer onvious, fragments can become so recrystallized and deformed that 

their identity is no longer certain, and porphyroblastic textures may 

become so recrystallized that one cannot resolve overgrowths on original 

phenocrystic textures from entirely metamorphic recrystallized textures. 
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At metamorphic conditions below middle amphibolite facies, 

particularly in greenschist facies, the metamorphic mineralogy of rocks 

can be a real asset in determining compositions of units for purposes of 

field mapping. A small degree of shearing or foliation also facilitates 

identification of rock compositions and structures by exposing the key 

constituent minerals and textures, in contrast to an original massive 

glassy state which inhibits field identification without supportive thin 

section and geochemical work. This facility with greenschist conditions 

of volcanic rocks comes from many years experience with such metavolcanic 

terranes, and the relative ease with which the original volcanic rock 

compositions can be determined by some geologists is by no means obvious 

to others. This facility is acquired only through extensive checking of 

one's field observations at the microscopic and whole-rock analytical 

levels, but once acquired, it is often viewed skeptically by others. The 

only way to bridge this gap is for the skeptic himself to conduct his own 

detailed metamorphic, microscopic, and geochemical checks. 

Whole-Rock Chemistry and Alteration 

Major-element geochemical studies of Precambrian volcanic rocks 

can show that a whole-rock's chemical integrity is either preserved or 

destroyed, depending on intelligence of sampling. Studies (e.g. Beswick 

and Soucie, 1976) that produce "shot-gun" alkali-silica diagrams, where 

data points randomly compose a diagram, purposely involve sampling rocks 

known to be metasomatically altered (e.g. veins, carbonate alteration). 

This supposedly proves that major-element data and alkali-silica diagrams 

are unreliable in Precambrian rocks, but all it really proves is that 

altered rock systems are present everywhere, not just in Precambrian 

regions, and sampling can be designed to find either chaos or order. 

Obviously, if order is to be found, common sense must direct sampling: 

only fresh rocks closest to their original states are sampled, and veins 

or altered rock are avoided. 

Most volcanic rocks extruded on the sea floor interact with sea 
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water, during or after extrusion, or before eruption just below the sea

water interface. Magma movement, quenching, healing and cracking is 

conducive to thorough sea-water interaction, resisted only by build up 

during magma cooling of a vapour-saturation surface that functions 

effectively as an immiscibility barrier (Burnham, 1967; Whitney, 1975). 

Many volcanic systems are chemically altered at. the pre-eruptive magmatic 

stage: typical gas compositions of 95% water vapour are altered by large

scale sea-water contamination from primary magmatic gas compositions of 

about equal proportions of H20, CO2 , and S02 (Nordlie, 1971). Thus, 

small amounts of pyrite and calcite might be expected in volcanic rocks 

with a primary S02- and CO2-rich vapour, yet such minerals are often 

viewed as unequivocal indicators of alteration. 

Sea-water alteration may be the most common alteration type 

affecting volcanic systems on a broad scale, but other types on smaller 

scales include Mg-Fe metasomatism, silicification, carbonate alteration, 

hydration, spilitization, Na-enrichment, alkali depletion, argillization, 

and alunitization. Note that these 10 major alteration types can all 

occur at a primary stage on the sea floor, prior to any burial or 

subsequent metamorphism. Consequently, it is concluded that all volcanic 

rocks regardless of age have equal opportunity to be extensively altered 

in the primary submarine depositional environment. In fact, later 

metamorphism may have nothing whatsoever to do with alteration of a 

volcanic rock's chemical system: the potential exists for it all to 

happen before the rock is ever buried. 

Low-grade greenschist metamorphism of volcanic rocks (termed 

"retrograde alteration", "deuteric alteration" or "autometamorphism") are 

processes primarily of redistribution of chemical components rather than 

addition and subtraction of components. The original volcanic rock 

composition controls which metamorphic products will be produced and how 

they will be redistributed. Under greenschist conditions, a basalt low 

in CaO recrystallizes to an assemblage of actinolite + chlorite + 
feldspar + magnetite, but a basaltic andesite or andesite richer in CaO 
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will also contain epidote, and may contain calcite with a significant CO2 
vapour component, and if all extra CaD was not used up in epidote. Thus, 

minor amounts of epidote and calcite in mafic metavolcanic rocks do not 

necessarily indicate alteration, but the manner in which they occur may 

suggest alteration. 

Epidote and calcite veins are usually taken to indicate 

alteration, but may mean only local redistribution of components on a 

hand-specimen scale during greenschist metamorphism; a large enough bulk 

sample (several cubic meters) may still remain a closed system with 

respect to influx and outflux of major elements. Rocks showing no 

evidence of channelways for flux of major elements were likely closed 

with respect to alteration of their major-element chemistries. Wholesale 

ionic exchange cannot be invoked because diffusion rates of elements 

during low-grade metamorphism are so slow that radical disequilibrium is 

seen in thin section. Fluid transport is the main means of allochemical 

change, and evidence for it must exist in a rock before it is labelled 

"altered during greenschist metamorphism". 

Thus, a volcanic rock has the highest chance of alteration at a 

primary stage, during or just after eruption into sea water. Little if 

any metasomatism need take place during greenschist metamorphism. The 

metamorphic process involves redistribution rather than addition and 

subtraction of components, and in theory a metamorphic system closed to 

allochemical change can be defined at some scale. In practice however, 

sampling of large-scale closed systems is not always feasible, so 

sampling for major-element analysis must be carried out cautiously with 

common sense, and rocks with evidence of channelways such as veins and 

veinlets should not be sampled. Many rigid criteria by which to choose 

samples for whole-rock analysis and ways to screen analyses for 

alteration were used in this study. 

A very important criterion is the collecting locality in the 

sequence. For example, if an andesitic flow is sampled close to its 
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contacts with rocks of different composition, say rhyolites, the 

andesite's chemical system is unlikely to be closed with respect to the 

rhyolite, since "contact" zones of rock units invariably show element 

exchange during metamorphism in response to chemical potential gradients 

in elements of different abundances in adjacent rock types. However in a 

sample from the core of the andesite flow surrounded by andesite for 

hundreds of meters, little chance exists for local chemical gradients, 

because compositional variation does not exist to set up chemical 

gradients at that locality. Thus, samples from chemically homogeneous 

masses are valid. 

Since most alteration can take place at the primary stage, 

Precambrian rocks are not necessarily any more altered than modern 

volcanic rocks, the main difference in accuracy of analytical results 

lying in different sampling methods. It is relatively simple to identify 

altered volcanic rocks in an unmetamorphosed terrane, but in 

met~orphosed terranes, the distinction between unaltered an,d altered 

rocks is not so obvious, especially to those inexperienced at identifying 

protoliths at greenschist grades. Thus, it is likely that Precambrian 

terranes have been more carelessly sampled than modern ones, which is 

even further reason to establish rigid criteria by which to sample 

Precambrian regions and equally rigid criteria by which to screen 

chemical data for metasomatically altered rocks. 

lfuen one carefully follows such rigid criteria as were used, 

during the course of this dissertation, very reliable results can be 

obtained and altered rocks can either be avoided or quickly identified by 

anomalous analytical results. Thus, one can reach as close as possible 

back to the true major-element chemistry of Precambrian whole-rock 

systems. Reliable results have been obtained from other Precambrian 

terranes, but it is not known whether or not sampling of such terranes 

(e.g. Goodwin, 1979) was similar to or different from the methods used 

in this Arizona Precambrian study. 



Methods of Mapping and Analysis 

This section contains background data on the purpose and 

significance of the original geologic mapping, samples, and analyses 

collected for this study. 

Sample Collecting and Significance 
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Prior to this study, there existed neither a systematic 

understanding of all Precambrian exposures in Arizona nor a systematic 

collection of rock types that make up the Precambrian crust of Arizona. 

The primary purpose of sampling was to fill these gaps. Eventually a 

complete suite of rock samples representative of all major components of 

the Precambrian crust in Arizona was collected for study, analytical 

work, and future reference. A rock sample for detailed lithologic 

description, chemical analysis and/or thin section was taken from every 

major rock type, map unit, pluton, batholith, each phase of a batholith, 

and any other rock body of any consequence to the lithologic makeup of 

all exposed parts of the Precambrian crust of Arizona. The sampling 

philosophy was to gather representative rocks from primarily the main 

phases, and secondarily the variants, of every major lithologic unit. 

The volumetric proportions of each rock type, body, or phase 

were noted during the mapping, as defined by either map areas of 

different rock types or an assessment of the relative abundances of rock 

types in each major lithologic unit. Lithologic descriptions and thin 

section studies evaluate the modal compositions of the rock types, 

whereas chemical analyses determine major element compositions of the 

important rock types. Integrating this data with the abundance data from 

mapping produces an exact picture of the mineralogic and elemental 

composition of each crustal segment, and, through the next logical step 

of synthesis, a total compositional understanding of the crust both in 

space and time can be developed. 
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The inseparability of field mapping and sampling is obvious, as 

is the importance of integrating rock descriptions, petrography, and 

whole-rock analyses as inseparable parts of the evaluation process. The 

close interrelation of all compositional aspects is another reason why 

this study could not draw upon or supplement earlier work without being 

fraught with errors and inconsistencies. All necessary data had to be 

collected in one systematic and consistent effort. 

Whether the sampling adequately represents Precambrian rocks in 

Arizona requires careful thought. Some 20,000 square kilometers of 

Precambrian rocks are exposed in Arizona and some 1000 rock samples were 

collected for this study. The deduction that each sample represents 20 

Km2 of outcrop is incorrect. In reality, some samples represent rock 

units exposed over extremely small areas (0.1 km2), but the presence of 

such rock units may be critical to elucidating the geologic history of an 

area. Conversely many batholiths are mineralogically and compositionally 

homogeneous over such vast regions (e.g. 100-200 km2) that intensive 

sampling of such areas is unnecessary, except for checks on homogeneity. 

Thus, a point where sampling is adequately representative of 

each rock unit must be recognized, regardless of size. For example, a 

homogeneous dacitic flow can ideally be represented by one sample, 

regardless of its extent, but a second sample was usually analyzed to 

confirm the homogeneity. However, in highly variable units such as 

tuffaceous strata, sampling of every minor lithologic variant was deemed 

unnecessary, so only the dominant lithology was sampled and the variants 

were described. Thus, if sampling of each map unit and description of 

variants are representative of the whole unit, and all such in a region 

are well represented, then the sampling must be representative of the 

whole region. 

Sampling methods are crucial to the outcomes of whole-rock 

analyses, so only fresh, unweathered samples of rock units were gathered. 

The main philosophy in sampling volcanic and plutonic rocks for chemical 
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analyses was to detect subtle chemical differences not readily apparent 

from the mineralogy, so avoidance of all types of alteration was 

mandatory. If an unaltered part of a rock unit could not be found, that 

rock unit was not analyzed chemically, under the philosophy that it is 

better to have no analysis at all than have altered data misleading as to 

the original rock composition. If altered or strongly sheared rocks 

could be traced into less altered or deformed places, the less affected 

rocks were sampled, the highly deformed or altered rocks were described 

as variants, and were sampled only where they typified the whole unit or 

constituted a new rock, such as a mylonite. 

Typically a 1-2 kg character sample was collected, cut and 

studied microscopically for distinctive structures and textures. Cut 

faces gave much better views of textures than broken faces. Field 

identification was supported by detailed lithologic description, thin 

section analyses, and major-element chemical data where warranted. Time 

and space limitations have forced exclusion of all such detailed data 

from this dissertation. If sufficient interest is forthcoming, the 

detailed data may be subsequently included in a series of bulletins 

describing the detailed geology of each important area of Precambrian 

exposures in the state. 

Thin Section Analyses 

In the Precambrian of Arizona, accurate field identification of 

certain rock types can be surprisingly difficult, both at low and high 

metamorphic grades. In the Mingus Mountain area where Precambrian rocks 

are close to original state of preservation, early studies misidentified 

key rock units and incorrectly mapped complete rock sequences. In all 

cases, the misidentifications were avoidable by carefully controlling the 

mapping with thin section studies. Thus, the present work has had to 

substantially revise not only stratigraphic understanding of such areas, 

but also the basic lithologic or compositional types making up the areas. 
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Precambrian of Arizona almost always lie in thin section data, detailed 

field relationships, or whole-rock analytical data, but most revisions 

occur because of insufficient use of thin-section studies to support 

earlier mapping. Consequently, hundreds of thin sections have been 

analyzed throughout this study to aid in develQping and continuously 

checking the accuracy of rock type identifications in field mapping. 

Rock Geochemistry 

A total of more than 250 rocks representative of major geologic 

units in the Precambrian of Arizona were analyzed for major elements as 

part of this study. In addition, replicate analyses were performed on 

15% of all samples, and a further 140 major-element analyses were 

compiled from earlier studies to make a total of 400 useful whole rock 

analyses for the Proterozoic of Arizona. This number is only just 

sufficient to fully characterize all geochemical variations in the state; 

however, since most analytical data is concentrated in the central 

volcanic belts, this study has relatively good control on geochemical 

variations among volcanic rock units. Future studies could well 

concentrate on the various plutonic suites. 

Initially the first 50 analyses were done with University of 

Arizona facilities, but the analytical precision was poor. With funds 

obtained from the National Science Foundation for the dissertation 

research, X-Ray Assay Labs in Ontario was chosen to do all major-element 

analyses for this study, including reanalysis of the first samples 

because their rapid, computerized, high precision X-ray fluorescence 

method offered exceptionally high precision. This precision was tested 

with 33 replicate samples and 5 international standards submitted under 

different labels. The internal precision of replicate samples was 

exceptionally high, and no element in the standards deviated more than 

10% of its value from published values, most deviated only 1-2%, and many 

element determinations were identical to published values. All results 
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are well within a first standard deviation of any analytical method for 

major elements, so it was concluded that X-Ray Assay Laboratories 

analyses of Arizona Precambrian rocks are accurate measures of true 

element compositions of the rocks submitted to them. 

Geochemical results are only as reliable as the samples chosen, 

so great care was taken to select only fresh, unaltered samples. No 

material was analyzed if it contained: (a) weathered surfaces, (b) 

weathered, decomposed, altered matrix, (c) calcite fracture coatings, (d) 

carbonate-filled vesicles, (d) quartz-filled vesicles, (e) other vesicle 

fillings such as zeolites or chlorite, (f) significant epidote 

alteration, (g) any veins or veinlet fillings, (h) noticeable limonite, 

goethite, or hematite stain, (i) a vuggy or cellular groundmass, (j) 

open-space fillings, (k) evidence of extensive chlorite or sericite 

alteration, (1) strong to intense foliation, (m) monomineralic material, 

or (n) other related effects. 

Where one seeks to determine primary geochemical variations in 

original volcanic and plutonic rocks and how these variations constrain 

the parent igneous suites, one must avoid all altered rocks. The above 

criteria are sufficiently strict that satisfactory samples for chemical 

analysis could not be found in some rock units. Where the unaltered 

chemistry of such volcanic units could not be determined, regional 

mapping showed that alteration was endogenous and intrinsic to the 

magmatic systems -- that is, they never existed in a pristine state. 

The problem of magma contamination prior to crystallization has 

been extensively discussed by Anderson (1980) and need not be elaborated 

here except to note that one cannot deal with the problem of alteration 

prior to crystallization of an igneous rock without very elaborate 

detective work in a sampling program. However, one can and must deal 

with problems of alteration after crystallization (or during 

crystallization of submarine extrusive rocks) if one is to obtain results 

that are reliably indicative of a rock's original bulk composition. 
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Only unaltered or least-altered localities within each rock 

unit were sampled, usually in internal portions, where no possibility for 

interaction with other compositions existed. Chip samples from different 

parts of a site or rock unit were not intermixed, but single large 3-15 

kg samples of unaltered material were taken, and part of the same rock 

sample was cut and thin sectioned to keep consistency between sample, 

thin section and chemical analysis. 

The rock analysis was presumed to be altered and not used if: 

1. The total was less than 96% or more than 10Z%; 

Z. Loss on ignition exceeded 4.5%, combined with a high CaO value; 

3. The CaO content was much higher than expected for MgO and 8iOZ values; 

4. Either or both the KZO and NaZO were anomalously low or near 0; 

5. The CaO, NaZO and KZO amounts were anomalous for given 8iOZ contents; 

6. AIZ03 was too high or low for a given 8iOZ content; 

7. The Fe/Mg ratio was higher than acceptable limits, and FeO was near O. 

Criteria such as 6 above are not applicable to sedimentary or 

tuffaceous rocks, but few such rocks were analyzed for this study because 

interpretation of their chemistries are different than those of igneous 

rocks and warrant separate study. About ZO% of rock samples were 

analyzed fo~ both FeZ03 and FeO as well as total iron. Unaltered 

fragmental volcanic rocks, such as coarse breccias, resemble their 

unfragmented counterparts so closely that a significant number were 

analyzed in this study. The reason is that many Precambrian volcanic 

rocks of intermediate composition -- dacite, rhyodacite, andesite -

occur only as fragmental deposits. If such units were excluded from 

sampling simply because they are fragmental, one would purposely bias the 

geochemical data towards an apparent bimodal population of analyses. 

Ridler (personal communication 1979) cautioned,that efforts to avoid 

sampling fragmental deposits in Archean terranes of eastern Canada had 

resulted in this very problem and had given rise th~ erroneous impression 

that rocks of intermediate composition are not an important part of 

Archean greenstone belts. 
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Detailed Happing of Specific Sites 

During the time span of this study from 1973 to 1985, 7.5' 

topographic maps for parts of central Arizona were only just becoming 

available, so this study had the first opportunity to geologically map 

the Central Volcanic Belt uniformly at 1:24,000 scale. Geologic mapping 

at scales enlarged from 1:24,000 require quadrangle enlargement, so are 

no more accurate than the 7.5' quadrangles themselves. In fact, no base 

maps more detailed than 1:24,000 scale exist for central Arizona, so the 

mapping done here is as detailed as regional mapping can be at present. 

At the beginning of this study, it appeared that geologic 

relationships important to the study in a few critical parts of the 

central volcanic belts would be too detailed to be resolved adequately at 

1:24,000 scale, so more detailed mapping was undertaken. An 8 Km2 area 

in the Cave Creek volcanic belt was mapped in 1975 at 1:10,000 scale to 

resolve stratigraphic and structural complexities, but the final patterns 

of stratigraphic thickening, thinning and structural closures were just 

the same as those mapped earlier at 1:24,000 scale, indicating that the 

7.5' quadrangle-scale mapping was adequate to accurately portray them. 

During mapping of structural and stratigraphic complexities in 

the Shylock zone from 1977 to 1978, the full complexity could not be 

adequately shown at 1:24,000 scale, so the Copper Queen-Binghampton area 

was mapped at ten times quadrangle, or 1:2,400 scale. Interestingly, the 

detailed map showed exactly the same structural and stratigraphic pattern 

evident in the initial quadrangle mapping, except that the relationships 

were clearer at the larger scale. After this, some very elucidating fold 

patterns in part of the Cave Creek belt mapped earlier at 1:10,000 scale 

were mapped at 1 inch = 1 foot, resulting in fold patterns essentially 

similar to those mapped earlier at the 1:10,000 scale. A plane table map 

of this same area was considered, but decided against when it became 

obvious that the pattern of deformation seen on a detailed scale is no 

different than that seen in map patterns at a 7.5' quadrangle scale. 
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Herein was uncovered a fundamental truth about the nature of 

deformation in the Precambrian of Arizona: that which is seen on the 

small scale is identical to that seen on the large scale. This comes as 

no surprise to structural geologists who have known of the principle: 

"the small reflects the large" for somewhat more than a century. But 

geologists continue to claim that only very detailed mapping and 

structural analysis are able to elucidate the stratigraphy and structure 

of an area. This belief seems to be founded on the conviction that 

mapping on a broad scale is necessarily generalized and vague, simply 

because it is on a broad scale. On the contrary, rock contacts and 

structures can be located with just as much accuracy and precision at 

both scales, and if the small reflects the large, the only difference 

between the two scales of mapping is the scale itself. 

If so, why are there so many different conflicting maps of the 

Arizona Precambrian? Even in recent work, if one compares, for example 

maps of DeWitt (1976; 1978), O'Hara (1980) and Anderson and Blacet 

(1972b) that overlap in the Mayer-Crown King area, one sees practically 

three different maps. If each person mapped parts of their region at 

various levels of detail, such as was done in this study, the maps of any 

one mapper would all closely resemble one another. The problem therefore 

is not in the scale of the mapping, but the different way in which each 

person perceives the style of deformation. How each mapper views what he 

sees at the outcrop scale will influence the appearance of his final map, 

regardless of whether that final map is at 1:10 or 1:100,000 scale. 

Clearly then, the true nature of deformation in the Precambrian of 

Arizona must either: 

(1) not be clearly obvious in outcrop, or 

(2) not be correctly understood by the majority of mappers, or 

(3) not conform to conventional structural models taught to geologists, 

(4) some combination or all of the above. 

This discussion has glanced at the heart of a structural 

problem that can only treated in a work to follow this dissertation. 

or 
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The final mapping effort at a scale more detailed than 1:24,000 

was the most ambitious of all: rock types and complex map units near 

Mingus Mountain south of Jerome are particularly obscure and difficult to 

resolve. Very intricate cross cutting relationships which characterize 

the area could not all be shown at 7.5' quadrangle scale, so the entire 

15 square km east Mingus Mountain area was mapped in 1982 and 1983 at a 

scale of 1 inch to 200 feet, or 1:2,400. This work resulted in maps that 

were once again similar to quadrangle scale maps, but in the process were 

gathered detailed maps and a detailed geologic knowledge of the Jerome 

volcanic belt that has completely revised understanding of the region. 

Seven-and-a-half Minute Quadrangle Happing 

The goal of mapping specific areas in detail was to resolve 

structural and stratigraphic complexities in key parts of the Central 

Volcanic Belt, and show that similar structural patterns emerge at all 

map scales. The primary purpose of undertaking extensive 7.5 minute 

quadrangle mapping throughout central Arizona was more fundamental: it 

was to provide the basic geologic map data needed to understand the 

geologic makeup and evolution of the central volcanic belts, so all parts 

had to be covered at the same scale, in a consistent manner, and with a 

uniform level of detail. Only with a reliably consistent geologic map 

data base would it be possible to progress through the various stages of 

geologic and tectonic analysis to arrive at an accurate understanding of 

the Proterozoic tectonic evolution of Arizona. As discussed earlier, no 

comprehensive map data base existed prior to this study, and local 

geologic sections of other studies conflicted with one another, such that 

a consistent picture could not be derived collectively from them. Thus, 

it befell this study to provide the essential geologic map data base 

before the final goals of the study could be realized. 

Selection of which areas to map at 7.5' quadrangle scale and 

which to map at broader scales was by no means an arbitrary process. 

Reconnaissance mapping of central Arizona from 1973 to 1975 was aimed at 
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delimiting the regions that needed detailed quadrangle mapping, based on 

complexities in the rock units themselves. Not only were the volcanic 

belts mapped at 7.5~ map scale and intervening plutonic-metamorphic 

terranes mapped at broader scales, but also each rock sequence required 

and was assigned a different level of detail to accurately depict its 

internal complexities. Therefore, even-within the volcanic belts, the 

degree of detail varies from map to map, as the rocks so vary. 

The Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts required mapping of 26 

quadrangles, the New River-Cave Creek volcanic belts was covered in 18 

quadrangles, the Mazatzal-Diamond Butte volcanic belts required mapping 

of 24 quadrangles, and intervening or distal areas involved another 10 

quadrangles. Consequently, a total of 78 quadrangles were mapped at 7.5' 

scale in the central volcanic belts. In addition, a 4 quadrangle area 

covered the Bagdad volcanic belt, and parts of 14 quadrangles were mapped 

in northwest Arizona to cover the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt and its 

distal rocks, bringing the mapped total to 96 7.5' quadrangles. 

Of this total, 35 quadrangles make up the cores of the volcanic 

belts, and were thus mapped in the greatest detail; an additional 35 

quadrangles, including the Bagdad belt, were mapped at an intermediate 

level of detail; and 26 quadrangles were mapped in the least detail, 

comparable to reconnaissance mapping at 1:24,000 scale. Surrounding 

regions involving mainly plutonic and sedimentary rocks, though important 

in their own right, did not require the same level of detailed mapping as 

did the complexly structured volcanic belts, so quadrangles where such 

rocks are exposed were mapped on a purely reconnaissance basis. 

The 96 quadrangles encompass about a 15,000 Km2 or 6,000 mile2 

area but Precambrian rocks are not exposed over the whole area. Volcanic 

and sedimentary rocks take up less than 40% of the total 15,000 Km2 area, 

whereas all Precambrian rocks occupy about 60% of the total area. From 

the figures one cannot calculate an average time to map each quadrangle, 

because the time and level of detail varied drastically with the detail 
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and complexity in the rocks. For example, the most complex -- the Mayer 

quadrangle -- took 6 months to map because of its extreme complexity and 

importance. In contrast, other quadrangles having only granitic rocks 

belonging to a uniform batholith, such as the Chalk Mountain quadrangle, 

took days to map. Averages are meaningless in heterogeneous and complex 

regions such as the Precambrian of Arizona where variability dominates. 

Given the time and length limitations imposed on this completed 

dissertation, no original quadrangle mapping could be included. Instead, 

the quadrangles may be published later, and only the barest essential 

contacts of greatest importance to a new stratigraphic understanding of 

the Proterozoic of Arizona have been compiled onto 1:250,000 scale maps 

and included with each respective chapter that discusses these maps. The 

compiled maps show less than 1% of the information on the original 

quadrangle maps, but that 1% is essential to the new stratigraphy. 

Reconnaissance Mapping of the State 

Remaining Precambrian exposures in Arizona not covered by 7.5' 

quadrangle maps were mapped on a broad reconnaissance basis at 1:125,000 

scale. Since most regions involved plutonic and migmatitic terranes of 

the Northwest Gneiss Belt and isolated exposures in the Southeast Schist 

Belt, the scale was adequate for the type of information needed to be 

collected for the purposes of this study. 

The Northwest Gneiss Belt involves vast expanses of homogeneous 

plutonic and metamorphic rocks, mainly quartzo-feldspathic gneiss 

intruded by granite and granodiorite batholiths. Although well exposed 

throughout entire mountain ranges, these rocks required nowhere near the 

amount of detailed mapping that volcanic assemblages in central Arizona 

needed. Eventually, the Northwest Gneiss Belt will be mapped entirely at 

1:24,000 scale, but for this study it was not expedient to map granitic 

and gneissic terranes in detail when it was more important to resolve 

complex and critical relationships in the Central Volcanic Belt. 
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In both the Northwest Gneiss Belt and Southeast Schist Belt, 

mapping was centered on the oldest gneisses and schists of sedimentary or 

volcanic origin; plutons and batholiths received attention in proportion 

to their heterogeneity and importance. The only region that warranted 

but did not receive detailed 1:24,000 mapping was the Dos Cabezas belt, 

because it had already been mapped in adequate detail by Erickson (1969). 

Everywhere else, reconnaissance mapping did not uncover detailed 

relationships or complex areas that could not be adequately mapped at 

1:125,000 scale. The fundamental principle which underlies all mapping in 

the Precambrian of Arizona for this study is that the variable complexity 

of the geology itself dictated the scale at which it needed to be mapped. 

Philosophy of Happiog 

Future mapping of Precambrian rocks in Arizona which draw upon 

the 7.5' quadrangle map data base generated for this study, when the maps 

become available, should be aware of the original philosophy of mapping. 

Because this study had to provide basic geologic map data for a very 

large region, it was necessary to map a great many quadrangles rather 

than concentrate specifically on one or two critical ones. In other 

words, broad map coverage had to be provided first before both the 

liberty and time could be taken to concentrate on a few select map areas. 

For this reason, it is expected that the quadrangle maps produced for 

this study will be revised by future studies; if more time could have 

been spent on each map in the course of this work, it would have been 

extensively refined from its present state, which is about an order of 

magnitude more detailed than all previous maps. 

However, those who make revisions of this work should be fully 

aware of the total regional extent of the unit they revise, including all 

facies variants and relative age relationships with adjacent strata. To 

propose revision without comprehending the full regional implications is 

to ignore how the unit was defined originally, and make no valid 

progress, but merely express a different opinion from a more limited 
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perspective. Indeed, so many people have expressed so many different 

opinions about Precambrian stratigraphy and structure in Arizona that 

most of them cannot be right. It is easy to express an opinion based on 

limited observations of a few small outcrops, but these opinions rarely 

hold for more than those few outcrops. The real test lies in proposing 

models or changes that are regionally viable over the whole state, or at 

least throughout an entire volcanic belt. This is not to discourage 

revisions of this work, but to caution that such proposals must have a 

foundation at least as solid and as broad as the one upon which this 

present work is based, if not more so. 

Classifications 

Classification of Original Rock Types 

In contrast to most rock units of sedimentary or plutonic

hypabyssal character, Precambrian stratified volcanic rocks in Arizona 

cannot be easily assembled into mappable units characterized by a single 

lithology because they abound with complex heterogeneity and facies 

changes. Yet it is these stratified units that contain the maximum 

amount of information about the tectonic evolution of the volcanic belt, 

so it is mandatory that their heterogeneity be mapped and accurately 

portrayed. For this reason, all rocks were classified by original 

lithology and these lithologies were mapped in their full complexity in 

the field, using a condensed symbology for rock descriptions. The 

lithology, petrography and chemistry of all such rocks was studied in 

detail for unifying petrologic and geochemical features indicative of how 

the rock units may be generically related. 

Then the stratigraphic position of each rock suite was well 

defined by tracing out unconformities with small angular discordance, but 

of major regional extent. Only after all this had been done was it then 

possible to assemble the rock units into valid formations with meaningful 

petrologic-geochemical identity and true lithostratigraphic uniqueness. 
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Igneous Rock Classification 

The classification of igneous rocks used in this study is based 

on the original classifications of Peterson (1961), Williams, Turner and 

Gilbert (1954), and Travis (1955), as modified more recently by the 

I.U.G.S. (Streckeisen, 1967, 1973, 1976). The fundamental boundary 

between high- and low-silica rocks is from 10% to 20%, silicic rocks are 

subdivided by the K-feldspar to total feldspar ratio, and low-silica 

rocks are subdivided on the basis of plagioclase composition and amount. 

The value of this simple scheme is its universal applicability to 

plutonic, hypabyssal, volcanic and subvolcanic rocks, in contrast to 

recent I.U.G.S. schemes applicable only to plutonic rocks. In a broad 

orogenic region such as the Arizona Precambrian, where volcanic and 

subvolcanic units are intimately interrelated, and plutonic masses show 

all gradations to hypabyssal phases, such universally wide applicability 

is the most essential part of the classification scheme applied. 

The igneous classification scheme used here (figure 10) is not 

a new classification, but is a modified and improved version of earlier 

ones by Peterson (1961), Travis (1955), and Streckeisen (1976). Some 

minor but important changes are made to more accurately reflect original 

or commonly accepted usage, as follows. Tonalite is more closely allied 

to trondhjemite, and is distinguished from quartz diorite by color index. 

No satisfactory term for leucocratic rocks intermediate between alaskite 

(Spurr, 1900) and trondhjemite (Goldschmidt, 1916) exists, so the fields 

are extended to meet at K-feldspar = plagioclase. Analogous leucocratic 

rocks in the diorite-gabbro range are termed leuco-diorite and leuco

gabbro, the latter being intermediate between gabbro and anorthosite. 

Leuco-gabbro is common in gabbro-anorthosite complexes, but the term is 

not yet widely used. Syenodiorite replaces the r.U.G.S. "monzodiorite" 

term for K-feldspathic diorite, and trachyandesite is its true volcanic 

equivalent, for sake of internal consistency. Reluctantly, the term 

"monzogranite" has been used instead of quartz monzonite to meet recent 

USGS usage; however, "adamellite" is preferable for porphyritic rocks. 
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Volcanic equivalents of plutonic rocks conform to established 

usage, except for two additions. First is use of "quartz latite" and/or 

"rhyodacite" for felsic volcanic rocks. Some (e.g. Peterson, 1961) have 

dacite = quartz diorite, hence rhyodacite = granodiorite, but it is more 

usual to have dacite = granodiorite and quartz diorite (Travis, 1955). 

This dispenses with either rhyodacite or quartz latite, but the former 

use restricts dacite to a rare composition for volcanic belts of orogenic 

areas. Thus, quartz latite is optional for volcanic rocks of composition 

mid-way between monzogranite and granite, common in subvolcanic parts of 

felsic volcanic complexes. Second, "basaltic andesite" is essential to 

describe rocks with compositions intermediate between andesite and basalt 

that are abundant in mafic volcanic belts of orogenic areas -- basaltic 

andesites are essential in classifying some volcanic rock series in the 

Arizona Proterozoic. Basaltic andesite compositions nearly always occur 

in subvolcanic and hypabyssal mafic units such as diabase, so "diabase" 

is placed in this range, although not necessarily restricted to it. 

Probably the most unfamiliar terms in figure 10 are those used 

for subvolcanic equivalents of volcanic rocks. The purpose of these 

terms is to draw a fundamentally important distinction between rocks of 

volcanic affinity and those of plutonic derivation where such rocks have 

hypabyssal textures. In the subvolcanic or root portions of most major 

volcanic complexes, volcanic rock units are coarsely crystal~ine enough 

that is, they have a fine grained phaneritic matrix -- to be described 

in phaneritic terms normally conceptually associated with plutonic rocks. 

But to map and describe such coarsely crystalline volcanic rocks in 

plutonic terms creates a false impression of intrusive relations where 

only textural changes occur, and a false impression that the base of the 

volcanic sequence is intruded by younger plutonic rocks. 

For example, root portions of mafic volcanic complexes are 

nearly always massive basalt, andesite and basaltic andesite, but the 

mapping of such rocks as diabase, microdiorite or microgabbro conveys an 

erroneous impre"ssion of a younger plutonic suite intruding the volcanic 
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rocks. As another example, large rhyolitic to rhyodacitic Precambrian 

volcanic centers in Arizona have their subvolcanic portions dominated by 

massive quartz latite which is texturally clearly of volcanic origin, but 

has a fine grained phaneritic matrix, hence the use of monzogranite or 

granite is necessitated, even though the volcanic rocks have no plutonic 

affinity whatsoever. The problem is compounded further when one goes 

deeper into the complex and finds an intrusive complex of fine grained 

granite with true plutonic affinity. Such rocks are radically different 

in texture, structure and appearance to the intrusive quartz latites at 

higher levels, but what unique term remains to describe them if plutonic 

names have already been used for coarsely crystalline volcanic rocks? 

Thus, there is a valid need for a suite of terms by which to 

distinguish coarsely crystalline volcanic rocks from texturally different 

plutonic rocks of similar grain sizes. Innumerable examples can be cited 

throughout the Precambrian of Arizona where real textural and structural 

distinctions between fine grained plutonic rocks and coarse grained (i.e. 

phaneritic) volcanic rocks is supported. Fine grained dikes of plutonic 

bodies appear completely different in the field than the compositionally 

equivalent volcanic rocks they intrude, but the volcanics are too coarse 

grained to be described by usual volcanic terms. Thus, a classification 

of subvolcanic rocks is needed that permits unique identification of a 

massive, intrusive volcanic rock unit as terminologically, and therefore 

conceptually, distinct from fine grained rocks of plutonic origin. 

For this purpose, "intrusive rhyolite, intrusive rhyodacite, 

intrusive dacite, intrusive andesite, intrusive basaltic andesite, and 

intrusive basalt" are shown on figure 10. These terms greatly facilitate 

mapping of volcanic complexes and allow one to accurately depict their 

makeup commensurate with how the centers evolved -- as coeval volcanic 

and subvolcanic phases. The use of the "intrusive" prefix for such 

subvolcanic equivalents of the volcanic phases should not be misconstrued 

as making the classification of figure 10 a genetic one. The "intrusive" 

term is used merely in a texturally descriptive sense, not a genetic one. 
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If satisfactory terms existed to describe coarsely crystalline 

volcanic rocks, the term "intrusive" would not have to be used, but there 

are none. A volcanic rock by definition has an aphanitic matrix, and if 

a matrix is phaneritic, a plutonic term must be used. In this study, the 

term "coarse grained volcanic rock" describes the equivalent grain size 

of "fine grained phaneritic" in the plutonic terminology. Thus, by using 

the term "intrusive [volcanic rock]" one is saying: "a volcanic rock that 

is part of a volcanic complex, shows a volcanic texture and phenocrystic 

habit (if phenocrystic), is part of a subvolcanic intrusive mass, not an 

extrusive unit, and equals the grain size of a 'fine grained' plutonic 

rock." Surely the one word "intrusive" is preferable to all this. 

Travis (1955) used the term "porphyry" to describe fine grained 

plutonic, hypabyssal and subvolcanic rocks. However many volcanic and 

fine grained plutonic rocks are not porphyritic, so the term "porphyry" 

is misleading for both hypabyssal and sub volcanic units. In fact, 

"porphyry" connotes to geologists today an intrusive rock, especially a 

dike rock. In Arizona, "porphyry" is even more peculiarly specific to a 

Laramide dike rock or pluton related to Laramide copper mineralization, 

a conceptual association that is so strong that wherever "porphyry" is 

seen, many believe Laramide mineralization will be found. Because of 

such genetic connotations, "porphyry" was not used at all in the mapping 

of .Precambrian rocks in A1,"izona. "Porphyry" has been used only to 

describe a porphyritic Laramide dike, and it is strongly recommended such 

a restricted usage of the term "porphyry" be considered elsewhere. If a 

plutonic rock is porphyritic, it should be described as a "porphyritic 

plutonic rock", not "porphyry". The term "Megaporphyritic adamellite" is 

used in this work to refer to large 1400 Ma Precambrian batholiths 

characterized by mega-porphyritic texture. However, where volcanic rocks 

contain phenocrysts, they are described as "phenocrystic volcanic rocks", 

not porphyritic ones. Thus, what used to be termed in the old literature 

as a "quartz porphyry" is described more accurately in this study as a 

quartz-feldspar phenocrystic rhyodacite. The different origins connoted 

by the two different terms is obvious. 
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Once the hypabyssal and subvo1canic class of figure 10 is 

accepted, then some very useful distinctions can be drawn in fine grained 

igneous rocks that have hitherto been difficult to describe or deal with. 

For example, note in figure 10 the distinction between intrusive basaltic 

andesite (as the subvo1canic term) and diabase (as the hypabyssal term). 

Since the A.G.I. definition of a hypabyssal rock connotes an intrusive 

origin, the distinction drawn in figure 10 is between fine-grained 

granular volcanic rock and fine grained plutonic rock. Throughout many 

parts of the Precambrian of Arizona, fine grained mafic rocks such as 

diabase and micro-gabbro intrude mafic volcanic rocks that are too 

coarsely crystalline (i.e. fine grained phaneritic) to be termed simply 

basalt or basaltic andesite. Analogous distinctions between hypabyssal 

and subvo1canic rocks could be made throughout figure 10, but terms for 

other fine grained intrusive rocks are obviously derived from plutonic 

terms, and so have simply not been put in. The grain size classification 

of igneous rocks used here is also shown in table 2. 

Sedimentary Rock Classification 

Sedimentary rocks in the Precambrian volcanic belts of central 

Arizona are so closely related to their source yo1canic rocks that they 

cannot be treated, mapped, or studied separately from the volcanic rocks. 

Virtually all established sedimentary rock classifications, such as 

Folk's (1968), view sedimentary rocks as an entity unto themselves, 

wherein the sources of the rock fragments are unknown. Thus, sedimentary 

rock classifications are oriented toward deducing the source regions of 

the fragments. In this Arizona Precambrian study, no such speculation is 

needed in most places, because volcanic units can be traced directly into 

their distal sedimentary counterparts. The fragment sources are known 

with certainty as they lie within a few kilometers along strike, or in 

rocks immediately underlying the unit. This close interrelationship is 

true of the Central Volcanic Belt, but is not everywhere true in the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt and the Southeast Schist Belt, where sources for 

the sedimentary material are unseen and therefore truly unknown. 
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Other contrasts also show the need for a unique classification 

of sedimentary rocks in the Central Volcanic Belt. Sedimentary petrology 

studies usually have a continental perspective, where arkoses and well

sorted arenites are the backbone of the classification scheme. However, 

in volcanic terranes of orogenic areas, well-sorted rocks are virtually 

non-existent. True arkoses from weathering of granitoid material occur 

only in the Northwest Gneiss Belt and are non-existent in the Precambrian 

of central Arizona, where the best-sorted sedimentary rocks attain the 

cleanness of a quartz-wacke or argillaceous quartzite at best, except for 

the Mazatzal Group, which postdates the sedimentary rocks discussed here. 

Sedimentary rocks interstratified at the edges of the volcanic 

belts nearly everywhere approximate various compositions and types of 

graywackes or tuffaceous graywackes. Therefore, a classification scheme 

based on the character and lithology of graywacke has been developed for 

sedimentary rocks in central Arizona. It shows variations in grain sizes 

of fragments and matrix against the dominant lithologic character of the 

sediment -- that is, how closely it is related to a volcanic rock. This 

classification scheme is shown in table 1 and depicts five variables -

the size of matrix grains, the composition of the matrix, the types of 

fragments, whether the rock is dominantly sedimentary or dominantly 

volcanic, and the rock's maturity -- so it is impossible to fully display 

this scheme on a ternary plot. The grain size classification used for 

matrix and fragments is shown in table 2, and is equivalent to standard 

North American usage except for addition of the very useful term "grit". 

One of the most universal relationships between sedimentary and 

volcanic rocks in the volcanic belts is that rocks formed entirely in a 

volcanic setting can be traced gradationally outwards from a volcanic 

center into rocks containing progressively more sedimentary and less 

volcanic material. This universal pattern necessitates a classification 

scheme sympathetic to the rock variations themselves, and so the method 

of classification in table 1 is based mainly on the relative proportions 

of volcanic and sedimentary material in the rock. 
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TABLE 1: CLASSIFICATION OF SEDIMENTARY ROCIS FROM VOLCANIC SOURCES 

fine 
(clay-silt) 

DOMINANT 
LITHOLOGIC 
CHARACTER 

(a) Volcanic Matrix 

Tuffaceous tuff 

Partly tuffaceous 
Tuffaceous siltstone 

Volcanic rock graywacke 
Fragments 

Volcanic volcanic 
Matrix siltstone 

Partly volcanic 
Volcanic siltstone 
Matrix 

(b) Sedimentary Hartix 

Immature 

Submature 

Mature 

hematitic 
siltstone 

purple slate 

hematitic 
siltstone 

purple slate 

siltstone 
shale 

Size of Matrix Grains 

medium 
(sand-grit) 

tuff 

tuff wacke 

graywacke 

graywacke 

volcanic 
wacke 

feldspathic wacke 
subgraywacke 

quartz wacke 
argillaceous 
quartzite 

quartzite 

coarse 
(pebble-boulder) 

agglomerate 

coarse-fragment 
tuff 

volcanic 
conglomerate 

volcanic 
conglomerate 

volcanic rock 
fragment 

conglomerate 

volcanic rock 
fragment-chert 
conglomerate 

pooly sorted 
conglomerate 

well sorted 
conglomerate 
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TABLE 2: GRAIN-SIZE AND FRAGMENT-SIZE CLASSIFICATIONS 

1. Grain ~ Classification of Igneous Rocks 

cryptocrystalline 

extremely fine grained 

very fine grained 

fine grained 

medium to fine grained 

medium grained 

medium to'coarse grained 

coarse grained 

very coarse grained 

porphyritic: 

mega-porphyritic: 

phenocrysts = 

phenocrysts = 

Macroscopic 

< 1 mm 

1-2, some 3 mm 

2 - 5 mm 

4 7 mm 

most 5-10 mm 

10 - 15 mm 

15 - 60 mm 

> 60 mm 

Microscopic 

< .02 mm 

.02 - .05 mm 

.05 - .2 mm 

.2 - 1 mm 

2. Grain- and Fragment-Size Classification of Sedimentary Rocks 

Fragment Rock Name Size Range 

clay shale <.006 mm 

silt siltstone .006 - 0.2 mm 

sand sandstone 0.2 - 2 mm 

grit grit, grit conglomerate 2 6 mm 

granule granule conglomerate 6 20 mm 

pebble pebble conglomerate 20 - 60 mm 

cobble cobble conglomerate 60 - 200 mm 

boulder boulder conglomerate > 200 mm 
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This concept of "volcanic ~ sedimentary" characteristics in a 

stratified rock is unfamiliar to some, so it is briefly explained in more 

detail. A volcanic unit extruded onto the deep sea floor may form the 

following deposit types progressively away from the volcanic center: 

(a) coherent volcanic flow 'or massive dome 

(b) coarse volcanic breccia (cobble- and boulder-size fragments > 60 mm) 

(c) fine volcanic breccia (pebble-size fragments 20-60 mm) 

(d) coarse-fragment tuff (granule-size fragments 6-20 mm) 

(e) tuff (largest fragments grit-size, 2-6 mm). 

All such rocks, whether bombs, tephra, or lapilli, involve only direct 

sedimentation of volcanic debris onto the deep sea floor and need involve 

no processes normally associated with sedimentary working or reworking in 

shallow water settings, such as current action, wave action, and sorting. 

Thus, the distinction is between sedimentation and sedimentary working, 

which are two realistically different processes. Few if any processes 

normally associated with sedimentary working occur at great depths where 

most volcanic rocks of island arc settings are deposited. 

A deposit type that mayor may not include sedimentary working is: 

(f) volcanic agglomerate (polymictic volcanic fragments> 20 mm). 

Either the volcanic eruptions themselves can dislodge underlying volcanic 

strata and incorporate them into a new volcanic unit, or density currents 

and unstable slopes on the flanks of submarine volcanoes can make similar 

deposit which are difficult to distinguish in the field from the eruptive 

deposit. Whatever the mechanism, polymictic agglomerates can be formed 

either with or without sedimentary working. 

However, all other deposits types definitely involve processes 

of sedimentary working, even if only density currents and foundering 

unstable slopes rather than current or wave action: (g) volcanic 

conglomerates; (h) graywacke; (i) tuff wacke; (j) volcanic wacke; (k) 

small rock-fragment conglomerate; (1) volcanic siltstone. All such 

poorly sorted deposits result from a single brief event of sedimentary 

working. Once extensive sedimentary working and reworking occur, the 
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deposits become markedly more mature: (m) feldspathic wacke; (n) quartz 

wacke; (0) subgraywacke; (p) sorted rock-fragment conglomerates; (q) 

hematitic siltstone and shale; (r) argillaceous quartzite; (s) non

volcanic conglomerate; (t) quartzite. These more extensively worked and 

reworked deposits are considered to lie at the "sedimentary" side of the 

spectrum, whereas the former little-worked (g) to (1) rocks are 

considered to lie at the "volcanic" side of the spectrum. 

The difference is in the type of matrix material: little

worked rocks have much fine grained volcanic detritus, but the matrix of 

well-worked rocks is cleaned of fine detritus by sedimentary reworking. 

Thus, the rock-type spectrum of table 1 reflects different degrees of 

sorting and working: "Dominant Lithologic Character" is a continuous 

spectrum from true volcanic material (tuffaceous), to slight working 

(partly tuffaceous), more working (volcanic fragments and matrix), to 

significant working (partly volcanic matrix). Their origins are still 

directly traceable to particular sources. The next doegree of maturity 

reflects the first major reworking to impart a clean reworked character 

to the matrix. From this stage to full maturity, deposits are classified 

as immature, submature and mature; all form at moderate to shallow 

depths, where fine volcanic detritus is winnowed out, but their origins 

are not readily traceable to specific volcanic sources. Conglomerates are 

characterized by mature rock fragments such as jasper, chert, cherty 

rhyolite and quartz, and most mature rocks occur in the Mazatzal Group. 

Of all rock types described above and classified in table 1, 

none involve a granitoid source terrane and all imply volcanic source 

terranes. Good correlation always exists between volcanic fragments in a 

sedimentary deposit and volcanic rocks exposed in underlying or nearby 

volcanic terranes. No arkosic deposits occur in or adjacent to the 

volcanic belts, and detrital K-feldspar is clearly of volcanic origin, 

and is usually matchable directly to a nearby felsic volcanic unit. 

Thus, Precambrian sedimentary rocks in Arizona are integral parts of the 

volcanic systems with which they are interstratified. 



PART II 

PROTEROZOIC 

STRATIGRAPHIC, PETROLOGIC, GEOCHEMICAL AND STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION 

OF THE 

CENTRAL ARIZONA VOLCANIC BELT 

OLDER STRATIFIED VOLCANIC-SEDIHENTARY SBlUENCES 

OF THE 

PRESCOIT-JEROHE VOLCANIC BELTS 



INTRODUCTION 

The Proterozoic volcanic belts of central Arizona hold the keys 

to understanding the early Proterozoic crustal evolution in Arizona. All 

such belts have been mapped and studied anew in the past 12 years, and 

some results of that work are summarized here. The oldest volcanic belts 

occur in the Prescott and Jerome areas: their volcanic-sedimentary rock 

sequences are described here and their plutonic components are summarized 

in chapter 4. Younger volcanic belts of central Arizona occur in the New 

River, Cave Creek, Phoenix, Payson, Diamond Butte, and Mazatzal Mountain 

areas, and are treated in chapter 5. Volcanic belts in northwest and 

southeast Arizona are briefly discussed in chapter 6. 

The use of older and younger volcanic belts above should not be 

confused with the usage of "younger Precambrian of Arizona" for the Late 

Proterozoic Apache Group (Shride, 1967) and "older Precambrian of Arizona" 

for all Middle and Early Proterozoic rocks predating the Apache Group by 

a major orogeny (Wilson, 1939). The "older Precambrian of Arizona" usage 

is now superceeded by new and specific stratigraphic terminology given in 

detail in this dissertation. All rocks discussed in this chapter are 

either Middle or Early Proterozoic in age, depending on one's definition, 

and evolved in a brief time span of 100 Ma, from 1800 to 1700 Ma. 

Former U.S.G.S. mapping in the Prescott-Jerome belts (C.A. 

Anderson and Creasey, 1958; Anderson and Blacet, 1972; Krieger, 1965) 

subdivided the complex Proterozoic volcanic stratigraphy into assemblages 

of diverse rock units, as described in chapter 2, that were bounded by 

either faults or planes parallel to foliation, thereby establishing a 

hierarchy of names that was changed several times (Anderson and others, 

1971). Recent studies (e.g. Anderson and Guilbert, 1979; DeWitt, 1979) 

indicate the need for major modifications to the existing stratigraphic 

nomenclature, since it is now known that "fault-boundaries" of many rock 

units are actually unconformities (e.g. O'Hara and others, 1978), and 

that foliation usually transects rather than parallels true stratigraphy. 
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New detailed lithologic mapping by the author at 1:24,000 scale 

of all central Arizona volcanic belts has established a new stratigraphic 

sequence for the Prescott and Jerome belts, as presented in this chapter, 

that is now proposed for formal adoption. Definitions of new type areas 

and type sections of the new stratigraphic sequence are given in a 

publication to follow on the Proterozoic tectonic evolution of Arizona. 

This chapter gives an overview of the new stratigraphic sequence 

based on this detailed mapping and identification of more than 15 major 

unconformities of regional importance throughout the central Arizona 

volcanic belts. Since allIS unconformities occurred within a 90 m.y. 

time span or less, Proterozoic evolution of the volcanic belts can now be 

analyzed in much greater detail than has hitherto been possible with 

existing isotopic data. Moreover, new quantitative lithologic, petrologic 

and geochemical data on all rock suites is now available, so for the 

first time, it is possible to describe the early evolution of the central 

Arizona Proterozoic crust in unified petrologic, compositional, and 

chemical terms. 

The Proterozoic volcanic belts of central Arizona are logically 

divided into an older, generally mafic belt lying to the northwest, and a 

younger, generally felsic belt lying to the southeast of a major boundary 

shown on figure 11. Rock units in each belt are fundamentally similar, 

but contrast sharply to those in the adjacent belt, except for one or two 

younger units in the older mafic belt which are like those in the younger 

felsic belt. The broad time-stratigraphic interrelationships between the 

two belts are described in chapter 6 of this dissertation. The volcanic 

belts to the southeast in the New River, Cave Creek, Mazatzal, Payson, 

Diamond Butte, and more southerly areas are the subject of chapter 5. 

Volcanic rocks in the northwest region extend over a 5,000 km2 

area from 1120W to 112045'W longitude, and from 330 N to 330 45'N latitude, 

and involve two major volcanic belts centered on the Jerome and Prescott

Mayer areas, with distal exposures lying in the Black Canyon, Crown King, 



Figure 11: 

Location map of the central Arizona Proterozoic 

volcanic belts. The older more mafic volcanic belts to the 

northwest include (1) the Bagdad belt (discussed in chapter 

6), (2) the Jerome belt, (3) the Prescott belt, which 

extends south down the Black Canyon belt, and (4) distal 

fragments both northwest and southwest of Prescott, as well 

as in the Copperopolis and Hieroglyphic areas (all discussed 

in this chapter). The younger more felsic volcanic belts 

include major exposures in the New River, Cave Creek, 

Mazatzal Mountain, Diamond Butte, and north Phoenix areas, 

as well as distal remnants to the east and southeast. The 

younger volcanic belts are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Copperopolis, Hieroglyphic. and other areas both northwest and southwest 

of Prescott. The Bagdad volcanic belt is not discussed here (see chapter 

6). The Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts are the specific foci for this 

discussion, but their distal sedimentary correlatives south of Prescott, 

and vestiges between batholiths west of Prescott, are also described. 

Isotopic data from volcanic rocks of both belts are relatively 

few: the Cleopatra unit near Jerome is dated at 1800 ± 15 Ma, and the 

Spud Mountain unit near Prescott is dated at 1755 ± 15 Ma (U-Pb zircon 

dates of Silver in Anderson and others, 1971 are recalculated using decay 

constants recommended by Steiger and Jaeger, 1977). Lanphere (1968) 

obtained younger 1640-1610 Ma Rb-Sr ages from similar rocks in the 

Prescott and Jerome belts, but these reduced ages probably result from 

disequilibration of Sr isotopes during deformation and metamorphism. 

Major Stratigraphic Assemblages 

Anderson and others (1971) and Anderson and Silver (1976) 

suggested that the entire package of rocks in the Prescott and Jerome 

volcanic belts deposited within the time interval of 1800 to 1750 M8 be 

referred to in time-stratigraphic terms as the "Yavapai Series", but this 

is not yet practical for several reasons (see also chapter 6): 

(1) neither the youngest nor oldest volcanic rocks that predate the Texas 

Gulch unconformity have yet been dated in either belt; 

(2) consequently, the upper 1750 Ma boundary may be too old to encompass 

all formative volcanics in the belt; thus unified rock stratigraphic 

sequences in the Prescott-Jerome belts would be arbitrarily split; 

(3) both age limits of the "Series" designation need careful reassessment 

through further isotopic studies tightly constrained by regionally 

consistent stratigraphic mapping. 

It is more accurate to use rock-stratigraphic terms, because 

regional map data exist to correctly define both stratigraphic and areal 

limits of volcanic rock sequences in north-central Arizona. Charles A. 
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Anderson (1968) used "Yavapai Supergroup" to encompass all strata in the 

Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts, an excellent proposal that unfortunately 

was not widely adopted. Other isolated volcanic rock packages in Yavapai 

County and north-central Arizona, including the Antler-Valentine and 

Bagdad belts, are similar to the Prescott-Jerome belt, but their isotopic 

relations have not been well assessed. Thus with further detailed work, 

it mayor may not prove appropriate to include other volcanic sequences 

in the Yavapai Supergroup. However, the extensive metasedimentary gneiss 

terranes of northwest Arizona and Vishnu Schist in the Grand Canyon are 

unrelated to Yavapai Supergroup and should not be included (chapter 6). 

Therefore, it is now proposed that Yavapai Supergroup be 

formally adopted as the term to broadly encompass formative Proterozoic 

volcanic and related coeval strata in the Prescott-Jerome belt and other 

parts of north-central Arizona. Since the original "Yavapai schist" term 

referred to rocks, not time, the "Yavapai" name should be retained to 

refer to rocks under the formal term "Yavapai Supergroup", instead of 

using the name in a time context with "Series". The data now exist to 

accurately define the stratigraphic and areal limits of the major rock

stratigraphic groups that make up the Yavapai Supergroup. 

Within the Yavapai Supergroup, volcanic rock formations in the 

Prescott belt are logically assembled into the Bradshaw MOuntain Group, 

Mayer Group, and Black Canyon Creek Group, as proposed here. Formerly 

"Big Bug Group" (Anderson and Creasey, 1958) included all rocks in the 

Prescott volcanic belt, but the stratigraphic complexity and diversity of 

petrochemically distinct rock suites in the belt is much too great to be 

encompassed by a single rock group. Also, recent work shows that many 

formations of the "Big Bug Group" were incorrectly mapped or have invalid 

type sections. Thus, "Big Bug Group" is no longer valid in the revised 

stratigraphic framework of the Prescott belt, and should be dropped. In 

contrast, Anderson and Creasey's (1958) "Ash Creek Group" is retained as 

a valid rock gr~up for the Jerome volcanic belt because the stratigraphic 

sequence it encompasses is basically correct, with minor modifications. 
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Time-Space StratigraphJ£ Complexities within Volcanic Belts 

Prior attempts to stratigraphically organize the oldest rock 

units in the Arizona Proterozoic volcanic belts were largely unsuccessful 

because the intricate primary stratigraphic complexities and lensoidal 

nature of volcanic strata in deep water submarine settings were not taken 

into account. In Phanerozoic and .Archean volcanic belts, the laterally 

discontinuous nature of volcanic strata and how they complexly interlens 

to compose volcanic piles is well known (Hutchinson, Ridler and Suffel, 

1971; Goodwin, 1965; Horikoshi, 1969; Ohmoto and Skinner, 1983). 

The Proterozoic volcanic belts of central Arizona show equally 

complex stratigraphic interlensing (Anderson, 1977, 1978; Anderson and 

Guilbert, 1979), but other studies have overlooked the importance of such 

complexities. Strong deformational and metamorphic overprints in the 

central Arizona Proterozoic volcanic belts greatly hinder a clear view of 

such primary stratigraphic complexities, but if they are not specifically 

sought out and taken into account, an incorrect stratigraphic sequence is 

the inevitable result. Earlier studies show all rock units superimposed 

in a single stratigraphic column, implying that volcanic units have wide 

lateral persistence throughout the belts. Such columns ignore the fact 

that volcanic strata are lensoidal are laterally interfingered with their 

adjacent rock units, rather than being superimposed upon them. 

A knowledge of how volcanic strata complexly interlens to make 

up the major rock-stratigraphic units in the Arizona Proterozoic volcanic 

belts is critical to understanding this and following chapters of this 

work. These stratigraphic complexities have been described previously in 

chapter 2 and illustrated in figure 8, so the reader unfamiliar with this 

important concept is referred back to that section and figure before 

proceeding further here, since the concept is critical to understanding 

the new stratigraphic framework proposed in this dissertation. Figure 8 

simplistically depicts stratigraphic complexities in the Prescott belt. 

Without knowledge of such complexities, a geologist mapping at any point 
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A-G (fig. 8) must infer isoclinal folds, faults, or other structu~es so 

as to reconstruct stratigraphy. This is exactly how erroneous structures 

have been inferred in the Arizona Proterozoic volcanic belts. Yet, in 

the depositional setting of fig. 8, no such structures exist: lithologic 

units are interrelated by facies changes or by interleaving at wedge

shaped terminations. Clearly, a study that does not distinguish complex 

facies changes from superimposed strata, or note lateral interleaving of 

coeval but unrelated rock units at all 3-point contacts on figure 8, will 

infer an erroneous stratigraphic sequence for the volcanic belt. 

The central Arizona volcanic belts are now seen as extremely 

complex entities resulting from original stratigraphic complexities 

similar to figure 8, superimposed by variable metamorphism and highly 

variable strain. In addition, the belts show lateral and longitudinal 

diachroneity on a broad scale: that is, a traverse across the belt finds 

the oldest depositional units becoming progressively younger or older, 

depending on the direction of the traverse (cf. Anderson, 1978). The 

major rock stratigraphic packages themselves must therefore be laterally 

discontinuous and laterally juxtaposed across the width of the belt, not 

vertically superimposed in a single column. This is indeed true, and the 

younger deposits of each volcanic cycle lap unconformably over adjacent 

volcanic cycles in a manner that is inexplicable without a fig. 8 model. 

The ramifications of this diachronous volcanic structure are 

profound: (1) it confounds stratigraphic analysis of the belts by usual 

concepts of a horizontally layered, normally superimposed, stratigraphic 

sequence; (2) it is impossible to assemble a single stratigraphic column 

that is correct for the entire belt, because different rock column exist 

at each locality (cf. A-G, fig. 8); (3) most thickness estimates of the 

volcanic pile are invalid, because summing thicknesses of adjacent units 

measures more the width than thickness of a volcanic belt, and greatly 

exceeds the true thickness of supracrustal strata; and (4) any single 

stratigraphic column or large thickness estimate of the belt is in error 

unless all stratigraphic and tectonic complexities are taken into account. 
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DEPOSITIONAL STAGES AND A NEW STRATIGRAPHIC SmlUENCE 

Basis for Revision • 

A major outcome of mapping the Prescott and Jerome volcanic 

belts is the understanding that they were built up in several sequential 

depositional stages by discrete igneous events with unique petrologic and 

geochemical characteristics. The correct sequence could only be clearly 

recognized by (1) first mapping in uniform detail all volcanic protoliths 

in the belts, confirming the identity of each protolith with petrologic 

and geochemical analyses, by (2) defining important stratigraphic breaks 

and major contacts from these data, and then by (3) tracing all important 

contacts throughout the belts to exactly determine their unconformable, 

interlensing, or transgressive nature. This delimited a series of time

and litho-stratigraphically unique rock units, bounded by unconformities, 

whose sequentiality describes the evolution of the volcanic belts. The 

sequence could not have been accurately deciphered by studying only part 

of the region, or by dividing the region among several workers. 

In contrast, previous workers mapped parts of the belts on a 

quadrangle basis, identifying what were believed to be major Precambrian 

faults, and using these faults as the boundaries for their major map 

units. Major map units were not earmarked by any particular lithologic 

or petrologic uniqueness, and most major unconformities or time horizons 

were not identified. Thus, it is not surprising that the two different 

approaches yielded different results. For example, where earlier work 

separated different map units by faults, this study finds continuity of 

stratigraphic units across a structure that is now considered a zone of 

high strain. Consequently, problems have arisen in places where earlier 

map units were named for particular localities, but the rocks at those 

"type" localities have since been shown to be part of a different rock 

unit that was also identified earlier. Therefore, it has been necessary 

to revise several critical parts of the former rock sequence to preserve 

its stratigraphic validity, in preference to disbanding it entirely. 
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The Jerome volcanic belt requires the fewest revisions:. the 

Ash Creek Group defined by Anderson and Creasey (1958) remains largely 

intact because the stratigraphic sequence it describes was found to be 

basically valid, with only minor modifications. The most revisions are 

necessary in the Prescott volcanic belt, because all previous U.S.G.S. 

map units contain stratigraphic units of different ages. 

Major Rock Groups 

In the Jerome volcanic belt, Anderson and Creasey (1958) 

defined several formations, the youngest being the Texas Gulch Formation, 

and all older volcanic formations were grouped under the single term "Ash 

Creek Group". In the Prescott volcanic belt, Anderson and Creasey (1958) 

and Anderson and Blacet (1972 a, b, c) distinguished four major map 

units: Green Gulch volcanics, Iron King volcanics, Spud Mountain 

volcanics, and Indian Hills volcanics, but later dropped the Indian Hills 

name in deference to the Green Gulch name (Anderson and others, 1971). 

The new stratigraphic mapping shows that the old "Green Gulch 

volcanics" map unit includes Grapevine Gulch, Spud Mountain, and other 

rocks now assigned to a new formation; the type section of the "Iron King 

volcanics" consists entirely of Spud Mountain rocks; the "Spud Mountain" 

map unit in and east of the Shylock zone is made up of rocks totally 

unrelated to Spud Mountain volcanism; and elsewhere, true stratigraphy has 

been traced right across former map-unit boundaries. Finally, many 

important lithostratigraphically unique rock units were not recognized by 

the former subdivisions. The main part of the Spud Mountain volcanics is 

retained as a valid formation, but only as redefined later; however, most 

other stratigraphy has required major redefinition, as summarized herein. 

Anderson and Creasey (1958) grouped rock units in the Prescott 

volcanic belt in the "Big Bug Group". However, because of extensive 

stratigraphic problems within it, as noted above, because of the need to 

totally revise its stratigraphy, and because only one of its formations 
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survives with redefinition, the name "Big Bug Group" is no longer viable 

and is dropped. The diversities in space, time, lithology, petrology, 

chemistry, stratigraphy, and evolution of rocks that make up the Prescott 

volcanic belt are much too great for a single rock group, so the belt is 

best described by several rock groups that contrast in these parameters. 

Thus, rock formations in the Prescott volcanic belt are newly 

assembled into three major, spati~lly distinct rock groups now proposed 

for formal adoption: 

(1) the Bradshaw Mountain Group, occupying the western part of the 

belt in the Bradshaw Mountains; 

(2) the Hayer Group, occupying the central region from the eastern 

edge of the Bradshaw Mountains to the town of Mayer; and 

(3) the Black Canyon Creek Group in the eastern area east of the 

Shylock zone and extending down the Black Canyon Belt. 

These three new rock groups replace the former, obsolete "Big Bug Group". 

Depositional Stages 

The Prescott volcanic belt has been newly divided into three 

major rock groups not just for sake of clarity, but because of several 

fundamentally important reasons: 

(a) Each group has a petrologic unity and distinctive geochemical 

signature distinguishing it in space and time from adjacent groups; 

(b) From beginning to end, each group records a discrete stage in the 

evolution of the entire volcanic belt which may have slightly 

overlapped with, but is primarily distinct in space and time from, 

that of neighboring rock groups; 

(c) There is a regular pattern to the evolution of each group, and how 

it laps over the preceeding group, that repeats throughout the 

history of the belt. 

Clearly then, the most fundamental aspect of the volcanic belts 

is the depositional stages through which they evolved: these depositional 
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stages provide the clearest basis for understanding the stratigraphic 

evolution of the belts, and consequently the stages form the basis for 

description of the Prescott belt to follow. Not surprisingly, the three 

major rock groups of the Prescott belt mesh exactly with analysis of the 

depositional stages that sequentially built up the volcanic belt. 

General Geologic Relationships 

Figure 12 is a geologic map of the Prescott-Jerome volcanic 

belts and related exposures, compiled from 1:24,000 scale mapping, that 

identifies the major rock units discussed here. Figure 13 shows the new 

stratigraphic sequence for the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt as several 

independent stratigraphic columns that cannot be superimposed in a single 

column, because all units are confined to different parts of the volcanic 

belts and were never deposited in a single succession (cf. fig. 8). 

The oldest rocks in both the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts 

are stratified mafic volcanic rocks and their hypabyssal equivalents. 

There is no evidence for the existence of any crust which significantly 

predated formation of the volcanic belts; an older felsic basement is 

specifically precluded because the oldest plutonic rocks in the belts 

postdate the formative volcanic sequences, and are devoid of felsic 

inclusions. "Formative" volcanic sequences are those that make up the 

oldest crust in each area, and include all rock units predating the Texas 

Gulch Formation and its preceeding event of plutonism (fig. 13). 

The oldest mafic volcanic units of the Jerome volcanic belt are 

found only on the east side of Mingus Mountain and are not exposed on the 

west side, whereas the oldest mafic volcanic units of the Prescott belt 

lie only on its western side and are not exposed on its eastern side. 

Thus, in the central area where younger strata of both belts occur, 

important relationships exist that stratigraphically link the two belts 

throughout much of their volcanic history, from at least depositional 

stages 4 through 6 of the Prescott belt, prior to plutonism. 
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The Jerome belt is discussed first because it is smaller and 

depositionally simpler than the Prescott belt, not because it is older 

than the Prescott belt. In fact, new evidence from the Prescott belt 

suggests that it contains the oldest rocks in central Arizona, which have 

not yet been dated, but based on the relative chronology of this study, 

predate the oldest dated unit (Deception rhyolite) in the Jerome belt. 

JEROME VOLCANIC BELT 

Oldest Mafic Units 

Geologic Relationships 

The oldest rocks of the Jerome belt lie near the Verde Fault on 

the east side of Mingus Mountain (fig. 12) and are tholeiitic basalt 

flows, mafic pillow units, and their hypabyssal equivalents, of which the 

base is not exposed. The basalt flows are laterally gradational into 

basaltic breccias, and are overlain conformably by tholeiitic andesitic, 

dacitic and rhyodacitic flows, breccias and tuffs rich in plagioclase but 

deficient in K-feldspar. Unconformably overlying these basic rocks in 

slight angular discordance in the Copper Chief mine area, are unnamed 

sodic quartz-fe1dspar-crystal rhyodacitic flows, breccias and crystal 

tuffs dominated by plagioclase crystals. The older basalt unit is absent 

under this rhyodacite unconformity to the north in lower Mescal Gulch, 

and in its place are dacitic rocks somewhat younger than the basalts. 

Pervasively intruding these basaltic, dacitic and rhyodacitic 

units and extensively chloritizing felsic strata is a hypabyssal diabase 

complex that was earlier grouped with the older basaltic strata and was 

not recognized as a younger unit. The diabase is gradational upwards 

into coeval and compositionally equivalent but texturally aphanitic 

basaltic andesite and andesite that form a series of thick dikes whose 

compositions change northward into dacite as a volcanic vent area is 

approached. Volcanic-textured rocks below the vent level show intrusive 

contacts, whereas those above have extrusive fragmental textures. 
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Previous Stratigraphy 

The stratigraphic package of mafic flows, breccia, tuff, and 

interbedded dacitic and rhyodacitic units all predate the diabase complex 

and its basaltic andesite dikes, and are the oldest rock units exposed in 

the Jerome volcanic belt. Previous work did not recognize the true 

stratigraphic age and singularity of the mafic volcanic rock suite, and 

placed it in different map units depending on location. The southern 

part was included in Anderson and Creasey's (1958) "Gaddes basalt" map 

unit, and the northern part was mapped as "Shea basalt". Anderson and 

Creasey believed the Gaddes to be the oldest map unit in the belt, and 

certainly the oldest part of the mafic flow sequence does lies in their 

Gaddes map unit. However, their Gaddes unit also includes intermediate 

to felsic volcanic agglomerate and conglomerate south of Mingus Mountain 

that are part of the youngest rock sequence in the belt. Moreover, their 

"Shea basalt" includes not only mafic flows but also the younger diabase 

complex that intrudes and significantly postdates the mafic flows. 

New Stratigraphy 

The oldest tholeiitic basalt flow sequence described above is 

newly named the Shea Formation (figs 12 & 13) and is redefined from 

Anderson and Creasey's (1958) original and still-valid Shea mine type 

section as a stratified sequence of basalt, andesite, rhyodacite flows, 

tuffs, and breccia not including diabase. The younger hypabyssal complex 

of differentiated diabase and basaltic andesite dikes is distinguished 

from the Shea Formation and newly named the Silver Spring Gulch Diabase 

for its type section in Silver Spring Gulch, below the Shea mine. The 

Silver Spring Gulch Diabase was formerly not resolved from Shea basalt, 

but intrudes Shea Formation basalts and rhyodacites, as well as overlying 

phenocrystic rhyodacites near the Copper Chief mine (figs 12 & 13). 

Because Anderson and Creasey's (1958) "Gaddes basalt" includes 

both very old and very young rock units, it is an assemblage rather than 

a formation, and has been left as such on figure 13 until future work is 

able to resolve it into distinct formations. The lower part of the Shea 
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Formation on figure 12 now includes the oldest mafic flow units that were 

once part of the Gaddes assemblage, as indicated on Fig. 13. 

Middle Dacitic and Rhyodacitic Units 

Geologic Relatio~shipB 

After deposition of the Shea Formation, the Silver Spring Gulch 

Diabase intruded the mafic flow sequences as a sill-dike complex, which 

fed up to surface to create a large mafic to intermediate vent center in 

Del Monte Gulch. The basaltic andesite dikes change in composition and 

texture to the north toward the vent center, grading into dacite-andesite 

with small feldspar phenocrysts. Under the volcanic vent, intrusive 

textures and structures predominate in a subvolcanic dacite complex. 

Above the vent center, extrusive volcanic features are seen in a sequence 

of plagioclase-phenocrystic dacitic flows, breccias, and tuff breccias. 

Up section from the extrusive dacites are similar breccias and 

tuffs of rhyodacitic composition, recording rapid volcanic evolution 

through intermediate to felsic compositions. Continued felsic volcanism 

thereafter built a thick pile of rhyodacitic boulder, cobble and pebble 

agglomerates in laterally discontinuous, lensoidal depositional units. 

Both dacitic and rhyodacitic strata are pervaded by endogenous zones of 

chloritic alteration. In the uppermost agglomeratic strata, quartz 

phenocrysts appear, and immediately above the phenocrystic line in slight 

discordance to the underlying agglomerates, rhyodacitic quartz-feldspar 

crystal tuffs were deposited as a series of welded ash flows. At the 

exposed top of the quartz crystal tuffs near Jerome, purplish hematitic 

rhyodacitic domes, iron formation, and the largest Precambrian massive 

sulfide deposit known in Arizona were formed. 

Previous Stratigraphy 

Previous mapping included the dacites described above in "Shea 

basalt", neither distinguishing their separate stratigraphic position nor 

their younger age. Anderson and Creasey (1958) referred to the aphyric 
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rhyodacitic agglomerates as "Deception rhyolite", and distinguished what 

they believed to be beds of andesite within the rhyolite. They described 

the overlying quartz-feldspar phenocrystic ash-flow tuffs as "Cleopatra 

quartz porphyry", believing it to be primarily a felsic intrusive body 

because of the massive character of the welded ash flows. 

New Stratigraphy 

The complex of andesite and dacite flows, breccias, tuffs, and 

their subvolcanic feeders at the volcanic vent center described above are 

now recognized as a key volcanic formation both stratigraphically and 

temporally distinct from the Shea Formation, which records an important 

stage in evolution of the Jerome belt. This dacite-andesite suite is 

newly named the Del Monte Formation, for its type section in Del Monte 

Gulch south of Mescal Gulch. Its hypabyssal andesite feeders cut the 

Shea Formation, whereas its extrusive facies overlie uppermost Shea 

formation rhyodacitic tuffs and are conformably overlain by dacitic 

breccia that makes up the basal strata of the Deception Formation. 

"Deception rhyolite" is renamed the Deception Formation and is 

newly redefined as a distinctive formation of lensoidally interstratified 

rhyodacite and dacite boulder agglomerates and tuffs that were rapidly 

shed from an evolving felsic volcanic edifice as graded, laterally fining 

and tapering depositional lenses. The Deception Formation has neither 

the rhyolite nor andesite originally described: what was thought to be 

andesite are actually zones of endogenous chlorite alteration that cut 

through the agglomeratic stratigraphy almost orthogonally. "Cleopatra 

quartz porphyry" is newly named the Cleopatra Formation because it is now 

known to be a well bedded, not intrusive, lithostratigraphically distinct 

sequence of stratified phenocrystic agglomerates and quartz-crystal ash

flow tuffs, whose upper chloritically altered strata host the bedded 

United Verde massive sulfide deposit at Jerome. Quartz porphyry feeder 

dikes cut the Deception Formation and are locally part of the Cleopatra 

Formation, but such intrusive portions are minor in most places and are 

absent at the type locality. 
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Upper Volcaniclastic Units 

Regional Unconformity 

A major regional unconformity overlies the Cleopatra Formation 

near Jerome, and progressively cuts down section to the southwest under 

Mingus Mountain to erode the underlying Deception Formation. South of 

Mingus Mountain, the same unconformity cuts into lithologically different 

strata that are very likely equivalent to the Deception and Cleopatra 

Formations near Jerome, a relationship that demonstrates the existence of 

major regional facies changes in the Jerome belt that mirror the abundant 

facies changes and lensoidal units seen at a more detailed scale. 

Grapevine Gulch Formation 

Overlying the regional unconformity is a thick, widespread 

suite of volcaniclastic deposits of rhyodacite to dacite composition, 

including bedded tuffs, turbidite graywackes, agglomerat~s, conglomerates 

and diamictic tuffs. These strata form lensoidal deposits that include 

several facies changes and that thicken dramatically toward the southwest 

part of Mingus Mountain. This formation was considered youngest in the 

Ash Creek Group and was named Grapevine Gulch Formation by Anderson and 

Creasey (1958); it is lithologically very distinctive, has withstood 

tests for stratigraphic uniqueness, and is therefore retained. 

Diorite-Gabbro Bodies 

An important feature of the Grapevine Gulch Formation is the 

contained gabbro-diorite bodies that pervade the volcaniclastic strata in 

many localities, especially in southern Mingus Mountain exposures, but 

are nowhere found intruding adjacent older strata. Intrusion of the 

gabbro-diorites seems to have occurred immediately after deposition of 

Grapevine Gulch strata, possibly before consolidation, and seems to have 

been localized to the area or basin in which the strata accumulated. 

Nev Regional Extent 

Prior mapping restricted the Grapevine Gulch Formation to the 
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Mingus Mountain area east of the Shylock zone, and extended it no further 

west or south (Anderson and Creasey, 1967). This confined the Ash Creek 

Group to the Mingus Mountain area, and thus supported C. A. Anderson's 

(1968b) hypothesis that the Shylock zone was a major strike-slip fault 

that juxtaposed the two very different rock groups of the Jerome and 

Prescott volcanic belts (cf. Anderson and Silver, 1986). 

However, mapping for this study discovered that the highly 

distinctive felsic volcaniclastic strata of the Grapevine Gulch Formation 

are unmistakably present throughout the northern Shylock zone and have 

been traced south toward Mayer where they lap out in the northeastern 

corner of the Prescott belt and are unconformably overlain by some of the 

youngest strata of that belt (fig. 13). Grapevine Gulch strata are also 

unmistakably present in' the Indian Hills west of Mingus Mountain (fig. 

12) where they are intruded by their distinctive gabbro-diorite bodies. 

Thus, the Grapevine Gulch Formation continues on its northwest outcrop 

trend right across the Shylock zone and is not noticeably offset by it 

even though rock fabrics are strongly attenuated within the Shylock zone. 

Consequently, the Ash Creek Group also exists of the Shylock zone in most 

outcrops of the Indian Hills formerly believed to belong to formations of 

the Prescott volcanic belt (Anderson and others, 1971). These critical 

relationships disprove the existence of any major or even measurably 

significant offset across the Shylock tectonic zone. 

Younger Fragmentals 

The southeast part of the Jerome volcanic belt contains thick 

felsic fragmental deposits unlike any others in the belt. A polymictic 

dacitic agglomerate sequence including limestone-fragment conglomerates 

and other recycled volcanic material is overlain by a chaotic array of 

oxidized, rhyodacitic agglomerates and angular breccias. These two types 

of deposits accumulated in shallow subaqueous and subaerial environments 

respectively. and are considered to be stratigraphically younger than all 

previously described deposits in the Jerome volcanic belt that were laid 

down under dee~er submarine conditions. 
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The lower subaqueous dacitic deposit and the upper subaerial 

rhyodacitic deposit of this young fragmental assemblage were formerly 

mapped by Anderson and Creasey (1958) as "Gaddes basalt" and "Buzzard 

rhyolite", respectively, the two map units they assumed to be the oldest. 

These younger rocks are lithologically and stratigraphically equivalent 

to the youngest intermediate-felsic fragmentals of the Black Canyon Creek 

Group in the Prescott volcanic belt, are correlated as such on figure 13, 

but remain in the Ash Creek Group as upper Gaddes and Buzzard units until 

stratigraphy in that part of the Prescott-Jerome belt can be clarified. 

Texas Gulch Formation 

In the northern part of the Shylock zone is a stratigraphically 

distinctive sequence of purplish slates, siltstones, tuffs, conglomerate 

and wacke that are importantly different from all preceeding strata of 

the Jerome volcanic belt. Whereas parts of all earlier stratigraphic 

sequences and formations are intruded and weakly metamorphosed by the 

quartz diorite of Cherry (now redefined as part of the Cherry Springs 

batholith), the purplish slaty sequence is not. In fact, at the type 

locality of Texas Gulch, the slates rest in a well preserved depositional 

contact nonconformably upon the tonalite of Cherry. 

The purplish slaty sequence was named the Texas Gulch Formation 

by Anderson and Creasey (1958), who mapped its unconformity with quartz 

diorite of Cherry as a fault, so the real significance of the contact 

went unrecognized until the present study proved the existence of an 

unconformity. The Texas Gulch Formation survives today because of its 

stratigraphically unique position as postdating all other strata in the 

Jerome volcanic belt by an event of plutonism, uplift, and unroofing of 

the batholith. The Texas Gulch Formation is younger than the Ash Creek 

Group in the Mingus Mountain area, and is therefore not part of the Ash 

Creek Group in formal stratigraphic nomenclature (Anderson and others, 

1971). Consequently, the Texas Gulch Formation does not belong in the 

Yavapai Supergroup, but postdates it and is time-stratigraphically akin 

to the Alder Group in the younger portion of the Central Volcanic Belt. 



Figure 12: Geologic map of major stratigraphic sequences newly defined and proposed 

for formal adoption in the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts. All units are discussed in 

the text, and areas between volcanic sequences are occupied by Precambrian plutonic rocks 

(heavy solid lines), as shown in chapter 4, or post-Precambrian cover (thin dotted lines). 

Ash Creek Group: 

CF = Cleopatra Formation 

DMF = Del Monte Formation 

Bradshaw Mountain Group: 

DF = Deception Formation 

GGF = Grapevine Gulch Formation 

SF = Senator Formation MTF = Mount Tritle Formation KF = Kirkland Formation 

VnG = volcanics near Goodwin (Senator Fm) TnG = tuffs near Goodwin (Mount Tritle Fm) 

Hayer Group: 

RHF = Round Hill Formation BMF = Bluebell Mine Formation 

Black Canyon Creek Group: 

CPF = Cordes Peak Facies BhMF = Binghampton Mine Facies 

SMF = Spud Mountain Formation 

TBF = Townsend Butte Facies 

CI F = Cleator Formation 

Other rock units: 

sCM = subaerial rocks of Copper Mountain volcanic center 

TGF = Texas Gulch Formation mV = metavolcanic rocks 

A-D center = Andesite-dacite center near Black Canyon City 

Laramide (TI) Plutons: 

bbp = Big Bug pluton 

Place Names: 

ckp = Crown King pluton 

mS = metasedimentary rocks 

mig = migmatitic formations 

wp = Walker pluton 

bm = Bluebell mine bhm = Binghampton mine cp = Cordes Peak mt = Mount Tritle 

rh = Round Hill sm = Spruce Mountain tb = Townsend Butte tm = Towers Mountain 

BFDC = Battle Flat dacite center 
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Figure II 

New formal stratigraphic subdivision of the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts, 

including previously proposed formations, and formations newly proposed here for formal 

adoption, as distinguished in the text. All of the terminology shown on the diagram is 

recommended for formal adoption. The figure shows the interrrelationship of Groups and 

Formations of the new stratigraphic sequence to depositional stages (numbers in brackets), 

unconformities (wavy lines), conformable contacts (straight lines), major facies changes 

(wedge-shaped edges), and their correlations (dotted lines). Departure of unconformities 

from horizontal depicts time-transgressive nature of contacts. Formation names where 

enclosed by parentheses are not part of the rock group under which they occur, but are 

listed to show unconformable relations. Note that the Texas Gulch Formation appears 

everywhere in parentheses, and is not part of any rock group on the diagram. 

All stratified rock sequences on the table except the Texas Gulch Formation 

belong to the Yavapai Supergroup, a term also proposed here for formal adoption. An event 

of granodioritic and tonalitic plutonism occurred after deposition of Yavapai Supergroup 

(stages 1 to 6) and before stage 7 of the Texas Gulch Formation and is shown on the 

diagram primarily to depict unconformable relations with the Texas Gulch Formation. 

Abbreviations are: 

D = dacite; 

di-gb = diorite-gabbro; 

GG Fm = Grapevine Gulch Formation; 

gb = gabbro; pxnte = pyroxenite. 
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PRESCOTT VOLCANIC BELT 

The apparent simplicity of major formations and relationships 

in the Jerome volcanic belt gives no appreciation of how obscure are the 

rock origins, how complex are the alteration patterns, and how much time 

had to be invested to deduce an accurate stratigraphy for the belt. The 

greater size of the Prescott volcanic belt (35 x 40 km) compared to the 

Jerome belt (14 x 20 km) makes finding, description, and comprehension of 

relative age relations in the belt more difficult, even though many of 

the rock origins are straightforward. Only through studying the entire 

Prescott volcanic belt and surrounding regions, drawing together all 

unconformable relations from widely spaced localities, could the most 

accurate sequence of depositional stages for the belt be deduced. 

The summary to follow is based on this sequence of depositional 

stages, each stage constitutes one or more lithostratigraphically unique 

formations, and each formation is keyed to the broad rock-stratigraphic 

groups to which they belong (fig. 13). Strata of stages 1 and 2 make up 

the Bradshaw Mountain Group, those of stages 3 and 4 make up the Mayer 

Group, formations deposited in stages 5 and 6 make up the Black Canyon 

Creek Group, all of which belong to the Yavapai Supergroup, and stage 7 

is the Texas Gulch Formation. The following discussion corresponds in 

general to a traverse from northwest to southeast across the Prescott 

belt, starting in the northern Bradshaw Mountains and progressing east 

through the Mayer area into the Black Canyon Belt to the southeast. 

Bradsbaw Mountain Group 

STAGE 1 

Geologic Relationships 

The oldest rocks in the Prescott volcanic belt lie south of 

Prescott, in the northernmost Bradshaw Mountains, and comprise a thick 

sequence of deep submarine aphanitic basalt flows, pillow lavas, basaltic 
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breccia, agglomerate, tuff, and minor intercalated altered rhyodacite 

flows, dikes and tuffs. The basalts are tholeiitic, commonly spilitic, 

the rhyodacites are keratophyric, and lateral facies equivalents in deep

water pelagic settings comprise a suite of tholeiitic basalt flows, 

agglomerate, tuff, graywacke and ribbon chert. This deep water oceanic 

suite was once extensive throughout the region west and southwest of 

Prescott; it now occurs as far west as Kirkland (fig. 12), but only as 

isolated mafic volcanic screens within and between granodiorite plutons 

and batholiths that subsequently pervaded the region (see chapter 4). 

Farther south in the Bradshaw Mountains, near Goodwin, the 

same sequence of tholeiitic, aphanitic, pillowed basalt flows, and mafic 

tuffs are separated from the northern exposures by several plutonic 

bodies, but show all evidence of being stratigraphically equivalent to 

the main stage 1 tholeiitic basalt exposures in the north (figs 12 & 13). 

The most significant characteristics of the earliest tholeiitic basaltic 

volcanism are the primitive, magnesian, bimodal character of the lavas, 

their deep water setting, and lack of differentiation. 

New Stratigraphy 

The oldest stage 1 mafic volcanic rocks of the Prescott belt, 

including tholeiitic aphanitic basalt flows, pillow lavas, breccias, 

tuffs, agglomerates and correlatives in the northern Bradshaw Mountains, 

as well as mafic volcanics near Goodwin, are newly and formally named the 

Senator Formation for the type section along the Senator road near the 

Senator mine south of Prescott. In the type area and near Goodwin, the 

Senator Formation consists of thick flow sequences, but in distal areas, 

interlensing of other rock units increases the complexity. In particular, 

on the southwest flank of the Bradshaw Mountains, a basaltic or andesitic 

sequence is interdeformed with Senator tholeiitic basalts and overlying 

Mount Tritle tuffs, a sequence which may be correlative to andesitic 

flows in the Round Hill Formation to the east. Thus, other formations 

may warrant distinction from the Senator Formation in the future, but 

distinctions must be on a stratigraphic basis, not on assumed faults. 
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Previous Stratigraphy 

The earliest volcanic units in the Prescott belt were not 

recognized as a time-stratigraphically unique igneous suite, and were 

placed in different map units depending on location. The main northern 

exposures, together with younger units, were mapped as "Green Gulch 

volcanics", which has since been invalidated as a viable formation, as 

explained to follow. The southern exposures near Goodwin were included 

in the "Spud Mountain volcanics" because they lie south of Anderson and 

Creasey's (1958) "Chaparral fault", which was thought to be a profound 

break between rock units, but which new mapping has since shown to be 

simply a zone of high strain where rock units are locally mylonitized and 

only slightly offset. 

Gabbro Bodies 

The oldest mafic plutonic rocks in the Senator Formation are 

either ultramafic pyroxenite, present now either as pyroxenitic enclaves 

in the Wilhoit Batholith, or mafic pyroxene gabbro and microgabbro, which 

occur as large gabbro-microgabbro bodies subvolcanic to, and broadly 

coeval with, the mafic volcanic strata of the Senator Formation. One of 

the largest gabbro-microgabbro bodies occupies Spruce Mountain in the 

northern part of the Senator Formation, and another, newly named here the 

Dandrea Ranch Gabbro for its type section near Dandrea Ranch north of 

Goodwin, underlies the Senator volcanics near Goodwin. The Dandrea Ranch 

Gabbro body may have either a subvolcanic or intrusive relation to the 

overlying Senator volcanics near Goodwin. All other mafic intrusions in 

the northern Bradshaw Mountains of diorite-gabbro composition are younger 

than these early, more mafic gabbro-microgabbro bodies, as noted later. 

STAGE 2 

Geologic Relationships 

The Senator Formation is unconformably overlain by a tuffaceous 

clastic sequence including andesitic graywacke, mafic-felsic (andesitic 

and rhyodacitic) tuff, tuffaceous siltstone, and other volcaniclastic 
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sediments along an unconformable surface of generally low 2 to 100 

angular discordance to underlying strata, but which over kilometers of 

strike, results in substantial stratigraphic onlap. The tuffaceous 

sequence contains remarkable internal complexity, such as major facies 

changes in composition and lithology along strike, local unconformities, 

internal recycling, turbidite deposits, and possibly has even a time

transgressive character. The main exposures of the clastic sequence 

extend continuously southeast of the Senator Formation (fig. 12), and a 

parallel exposure of finer grained intermediate tuffs and volcanic 

siltstones lies southeast of the Senator volcanics near Goodwin. 

New Stratigraphy 

This tuffaceous sedimentary sequence of andesitic graywacke, 

andesitic, intermediate and rhyolitic tuff and siltstone deposited 

unconformably on the Senator Formation is formally named here the Mount 

Tritle Formation for key exposures on the east flank of Mount Tritle west 

of Mount Union, at the crest of the Bradshaw Mountains. Intermediate 

tuffs and volcanic siltstones that similarly unconformably overlie 

Senator volcanics south of Goodwin are also considered part of the Mount 

Tritle Formation, but are a facies variant of the type locality, and may 

later warrant distinction as a separate but coeval formation. Both 

exposures of the Mount Tritle Formation are unconformably overlain along 

their eastern side by dacitic breccias and tuffs of the Spud Mountain 

Formation, deposited during stage 4 as the upper part of the Mayer Group, 

as discussed to follow. 

Abandonment of Former Stratigraphy 

Both the Senator and Mount Tritle Formations were formerly 

described and mapped as "Green Gulch volcanics", by Anderson and Blacet 

(1972) Krieger (1965), and Anderson and others (1971). "Green Gulch" 

refers to neither a lithologically nor a stratigraphically distinct rock 

sequence, and is now abandoned for several reasons: (1) rocks in the 

original Green Gulch type section are highly migmatized and invaded by 

gabbro-diorite-granodiorite bodies, (2) this type section is not valid 
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because it includes parts of three stratigraphically distinct formations 

as well as two important unconformities (fig. 12), (3) the "Green Gulch" 

map unit includes rocks that, even in the former terminology, were part 

of the "Spud Mountain" and "Iron King" volcanics, and most importantly 

(4) no fundamental lithologic or formational break exists at Anderson and 

B1acet's (1972) "Chaparral fault". 

The "Chaparral fault" does not juxtapose two rock packages of 

different lithologic characteristics and stratigraphic positions, the 

conceptual basis for all former U.S.G.S. mapping. Detailed mapping has 

since traced true stratigraphy right across what is now known to be just 

another zone of high strain, in which contacts are partially attenuated 

and rock fabrics are locally my10nitized (see fig. 12). Volcanic 

deposits of both stage 1 and 2 in the Prescott belt, namely the Senator 

and Mount Trit1e Formations, exist on both sides of the Chaparral zone. 

The fundamental lithologic-petro10gic-geochemical break occurs not at a 

fault but between the Bradshaw Mountain and Mayer Groups, and all such 

fundamental breaks in the Prescott belt are now known to be stratigraphic 

rather than related to faulting. 

Gabbro-Diorite Bodies 

Large bodies of gabbro-diorite like those that intruded the 

Grapevine Gulch Formation in the Jerome volcanic belt intruded both the 

Senator and Mount Tritle Formations of the Prescott belt, but predate and 

therefore do not cut younger units such as Spud Mountain. These bodies 

lie compositionally mid-way between gabbro and diorite, are abundant in 

the northern Bradshaw Mountains where they are named the Lynx Creek 

Gabbro-Diorites, and were emplaced at the same time as gabbro-diorite 

bodies in the Grapevine Gulch Formation of the Jerome belt. In contrast 

to the earlier basic gabbro-microgabbro bodies texturally gradational 

into basalt and conformable with coeval or immediately preceeding Senator 

mafic volcanics, the Lynx Creek Gabbro-Diorites are clearly discordant, 

even where fine ,grained, and comprise plugs and small stocks diapiric 

into their host volcanics. 
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Hayer Group 

STAGE 2 

Geologic Relationships 

East of the Bradshaw Mountains near Humboldt is a tuffaceous 

sequence equivalent in age and stratigraphic position to the Mount Tritle 

Formation, but without an underlying basalt flow sequence comparable to 

the Senator Formation. However, basal units of the tuffaceous sequence 

are andesitic flows and tuffs that appear to be correlative to andesites 

laterally interleaved with Mount Tritle and Senator Formations southwest 

of Mount Tritle, so andesites rather than basalts may be the local base 

to the tuffaceous sequence near Humboldt. The lower andesite flows and 

tuffs are overlain by felsic tuff, tuffaceous siltstone, rhyolitic tuff 

and iron formation, among which many facies changes occur. A small 

rhyolite dome with a mineralized distal rhyolitic tuff facies at the 

stratigraphic top of the sequence is capped by a major regional iron 

formation horizon. The tuffaceous sequence is unconformably overlain to 

the east by younger sedimentary rocks, and conformably overlain to the 

west by mafic volcanics described in the following stage 3. 

New Stratigraphy 

This tuffaceous sequence of andesitic and rhyolitic tuffs, 

flows, and iron formation is newly and formally named the Round Hill 

Formation for exposures west of Round Hill, north of Mayer and east of 

Humboldt. The Round Hill Formation is stratigraphically and time

correlative to the Mount Tritle Formation, but lithologically different 

from that formation. Its base is not exposed, but mafic flows are more 

abundant in the lower parts. The Round Hill Formation appears to be 

unconformably overlain by the southern distal end of the Grapevine Gulch 

Formation in the complex Shylock tectonic zone, and it stratigraphically 

underlies pillow basalts exposed along the Agua Fria River east of 

Humboldt, where basalt-gabbro dikes from the pillowed mafic flows intrude 

the upper parts of the Round Hill Formation. 
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The distinct stratigraphic position of the Round Hill Formation 

was not recognized by former mapping, and, along with many other units in 

the Shylock zone which bear no resemblance to true Spud Mountain dacitic 

units, the rock sequence was included in the very broad map category 

"Spud Mountain volcanics" of Anderson and Blacet (1972) mainly because of 

its tuffaceous or sedimentary character. 

STAGE 3 

Geologic Relationships 

Soon after deposition of the Mount Tritle and Round Hill 

Formations, and at a locality between the two formations, a huge basaltic 

volcanic complex evolved and spread mafic rocks from north of Mayer south 

to Crown King. The main volcanic center lies south of Mayer and involves 

a core of coarse-grained gabbro surrounded by microgabbro and massive 

basalt facies. Away from the volcanic center near the Agua Fria River to 

the north, pillowed basalt flow units individually cored by microgabbro 

facies are predominant. The mafic rocks are typically interbedded with 

rhyolitic flows and tuffs and thin beds of chert and iron formation. 

Lithologically diverse mafic volcanic deposits south of the 

main mafic center near the Bluebell Mine signify repeated extrusions of 

basaltic material from the volcanic center. The following lithofacies 

are seen in a southward progression: (1) a lower sequence of basalt 

flows, tuffs and minor rhyolite, (2) a thick wedge of mafic agglomerate, 

(3) microgabbro-basa1t dikes cutting through these strata to feed a thick 

overlying sequence of basalt flows, breccias and tuffs, with interbedded 

mineralized rhyolite, felsic tuff and iron formation, and (4) uppermost 

mafic agglomerates and calcareous mafic tuffs. 

A smaller companion mafic volcanic vent centered on Towers 

Mountain west of Crown King also extruded basaltic material coevally. 

Gabbro-diorite in its core grades successively upwards to microgabbro, 

massive basalt, and extrusive basaltic breccia, with a distinctive 



coarsely fragmental texture that fines upward and outward into finer 

breccia and mafic tuff. The youngest calcareous mafic tuffs extruded 

from the center spread widely to the south and west over older rocks. 
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Along the Agua Fria River north of the main center, the basalt 

sequence is well fractionated into units successively younging to the 

west: (a) pillowed basalt flows cored by pyroxene-phenocrystic gabbro

microgabbro, with gabbro dikes cutting the Round Hill Formation to the 

east; (b) pyroxene-crystal and aphanitic basalts; (c) plagioclase-crystal 

basaltic andesite, rhyolite and iron formation; and (d) plagioclase

crystal andesite, dacite, mineralized rhyolite, breccia, tuff, and many 

iron formation facies. This well fractionated sequence is overlain to 

the west by plagioclase-phenocrystic Spud Mountain dacitic breccias that 

are compositionally similar to the upper Agua Fria River andesites and 

dacites, but separated from them by an unconformity. 

Nev Stratigraphy 

Mafic volcanic rocks of stage 3 were extruded from several 

centers to dominate the Mayer Group stratigraphy, but the entire pile is 

much too stratigraphically complex to describe as a single formation, so 

it is newly subdivided into four formations. Lithostratigraphic units 

are zonally disposed about, and young away from, volcanic centers, so 

formations are defined as areally distinct, sequential lithofacies. 

Since all formations evolved in a brief igneous event, and since the best 

exposure is in the Agua Fria River area, the optional term !gua Fria 

Subgroup may be used to embody all four mafic volcanic formations, 

without conflicting in formal nomenclature with Agua Fria River Formation 

for one of its constituent formations, as newly proposed here. 

Lithologic units near the main submarine mafic volcanic center 

are newly named the Bluebell Mine Formation, which includes a subvolcanic 

basalt-gabbro core between the Bluebell mine and Mayer, basalt and minor 

rhyolite flows and tuffs, iron formation, and a mafic agglomerate apron 

around the volcanic center. The Bluebell Mine Formation may slightly 
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predate the other formations, as suggested by basalt dikes cutting the 

agglomerate to feed basalt flows in overlying units of the Peck Canyon 

Formation to the south. All basalt and minor rhyolite flows and tuffs, 

and iron formation in Peck Canyon south of Turkey Creek and north of the 

Gladiator mine are included in the Peck Canyon Formation. Its upper 

basalt flows, tuffs and iron formation are overlain to the south by the 

slightly younger basaltic agglomerate and tuff of the Towers Mountain 

Formation. The Towers Mountain Formation has a volcanic neck of gabbro, 

microgabbro and basalt, about which basaltic breccia and agglomerate are 

zonally disposed, and an upper calcareous mafic tuff that caps the suite 

and is widespread in the high grade metamorphic regions to the south. 

All northern exposures of mafic basaltic rocks in the Mayer 

Group are newly described as the Agua Fria River Formation. Pillow 

basalts with microgabbro flow cores are well exposed in the type section 

along the Agua Fria River, and elsewhere massive microgabbro-basalt and 

basaltic-andesitic tuff predominate with lesser rhyolite, felsic tuff and 

hematitic chert beds. The upper western part of the formation south of 

Humboldt between the Agua Fria River and Highway 69 contains abundantly 

plagioclase-phenocrystic andesite and interbedded rhyolite flows, breccia 

and iron formation that are fractionates from the tholeiitic basalts. 

This upper portion of the Agua Fria River Formation is disconformably or 

possibly unconformably overlain by the younger Spud Mountain Formation. 

North of the Chapparal fault at the east edge of outcrop, pyroxene

phenocrystic basalts of the Agua Fria River Formation are once again 

overlain by plagioclase phenocrystic andesites of the upper part of the 

formation, and by plagioclase phenocrystic dacites of the Spud Mountain 

Formation, further confirming the lack of major offset on the Chapparal 

Fault. The Agua Fria River Formation may be slightly younger than the 

Bluebell Mine Formation, and thus coeval with the Peck Canyon and Towers 

Mountain Formations, but age-equivalence cannot be clearly demonstrated 

without lithostratigraphic units that are either extensive of correlative 

from north of the main Bluebell volcanic center to south of the center. 
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Previous Stratigraphy 

All four mafic volcanic formations of the Mayer Group -- Agua 

Fria River, Bluebell Mine, Peck Canyon and Towers Mountain Formations 

were formerly mapped as "Iron King volcanics" by Anderson and Blacet 

(1972), who placed faults on either side of a narrow strip of Texas Gulch 

Formation near the Iron King mine to separate their map units of "Spud 

Mountain volcanics" and "Iron King volcanics". However the faults have 

since been shown to be non existent by detailed mapping which defines the 

Texas Gulch Formation base as lying on a transgressive unconformity, as 

described below (cf. DeWitt, 1976; O'Hara and others, 1978; O'Hara, 1980). 

Although the base of the Texas Gulch Formation is now widely 

accepted as a transgressive unconformity, few analyze further to see how 

impossibly fortuitous it is for that unconformity to precisely lap over a 

vertically dipping contact between "Spud Mountain" and "Iron King" in the 

subjacent volcanic rocks, as originally shown. In fact it does not. This 

study's mapping shows that the distinctive plagioclase-crystal dacitic 

breccias and tuffs of the Spud Mountain Formation extend underneath the 

unconformity both east and west of the Texas Gulch Formation near the 

Iron King Mine (fig. 12). Consequently the original "Iron King volcanics" 

type section in Iron King Gulch east of the Iron King mine consists of 

entirely Spud Mountain Formation dacitic rocks that extend east to the 

upper Agua Fria River Formation contact near Highway 69 (fig. 12). 

As a result of the above relationships "Iron King volcanics" 

cannot be recognized as a valid unit because the type section is invalid, 

so the name should be dropped entirely. DeWitt (1979) reached the same 

conclusion from different structural-stratigraphic considerations south 

of Mayer. If any name is to replace "Iron King volcanics", it should be 

the "Agua Fria Subgroup", since as defined above, this subgroup embodies 

all four mafic volcanic formations of the Mayer Group, and therefore it 

corresponds as closely as possible to the main body of mafic volcanics 

south of Mayer originally mapped by Anderson and Blacet (1972) as "Iron 

King volcanics", while still remaining a stratigraphically valid term. 
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STAGE 4 

Geologic Relationships 

Continuously west of the Agua Fria mafic volcanics described 

above, an extensive pyroclastic suite of dacite-andesite composition was 

deposited in a trough between the two earlier stage 1 and stage 3 centers 

of mafic volcanism. The pyroclastic deposits originated from two 

separate but broadly coeval intermediate tholeiitic volcanic centers: 

(1) a dacite-andesite center in the north related to the preceeding 

plagioclase-crystal andesites near the Agua Fria River; and 

(2) a dacitic center at Battle Flat to the south, from which the younger 

pyroclastics were spread asymmetrically to the north. 

Northwards from the Battle Flat subvolcanic dacite center is a classic 

suite of lithofacies variations from flows to breccias to tuffs within a 

single time-stratigraphic unit, just as is shown in figure 8, chapter 2. 

The dacitic pyroclastic sequence includes a lower unit of 

plagioclase-phenocrystic andesitic and dacitic breccia, a middle unit of 

dacitic agglomerate, breccia and feldspar-crystal tuff, and an upper unit 

showing facies variations between flows, coarse breccia, fine breccia, 

and flattened pumice-fragment welded crystal tuffs, successively away 

from the center. All stratigraphic units are characterized by abundant 

plagioclase crystals, and quartz crystals occur in the upper strata, the 

plagioclase and quartz crystals being diagnostic of tholeiitic dacites. 

Previous Stratigraphy 

The above dacitic breccia, agglomerate and tuff sequence was 

originally named "Spud Mountain volcanics" by Anderson and Creasey (1958) 

for the type section on Spud Mountain near Humboldt. Because the type 

section identifies a lithostratigraphically unique rock sequence, it is 

valid, so the Spud Mountain term is retained, but only in a revised form. 

Originally Anderson and Creasey (1958) and Anderson and Blacet (1972) 

included many other rock units in and east of the Shylock zone in their 

Spud Mountain map category, units now known to be lithostratigraphically 
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distinct clastic formations unrelated to pyroclastic volcanism of the 

Spud Mountain Formation except for possible slight time overlap, so. they 

are excluded from the newly defined Spud Mountain Formation. 

New Stratigraphy 

The Spud MOuntain Formation is newly defined here as a 

lithostratigraphically distinct suite of plagioclase crystal-bearing 

dacitic flows, breccias and crystal tuffs that are areally restricted to 

the Bradshaw Mountains west and southwest of Humboldt and the Indian 

Hills north of Humboldt (fig. 12). It includes no other exposures of 

feldspathic tuffs to the east, especially in the Shylock zone, nor any 

sedimentary sequences to the south near Cleator. The formation is of 

relatively homogeneous dacitic to andesitic composition, and is entirely 

of pyroclastic derivation. An intrusive mass of dacite at Battle Flat 

was the source of most pyroclastics, depositing dacite-andesite breccias 

in lower parts of the formation, dacitic agglomerates in the central 

parts, and welded dacitic lithic-crystal tuffs in the upper parts. 

Regional Unconformable Relations 

The Spud Mountain Formation near Humboldt is almost conformable 

with the underlying Agua Fria River Formation: the disconformity between 

dacitic breccias of the lower Spud Mountain Formation and plagioclase

crystal andesite flows in the upper Agua Fria River Formation is a subtle 

though important change. To the south however, the disconformity changes 

to a slight angular unconformity as Spud Mountain rocks cut down section 

into underlying Agua Fria River basalts. Everywhere else, the base of 

the Spud Mountain Formation is a regional unconformity that transgresses 

all subjacent strata. South of the Battle Flat dacite center, dacitic 

crystal tuffs of the Spud Mountain Formation unconformably overlie upper 

calcareous mafic tuffs of the Towers Mountain Formation, and tuffs of the 

Mount Tritle Formation near Goodwin. At the dacitic center, septa of 

Mount Tritle tuffs are intruded by massive dacite, and to the north near 

Goodwin, dacitic breccias lap across the contact of the Mount Tritle and 

Senator Formations but do not reach the subjacent Dandrea Ranch gabbro. 
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Farther north near Walker, Spud Mountain dacitic fragmentals and crystal 

tuffs again lap across the contact between Mount Tritle tuffs and Senator 

Formation basalt flows, and also lap across Lynx Creek gabbro-diorite 

bodies that intrude the Senator and Mount Tritle Formations. 

Stratigraphic Links to the Jerome Belt 

Thus, the Spud Mountain Formation unconformably overlies the 

Senator, Mount Tritle, Towers Mountain and Agua Fria River Formations of 

the Prescott belt, but in its far northernmost exposures in the Indian 

Hills near Mingus Mountain, Spud Mountain dacitic breccias also clearly 

unconformably overlie both the Grapevine Gulch Formation of the Jerome 

belt and its contained gabbro-diorite bodies, in parallel with the same 

overlapping of stage 1 and 2 deposits and their contained gabbro-diorite 

bodies of the Prescott belt in Bradshaw Mountains. These unconformable 

relations clearly prove that the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts were 

stratigraphically linked at least by depositional stage 4, and therefore 

that they cannot have been later juxtaposed by a wrench fault along the 

Shylock zone. Moreover, the correlation of diorite-gabbro bodies in both 

the Grapevine Gulch and Mount Tritle Formations links the two volcanic 

belts even further back in time, almost to their inception. 

Nature of Intervolcanic Unconformities 

All of the above unconformable relations are absolutely crucial 

to an accurate understanding of the primary volcanic structure of the 

Prescott belt, and its interrelationship to the Jerome belt. Not only do 

the unconformable relations show stratigraphic linking of the belts, but 

they disprove the viability of conventional stratigraphic-layer concepts 

for the volcanic stratigraphy in the Prescott belt. Specifically, if the 

strata of stages 1, 2 and 3 were stacked in a single stratigraphic column, 

this column would need to be homoclinally tilted 300E and eroded prior to 

depositional stage 4, so that its unconformity could transect more than 

20 km of "stratigraphic section". This necessitates uplift and orogeny 

half-way through the volcanic evolution of the Prescott belt without 

emergence from a submarine environment -- clearly an impossibility. No 
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such tectonic activity is needed where stage 4 deposits transgress across 

a trough between variably interlensed, wedge-shaped rock units (fig. 8). 

Thus, intervolcanic unconformities in the Central Volcanic Belt 

are not disconformities or paraconformities but are angular unconformities 

in the true sense, which result from the spread of new volcanic deposits 

discordantly across strata of older volcanic deposits, major rock-unit 

contacts and early intrusions. Obviously this requires minor warping and 

local erosion between volcanic cycles due to intrusion of synvolcanic 

plutons, but the key difference between intervolcanic unconformities and 

angular unconformities of large discordance is that no major orogenic 

event intervened, so the discordance is usually slight -- from 30 to 100 , 

rarely 150 -- compared to orogenic unconformities of great angular 

discordance. The low discordances are not always obvious in outcrop, 

which is exactly why former studies missed them and did not perceive the 

true volcanic stratigraphy of the belts. New mapping of stratigraphic 

horizons under the unconformities on a broad scale convincingly shows how 

younger units cut unconformably up or down section of the older units. 

Thus, in size, importance and extent, these are truly major regional 

unconformities once originally extensive throughout the volcanic belts. 

Black Canyon Creek Group 

STAGE 5 

Geologic Relationships 

Just after or slightly overlapping in time with Spud Mountain 

dacitic pyroclastic volcanism was inception of a new and different felsic 

pyroclastic event in the easternmost part of the Prescott belt. These 

younger stage 5 felsic deposits do not extend into the central or western 

parts of the Prescott belt, just as all preceeding deposits do not extend 

as far east as the felsic suite. Stage 5 was built on a mafic basement 

east of stage 3 deposits, and does not overlie stage 4 strata. Volcanism 

was characterized by stratigraphic complexity and lithologic diver.sity at 
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its inception, but remarkable lithologic uniformity at its culmination, 

when vast quantities of rhyodacitic-rhyolitic pyroclastics were extruded. 

The earliest units are feldspar-phenocrystic dacite-andesite 

flows and breccias exposed east and west of Copper Mountain, east of 

Mayer, and near Cordes Peak, southeast of Mayer. Overlying these units 

is a diversity of volcaniclastic strata, including feldspar-phenocrystic 

dacitic breccia and agglomerate, quartz-feldspar-crystal rhyodacite

rhyolite flows, tuffs, feldspathic volcanic graywacke, and distinctive 

feldspar-crystal volcanic conglomerate. Non-phenocrystic rhyodacite and 

dacite fragmentals lie in slight angular unconformity over older units. 

The stratigraphy is extremely complex: many units are interrelated by 

facies changes, most are lensoidal or laterally discontinuous, and iron 

formation beds are discontinuous, as well as tectonically dismembered. 

Copper Mountain was the main felsic volcanic center, and vast 

quantities of non-phenocrystic felsic pyroclastics were extruded mainly 

asymmetrically to the south down the Black Canyon belt (fig. 12). When 

the volcanic center later became subaerial, it spread hematitic felsic 

agglomerates unconformably to the north over subjacent strata and over 

older rock units of the Jerome volcanic belt such as the Grapevine Gulch 

Formation and upper Gaddes-assemblage dacitic agglomerates on the 

southeast side of Mingus Mountain. The felsic stratigraphy of the Copper 

Mountain volcanic center is very complex, with fragmental rhyodacite beds 

cut by many discordant feeders and chert bodies, as well as endogenous 

zones of chlorite, silica and clay alteration. Andesite dikes near 

Cordes Peak and east of Copper Mountain fed minor andesite flows near the 

top of the felsic pyroclastic sequence, and subvolcanic granophyres and 

granodiorites in the same area fed the felsic extrusive units. 

In the Black Canyon belt to the south, felsic pyroclastics were 

laid down in shallow submarine conditions as rhyodacitic agglomerate, 

chloritic felsic agglomerate and tuff. Farther south in the Black Canyon 

belt, the upper felsic strata are interbedded with andesite-dacite flows 
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and tuffs and are intruded by andesite dikes that originated from a 

separate, partly coeval and partly younger unnamed andesite-dacite center 

southwest of Black Canyon City. The upper part of the felsic sequence is 

marked by finer grained tuffs, a waning of coarse volcaniclastic debris, 

and a major iron formation horizon, which includes both hematitic tuff, 

chert and shaly banded iron formation that extends the full 40 km length 

of the Black Canyon belt. Over the iron formation bed are thin andesite 

flows that extend from southeast of Cleator to northeast of Mayer and 

demarcate the last event of this igneous stage. 

Nev Stratigraphy 

Felsic volcanic and sedimentary formations widely exposed east 

and southeast of Mayer are grouped collectively as the Black Canyon Creek 

Group for continuous exposures along Black Canyon Creek in the Black 

Canyon Belt. The youngest sedimentary formation in the group is clearly 

distinct, but stratigraphy in the subjacent felsic volcanics is difficult 

to resolve without meticulous mapping from Mingus Mountain continuously 

south to Black Canyon City. Very complex alteration patterns, discordant 

relations at volcanic vent centers, a paucity of reliable stratigraphic 

markers, and extreme strain states in the Black Canyon Belt have left the 

true felsic volcanic stratigraphy of the Black Canyon Creek Group as yet 

unresolved (Jerome, 1956; Anderson and Blacet, 1972; Winn, 1982) and thus 

a subject for future detailed study. Several distinct lithofacies that 

appear to be the essence of true stratigraphy are discussed here but are 

identified only as facies, and are not yet labelled as formations. 

The oldest rocks in the Black Canyon Creek Group appear to be 

dacitic and rhyodacitic breccias, flows and tuffs, feldspar-crystal 

tuffs, agglomerates, conglomerates and graywackes, all of which are 

characterized by distinctive large K-feldspar phenocrysts. In contrast, 

younger felsic volcanic rocks in the group are non-phenocrystic. The 

older units are well exposed near the Binghampton mine northeast of 

Mayer, and are named the Binghampton Mine facies. This includes the 

distinctive Billboard Hill conglomerate, which to the north unconformably 
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overlies the Grapevine Gulch Formation and is unconformably overlain by 

younger subaerial non-phenocrystic felsic agglomerates and breccias. 

There are three facies of non-phenocrystic felsic volcanics: 

1. A volcanic vent center facies on Copper Mountain east of Mayer, and 

on Cordes Peak east of Cordes, named the Cordes Peak facies; this 

facies includes many discordant volcanic feeder units, dikes, and 

alteration types; 

2. A bedded facies named the Townsend Butte facies for exposures on 

Townsend Butte south of Mayer; it includes felsic pyroclastic and 

reworked deposits coeval with the volcanic centers but deposited 

distally and subaqueously to the south; 

3. A hematite-altered subaerial facies of chaotically bedded felsic 

breccias and agglomerates with huge olistostromal blocks of volcanic 

rock; this facies extends from Copper Mountain to the north, lapping 

unconformably over previous felsic deposits and extending to Mingus 

Mountain to include "Buzzard rhyolite". 

Although the Cordes Peak and Townsend Butte facies are broadly 

coeval as volcanic-center and flanking bedded deposits, the two facies 

are lithologically and spatially distinct. The Cordes Peak center seems 

to have produced the older subaqueous rhyodacitic agglomerates in the 

Black Canyon Belt, whereas the Copper Mountain center appears to have 

produced the younger subaqueous deposits that spread southward as the 

Townsend Butte facies. The Copper Mountain center later became subaerial 

and extruded hematitic subaerial breccias northward towards Mingus 

Mountain. Andesitic flows, tuffs and feeder dikes are integral to the 

volcanic-center and subaqueous felsic units, and form some of the latest 

flows in the Prescott belt, but are absent from the subaerial deposits. 

Subaerial rhyodacitic breccias and agglomerates formerly called 

"Buzzard rhyolite" on Mingus Mountain are considered part of the younger 

subaerial facies, whereas subjacent, subaqueous dacitic and rhyodacitic 

agglomerates in the Gaddes assemblage are probably correlative to the 
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Townsend Butte facies. Farther south near Black Canyon City, subaqueous 

felsic agglomerate and tuff of the Townsend Butte facies are interbedded 

with dacite-andesite flows and tuffs from a separate volcanic center. 

Prominent iron formation beds in the upper Townsend Butte facies delimit 

the uppermost felsic volcanic rocks of the Black Canyon Creek Group. 

Sedimentary rocks in the upper part of the Group are minor compared to 

the lower volcanic rocks, so "Black Canyon Creek Group" refers mainly to 

the volcanic rocks rather than the overlying derivative clastics. 

Stratigraphic Links to the Jerome Belt 

Anderson and Creasey's (1958) Gaddes assemblage and Buzzard 

rhyolite in the southern Mingus Mountain area were originally believed to 

be very old, but are now considered the youngest units in the Jerome 

belt, being part of the subaqueous and younger subaerial volcanic facies 

of the Black Canyon Creek Group that spread from Copper Mountain north to 

Mingus Mountain, but was since detached by intrusion of the Cherry quartz 

diorite. This confirms the earlier Spud Mountain-Grapevine Gulch link, 

and adds further support to original stratigraphic continuity between the 

Prescott and Jerome belts in the latest stages of their volcanic history. 

Previous Stratigraphy 

Anderson and Blacet (1972) mapped the felsic fragmentals of the 

Black Canyon Creek Group in their "Spud Mountain volcanics" category, 

distinguishing part of the Copper Mountain volcanic center as "silicified 

and·sericitized rocks". These felsic volcanics are now known to be 

younger and stratigraphically unrelated to the Spud Mountain Formation, 

the two igneous events being petrologically and chemically distinct. 

STAGE 6 

Geologic Relationships 

Overlying the black iron formation and andesite flows of the 

Townsend Butte Facies (stage 5 felsic fragmental deposits) in the Black 

Canyon belt is a sedimentary sequence whose base regionally parallels the 
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iron formation bed on a broad scale for more than 50 km, but is locally 

erosionally unconformable on the subjacent strata, in places cutting down 

on a 2-50 discordance through the flows into the subjacent iron formation 

bed, locally eroding it. The lowest sedimentary units contain abundant 

felsic tuff and wacke with volcaniclastic detritus and tephra reworked 

from immediately preceeding stage 5 felsic effusive volcanism. The upper 

units include well-bedded subgraywacke, quartz wacke, argillaceous lithic 

quartzite and pelite derived by erosion and recycling of many underlying 

volcanic rock sequences. This sedimentary sequence marks the first stage 

in evolution of the Prescott volcanic belt when a wholly clastic sequence 

accumulated, even though the material was ultimately of volcanic origin. 

On its western side, the sedimentary sequence is clearly 

unconformable upon the earlier volcanic terrane, the contact lapping 

across older stratigraphic units with 5-100 or more true discordance. 

Many units in the Mayer Group basalt sequence a~e transected, including 

calcareous mafic tuff of the Towers Mountain Formation near Crown King, 

basalt flows and intercalated iron formation of the Peck Canyon Formation 

near the DeSoto mine, and mafic agglomerate of the Bluebell Mine 

Formation near the Bluebell mine, into which an erosional trough is cut. 

Northeast of Mayer, the basal unconformity of the sedimentary 

sequence continues to cut down into older tuffaceous strata of the Round 

Hill Formation on the west, as well as into the broadly conformable stage 

5 volcaniclastic units on the east. The less consolidated fragmental, 

tuff and wacke beds were more easily eroded than the resistant ones, such 

as andesite flows and iron formation beds. A general southward waning of 

tuffaceous component in the stage 6 sedimentary rocks indicates that 

volcanic detritus was derived mostly from the north. Extreme strain in 

the Shylock zone and compositional similarity of tuffs both above and 

below the unconformity hinders resolution of relationships in the area. 

However, at its northern exposure in the Shylock zone, the sedimentary 

sequence of stage 6 is unconformably overlain by purplish slates of the 

Texas Gulch Formation that extend south from Mingus Mountain (fig. 12). 
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New Stratigraphy 

The sedimentary sequence described above is the youngest 

lithostratigraphically distinct formation in the Black Canyon Creek 

Group, and is newly and formally named here the Cleator Formation for its 

type section near Cleator. The Cleator Formation includes pelitic and 

partly tuffaceous sedimentary rocks extending from Cleator south down the 

west side of the Black Canyon belt, southwest towards Crown King, and 

north up the middle of the Shylock zone (fig. 12). The Cleator Formation 

is slightly unconformable on the Townsend Butte and Binghampton Mine 

facies to the east, but is more markedly unconformable upon the older 

mafic volcanic formations of the Mayer Group to the west, eroding 

markedly into the Bluebell Mine Formation south of Mayer and the Round 

Hill Formation north of Mayer (figs 12 & 13). 

Former Stratigraphy 

The Cleator Formation is much younger than the Spud Mountain 

Formation, a fact not evident from former published maps. Anderson and 

Blacet (1972a & b) mapped the entire Black Canyon Creek Group, including 

the Cleator Formation, as part of their "Spud Mountain volcanics", but as 

noted previously, rocks of the Black Canyon Creek Group not only bear no 

lithologic, petrologic or geochemical similarity to true Spud ~lountain 

Formation dacitic breccias and tuffs, but also their stratigraphy is 

unrelated to that of the Spud Mountain Formation, the two sequences 

representing separate igneous and derivative sedimentary events. 

Other Rock Units 

STAGE 7 

Texas Gulch Formation 

Between depositional stages 6 and 7 is a major plutonic event 

involving emplacement of the first pre-tectonic granodiorite and quartz 

diorite plutons and batholiths into the Prescott and Jerome volcanic 

belts. Subsequent clastic rocks of-the Texas Gulch Formation accumulated 
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in depositional troughs uniquely confined to the edges of two plutonic 

bodies intruding the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts. One trough lies 

along the west edge of the quartz diorite of Cherry in part of the 

Shylock zone linking the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts. The other 

trough lies along the upper north end of the Brady Butte granodiorite, 

extending half way down its western side and continuously down its 

eastern side to Crown King (fig. 12). 

The northern trough in the Shylock zone contains mainly purple 

slate, quartz wacke, lithic wacke, volcanic-rock-fragment and jasper

pebble conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone, grit and limestone that are 

better bedded than earlier sequences, but still form southward-thickening 

depositional lenses. The fact that these entirely unmetamorphosed 

sedimentary rocks rest in knife-sharp depositional contact with quartz 

diorite of Cherry is proof that the Texas Gulch Formation in the type 

area postdates emplacement and unroofing of the batholith. All adjacent 

volcaniclastic strata are metamorphosed to some degree by the batholith, 

and the Texas Gulch sediments rest unconformably upon the volcaniclastic 

strata as well as on the plutonic rocks. The northern Shylock zone 

displays deformed contacts of the Texas Gulch Formation resting in gentle 

angular discordance on tuffs of the Round Hill Formation, felsic 

volcanics of the Black Canyon Creek Group, tuffaceous sediments of the 

Cleator Formation, and tuffs of the Grapevine Gulch Formation. 

In the southern trough a basal conglomerate .with cobbles of 

Brady Butte granodiorite and felsic volcanics unconformably overlies the 

Brady Butte pluton. Lithofacies near the pluton contain granitoid 

detritus, whereas coeval and time-transgressed lithofacies to the north 

are dominated by volcanic material derived from contemporaneous effusive 

felsic volcanism and by local erosion of subjacent strata. Purple slate, 

siltstone and graywacke fill the trough on the west side of the pluton, 

whereas the trough on the eastern side of the pluton contains quartzose 

detritus and felsic tuffs (now sericite schists) that were fed by 

rhyolitic dikes cutting up through subjacent rock units. 
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North of the basal conglomerate, argillaceous quartzite, quartz 

wacke, granule conglomerate and siltstone interface lensoidally with 

tuffaceous slate, intraformational tuff conglomerate, rhyolitic tuff, and 

thin rhyolite interflows fed by pink rhyolite dikes cutting subjacent 

strata. A suite of such dikes west of Mayer are themselves unconformably 

overlapped by purple slate, siltstone, wacke and tuff, thus proving that 

the Texas Gulch Formation is time-transgressive northward. The Texas 

Gulch basal unconformity laps from Agua Fria River basalts and andesites 

near Mayer progressively onto the Spud Mountain Formation near Poland 

Junction, until the uppermost purple slate bed laps out near Humboldt. 

Even though major events of plutonism, uplift and unroofing 

separated depositional stage 7 from all preceeding events, the angular 

discordance at the Texas Gulch basal unconformity in most places is still 

only about 3-70 , no more than any of the earlier unconformities. This is 

because all seven sequences were deposited prior to regional deformation, 

so no high angular discordances were formed. If the Texas Gulch onlap is 

no greater than those of earlier intervolcanic unconformities, why do so 

many workers recognize it but refuse to accept the others? Surely one's 

stratigraphic acumen cannot rely solely on obvious events of plutonism. 

STAGE 8 

Mazatzal Group 

In Chino Valley north of the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts 

proper, are exposures of clean, mature, quartz-pebble conglomerates and 

trough cross-bedded quartzites whose deposition postdated all other units 

in the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts. The quartzite-conglomerate 

sequence is time-correlative to Mazatzal Group strata in the Mazatzal 

Mountains which were laid down in fluvial and shallow-water marine 

environments. The Chino Valley strata gained maturity through a high 

energy fluvial environment that cleaned the sediment to residual quartz, 

chert, jasper, and resistant rhyolite pebbles in a matrix of relatively 

clean sand, silt, and specularite-magnetite-ilmenite heavy concentrate. 
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Distal Areas 

The Prescott-Jerome belt described above contain most exposures 

of proximal volcanic sequences in the older part of the Central Volcanic 

Belt; surrounding areas have local small mafic volcanic centers but are 

dominated by sedimentary sequences deposited distally from major volcanic 

centers. Post-Precambrian rocks cover any northern extensions of the 

Prescott-Jerome belt, but various septa of volcanic and sedimentary rocks 

extend to the south, southwest and west from the Prescott volcanic belt. 

These septa are actually tectonic troughs of metasedimentary rocks 

compressed between batholiths emplaced during major orogeny of the crust, 

and although they are more highly metamorphosed than the volcanic belts, 

units are often traceable through facies changes into high grade regions. 

The Black Canyon belt stratigraphy extends south into the New 

River, Lake Pleasant and Hieroglyphic areas as follows: Dacite-andesite 

breccia, tuff and iron formation of the mafic center near Black Canyon 

City extend into the west New River area, and the major capping iron 

formation of the Black Canyon belt has been traced through three windows 

southwesterly into the Hieroglyphic Mountains, where it thickens 

considerably. This thick iron formation conformably overlies a siliceous 

sedimentary sequence with no lithofacies equivalent in the volcanic 

belts, but is coeval with earlier volcanic stages. The iron formation is 

interstratified with dacitic tuffs that decrease in volcanic component to 

the south, where they are unconformably overlain in a synclinal core by 

subgraywacke, quartz wacke, pelite, and quartzite time-equivalent to the 

Cleator Formation of the Black Canyon Creek Group. 

A septum of the Prescott volcanic belt extending southwest of 

Crown King contains several distinct components traceable to Silver 

Mountain, south of which post-Precambrian remobilization has destroyed 

their original Precambrian character. Calcareous mafic tuffs from the 

Towers Mountain volcanic center in the core of the metamorphic screen 

interface to the south with amphibolite-grade basalt-andesite flows from 
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a small mafic center near Silver Mountain. The Cleator Formation on the 

east side of the metamorphic screen narrows along the edge of the Crazy 

Basin quartz monzonite near Crown King, but widens greatly south of Fort 

Misery to form an extensive amphibolite-grade metapelitic terrane that 

borders the Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex (see fig. 12 

and chapter 4). The western side of the metamorphic screen contains 

amphibolite-grade sericite-muscovite schists probably derived by high 

grade metamorphism of the Texas Gulch Formation. 

Southwest of Prescott, the tholeiitic basalts of the Senator 

Formation and tuffs of the Mount Tritle Formation have either exact 

lithologic correlatives or facies equivalents in various metavolcanic

metasedimentary screens that lie within and between major syntectonic 

granodiorite batholiths (cf. following chapter 4). The most continuous 

screen is exposed at the Zonia mine and Stanton-Octave areas, but is 

presumed to be continuous under cover with the Prescott belt. Basalt, 

andesite and dacite flows, tuffs and breccias, rhyolite tuffs, and iron 

formation are all evidently distally related to the Senator Formation, 

whereas overlying migmatized metasedimentary rocks are probably the 

distal facies equivalents of the Mount Tritle Formation (fig. 12), but 

are higher in clastic graywacke component. 

Metavolcanic-metasedimentary screens near Kirkland contain a 

sequence of spilitic basalt flows, mafic graywacke and chert that is 

broadly time-correlative to the oldest mafic Senator Formation in the 

Prescott volcanic belt, but their distant deep-water facies equivalent. 

Similar mafic volcanic-sedimentary units, intruded by pyroxenites and 

gabbro-diorites between Prescott and Skull Valley, correlate to mafic 

volcanics, graywackes, tuffs, and iron formation near Miller Valley 

northwest of Prescott. A sharp boundary in this valley demarcates the 

end of the mafic volcanic terrane, and everywhere farther to the 

northwest are felsic metasediments derived from mature, non-volcanic 

pelitic-psammitic sources that seem to be entirely unrelated in origin to 

the adjacent mafic volcanic terrane (fig. 12). 
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PETROLOGY AND GmcHEHISTRY 

The great lithologic diversity, stratigraphic complexity and 

abundance of facies variations in the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts 

might imply that petrologic and geochemical variations in the belts are 

too complex to understand, but exactly the opposite is true: petrologic 

and geochemical features of even the most lithostratigraphically complex 

sequences usually show remarkable uniformity across many facies changes 

and depositional environments. One or two key petrologic features may be 

used to uniquely define an igneous suite, and a common chemical thread 

can sometimes unify a bewildering diversity of rock types. 

Avoidance of petrologic and chemical complexities made in the 

subaqueous depositional environment of volcanic belts is largely a matter 

of common sense, and, to this end, one carefully chosen sample from the 

unaltered core of a major rock unit is more important for analysis than 

many poorly chosen samples of altered rocks near contacts, in tuffaceous 

zones, in strongly deformed, metamorphosed, or metasomatically affected 

areas, or from rocks unrepresentative of the major unit. In some cases, 

particular alteration types are characteristic of some rock units. 

When the goal is to define the major petrologiC and chemical 

attributes of the major rock sequences, the major elements are of primary 

interest because of their inseparable link to major rock characteristics. 

Published major-element analyses of Anderson and Creasey (1958), Anderson 

(1968bj 1972), Anderson and Blacet (1972c), and Krieger (1965) have been 

combined with about an equal number of new analyses generated in this 

study, screened for alteratipn and relevance, leaving 120 useful analyses 

of volcanic and subvolcanic rocks in the Prescott and Jerome belts. 

Petrologic traits of an equal number of thin sections have been studied. 

AnalysiS of the chemical results on numerous variation diagrams 

shows that the main chemical trends and differences between the major 

rock sequences are most SUCCinctly summarized on alkali-silica plots of 
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K20 + Na20 ~ Si02 and K20 JU[ Si02• Plots of the major rock groups are 

thus summarized in condensed form on figures 14 and 15 either as fields 

enclosing all related samples from each rock suite, or as linear trends 

,averaged from suites of samples. The classification net on the diagrams 

is derived from figure 10, is similar to most conventional classification 

schemes in common use, and was developed as the most appropriate one for 

the Proterozoic volcanic belts of central Arizona. 

Jerome Volcanic Belt 

The oldest Gaddes-assemblage basaltic units are comparable in 

petrology and geochemistry to mafic volcanics of the Shea Formation and 

are discussed here with the Shea Formation. The oldest mafic volcanics 

in the Jerome belt are relatively primitive, high Mg-Fe, low alkali 

tholeiitic basalts which have an Na-enrichment trend but no K-enrichment 

trend. The dominant magma character is bimodal, with sodic rhyodacites 

representing the felsic member, although alkali-poo~ dacites are also 

present in the lower Gaddes assemblage to make a strictly trimodal 

sequence. In the Shea Formation, the lower portion is bimodal basalt

rhyodacite, whereas the upper mafic parts are basaltic andesite. The 

Shea-lower Gaddes igneous suite is distinctively non phenocrystic, with 

a few small oligoclase crystals in rhyodacites, and a few altered 

clinopyroxene and andesine crystals in the basalts and dacites. 

In contrast, an overlying rhyodacite flow, breccia and crystal 

tuff unit like Cleopatra crystal tuffs is distinctively phenocrystic with 

dominant oligoclase-albite, minor resorbed quartz, and little K-feldspar. 

Its rhyodacitic parent magma also followed a low-K Na-enrichment trend. 

Ensuing basaltic andesite feeder dikes and dacite flows-tuff breccia of 

the Del Monte Formation fractionated from a slightly higher-K tholeiitic 

basalt parent to produce a trimodal basaltic andesite-dacite-rhyodacite 

suite along an Na > K low- to intermediate-K tholeiitic trend. Similarly 

the companion Silver Spring Gulch Diabase shows internal differentiation 

along a typical Skaergaard-type plutonic trend of Fe-Ti enrichment. 



Figure 14 

Alkali-silica plot of volcanic rock groups and formations in the Prescott and Jerome 
• volcanic belts. Lines enclose compositional fields of related unaltered rocks; analyses 

of altered rocks are unenclosed or else labelled as enriched. Numbers in brackets refer 

to depositional stages discussed in text. Total number of analyses = 120. Long dashed 

line at low silica separates Shea Formation below from gabbro-diorites in Grapevine Gulch 

Formation above. 

Abbreviations are: 

TGF = rhyolite of Texas Gulch Formation Buzz = Buzzard rhyolite, Mingus Mountain 

Dotted lines denote the rock classification used for the Proterozoic of Arizona. 

Rock compositions are plotted from figure 10 and chemical subdivisions are based on the 

original fields of Kuno (1969), as differentiated on A1203 ~ K20 + Na20 

plots, with his original "high alumina" field renamed calc-alkaline, as in common usage. 

B = basalt, B-A = basaltic andesite, A = andesite, D = dacite, RD = rhyodacite, 

R = rhyolite; QL = quartz latite (usually grouped with rhyolite or rhyodacite); 

A-C = alkali-calcic, C-A = calc-alkaline, Th = tholeiitic, as subdivided into: 

hi Th = high alkali tholeiitic, int Th = intermediate alkali tholeiitic, 

low Th = low alkali tholeiitic, Mg Th = magnesian tholeiite. 
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Figure 12 

K20 ~ silica plot showing K-enrichment trends of volcanic rock groups and 

formations in the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts. Each line represents an average 

trend of related mafic and felsic volcanic rocks. BFDC = Battle Flat dacite center 

analyses. Rock classification scheme is the same described in figure 14 except that the 

tholeiitic field is subdivided into high-K tholeiitic, intermediate-K tholeiitic, and low

K tholeiitic, terms which are used in a relative sense not meant to imply K20 contents.as 

high as calc-alkaline. 
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Both Deception and Cleopatra Formations contain no rocks more 

mafic than dacite, so fractionation trends for them are difficult to 

define. All dacite and rhyodacite analyses fall in the tholeiitic field 

of fig. 14, and plagioclase plus quartz, with little K-feldspar, are the 

dominant phenocryst phases. Lower Deception plagioclase-crystal dacitic 

breccias are intimately related to the Del Monte Formation, but the upper 

aphanitic agglomerates are related to a felsic center that fractionated 

from an intermediate-K tholeiitic parent magma. Widespread chloritization 

is a characteristic feature of both Cleopatra and Deception strata and 

has been proven to be intrinsic to depositional units, not a superimposed 

alteration, although such alteration overprints are also present. The 

pervasive intrinsic chlorite implies either contamination of the source 

magma or that Na-Fe-Mg enrichment is distinctive of the magma type. 

The Deception-Cleopatra boundary is not a simple lithologic 

contact in many places, but is a boundary above which quartz and feldspar 

phenocrysts become large and abundant in overlying welded ash-flow tuffs, 

so it actually maps a phase boundary that transects the uppermost felsic 

agglomeratic stratigraphy. The phenocrystic phase boundary tracks a 

stage in fractionation of the felsic source magma when crystallization 

changed upon encountering the quartz-plagioclase cotectic, and the type 

of extrusive deposits changed from coarse agglomerates (Deception) to 

finely fragmental ash fall and ash flow crystal tuffs (Cleopatra). This 

close interrelationship compellingly links the Deception and Cleopatra 

units as comagmatic deposits that were sequentially extruded from a 

common source magma undergoing progressive fractional crystallization. 

In contrast to all preceeding units, felsic volcaniclastics of 

the Grapevine Gulch Formation are entirely calc-alkaline in geochemistry, 

based on total alkali and alumina content. All its analyses fall above 

the long dashed line in fig. 14, whereas analyses from all older units 

fall below that line. The gabbro-diorite bodies that intrude and are 

peculiarly specific in the Jerome area to the Grapevine Gulch Formation 

provide data in the low-silica range, since they are also calc-alkaline, 
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were derived from quartz-normative source magmas, and are thus considered 

an integral part of calc-alkaline magmatism producing the Grapevine Gulch 

Formation. The Grapevine Gulch average trend lies below a typical calc

alkaline trend on figure 15, thus indicating a low-K calc-alkaline 

chemistry. Figures 14 and 15 are partly independent measures of rock 

geochemistry with differing applications for different rock suites. 

Prescott Volcanic belt 

The Senator Formation and its coeval gabbroic intrusions are 

the most mafic, magnesian, and alkali-depleted rocks in the Prescott 

volcanic belt. The intrusive gabbro-pyroxenite, subvolcanic microgabbro, 

and lower aphyric basalt flow sequences are olivine-normative and were 

derived directly from olivine tholeiite parent magmas. Lower volcanic 

portions of the formation are alkali-depleted low-K tholeiitic basalts 

with K20 contents of less than 0.3 %, and K20 + Na20 contents of about 

2%. Felsic flows and dikes coeval with low-K tholeiitic basalts in the 

lower Senator Formation are aphanitic sodic rhyodacites with low alkali 

contents. This bimodal basalt-rhyodacite pair comprises a spilite

keratophyre suite with a low-K tholeiitic trend of virtually no alkali 

enrichment (figs 14 and 15). 

Pillowed basalt flows, agglomerates and tuffs of the uppermost 

Senator Formation are somewhat more Fe- and alkali-enriched, as are some 

slightly younger intrusive gabbros (figs 14 and 15). This more alkali

rich character is a primary feature shared with mafic flows near Goodwin 

and is not an artifact of alteration. Alkali-enriched analyses that are 

products of alteration lie in the areas labelled "altered Senator Fm" on 

fig. 14; their alkali mobility was the result of sea-water alteration of 

pillowed sequences, or of subsequent metamorphic and intrusive activity. 

More K20-rich rhyodacites usually as dikes in older units complete a 

bimodal pair to make upper Senator Formation units in the type area and 

near Goodwin s~~ghtly younger bimodal tholeiite suites on slightly more 

alkali-rich tholeiitic trends than the oldest primitive Senator units. 
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The mafic Agua Fria Subgroup of the Mayer Group also consists 

of alkali-poor tholeiitic basalts that overlap on figures 14 and 15 with 

chemically similar Senator Formation rocks. However, subtle chemical 

differences apparent on AFM and other diagrams, such as higher Fe and Ti 

contents, place the Agua Fria Subgroup on a more normal tholeiitic trend 

of iron enrichment. This trend is particularly obvious from the included 

felsic rocks, which are rhyolites rather than rhyodacites, are higher in 

K20, and define a tholeiitic trend with moderate alkali enrichment (figs. 

14 and 15). The Agua Fria Subgroup is a strongly bimodal basalt-rhyolite 

association that started as 80% basalt and 20% rhyolite but increased in 

felsic component in the later stages. The Towers Mountain Formation may 

have marginally higher K20 contents (fig. 15). 

The source of bimodal basalt-rhyolite volcanism in the Mayer 

Group was likely a quartz tholeiite parent magma undergoing discontinuous 

fractional crystallization with removal of pyroxene crystal phases to 

generate the differentiated sequence seen in the upper Agua Fria River 

Formation. All Mayer Group volcanics are characterized by phenocrysts, 

as distinct from mostly aphyric volcanics of the Bradshaw Mountain Group. 

Lower Agua Fria Subgroup basalt flows and subvolcanic gabbros are nearly 

everywhere clinopyroxene-phenocrystic (now uralite) except where strongly 

quenched. At middle levels in the Agua Fria River Formation, pyroxene 

crystals decrease in size and abundance where small plagioclase crystals 

first appear. At higher levels plagioclase phenocrysts increase in size 

and abundance at the expense of pyroxene, in accord with a progressive 

change in the composition of the mafic flows from basalt to basaltic 

andesite to andesite. This fractionation trend resulted in the uppermost 

Agua Fria River Formation being dominated by plagioclase-phenocrystic 

andesite, with lesser quartz-phenocrystic rhyolite flows and breccias. 

This compositional fractionation of the Agua Fria Subgroup 

corresponds to progreSSively increasing alkalis in the felsic members and 

evolution towards a calc-alkaline magma chemistry. The lower Agua Fria 

Subgroup chemistry follows an intermediate-K tholeiitic trend (figs 14 & 
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15), but upper units in the Agua Fria River Formation beneath the Spud 

Mountain contact lie along a much higher-K tholeiitic trend (fig. 15). 

Spud Mountain rocks are of an even higher-K tholeiitic to calc-alkaline 

geochemistry, apparently as an extension of the same fractionation trend 

(figs 14 and 15). It is not surprising then that the Spud Mountain and 

upper Agua Fria River Formations have similar plagioclase phenocrysts. 

Thus, andesitic and dacitic breccias of the lower Spud Mountain 

Formation may be related to the final crystallizing stages of the upper 

Agua Fria Formation's differentiated source magma. However the Agua Fria 

River-Spud Mountain Formation boundary is a sharp lithologic change below 

which are plagioclase-phenocrystic andesite flows, rhyolite flows, and 

breccias, but above which are only breccias of intermediate composition. 

No major compositional changes occur higher in the Spud Mountain sequence 

even though the middle and upper portions were derived from a southerly 

volcanic center. A boundary must therefore be drawn at the compositional 

change from Agua Fria River andesite and rhyolite flows to Spud Mountain 

dacitic breccias so as to be meaningful in formational terms. 

Only the lower mafic portion of the Spud Mountain Formation 

contains breccias that overlap compositionally with the upper andesitic 

flows in the Agua Fria River Formation (fig. 14). The remainder of the 

Spud Mountain Formation consists of dacitic breccias and dacitic to 

rhyodacitic, welded, lithic-crystal tuffs that were extruded from a 

volcanic center of truly intermediate composition, as clearly shown by 

analyses from the Battle Flat dacite center clustering near 63% Si02 on 

figure 15. Pyroclastics extruded from the Battle Flat center are all 

plagioclase- and quartz-phenocrystic dacites and rhyodacites of well

defined high-K tholeiitic (calcic) to calc-alkaline chemistry. 

Like Deception and Cleopatra Forma~ions in the Jerome volcanic 

belt, dacites and rhyodacites of the Black Canyon Creek Group are widely 

affected by intrinsic chlorite, sericite, albite, silica, or clay 

alteration, or combinations such as quartz-chlorite and sericite-albite. 



The alterations are not epigenetic but integral to the original rocks: 

although alteration is discordant in the volcanic vent area, the same 
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. alteration types are bound to stratigraphic layers in distal pyroclastic 

and tuff strata. Analyses from the Black Canyon Creek Group fall mainly 

on a high-K tholeiitic trend, but have wide alkali-silica dispersion 

(figs 14 & 15) because of this intrinsic alteration. Samples with low K 

values on fig. 15 but normal K + Na values on fig. 14 have undergone K 

depletion due to overall Na enrichm~nt that affects the felsic pile to 

varying degrees. Similarly, some dacitic units near Black Canyon City 

and the Binghampton mine have undergone Si depletion and Na enrichment 

and plot in an anomalous "calc-alkaline" position on the left of fig. 14. \ 

A particularly important feature of figs. 14 and 15 is that 

rhyodacitic agglomerates from "Buzzard rhyolite" in the southern part of 

Mingus Mountain plot in a position identical to rhyodacitic agglomerates 

from the Black Canyon Creek Group; likewise, dacitic agglomerates in the 

upper Gaddes assemblage immediately under the "Buzzard" units of south 

Mingus Mountain plot very close to anomalous silica-depleted, Na-enriched 

dacitic units of the Black Canyon Creek Group. This is further evidence 

to strongly support the correlation of "Buzzard" and upper Gaddes units 

in the south part of Mingus Mountain to the Black Canyon Creek Group. 

The youngest andesite flows in the Black Canyon Creek Group at 

the base of the Cleator Formation are distinctly more alkaline than all 

preceeding mafic volcanic units in the Prescott volcanic belt, and are of 

definite calc-alkaline chemistry (fig. 14). Tuffaceous sediments of the 

Cleator Formation also plot in the calc-alkaline field of fig. 14 but are 

not shown because they are not volcanic rocks. Pink rhyolite flows and 

dikes at the base of the Texas Gulch Formation that fed felsic tuffs at 

upper levels in the formation are clearly calc-alkaline (fig. 14) and are 

markedly higher in K20 than all preceeding rocks in the Prescott belt. 

All such relationships show that the Prescott-Jerome belt evolved both in 

time and space from primitive low-K tholeiitic mafic volcanics to more 

evolved tholeiitic and calc-alkaline series of higher alkali contents. 
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VOLCANIC STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF THE PRESOOTT-JEROME BELTS 

Structure 

Both the Prescott and Jerome belts started their evolution with 

very primitive, very low-K tholeiitic basaltic magma series that were 

extruded into a deep-water subaqueous environment. The upper pillowed 

flow sequences formed extrusive caps that were underlain first by massive 

aphyric basalt, then by microgabbro and subvolcanic bodies of pyroxene 

gabbro. These earliest volcanic units were not deposited on an older 

granitoid crust, but appear to have been built upon a mafic-ultramafic 

(i.e. gabbro-pyroxenite) basement similar to the earliest subvolcanic 

rocks. The mafic substratum under the earliest volcanic sequences is so 

extensively intruded by younger plutonic rocks that the exact nature of 

the mafic basement to the volcanic belts cannot be easily discerned. 

Both the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts have an asymmetry 

that was born into them from their beginnings, and all the subsequent 

volcanic growth of the belts was always asymmetrically away from their 

oldest portion -- a rule that was never violated. The oldest part of the 

Prescott volcanic belt lies along its northwest edge near Prescott, and 

each major volcanic center or chain of volcanic centers that thereafter 

ensued developed to the southeast of the preceeding volcanic center, even 

though the younger deposits extruded from the new center lapped back over 

the top of the older deposits to the west. Thus the Prescott volcanic 

belt was built outwards in successive stages asymmetrically to the east 

and southeast. The Jerome volcanic belt was conceived at its northeast 

end and subsequent deposits were built west and southwest to merge with 

deposits of the Prescott belt. Thus, if the oldest volcanic sequences of 

both the Prescott and Jerome belts are considered as a single coeval 

formative unit, all subsequent deposits can be clearly seen to progress 

southeast from this beginning volcanic chain, as the different events of 

volcanism from different centers converged towards the Mayer area. 
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The asymmetric growth of both volcanic belts cannot be simply 

explained by homoc1ina1 tilting towards a major central synclinal axis, 

such that the oldest and deepest parts of the volcanic pile are exposed 

on the west and east, and the upper units are exposed in the core. The 

concept of a gentle, broad synclinorium is much too simple to accurately 

characterize the complex structure of the volcanic belt. More germane is 

the fact that there is simply no evidence that the younger volcanic 

sequences were built upon a foundation of the older sequences, nor is it 

reasonable to assume that the volcanic belt was built up in a single, 

vertically stacked sequence. If the latter situation were true, the 

Prescott volcanic belt itself would have contained a 40 km thickness of 

supracrustal volcanic deposits alone, above an unknown thickness of mafic 

crust, and beneath many more kilometers of supracrustal sediments, now 

mostly stripped off. Even with a thin 25 km of oceanic crust as 

basement, the total crustal thickness would have to exceed 70 km before 

any plutonism thickened the crust, a figure which is unreasonably large. 

More importantly, geologic relationships in the volcanic belts 

do not permit interpretation of younger sequences built upon a foundation 

of older ones. First, the older rock units contain no feeder dikes or 

subvo1canic bodies traceable up into the younger sequences, or like the 

younger sequences in either petrology or chemistry; instead, subvo1canic 

feeders to younger extrusive deposits exist only within the younger 

sequences themselves. Second, the oldest units should be the most 

strongly migmatized, metamorphosed, and regenerated of all because of 

deepest burial and subsequent igneous activity punctuated through them ••• 

yet exactly the opposite is true: the oldest sequences are metamorphosed, 

migmatized, and tectonically regenerated usually least of all. Third, in 

a vertical succession, the basal part of the younger sequence should be 

found in contact with the top of the older sequence, yet this is almost 

never the case. Typically, one finds only younger strata of the younger 

sequence locally overlapping the older one, a relationship impossible in 

a single vertical column, but not at all paradoxical in the context of 

figure 8. 
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These and other equally valid observations show conclusively 

that the volcanic belts are not simply homoclinally tilted and eroded 

wedges of a single, thick stratigraphic sequence. Their true structure 

is much more complex than any simple structural model, but their original 

volcanic structure, as distinct from secondary deformational structure, 

is closely approximated by the following analysis of the Prescott belt, 

as shown graphically in figure 16. The Prescott volcanic belt developed 

in three major petrologically distinct cycles, represented by the three 

major rock groups newly defined in the belt. Because of its greater 

complexity, the Prescott belt's advanced evolution is not necessarily 

applicable to the smaller volcanic belts such as the Jerome belt, which 

consists of a single major cycle represented by one major rock group. 

Evolution 

The Prescott volcanic belt began its evolution near Prescott, 

but progressed in space and time easterly and southeasterly towards Mayer 

and beyond. The entire belt is therefore diachronous from northwest to 

southeast, yet few lithostratigraphic formations and rock groups defined 

within the belt are themselves time-transgressive; instead, contact 

relations between adjacent formations are commonly time-transgressive. 

The diachroneity and evolution to the southeast can be most clearly 

understood as a shifting axis of volcanism across the belt with time, as 

diagrammatically shown on figure 16 by the letters A, B, and C. Each 

letter represents a distinct major cycle in the evolution of the Prescott 

belt, but each cycle need not be assigned a new name because of the way 

in which major rock groups have been defined: Under the new formal 

stratigraphic nomenclature, the deposits of cycle A are the Bradshaw 

Mountain Group, the deposits of cycle B are the Mayer Group, and the 

deposits of cycle C are the Black Canyon Creek Group. 

With the major axis of volcanism located at A on figure 16, 

volcanic evolution of the Prescott belt began with a unique suite of 

mafic, magnesian, very low-K tholeiitic, non phenocrystic basalt flows, 



Figure 16 

Highly simplified, diagrammatic representation of the original volcanic 

structure and evolution of the Prescott volcanic belt, as interpreted from rock sequences 

in their present deformed (horizontally shortened) condition. Present total width of 

volcanic belt is 40 Km; original width was considerably greater. Numbers represent 

depositional stages in which certain rock sequences were deposited, as discussed in text. 

Letters A, Band C show the sequential positions of the major axis of volcanism as it 

shifted east-southeast across the belt. 
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subvolcanic masses, and bimodal basalt-sodic rhyodacite flows, all 

derived directly or by fractionation from an olivine tholeiite parent 

magma. Closely following was the extrusion of additional tholeiitic non

phenocrystic pillowed basalt flows and bimodal basalt-rhyodacite flows 

aproned by distal basaltic agglomerate and capped by basaltic tuff, 

accompanied by the intrusion of olivine gabbro and pyroxenite masses, all 

of which were derived from an olivine tholeiite parent magma of slightly 

more alkali-rich, slightly higher-K tholeiitic chemistry. Both mafic 

extrusive events comprise the Senator Formation. 

As the major axis of volcanism was in the process of shifting 

from A to B, the mafic volcanic center just established was locally 

eroded on its eastern side such that a deep-water submarine sequence of 

andesitic graywackes and tuffs interstratified with felsic tuffs and 

sediments was deposited in a deep basin that extended for a considerable 

distance to the east toward the subsequent site of the Shylock zone. 

The mafic and felsic tuffs were derived from local small andesitic and 

rhyodacitic-rhyolitic volcanic centers coextensive with the basin. Stage 

2 is represented by the Mount Tritle Formation in the Bradshaw Mountain 

Group, and by the Round Hill Formation at the base of the Mayer Group; 

they are broadly coeval, but are somewhat different lithofacies. 

Following mafic volcanism at axis A, mafic plutonism ensued 

from quartz-normative hydrous magmas of high-K tholeiitic to low-K calc

alkaline geochemistry. Both the Senator and Mount Tritle Formations were 

intruded by diapiric gabbro-diorite bodies of chemistry different than 

the earlier gabbros and pyroxenites that were coeval with the volcanics. 

Emplacement of these gabbro-diorite bodies may have been synchronous with 

inception of stage 3 volcanism at a new axis to the east. 

The major axis of volcanism shifted far enough east of the 

preceeding stage-1 edifice for an entirely separate volcanic center to 

evolve at position B during depositional stage 3 (fig. 16). A distinctive 

phenocrystic mafic suite of pillowed basalt flows, agglomerates and tuffs 
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were extruded from subvolcanic pyroxene-phenocrystic gabbro centers to be 

interbedded with rhyolite flows, tuffs, chert and iron formation in a 

deep water marine environment. Several stages in the mafic build up are 

evident: the earliest was the Bluebell Mine Formation and lower part of 

the Agua Fria River Formation, and late stages were the Peck Canyon and 

Towers Mountain Formations in the south and the upper part of the Agua 

Fria River Formation in the north. 

The lowest units comprise a bimodal basalt-rhyolite suite of 

tholeiitic chemistry on a normal iron-rich, low alkali trend, as derived 

by differentiation from a quartz-tholeiite parent magma. The original 

tholeiitic parent underwent fractionation by separation from early 

pyroxene phases to produce a new basaltic andesite source magma of 

higher-K tholeiitic chemistry dominated by plagioclase crystals. This 

new source underwent further fractional crystallization to produce high-K 

tholeiitic andesite and rhyolite of the upper Agua Fria River Formation. 

At this point, an important trend in the lithologic makeup of 

the entire volcanic belt was established. The preceeding large jump in 

the major axis of volcanism from position A where the Bradshaw Mountain 

Group formed, to position B where the Mayer Group was conceived, left an 

intervening gap or deep trough in the supracrustal deposits which was 

only partly filled by distal strata interleaved at the edges of both 

major volcanic edifices. Thus, continued volcanism from the second major 

volcanic cycle at position B proceeded to backfill that trough in a 

transgressive manner that caused only the youngest deposits of the Mayer 

Group to lap unconformably back over earlier sequences to the west, 

including parts of the Mount Tritle and Senator Formations and their 

intrusive gabbro-diorite bodies that had been only locally exposed. 

These younger extrusive deposits are the upper ash-flow tuff 

portion of a thick sequence of dacitic pyroclastics redefined as the Spud 

Mountain Formation. All of the formation is characterized by plagioclase 

phenocrysts, the upper parts also by quartz phenocrysts, and the lower 
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parts by dacitic and andesitic breccias that are likely continuous from 

the waning stages of Agua Fria Subgroup volcanism. The middle and upper 

portions of the Spud Mountain Formation are a chemically more highly 

evolved tholeiitic to calc-alkaline differentiate extruded from the 

Battle Flat dacite center. Most pyroclastics were shed from the center 

asymmetrically to fill the intervolcanic trough in the north, leaving the 

Spud Mountain Formation as a laterally discontinuous unit bounded to the 

east by older Mayer Group basalts. 

The major axis of volcanism took another large jump from 

position B to position C after extrusion of Spud Mountain dacites, and 

the same pattern of first establishing a major volcanic center facing 

westerly. then subsequent back-filling of the intervening intervolcanic 

trough was repeated at the new axis. The first extrusive deposits were 

dacitic breccias and rhyodacitic flows and tuffs of the Black Canyon 

Creek Group, which contain quartz-feldspar phenocrysts but are of very 

different geochemistry than the Spud Mountain deposits to the west. 

These transitional units of phenocrystic character. including reworked 

volcaniclastic detritus. heralded an impending major outpouring of vast 

quantities of aphyric felsic agglomerates and breccias throughout the 

eastern part of both the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts, which had 

been stratigraphically linked since before Spud Mountain time. 

The felsic Copper Mountain volcanic center, fed by subvolcanic 

rocks to the east. evolved into a large. complex subaerial center east of 

Mayer. and for the first time the Prescott volcanic belt became emergent. 

The felsic breccias and agglomerates were spread asymmetrically mainly to 

the south down the Black C~nyon belt as shallow-water subaqueous units 

interstratified with iron formation. Some shallow submarine agglomerates 

may have been deposited to the north on older strata in the south part of 

Mingus Mountain. but younger, oxidized subaerial rhyodacitic agglomerates 

almost certainly spread that far north. All of these young felsic units 

have a distinctive Na-enriched. K-depleted geochemical pattern due to an 

intrinsic chlorite-sericite-albite alteration that is characteristic of 
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the magma series. The analyzed rocks plot in the tholeiitic field, but 

their original chemistry was marginally calc-alkaline, as are cogenetic 

andesite flows common throughout lower and upper parts of the sequence. 

Younger tuffaceous sedimentary rocks of the Cleator Formation 

derived from preceeding volcanic units were deposited in the trough 

intervening between the major volcanic edifices at positions Band C; as 

this younger trough was back-filled to the west, the younger sediments 

transgressed unconformably over older easterly mafic parts of the Mayer 

Group. Thus, like most formations in the Prescott belt, the Cleator 

Formation is elongate N-S in accord with its depositional basin, but is 

laterally discontinuous E-W, being bounded on both sides by different 

older units. In this unconformable and depositionally lensoidal manner, 

the entire Prescott volcanic belt is composed of contact relations that 

defy logical analysis using conventional stratigraphic layer concepts. 

Consequently. complex strato-volcanic facies models (fig. 8) must be 

adopted before the true stratigraphy of the central Arizona volcanic 

belts can ever be understood. 

The volcanic evolution of the Prescott belt was described as a 

shifting axis of volcanism, because it truly was an axis and not just the 

locus of a single volcanic center that shifted. The axial elongation is 

most clearly apparent in stage-3 mafic volcanism of the Mayer Group, 

where three coeval volcanic centers aligned on a N-S axis over 50 Km long 

from north of Mayer to south of Crown King contributed to the volcanic 

cycle that is only 12 Km wide. Similar axial trends of volcanic centers 

in the older mafic and younger felsic volcanic cycles are apparent when 

the Prescott volcanic belt is viewed from a broader perspective. 

The Jerome volcanic belt was mainly coeval with the early 

evolutionary stages of the Prescott volcanic belt, to which its deposits 

bear many petrologic similarities. However, the Ash Creek Group does not 

uniquely coincide with only the earliest magmatic cycle, as does the 

Bradshaw Mountain Group in the Prescott belt, because of the way in which 
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the Ash Creek Group was originally defined to include younger formations. 

The Jerome and Prescott belts evolved as originally neighboring volcanic 

belts, were stratigraphically linked practically from their inception, 

and were not later juxtaposed by a strike slip fault. The youngest 

depositional event recognized in both belts is the Texas Gulch Formation 

with its associated rhyolitic calc-alkaline igneous activity. However, 

the Texas Gulch Formation post-dated emplacement and unroofing of calcic 

granodiorite and quartz diorite batholiths and plutons at the margins of 

the volcanic belts, so it was a successor-basin sequence deposited in 

narrow troughs along the edges of batholiths and plutons, and not 

formative in the primary igneous evolution of volcanic belts. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, several important features concerning the 

volcanic structure and evolution of the Prescott belt are apparent: 

1. There is a regular cyclicity to the way in which volcanism of a 

particular geochemical and petrologic character built up at one 

major axis, then the axis of volcanism jumped far to the southeast to 

start a new volcanic cycle of different geochemical and petrologic 

character, leaving an intervening trough that was then back-filled by 

the younger products of the new volcanic cycle. This pattern repeats 

at least twice across the Prescott belt's width. 

2. Intervening volcanic rocks extruded during the shift of the volcanic 

axis have characteristics transitional between the preceeding and new 

igneous cycles. 

3. The three major rock groups newly proposed -- the Bradshaw Mountain 

Group, Mayer Group, and Black Canyon Creek Group -- uniquely coincide 

with subdivision of the belt into the three major igneous cycles 

described above, so the Group divisions recognize the three major, 

fundamentally important stages in evolution of the volcanic belt, as 

well as enc?~passing lithostratigraphically distinct rock sequences. 

4. The Groups are thus the most profound subdivision of the Prescott 
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volcanic belt and are considered to be invariant, whereas formations 

within the major rock groups are considered variable with new data. 

5. The belt is broadly diachronous from west to east, as is evident from 

figure 13, in that the beginning and end of each volcanic cycle 

(major rock group) is staggered in progressively younger stages 

from west to east. 

6. There is an overall chemical evolution from primitive tholeiitic 

magmas to moderately evolved high-K tholeiitic to low-K calc-alkaline 

magmas from west to east across the Prescott-Jerome belt with time. 

However, the Prescott belt never reached the stage of highly evolved 

high-K calc-alkaline or alkali-calcic magmatism that younger volcanic 

belts farther east in central Arizona attained. 

7. Irreversible chemical and petrologic evolution of crust occurred as 

the Prescott volcanic belt developed: each deposit is successively 

more evolved than the preceeding one, with no returns to the 

primitive conditions represented by the earlier stages. 

8. The sequential igneous stages that progressed from northwest to 

southeast across the Prescott belt represent a broad geographic 

sweep of alkali enrichment in the magma series, from low-alkali and 

low-K in the northwest to high-alkali and high-K in the southeast. 

9. This broad geographic sweep in alkali enrichment across the belt 

implies the presence of a subduction zone dipping southeast under the 

Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt throughout its entire evolution of 

formative volcanism from 1800 to about 1740 Ma, subduction which was 

ultimately the driving force for generating the volcanic belt. 

10. Whether the magmas were fractionally derived from this slab or from 

oceanic lithosphere, no evolved crust existed under the Prescott

Jerome belt, so the chemistry of the magma suites directly reflected 

the dip of the slab and thus the polarity of subduction throughout 

the entire evolution of the volcanic belt. 

This single event of Proterozoic subduction dipping southeast under the 

Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts from 1800 to 1740 Ma has been described 

before by Anderson (1976, 1978; Anderson and Guilbert, 1979), and the 

topic is analyzed further in the concluding chapter of this dissertation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Plutonic rocks and related metamorphic events in the central 

Arizona volcanic belts have received less attention than the volcanic and 

sedimentary host rocks, even though plutonic rocks are more voluminous in 

many areas. Former work, including isotopic dating, concentrated on 

individual plutonic bodies and left the broad interrelationships between 

the plutonic rocks, their related metamorphic events, and their role in 

the tectonic evolution of central Arizona unstudied. This chapter 

attempts to fill that gap by providing a summary of the petrologic and 

geochemical data on plutonic rocks and related metamorphic events in 

central Arizona that have been generated during the course of this study, 

and by analyzing plutonic evolution in a tectonic and time context. 

General Setting 

Wilson (1939) recognized that the major Precambrian orogeny in 

central Arizona was accompanied by the emplacement of many huge granitoid 

batholiths, and he understood this emplacement to have been a single 

event, which he termed the "Mazatzal Orogeny". Subsequent dating showed 

the existence of two distinctly different ages of plutonic rocks: 

(1) an older orogenic group ranging from 1740 to 1630 Ma 

(2) a younger post-tectonic group at about 1400 Ma 

(Silver, 1968; Livingston and Damon, 1968). The older ca. 1700 Ma 

plutonic rocks are broadly orogenic in their tectonic setting and either 

predate or accompany the major regional Proterozoic deformation and 

metamorphism in central Arizona, while the younger batholiths are post

tectonic because they cut the deformed structures. 

This chapter concentrates on the older 1700 Ma orogenic 

plutonic rocks that were largely responsible for Wilson's (1939) Mazatzal 

Orogeny. The younger 1400 Ma post-tectonic plutonic rocks are discussed 

in a following book. In central Arizona, the younger 1400 Ma plutonic 

rocks are distinguished from the older 1700 Ma plutonic rocks by the 
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presence of huge perthitic K-feldspar phenocrysts with local rapakivi 

texture, unfoliated habit, and invariable adamellite (monzogranite) 

composition. However, in northwest Arizona and parts of southeast 

Arizona this simple distinction does not necessarily hold true. 
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Silver (1967, 1968) recognized in the older orogenic plutonic . 
rocks an age division at about 34oN: those to the north are 1750-1710 Ma, 
whereas those to the south are 1690-1630 Ma (see fig. 4). Plutonic rocks 

north of this boundary in central Arizona are discussed here, whereas 

those to the south are treated in chapter 5 with their host volcanic 

rocks •. Several plutons of the older group have been studied in central 

Arizona (Jerome, 1956; Blacet, 1968; Anderson and Creasey, 1958, 1967; 

Conway, 1976; DeWitt, 1976; O'Hara, 1980), in northwest Arizona (Kessler, 

1976; More, 1980; Stensrud and More, 1980), and in southeast Arizona 

(Silver, 1955; Erickson, 1969; Livingston and Damon, 1968; Livingston, 

1969; Swan, 1976). Notwithstanding these individual studies, the broad 

plutonic terranes of Arizona have not been adequately mapped or studied 

in sufficient detail to fully understand the role of plutonic rocks in 

the Proterozoic tectonic evolution of Arizona. This chapter presents a 

summary of essential data from which tectonic inferences can be drawn. 

The area discussed in this chapter, shown in fig. 17, is the 

central mountain region of Arizona extending from east of Bagdad to west 

of the Mazatzal Mountains, and from north of Cave Creek to south of 

Jerome (111 0 30'W to 1130 W longitude, and 330 45'N to 33045'N latitude). 

All older plutonic rocks exposed in the region are discussed in detail 

commensurate with how well they have been studied and analyzed. Much 

additional work needs to be done in the plutonic terranes before they are 

understood in the same detail that the volcanic regions are now known. 

The plutonic rocks described here intrude mainly the edges of 

the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts, locally deforming and metamorphosing 

the volcanic and sedimentary strata of those belts. Metavolcanic rocks 

predominate in the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts, whereas elsewhere 
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metasedimentary rocks predominate. The host rocks are metamorphosed 

variably from greenschist to anatectic grades, have tectonic foliations 

varying in intensity from weak to intense and in direction from true N-S 

to NE, and were deformed after or during emplacement of the orogenic 

plutons. This deformation was independent of the plutons, but partly 

influenced by their distribution and relative competence. The plutonic 

rocks range in chemical and modal composition from gabbro to granite, and 

vary from highly foliated to completely undeformed. Some of the plutons 

are isotopically dated but many are not. Early gabbroic and dioritic 

plutons in the volcanic belts are also discussed in chapter 3. 

Several plutons are newly named in this chapter and the names 

are proposed for formal adoption, some are named informally, and ,others 

already have formal names in the literature (Anderson and Creasey, 1958; 

Krieger 1965; Blacet, 1966, 1968; Anderson and Blacet, 1972a, b; Anderson 

and others, 1971), names which are adopted herein. The use of either an 

existing formal name, an informal name, or proposal of a new formal name 

is noted in brackets after the introduction of each plutonic body named 

here. The detailed description of type areas of the newly formally named 

plutons and batholiths are to be found in a following book. 

Age Data ~ Individual Plutons 

Age data on plutonic rocks in the Prescott-Jerome region are 

summarized by Anderson and others (1971), Lanphere (1968), and Livingston 

and Damon (1968). Ages cited here are recalculated using decay constants 

recommended by Steiger and Jaeger (1977), which youngs all U-Pb dates in 

the 1700 Ma range by approximately 20 Ma from original published ages. 

Quartz diorite near Cherry that intrudes east of the Prescott volcanic 

belt and south of the Jerome volcanic belt is dated at 1740 ± 10 Ma. The 

Brady Butte and Government Canyon granodiorites in the west part of the 

Prescott belt have identical apparent ages of 1750 ± 10 Ma and 1750 ± 15 

Ma (U-Pb Zr, Anderson and others, 1971). Silver (1976) gave a 1700 m.y. 

age for the Crazy Basin quartz monzonite in the southern Prescott belt. 
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Bowring (1986) dated the Crazy Basin at 1694 ± 9 Ma, the Bland quartz 

diorite at 1719 ± 9 Ma, and the Bumblebee-Badger Springs granodiorites at 

about 1740 Ma, equal to Silver's age on the tonalite of Cherry. 

The 1750-1700 Ma range in U-Pb zircon ages of older plutonic 

rocks in the Prescott region quoted above is comparable to 1730 to 1700 

m.y. ages obtained by other methods (Lanphere, 1968; Livingston and 

Damon, 1968). The 1750 and 1740 Ma pluton dates are only 5 to 15 Ma 

younger than ages of volcanic rocks intruded by the plutons, thus 

demonstrating broadly synchronous evolution of volcanic and plutonic 

rocks in the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt (Anderson and others, 1971; 

Anderson, 1978). Plutonic rocks west of the Prescott volcanic belt and 

east of Bagdad have 1720 Ma apparent ages (Silver, 1966, 1976), and are 

younger than most plutons intruded strictly into the volcanic belts, both 

from isotopic and tectonic viewpoints, since many plutons in the volcanic 

belts are pre-tectonic, but those in adjacent areas have textures and 

structures implying syntectonic emplacement. 

Plutonic rocks in the eastern region between Payson and the 

Mazatzal Mountains are Significantly younger: the early red granites and 

diorites are 1700 to 1630 Ma (Silver, 1964, 1968); and the young mega

porphyritic adamellites are 1425 to 1355 Ma (Silver, 1968; Livingston and 

Damon 1968). A similarly young 1395 m.y. apparent age was obtained from 

the Dells granite at Prescott (Silver and Woodhead, 1983). As in the 

Prescott-Jerome area, plutonic rocks in the Payson-Mazatzal area have 

apparent ages only 15 to 20 Ma younger than the 1720 to 1690 Ma volcanic 

rocks that they intrude. The geology and geochronology of the Payson 

region is discussed in much greater detail in the following chapter. 

Types of Plutonic Suites 

Not evident from age data is the fact that the older plutonic 

rocks are readily divisible into distinct plutonic suites of differing 

relative ages using petrologic, geochemical, structural and metamorphic 
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characteristics. These suites constitute a more detailed subdivision of 

emplacement ages than has been resolved to date with isotopic dating. The 

minimum resolution quoted for isotopic ages is ± 9 Ma, but many plutonic 

suites were emplaced within only a few million years of each other. Also, 

U-Pb isotopic ages record when zircon crystallized and retained a U-Pb 

isotopic imprint, which usually precedes emplacement and solidification 

of the plutonic rock. Thus, in a batholith, the time interval of cooling 

from first crystallization of zircons to emplacement and solidification 

of the last phase can exceed the time difference between crystallization 

ages of adjacent batholiths. This is especially true in the Precambrian 

of Arizona where zoned batholiths crystallized in sequential stages. 

The broad group of 1750-1650 m.y. orogenic plutonic rocks in 

central Arizona can be subdivided in at least two ways: 

(1) geographically, which broadly distinguishes two major subgroups; 

(2) by plutonic rock suites, which distinguishes many suites based on 

petrologic, geochemical, structural and metamorphic criteria. 

The latter method leads to a much more detailed subdivision into tectonic 

stages that carefully describe the plutonic evolution of the crust. The 

geographic subdivision is mentioned briefly first to show why this study 

had to go well beyond it to deduce a more detailed plutonic evolution for 

central Arizona ~sing the more refined subdivision by plutonic suites. 

A geographic division can be drawn approximately through the 

New River area north of Phoenix (fig. 11, chapter 3), which represents a 

fundamental boundary in the compositions of Precambrian plutonic rocks in 

Arizona: to the northwest are mainly mafic and intermediate compositions 

(gabbro-diorite, tonalite, granodiorite,' monzogranite) whereas to the 

southeast, felsic compositions (granite, monzogranite, minor diorite) 

predominate. The huge felsic batholiths of red granite to the east stand 

in striking contrast to the huge batholiths of gray granodiorite, tonalite 

and monzogranite to the west. The structures of the batholiths are also 

markedly different across the boundary, the most strongly deformed ones 

lying to the northwest, and the least deformed lying to the southeast. 
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Plutonic rocks west of the boundary have undergone or partaken 

in a major event of regional deformation and metamorphism that eastern 

ones did not experience. This implies a fundamentally different tectonic 

setting and age of batholith emplacement either side of the boundary, the 

critical time being culmination of regional metamorphism and deformation 

in the Prescott-Jerome belts 1700 m.y. ago. The two different plutonic 

subgroups can thus be termed "early orogenic" to the northwest and "late 

orogenic" to the southeast, because mainly pre- and syn-orogenic granitic 

rocks lie to the northwest, whereas dominantly late- and post-orogenic 

granitic rocks lie to the southeast. "Dominantly" is used because a few 

pre-orogenic plutons exist in the southeast, and vice versa. Also, the 

timing of orogeny either side of the boundary differs (see chapter 6). 

The boundary between the two major plutonic subgroups is 

similar to the age boundary based on isotopic data cited above (cf. fig. 

4), but in a slightly different pOSition and orientation. Both types of 

boundaries describe how two adjacent regions differ plutonically, giving 

a general idea of how the two regions evolved, but neither concept is 

conducive to a more detailed analysis beyond a general stage. Taking the 

next step towards defining plutonic suites permits a much more in-depth 

analysis, as is the subject of this chapter. Those plutonic suites in 

the early orogenic subgroup to the northwest are considered here, and 

plutons to the southeast are noted in chapter 5. Each early orogenic 

pluton or batholith can be assigned to one of several suites depending on 

criteria used to distinguish them -- relative emplacement ages, similar 

tectonic fabric and structural attributes, or common compositional, 

petrologic and geochemical attributes. All such criteria are combined 

here to deduce the pluton emplacement chronology as accurately as 

possible with the present data, and portray their tectonic evolution. 

Field, Petrologic and Geochemical Criteria 

Different structural and internal fabrics distinguish the syn

tectonic and late-tectonic plutons and batholiths from pre-tectonic ones. 
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The pre-tectonic bodies intruded and crystallized in a generally static, 

non-internally-stressed environment that left their fabrics initially 

isotropic. When deformation occurred, the body's margins were affected 

first and most strongly, while internal core phases remained weakly 

strained or undeformed. Thus, a pre-tectonic character is evident where 

the margins of plutons or batholiths are strongly deformed into lineated 

gneisses or schists, and are actually interfolded with host metavolcanics 

and metasediments, while massive plutonic rock remains in the core. 

In contrast, a syntectonic body emplaced during regional 

deformation intrudes into a stressed environment and reflects the 

governing stress field throughout its entirety. First the magma chamber 

elongates in the plane of least strain, then the crystallizing pluton or 

batholith assumes an inherent foliation of variable intensity throughout, 

parallel to its elongation. Thus, features typical of syntectonic 

emplacement are internally foliated bodies with concordant contacts but 

not interdeformed with adjacent host metamorphic rocks. 

The late-tectonic plutons are typically related to high-grade 

regional metamorphism or wide contact metamorphic aureoles, since they 

were intruded during the thermal culmination of orogenic activity. These 

plutons usually strongly deform and lineate their host strata, but are 

not strongly deformed or lineated themselves, except at their contacts. 

The late-tectonic plutons are generically related to migmatitic-anatectic 

complexes that include large bodies of leucogranite and pegmatite, and to 

complex terranes of granite gneiss and migmatite. Finally, the truly 

post-tectonic plutons are undeformed and cut deformed structures. 

Many petrologic and major-element geochemical criteria exist to 

define generic similarities and differences between plutonic bodies. The 

phenocrystic character of the bodies is important because pre-tectonic 

and early syn-tectonic plutons are usually either non-phenocrystic or 

mildly plagioclase phenocrystic, whereas late-tectonic plutons are 

usually strongly K-fe1dspar phenocrystic. Many other microscopic and 
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megascopic petrologic and geochemical criteria go hand in hand with the 

phenocrystic characters to analyze the different plutonic suites. 

All petrologic results are supported by abundant petrography, 

and all conclusions about the major-element chemistry are drawn from a 

geochemical data base of some 80 whole-rock analyses (compiled from this 

study, from Blacet, 1968, Anderson and Creasey, 1958, Anderson and 

Blacet, 1972, and Krieger, 1965). Altered analyses have been removed 

from the data base, as described in chapter 2, and the remaining analyses 

are considered to accurately represent the compositions of the major 

plutonic bodies as well as internally variable phases within them. 

The use of terms such as "calcic, calc-alkaline, alkali-calcic" 

and "low-K, intermediate-K and high-KIf both here and on the alkali-silica 

diagrams correspond to a classification scheme used by the author, which 

is similar to ones such as Keith's (1978). Some plutonic rocks sampled 

for this study were analyzed for trace elements by the USGS on a Kevex 

energy-dispersive X-ray fluoresence unit, and the trace element data has 

been generously supplied by Ed DeWitt to supplement major element data 

gathered by the author on the same rocks. These and other trace-element 

data for other samples collected by DeWitt are shown on fig. 21. Further 

details on trace eiements of the plutonic rocks are given by Anderson and 

DeWitt (in prep.). Rock names used here are based on the classification 

scheme of fig. 10, chapter 2, except where a previous formal name exists, 

and in that case, the compositional term that was originally part of the 

formal rock name is retained here for sake of consistency. 

To follow is a summary of the most important field relations 

and distinctive lithologic, petrologic and geochemical features of major 

plutons and batholiths in the Bradshaw Mountain-Prescott region. The 

various plutonic bodies are discussed generally from oldest to youngest, 

the important characteristics of the plutonic suites are then integrated 

with relative and absolute age data to describe the Proterozoic plutonic 

evolution of north-central Arizona. 
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GIDLOGY AND GEOCIIF..MI.STRY OF PLUTONIC SUITES 

Figure 18 is a general geologic map of the Bradshaw Mountain

Prescott region, compiled from original quadrangle-scale mapping, showing 

the locations of batholiths and plutons discussed in this chapter. Some 

pluton names are derived from Anderson and Creasey (1958), Anderson and 

Blacet (1972), or Krieger (1965), as indicated in the text, but many of 

them are new and newly proposed for formal adoption. The formal names 

are identified by the name preceeding a compositional designation (e.g. 

Crazy Basin quartz monzonite) whereas in an informal usage, the name 

follows the rock composition (e.g. quartz diorite of Cherry). The order 

of description is similar to that shown in tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows 

a subdivision of plutonic rocks in the Prescott-Jerome region based 

solely on the relative age relationships observed in the field. This is 

the primary basis for a more detailed subdivision of the plutons and 

batholiths into suites genetically related by major petrologic and 

geochemical attributes, as shown in table 4. Figure 19, 20 and 21 

summarize the key major and trace element geochemical data for the 

plutonic rocks of the Prescott-Jerome region. 

The oldest plutonic bodies are not ever~~here the most strongly 

deformed, because many lie in regions of relatively low strain. However, 

the oldest plutons and batholiths are intruded and diked by younger ones, 

thus providing indisputable relative age relationships in many places. 

Moreover, in most areas, the oldest plutons are found to be distinctively 

pre-tectonic, whereas the later plutons are either syn- or late-tectonic, 

as determined by age relations and structures. 

An increase in alkali content, particularly K20, of batholiths 

and plutons in the Prescott-Jerome region with time is seen as two 

separate trends that are ultimately caused by the same tectonic process: 

1. alkali and K20 contents of plutonic rocks in anyone area increase 

with time; 

2. alkali and K20 contents of plutonic rocks increase in a northwest 
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direction across the region, in parallel with younger emplacement ages 

to the northwest. 

These compositional and geochemical trends are described in detail here, 

but the broader tectonic significance of the n~rthwest alkali enrichment, 

opposite to the southeast alkali enrichment in the host volcanics of the 

Prescott volcanic belt, are discussed in chapter 6. 

GROUP I: 

~ Earliest Synvolcanic Gabbroic Plutons 

Strictly contemporaneous with extrusion of volcanic rocks that 

built up the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts, was emplacement in a 

hypabyssal environment of magma chambers that were subvolcanic feeders to 

overlying extrusive deposits, and which crystallized as fine grained 

plutonic rocks. Identification of such subvolcanic bodies is critical to 

accurately understanding the evolution of the volcanic belts, but they 

have been largely overlooked in the past. For every extrusive igneous 

suite, somewhere there can be found a subvolcanic plutonic body paired to 

the extrusive rocks in petrology and geochemistry. Many such bodies have 

been recently identified in the central volcanic belts, but the true 

volcanic-plutonic interrelationships can only be detailed by an analysis 

beyond the scope of this summary, so only a few of the earliest plutonic 

bodies broadly coeval with their host volcanics are mentioned here. 

The Jerome volcanic belt on the east side of Mingus Mountain 

contains a large, fine grained mafic intrusive complex originally mapped 

with Shea Basalt flows by Anderson and Creasey (1958), but distinguished 

here as the Silver Spring Gulch Diabase (chapter 3). The body is mostly 

fine grained intrusive diabase, grading upwards into aphanitic basaltic 

andesite at its top, where it underlies and predates both Deception and 

Cleopatra units. Its lower parts are differentiated into diabase, micro

gabbro, diorite, granodiorite and monzogranite. Geochemically the 

complex is a low-K20, calcic, tholeiitic diabase showing a true iron-rich 

differentiation trend similar to its host bimodal tholeiitic basalts. 



Figure 18: 

Geologic map of Bradshaw Mountain-Prescott region showing the major plutonic 

bodies. The generalized outcrop limits of the plutonic rocks are shown by thin 

dotted lines where covered by post-Precambrian rocks, and by short dashed lines 

where cut by post-Precambrian intrusive rocks. The contacts of the plutonic 

bodies with Precambrian metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks are shown by 

solid and dashed lines, but are dotted where projected under cover. Figure 12 

in chapter 3, which differentiates the volcanic and sedimentary rock units in 

the same region, is the inverse of this figure. 
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In the Prescott volcanic belt, the oldest plutons are typically 

more gabbroic in composition and texture and are often subvo1canic 

feeders. Both the Dandrea Ranch gabbro and the gabbro of Spruce Mountain 

in the northern Bradshaw Mountains (figs.' 12 and 18) are examples of 

calcic-series microgabbros that intrude bimodal basa1t-sodic rhyodacite 

volcanic units, but predate the overlying volcanic strata. Gabbros in 

the Bluebell Mine Formation to the east near Mayer, and in the Towers 

Mountain Formation near Crown King to the south are similar in that they 

are coeval with tholeiitic basalt flows, but they have a slightly more 

alkali-rich geochemistry and are part of a trimoda1 basa1t-dacite

rhyolite suite on an iron-rich tholeiite differentiation trend, rather 

than a true bimodal one, in parallel with the iron-rich tholeiite trend 

of the host volcanics (figs 14 and 15). 

Mafic gabbros and pyroxenites in the Groom Creek area near 

Prescott and to the southeast near Cordes are more magnesian than the 

above gabbros, and their chemistry defines a magnesian-series magma suite 

(fig. 19 & 20). Similar Mg-rich gabbroic rocks are found in the Indian 

Hills northeast of Prescott where gabbro-diorite bodies are also present 

in the same stratigraphic units. Olivine was an abundant primary phase, 

and the source magmas were obviously olivine tholeiites. These bodies 

appear to be coeval with the other calcic gabbros, and the two types 

together show that the earliest plutonic rocks in the Prescott-Jerome 

volcanic belts crystallized from very mafic, magnesian, low-alkali 

calcic-series magmas. The earliest gabbroic suites are petrologically 

and geochemica11y important to an understanding of the evolution of the 

earliest crust in Arizona (Anderson, 1978; Anderson and Guilbert, 1979), 

but are minor components of the crust by volume. 

The earliest synvo1canic gabbroic plutons form elongate tabular . 

bodies broadly conformable with and stratigraphically confined by their 

enclosing strata. In contrast, gabbro-diorite plutons (below) are oblate 

equidimensiona1 bodies diapiric through significant stratigraphic widths. 

Also, compositions of the gabbros are nearly identical to the enclosing 
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tholeiitic basalts, whereas the younger mafic plutons are of diorite or 

gabbro-diorite composition and are not tholeiitic. Geochemically, the 

difference is between an Mg-Fe-rich, strictly low-K tholeiitic trend, and 

a Fe-rich calcic series trend with normal alkali contents. Moreover, an 

interval of volcanism intervened between the mafic plutons of (a) and 

(b), as determined by regional quadrangle mapping of the volcanic belts. 

iQl Younger Intervolcanic Gabbro-diorite Plutons 

Both the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts host a distinctive 

suite of mafic intrusions emplaced in a unique geologic setting: small 

plutons and plugs of gabbro-diorite intrude only the oldest volcanic and 

sedimentary units, and are nowhere found intruding the younger volcanic 

strata. In the Mingus Mountain area (Jerome volcanic belt) these gabbro

diorites are confined to the Grapevine Gulch Formation, whereas in the 

Bradshaw Mountains (Prescott volcanic belt) they intrude all the oldest 

Senator and Mount Tritle Formations (chapter 3). Similar mafic bodies 

are not found intruding younger volcanic rocks, but are included within 

various batholiths· such as the Cherry Springs batholith. Because these 

mafic bodies intruded after the end of a major volcanic cycle and before 

the next, "intervolcanic" is appropriate and distinctive for the suite. 

One of the main features distinguishing these mafic plutons 

from older synvolcanic gabbroic plutons is their compositional and 

textural variability from gabbro to diorite, both in a single outcrop and 

throughout their entirety. The earliest mafic bodies are uniformly fine 

grained and gabbroic, whereas the gabbro-diorites are coarser grained, 

differentiated in situ from gabbro to diorite, and of average composition 

midway between gabbro and diorite (hence the term "gabbro-diorite"). A 

more Ca-plagioclase-rich mineralogy means that the gabbro-diorites are 

chemically higher in Ca and Al than the gabbroic rocks. The strictly 

gabbroic portions of these plutons are richer in Fe-Mg and alkalis, but 

poorer in Ti than the earlier microgabbros. Thus the gabbro-diorite 

suite is chemically a calcic series, iron-rich, high Ca-Al magma suite. 
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Gabbro-diorites in the Grapevine Gulch Formation vary from fine 

grained in small westerly bodies, to coarse grained well differentiated 

plutons near the United Verde mine at Jerome. Coarser varieties include 

feldspar-rich and quartz-bearing two-pyroxene gabbros; some are modally 

dioritic due to a high feldspar content, but are of gabbroic affinity in 

pyroxene mineralogy. Hypersthene and augite ± quartz dominated the early 

cotectic crystallization, and the pyroxenes vary greatly in abundance and 

proportion throughout gabbroic phases. Plagioclase dominated the later 

eutectic crystallization, and includes graphically intergrown quartz and 

magnetite-ilmenite, plus ophitic pyroxene. Obviously the parent magmas 

for these rocks were not olivine normative. 

Gabbro-diorites in the northern Bradshaw Mountains, newly named 

here the Lynx Creek gabbro-diorites, include bodies at Badger Mountain 

near Prescott, and an extensive suite between Lynx Creek and Green Gulch 

that is differentiated in situ from gabbro-diorite to a late granodiorite 

phase. Other bodies closely related in petrogenesis to the Lynx Creek 

suite occur in the Indian Hills to the north, and as an extensive complex 

on West Spruce Mountain west of Prescott. The Lynx Creek and related 

gabbro-diorites are most similar in chemistry and petrology to the 

gabbro-diorites in the Grapevine Gulch Formation, being lower in Mg and 

higher in Ca-Al-Na (plagioclase) than the earlier gabbroic bodies. 

East of Mayer in border phases of the Cherry Springs batholith 

and south of Cordes in the Bumblebee and Badger Springs granodiorites 

(central Cherry Springs batholith), similar gabbro-diorite bodies occur. 

Some diorites appear to represent very early mafic border phases of the 

batholith itself and these are described later as part of the batholith. 

Others are clearly older because they are intruded and metamorphosed by 

the batholithic rocks, and may be as old as Lynx Creek gabbro diorites, 

although they are more likely slightly younger. West of Prescott in part 

of the Wilhoit Batholith between Copper Basin and Skull Valley, various 

diorites, gabbros, microgabbros, and possibly pyroxenites occur, which 

are also thought to be correlative to group 1 gabbros or gabbro-diorites. 



TABLE 3: 
Grouping of plutonic rocks in the Bradshaw Mountain

Prescott region based on their observed field relations and 

deformational state. Petrologic description of the same plutonic 

groups are given in table 4. 
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TABLE 3: Grouping of plutonic rocks in the Bradshaw Mountain-Prescott region 
based on observed field relations and deformational state 

Earliest (synvolcanic) mafic plutons 

Gabbros 

gabbro-pyroxenites of Groom Creek 
Dandrea Ranch gabbro 
gabbro-pyroxenites near Cordes 
gabbro of Spruce Mountain 
Bluebell Mine gabb.o 
Towers l-Jountain gabbro 
Silver Spring Gulch diabase 

GabbrCHiiorites 

Lynx Creek gabbro-diorites 
gabbro-diorite of Badger Mountain 
gabbro-diorites near Cordes 
West Spruce Mountain gabbro-diorite 
gabbro-diorites in Indian Hills 
gabbro-diorites N. E. of Mayer 
gabbro-diorites in Grapevine Gulch Fm 

Early (pre-tectonic) deformed. coarse grained granodiorite plutons and batholiths 

(a) strongly deformed - Cherry Springs batholith, southern parts (Bumblebee 
granodiorite, diorite-tonalite of Little Squaw Creek); 

- Brady Butte granodiorite 
(b) weakly deformed - Cherry Springs Tonalite batholith, northern and 

central parts (tonalite of Cherry, Badger Springs 
granodiorite, quartz diorite near Turret Peak) 

- Government Canyon granodiorite 
(c) deformed and diked - Wilhoit Granodiorite batholith 

- Minnehaha granodiorite 
- Crooks Canyon granodiorite 

Middle (syntectonic and late-tectonic) fine grained intermediate.!Q felsic plutons 

Non-porphyritic 
(with dike swarms 
and migmatite) 

Porphyritic in part 

- Prescott granodiorite (intrudes Wilhoit Batholith) 
- monzogranite of Williams Peak (intrudes Wilhoit) 
- Johnson Flat granodiorite (intrudes Crooks Canyon) 
- Longfellow Ridge granodiorite (intrudes Crooks Canyon) 
- Skull Valley monzogranite (intruded by Iron Springs) 

Late (late-tectonic) felsic plutons and batholiths 

(a) Porpbyritic 
Yarnell granodiorite and porphyritic monzogranite (intrudes Wilhoit) 
porphyritic monzogranite of Horse Mountain (intrudes Minnehaha) 
Iron Springs porphyritic adamellite (intrudes Skull Valley) 

(b) Non-porphyritic. migmatitic 
Crazy Basin quartz monzonite 
Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex 

Post-tectonic 1400 ~ felsic plutons 

(a) Non-porpbyritic 
Dells Granite (intrudes Prescott granodiorite and Iron Springs) 



TABLE 4: 

Petrologic classification of plutonic rocks in the Bradshaw Mountain-Prescott 

region using petrologic and major-element chemical criteria. P-C stands for 

petrology and chemistry; P-G stands for petrogenesis; some but not all examples 

of each plutonic type are given in this table. 



Group 1: Earliest, synvolcanic, mafic plutons and subvolcanic feeders 

(a) older gabbroic bodies: 

P-C: magnesian pyroxenite; magnesian to calcic gabbro and microgabbro; low-K to intermediate-K tholeiitic 
diabase; minor high-Na calcic gabbro and gabbroic anorthosite; magnesian and iron-rich tholeiitic 
differentiation trends. 

P-G: Derived directly from olivine tholeiite source magmas without fractionation or liquid-crystal 
separation, and from quartz tholeiite source magmas fractionated from olivine tholeiite parents. 

(b) younger gabb~iorite bodies: 

P-C: calcic, ophitic gabbro-diabase; low-K calc-alkaline gabbro-diorite; differentiated gabbro-diorite
granodiorite; in situ plagioclase-pyroxene segregation related to vapor activity; early pyroxene
dominated cotectic crystallization and late plagioclase-dominated eutectic crystallization; true 
iron-rich tholeiitic and low-K calc-alkaline differentiation trends. 

P-G: Derived from quartz tholeiite source magmas or pyroxene-gabbro parent magmas with extensive in situ 
fractional crystallization from volatile activity towards leucogranodiorit~ end product. 

Group 2: Early, pre-tectonic biotite-hornblende tonalite and granodiorite plutons and batholiths 

(a) !Jleissic biotite granodiorite 

examples: Brady Butte granodiorite, Crooks Canyon granodiorite 
P-C: gneissic, relatively leucocratic, calc-alkaline, biotite granodiorite, hornblende-deficient, minor 

muscovite from subsolidus biotite reaction; sub-pyroxene feldspar-dominant cotectic crystallization. 
P-G: only in volcanic belt and genetically linked to its evolution; derived from differentiated hydrous 

calc-alkaline dacitic magma. 

(b) !-type horrblende-biotite gramdi.orite and tonalite 

examples: Government Canyon granodiorite, Wilhoit and Minnehaha granodiorites, Cherry Springs batholith 
P-C: typical non-porphyritic, !-type hornblende-biotite tonalite and granodiorite with mafic diorite-quartz 

diorite border phases and mafic xenoliths of igneous source material; calcic and low-K calc-alkaline 
differentiation trends, plagioclase zoning during fractional crystallization; batholiths and plutons 
internally zoned with .differentiated felsic phases in cores, early mafic border phases. 

P-G: hydrous quartz tholeiite source magmas derivative from fusion of earlier igneous crustal material, 
fractionated during emplacement and upward rise. 

Group 3: Middle (syn- and late-tectonic) leucocratic granodiorite and monzogranite plutons and dike swarms 

examples: Prescott, Johnson Flat, Longfellow Ridge, Skull Valley and Williams Peak granodiorite-monzogranites 
P-C: biotite (~muscovite), relatively leucocratic fine grained granodiorite and monzogranite; metaluminous 

high-K calc-alkaline, feldspar cotectic crystallization; all in the high-grade metamorphic roots of the 
Prescott volcanic belt now exposed on the southwest edge of the Bradshaw Mountains. 

P-G: Derivative felsic magmas from anatexis of lower crustal volcanic and sedimentary rocks; generically 
related dike swarms. 

Group 4: Late (late-tectonic) porphyritic adamellite-monzogranite plutons, anatectic complexes + dike swarms 

(a) Porphyritic 

examples: Iron Springs adamellite, Yarnell granodiorite-monzogranite, Horse Mountain porphyritic monzogranite 
P-C: High-K calc-alkaline, local alkali-calcic, porphyiltic adamellite, monzogranite and granite; K-feldspar

dominant crystallization from near minimum-melt compositions; late dike swarms in hydrous core phases. 
P-G: mobilized from ultrametamorphic regions of high heat flow, separated and fractionally crystallized as 

zoned magma chambers. 

(b) Non-Porphyritic 

examples: Crazy Basin quartz monzonite, Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex 
P-C: High-K calc-alkaline granite-monzogranite with gneissic leucocratic and pegmatitic late phases; 

eutectic dominant crystallization from minimum melt composition. 
P-G: Derived by fusion of paragneiss in high heat flow zones; crystallized in situ or mobilized from 

anatectic migmatite complexes. 

...... 
(X) 

~ 
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GROUP 2: 

Early Pre-tectonic tonalite and granodiorite plutons and batholiths 

This suite represents the first major plutons of intermediate 

composition intruded into the early Precambrian crust of central Arizona. 

The plutons are larger than the foregoing mafic ones and are sufficiently 

large in places to be of batholithic dimensions. or else the petrogenesis 

of several different plutonic phases are so closely related in space and 

time as to be best described as batholiths. The early pre-tectonic 

plutons are the first rocks recognizably like typical "I" granitoids in 

younger island arcs (Chappell and White. 1974; White and Chappell. 1977). 

These I-type plutons are also the forerunners of larger granodiorite and 

tonalite batholiths emplaced soon thereafter into the flanks of the 

Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts. The smaller plutons are described 

first. followed by the larger plutons and batholiths. 

The plutons and batholiths of group 2 are much more evolved 

than the foregoing group 1 gabbro and gabbro-diorite bodies. since the 

volcanic evolution of the volcanic belts was essentially complete before 

the group 2 granodiorite and tonalite batholiths and plutons were 

emplaced. At least 3 depositional stages in the volcanic evolution of 

the belts intervened between groups 1 and 2. and uplift and unroofing of 

some of the group 2 plutons was accomplished before deposition of the 

1720 Ma Texas Gulch Formation in small successor basins along the edges 

of the Brady Butte pluton and Cherry Springs batholith. These group 2 

plutonic bodies were the first to thicken and stabilize the crust of the 

volcanic belts. Figure 18 shows the location of all plutonic bodies 

described to follow. 

~ Gneissic Biotite granodiorites 

Brady Butte Granodiorite (Blacet. 1966) 

This weakly peraluminous. calc-alkaline biotite granodiorite is 
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one of the oldest dated 1750 Ma plutons in central Arizona. It intrudes 

dacites of the Spud Mountain Formation, and is unconformably overlain, 

with a basal conglomerate of granodiorite boulders, by the Texas Gulch 

Formation (chapter 3). The Texas Gulch Formation is folded, deformed and 

metamorphosed, thus proving a pre-tectonic emplacement age for the 

pluton. In fact, all pre-tectonic granodiorite-tonalite plutons and 

batholiths in the Bradshaw Mountain-Prescott region predate deposition of 

the Texas Gulch Formation and its regional deformation. 

Deformation imparted to the Brady Butte pluton a pervasive 

foliation or gneissosity that is present throughout, including the 

southern porphyritic phase, although only weakly expressed in places. 

The distinctive gneissic character of finely recrystallized biotite 

trains on widely spaced foliation planes is seen in no other granodiorite 

in the region except the Crooks Canyon. The Brady Butte granodiorite 

does not extend south of Towers Mountain, and is entirely contained 

within the west-central part of the Prescott volcanic belt. The 

Minnehaha granodiorite southwest of Crown King is more mafic, non

gneissic, and petrologically different than the Brady Butte, even though 

it has a similar magnetite content and trace element profile. 

The Brady Butte granodiorite is a very leucocratic pluton with 

small amounts of biotite (+ magnetite ± chlorite) as the only mafic; 

hornblende appears to be absent, and muscovite is locally present from 

sub solidus biotite reaction. Chemically, the pluton is calc-alkaline, 

and is higher in Si, K and Na, and lower in Fe, Mg, Ti and Ca than other 

plutons of comparable age (e.g. Government Canyon granodiorite). A 

southern phase near Tuscumbia Mountain consisting of porphyritic quartz 

monzonite (Anderson and Blacet, 1972) is almost chemically identical to 

the main granodiorite phase, having the same distinctive gneissosity as 

the main phase even though K-feldspar phenocrysts are abundant in it but 

not in the main phase. Petrography and major elements show that parts of 

the Brady Butte are monzogranite rather than granodiorite, and most of it 

is distinctly less mafic than the Minnehaha granodiorite to the south. 
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Crooks Canyon Granodiorite (Anderson and Blacet, 1972) 

The map unit originally shown by Anderson and Blacet (1972) as 

the Crooks Canyon granodiorite is not a single plutonic body like the 

Brady Butte but is a migmatite complex in which swarms of fine grained 

granite dikes invade an older foliated or gneissic granodiorite and its 

host metavolcanic-metasedimentary strata. The older granodiorite is the 

most important part of this complex and the rock type which Anderson and 

Blacet (1972) originally intended to bear that name, so the term "Crooks 

Canypn granodiorite" is redefined here as describing only the older 

gneissic granodiorite in the complex, not any other rocks. 

Thus, true "Crooks Canyon granodiorite" constitutes only part 

of Anderson and Blacet's (1972) original map unit, which is mainly 

migmatite and paragneiss in its western and southern parts, and coherent 

gneissic biotite granodiorite only in its east-central part. In the 

north near Mount Elliot the granodiorite is intruded by fine-grained red 

granite, which is locally deformed to ribbon mylonite in the Chapparal 

"fault" (Le. high strain) zone. In the south, gneissic Cr~oks Canyon 

granodiorite is pervaded by fine grained granite and granodiorite dikes 

that are more abundant to the south where they originate from other 

plutonic bodies younger than the Crooks Canyon. These younger plutons, 

the Johnson Flat and Longfellow Ridge granodiorites, occupy the west 

slope of the Bradshaw Mountains and are discussed in group 3 below. 

Thus, two different ages of plutonic rocks exist in the original Crooks 

Canyon map unit: Crooks Canyon granodiorite, and a younger granite-dike 

swarm accompanied by high grade metamorphism and migmatization. 

The Crooks Canyon granodiorite is a leucocratic biotite 

granodiorite with pervasive gneissosity or foliation similar to that of 

the Brady Butte pluton. The Crooks Canyon body is like the Brady Butte 

in its low mafic content and gneiSSiC fabric, but it shows no porphyritic 

character, muscovite, or reacted hornblende. The major-element chemistry 

of the two granodiorites is very similar, except that the Crooks Canyon 
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has slightly higher Ca and Na and is thus metaluminous, whereas the Brady 

Butte is weakly peraluminous. These data indicate that the Crooks Canyon 

was derived from a more basic, primitive source magma than was the Brady 

Butte, one that underwent fractional crystallization by discontinuous 

reaction, possibly to ultimately produce a Brady Butte-like magma. The 

markedly different Sr contents at constant FeD (fig. 21) supports this 

contention of different geneses. 

ihl I-type hornblende-biotite granodiorite and tonalite 

Government Canyon Granodiorite (Krieger, 1965) 

The Government Canyon granodiorite lies south of Prescott in 

the most mafic, primitive part of the Prescott volcanic belt and intrudes 

very low-K tholeiitic basalt flows and fragmentals of the Senator 

Formation, microgabbros, and tuffaceous sedimentary strata of the Mount 

Tritle Formation. Identical U-Pb zircon 1750 Ma apparent ages are quoted 

for the Government Canyon and Brady Butte bodies (Anderson and others, 

1971), but the dates merely lie within analytical precision of + 10 to 15 

Ma, and the real ages could be significantly different, 2 Ma being 

significant in the evolution of the volcanic belt. In fact, relative age 

relations described in chapter 3, differences in petrology and chemistry, 

and the greater age of host rocks to the north imply that the Government 

Canyon granodiorite is probably older than the Brady Butte pluton. 

The fact that the Government Canyon granodiorite is unfoliated 

in many places is invalid evidence for emplacement of the pluton near the 

end of regional deformation, as surmised by Anderson and others (1971). 

The Government Canyon body is weakly foliated because it lies in a very 

mildly strained part of the Prescott belt compared to the high strain 

where the Brady Butte granodiorite lies (cf. chapter 6), and has nothing 

to do with age. The Government Canyon pluton is a typical pre-tectonic 

body with a massive core and foliated margins, and its weak foliation is 

comparable to that of the volcanic rocks it intrudes. 
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The Government Canyon body is an equigranular hornblende > 
biotite granodiorite typical of I-granitoids in many orogenic regions of 

the world, and contains abundant mafic, dioritic and gabbroic xenoliths 

representative of the igneous source material from which the magma was 

generated (Chappell and White, 1974, 1976; White and Chappell, 1977). 

Plagioclase everywhere shows strong normal zoning, with sharp internal 

growth lines corresponding to discontinuous reactions between hornblende, 

magnetite and Fe-biotite during crystallization. The pluton consists of 

several different phases with subtly, not obviously, different textures 

and compositions. In all places, felsic phases intrude and are younger 

than the more mafic phases, and the zoning is a small scale replica of 

that seen in the much larger Cherry Springs batholith to the east. 

The Government Canyon body has normal calc-alkaline chemistry, 

but is richer in Fe, Mg and Ti and lower in Si than most granodiorite 

plutons and batholiths in the Bradshaw Mountain-Prescott region, as are 

the volcanic rocks that it intrudes. The pluton is considered to be 

petrologically and chemically the most definitive of the early group 2 

pre-tectonic I-type granodiorites, and many other plutonic rocks can be 

described merely by analogy to it. Examples of similar rocks exist in 

the Cherry Springs batholith to the east, between the Wilhoit and Yarnell 

batholiths to the southwest, and in parts of the Wilhoit and Minnehaha 

granodiorites. Despite their diverse locations, their petrologic and 

chemical similarities to the Government Canyon body is remarkable. 

Minnehaha Granodiorite (new formal name; this dissertation) 

The Minnehaha granodiorite is exposed southwest of Crown King 

in the southern Bradshaw Mountains and is named for exposures around the 

small locality of Minnehaha on the Minnehaha 7.5' quadrangle. These type 

exposures represent the weakly foliated to undeformed massive core of the 

pluton; in all other places near the borders of the pluton, the same rock 

type varies from moderately to strongly foliated. On its north edge, the 

Minnehaha granodiorite is separated from the Brady Butte granodiorite and 
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Towers Mountain gabbro by a ~ontinuous screen of metasediments and 

metavolcanics, and its foliated biotite-horriblende-plagioclase-rich 

granodiorite mineralogy is markedly distinct from the gneissic, biotite

poor, leucocratic character of the Brady Butte. Both field and 

analytical work shows that there is no petrologic or chemical overlap 

between the two plutons, and that the emplacement of the Minnehaha 

granodiorite postdated that of the Brady Butte. 

To the southeast, the border of the Minnehaha granodiorite 

involves a migmatite zone of mafic phases -- diorite and hornblende 

granodiorite -- intruding and including pendants of mafic metavolcanics 

and felsic metasediments. Along its northwest border, the granodiorite 

is separated from the Horse Mountain adamellite by a continuous screen of 

migmatized metavolcanics and metasediments for most of the contact 

length; only where the screen is cryptic in the south is the Minnehaha 

granodiorite intruded by feldspar porphyry dikes of the Horse Mountain 

body (fig. 18). Farther south, the Minnehaha granodiorite is diked in 

increasing intensity by swarms of fine grained leucogranite dikes and cut 

by sub-horizontal cataclastic foliation with subgreenschist retrograde 

alteration. Such diking and cataclastic foliation is diagnostic of post

Precambrian deformation and plutonism related to Mesozoic complexes 

farther southwest in the Harcuvar-Harquahala Mountains. 

The Minnehaha granodiorite is a distinctive biotite-rich 

granodiorite with everpresent but variable amounts of hornblende, and 

biotite exceeds hornblende except in its border phases. Where deformed, 

aggregates of finely recrystallized biotite make up the large biotite 

"flakes" defining foliation. The microscopic nature of the foliation is 

a mild but pervasive recrystallization of all minerals, especially large 

biotite aggregates. Polygonized quartz, strain-twinned feldspars and 

marginal recrystallization of larger crystals and matrix grains are seen. 

Although the Minnehaha is similar is structure and lithology to 

other pretecto~ic biotite-hornblende granodiorites such as the Government 
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Canyon and Wilhoit bodies, it is notably different in chemistry. The 

Minnehaha granodiorite is a metaluminous, low-K calc-alkaline body with 

lower total alkalis, lower Fe and Mg, higher silica, and much lower Sr 

than either the Government Canyon or Wilhoit granodiorites (figs. 19, 20 

and 21). It is less siliceous than either Brady Butte or Crooks Canyon, 

and contains higher Fe, Ca and lower K than these rocks, as well as an 

entirely different petrology. In major and trace elements, the Minnehaha 

granodiorite is similar to central phases of the Cherry Springs batholith 

(Bumblebee and Badger Springs). Its magma appears to have been derived 

from relatively low Sr source rocks, as have the plutonic rocks in the 

Bumblebee area, and it seems to have undergone very little fractional 

crystallization or differentiation during emplacement. 

Wilhoit Granodiorite Batholith (new formal name; this dissertation) 

Rimming the northwest side of the Prescott volcanic belt is a 

large, old batholith of foliated to gneissic, coarse grained biotite

hornblende granodiorite. This batholith has been largely overlooked in 

the past primarily because it is so pervaded by younger fine-grained 

monzogranite dikes and plutons, and has so many mafic volcanic xenoliths 

in the area west of Prescott (fig. 18), that its original integrity and 

extensiveness is not immediately apparent without mapping the entire 

region in detail. Except for the mafic volcanics and metasediments, the 

granodiorite is the oldest rock in the region, comparable in age to the 

Government Canyon body. Younger intrusive dikes and plutons provide 

important age limitations: the granodiorite is intruded by two fine 

grained leucocratic granodiorite plutons (Prescott and Williams Peak, 

described later) and dike swarm similar to the Prescott body, all of 

which significantly post-dated emplacement of the Wilhoit granodiorite. 

Southwest of Prescott, along Highway 89 near Wilhoit, the 

coherency of the batholith is more apparent, and it can be resolved into 

distinctly different plutonic phases zonally related to a core phase. 

The Wilhoit batholith is named for this core phase well exposed just 
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north of Wilhoit. In the type section, the relatively massive, weakly 

foliated biotite granodiorite main core phase, with its distinctive 

euhedral biotite flakes, is transitional into the earlier border phase of 

hornblende > biotite granodiorite via an intermediate phase of foliated 

biotite > hornblende granodiorite. The core phase extends south of 

Wilhoit under cover to reappear near Kirkland and Kirkland Junction, and 

north into Copper Basin where it is intruded by leucocratic granodiorite 

of Williams Peak. A narrow western border phase extends from south of 

Kirkland to northwest of Copper Basin to intrude the West Spruce Mountain 

gabbro-diorite. The Wilhoit batholith is intruded by the Skull Valley 

granodiorite on the west and by the Yarnell body to the south (fig. 18). 

The eastern mafic border phase extends along Highway 89 from 

near Wilhoit to Prescott, is intruded by the Prescott granodiorite, and 

continues northeast to cut the gabbro-diorite of Badger Mountain just 

before Tertiary cover. Faulting along Highway 89 complicates the contact 

of the Government Canyon granodiorite with the eastern border phase, but 

several places show that a massive core phase of the Government Canyon 

body is cut off by the mafic border phase of the Wilhoit body. Also, 

mafic metavolcanic xenoliths are abundant along the eastern contact of 

the Wilhoit batholith. The Government Canyon and Wilhoit bodies are 

mappably distinct bodies, but have many lithologic, petrologic and 

geochemical similarities, suggesting similar ages of emplacement and 

similar origins, as discussed later. , 

Although both bodies are pre-tectonic and consist mainly of 

foliated biotite-hornblende granodiorite, the Wilhoit batholith, 

especially its main core phase, contains more Si, AI, Na, and K and less 

Fe, Mg and Ca than the Government Canyon, as expected from its higher 

biotite and lower hornblende content •. Both are metaluminous low-K calc

alkaline granodiorites with similar trace element contents, but the 

Wilhoit can be distinguished as a separate lower Sr field than the 

Government Canyon (fig. 21), sympathetic with the lower Sr contents of 

host rocks into which the Wilhoit granodiorite batholith was emplaced. 



Figure 19: 

Alkali-silica (K20 + Na20 ~ Si02) diagram for plutonic rocks in the Prescott

Jerome region. Only representative analyses from each plutonic body are shown, 

and the general fields of pre-, syn-, and post-tectonic plutons are derived from 

a plot of all the plutonic data from central and northwest Arizona, totalling 

over 200 analyses. Analyses labeled as "Johnson Flat" are from related dikes, 

and may not be the same composition as the main body. 
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Figure 20: 

K20 ~ Si02 diagram for plutonic rocks in the Prescott-Jerome region. Only 

representative analyses from each plutonic body are shown, and the general 

fields of pre-, syn-, and post-tectonic plutons are derived from a plot of all 

the plutonic data from central and northwest Arizona, totalling over 200 

analyses. Analyses labeled as "Johnson Flat" are from related dikes, and may 

not be the same composition as the main body. 
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Figure 21: 

Sr ~ total Fe expressed as FeD for plutonic rocks in the Prescott

Jerome region. Data from Anderson and DeWitt (in prep.), all 

analyses undertaken by the U. S. Geological Survey. 
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Cherry Springs Tonalite batholith (new formal name; this work) 

The Cherry Springs Tonalite batholith extends over a 1650 Km2 

area and is the largest pre-tectonic batholith in central Arizona, either 

considered as a whole, or as separate northern and southern parts (fig. 

18). Previous work did not recognize the existence of a major batholith, 

but mapped various phases of the batholith as separate plutonic bodies, 

even though they are not separated by screens of metamorphic rock. The 

northern part was originally mapped as the quartz diorite near Cherry by 

Anderson and Creasey (1958), and it is after this original type area that 

the entire batholith is newly named the Cherry Springs Tonalite for key 

exposures of the quartz diorite [tonalite] at Cherry Springs in Cherry 

Creek, near the locality of Cherry, Mingus Mountain quadrangle. The type 

locality has been dated at 1740 + 10 Ma (Anderson and others, 1971). 

Parts of the batholith's central phases were mapped as the 

Bumblebee and Badger Springs granodiorites (Anderson and Blacet, 1972a) 

and Bland quartz diorite (Jerome, 1956). The central portion east of 

Mayer and the south-central portion under Black Mesa are mostly concealed 

by Tertiary cover (fig. 18). The eastern phase is the largest in the 

batholith, extending from Moore Gulch in the south to Turret Peak in the 

north, possibly to Squaw Peak near Camp Verde, and elsewhere in windows. 

By far the majority of the batholith is hornblende-biotite tonalite, 

quartz diorite and diorite in its border phases, but the Badger Springs 

granodiorite core phase that extends from near Bumblebee east to Cordes 

Junction and Black Mesa is principally biotite-hornblende granodiorite. 

Previous work mapped and described the Bland, Bumblebee, Badger 

Springs and quartz diorite of Cherry phases over less than 20% of the 

batholith's area. In total 10 or more mappably different plutonic phases 

can be discerned, only some of which are named and described here. All 

other plutonic bodies on fig. 18 are enveloped by screens of metamorphic 

rock that separate the plutons from neighboring ones, thereby precisely 

demarcating the spatial, temporal and generic singularity of each pluton. 
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However, in the Cherry Springs batholith no such metamorphic screens have 

been found: each plutonic type is in direct contact with others, implying 

a multiplicity of closely generically related plutonic phases rather than 

a number of physically discrete bodies. Since the criterion for grouping 

many plutonic phases as a single batholith is the presence of continuous 

plutonic rock over a sufficiently large area, all phases of the Cherry 

Springs can only be correctly described collectively as a batholith, even 

if some may be of different ages and origins. 

Not all phases of a batholith need have identical petrologic 

and chemical characteristics, need have exactly the same origins and 

sources, nor need be coeval. For example, the Sierra Nevada batholith is 

made up of phases ranging from diorite to granite that span a 30 Ma time 

interval. Similarly, in the Cherry Springs batholith, the southern Bland 

phase is 20 Ma younger than the northern Cherry tonalite phase (Bowring, 

1986). Trace element data (fig. 21) suggest that both the northern and 

southern parts of the batholith had sources of similar composition, but 

followed different paths of fractional crystallization, discussed below. 

General Structure and Petrology 

All plutonic rocks in the Cherry Springs batholith of figure 18 

are pre-tectonic, and were emplaced before major regional deformation of 

the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt. The northernmost 1740 Ma phase was 

unroofed prior to Texas Gulch deposition, and border dioritic phases in 

the Little Squaw Creek migmatite complex to the southeast were uplifted 

before Alder Group deposition. The southwestern Bland tonalite phase is 

most strongly deformed because it lies in the Shylock high strain zone; 

the older northern parts are less deformed because they lie in a region 

of lower strain. The main features of the Cherry Springs batholith are 

summarized here by its four best-studied components: (1) the northern 

quartz diorite of Cherry phase, (2) the central Bumblebee and Badger 

Springs granodiorite phases, (3) the southwest Bland quartz diorite phase 

and (4) the southeast tonalite-diorite phase of Little Squaw Creek. 
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Eight or more phases of the Cherry Springs batholith occur in 

the Agua Fria Canyon, Black Canyon City, New River, Squaw Creek, Brooklyn 

Peak, Turret Peak, and Squaw Peak areas, several more phases occur in 

Anderson and Creasey's (1958) quartz diorite of Cherry, and Anderson and 

Blacet's (1972a) Badger Springs and Bumblebee granodiorites, but few 

phases have been studied in enough detail to precisely determine contact 

relations. Most plutonic phases of the batholith are relatively coarse 

grained throughout, core phases are essentially unfoliated, peripheral 

phases are weakly foliated, and southern border phases are variable from 

moderately foliated to intensely deformed. This type of broad-scale 

structure of foliated peripheries enveloping a massive core is typical of 

a pre-tectonic batholith deformed by later tectonism. The northern part 

south of Mingus Mountain is nearly undeformed, whereas the most southerly 

part along the edge of the Black Canyon Belt and at its southern terminus 

near Black Canyon City is exceptionally highly deformed. 

The northern quartz diorite of Cherry phase consists mainly of 

hornblende-biotite tonalite, with lesser quartz diorite, trondhjemite and 

gabbro, whereas unnamed phases of biotite-hornblende granodiorite and 

tonalite predominate in the north-central and northeastern parts. The 

weakly foliated Badger Springs granodiorite, which is closest to the 

core, is mainly biotite-hornblende granodiorite. Hornblende quartz 

diorite phases to the southeast have an extensive migmatite zone 

bordering an early hornblende diorite phase, and this complex is 

named here the Little Squaw Creek Migmatite Complex (chapter 5). 

newly 

The 

eastern portion is on the average more mafic than the western, with 

diorite, tonalite, hornblende-rich granodiorite and quartz diorite being 

the most common components as far north as Turret Peak. 

The batholith includes mafic plutonic rocks such as gabbro, 

pyroxenite, gabbro-diorite, and diorite belonging to group 1 early mafic 

plutons (table 3). These lie mainly along the west edge of the batholith 

northeast and southeast of Mayer as early bodies and xenoliths intruded 

and metamorphosed by border phases of the batholith. The border phases 



are cut by younger tonalite and granodiorite phases, and include mafic 

rocks such as diorite, tonalitic diorite, leucogabbro and trondhjemite 

that are closer to the source material than are late!, more strongly 

fractionated phases. The oldest tonalitic diorite phases resemble 

leucogabbros in petrology and chemistry, with high Al+Ca/Na+K, low Si, 
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and high Fe/Ti reflecting a Ca-plagioclase-rich, two-pyroxene mineralogy. 

The more felsic granodiorite and quartz diorite phases lost pyroxene by 

reaction to hornblende, but clinopyroxene survives in some tonalites. 

Generally hornblende predominates over biotite in all phases, especially 

in mafic border phases. The Cherry Springs batholith has a metaluminous, 

low-K calcic series magma chemistry where alkali enrichment follows a 

sodic trend (fig. 19), in contrast to other group 2 calc-alkaline plutons. 

The Cherry Springs batholith has closer affinity to an original 

gabbro parent than any other pre-tectonic plutons or batholiths. This 

parentage is well shown in fig. 21, where gabbro, diorite and tonalitic 

gabbro phases cluster at the Fe-rich side of the diagram. From that 

mafic field, felsic phases extend to the left along one of two continuous 

trends. The lower trend represents no Sr enrichment, hence no strong 

fractionation of plagioclase into a late residual liquid, and all central 

and southern phases (Bumblebee, Badger Springs, Bland, Little Squaw Creek) 

plot along this trend. The other is a trend of strong Sr enrichment, 

hence strong plagioclase fractionation into a late residual liquid, and 

northern phases in the "quartz diorite of Cherry" plot along this trend. 

These two related trends on figure 21 strongly suggest that the 

southern and northern parts of the batholith were derived by fusion of 

similar gabbroic parent material, but that the source for the north part 

was richer in Ca and Sr than that of the southern one, and late phases 

crystallizing in the core phase further enhanced generic differences 

through fractional crystallization. It is highly significant to note 

that the host rocks in both settings show the same contrast: primitive 

Mg-Ca-Sr-rich mafic volcanics make up the host crust to the north, 

whereas less primitive Mg-Ca-Sr-poor sedimentary rocks make up the crust 
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to the south. Note also that this host crust correlation appears to be 

independent of age, in that the Bland is geochemically like the Badger 

Springs and Bumblebee and intrudes the same host crust, but is 20 Ma 
younger. This remarkable correlation between plutons and host crust is 

reconsidered at the end of this chapter. 

Quartz diorite of Cherry (informal; Anderson and Creasey, 1958) 

The quartz diorite [actually tonalite] of Cherry intrudes and 

metamorphoses Grapevine Gulch volcaniclastic rocks, and is unconformably 

overlain by deformed but unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks of the Texas 

Gulch Formation. This classic set of relationships was recognized first 

by the author in 1978 as conclusively proving that emplacement and 

unroofing of the Cherry Springs batholith predated deposition of the 

Texas Gulch Formation at 1720 ~fu, and subsequent regional deformation. 

The Texas Gulch Formation contact at the north end of the batholith is 

not a fault, as indicated by Anderson and Creasey (1958), but rather a 

deformed unconformity, as is the case with the Brady Butte granodiorite 

to the south. The quartz diorite of Cherry is a metaluminous calcic

series tonalite suite with high Sr content similar to the Government 

Canyon and Prescott Granodiorites (fig. 21), all of which intrude the 

most Sr-rich rocks in the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts. 

Bumblebee Granodiorite (Anderson and Blacet, 1972b) 

The Bumblebee granodiorite is a metaluminous, calcic biotite

hornblende granodiorite similar to Jerome's (1956) Bland quartz diorite 

but different in that it varies from tonalite to granodiorite throughout. 

Both phases intrude metavolcanic rocks in the eastern part of the Black 

Canyon schist belt west of the Agua Fria River (fig. 18). The Bumblebee 

phase is variably deformed and strongly foliated along its northwestern 

margin, indicating a pre-tectonic age. The rock is a quartz diorite in 

places and has primitive trace element ratios similar to gabbros of table 

3, which it intrudes and to which it may be related, as discussed above. 
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Both the Badger Springs and Bumblebee granodiorites appear to 

have the same 1740 Ma age as the tonalite of Cherry to the north (Sam 

Bowring, pers. commum. 1986). All contacts found so far are consistent 

with the interpretation that the three bodies are generically slightly 

different phases of the one consanguineous igneous event, and that taken 

together they constitute a huge batholith even if the southerly Bland 

phase with a younger age is excluded from the Cherry Springs batholith. 

Badger Spring Granodiorite (Anderson and Blacet, 1972b) 

The metaluminous calcic to calc-alkaline, locally porphyritic 

biotite granodiorite of Badger Springs intrudes and is less deformed than 

the Bumblebee border phase, but gradations in lithology and deformational 

state between the two phases shows that different ages of plutons are not 

involved. Their correlation is also confirmed by major and trace element 

similarities (figs 19, 20, 21). Both the Bumblebee and Badger Springs 

granodiorites overlap the gabbro field of fig. 21 and both phases appear 

fractionally derived from quartz-normative basaltic magmas. Mapping of 

the Bumblebee and Badger Springs granodiorites suggests that the Badger 

Springs represents the partly deuterically altered core phase of the 

northern part of the Cherry Springs batholith, and the Bumblebee phase 

represents the border granodiorite that appears to be in intrusive 

contact with Jerome's Bland quartz diorite. 

Bland Quartz Diorite [Tonalite] (Jerome, 1956) 

The strongly foliated and deformed Bland quartz diorite borders 

the southwest edge of the Cherry Springs batholith from Bland Hill west 

of Bumblebee, continuously south to the batholith's southern terminus 

near Black Canyon City (fig. 18). At its southern extremity, the Bland 

tonalite is the most highly sheared plutonic' rock in central Arizona. 

Where strongly deformed, first mafics are degraded to chlorite, sericite 

and magnetite, then finally feldspars are degraded to sericite and clays. 

In fact, border tonalite within 200-300 meters of the contact near Black 
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Canyon City is so tightly interdeformed with volcanic host rocks and so 

highly sheared as to be reduced to a papery quartz-sericite-clay schist 

that is scarcely recognizable as having originally been a plutonic rock. 

Analyses of least deformed unaltered parts are of metaluminous 

low-K calcic chemistry typical of true hornblende-biotite tonalite, with 

lower Si, Al and K, and higher Ca and Mg than more northerly granodiorite 

phases. The chemistry and petrology of the Bland is similar to tonalites 

at the east edge of the batholith. Along the east side of Bland Hill it 

appears that the Bumblebee granodiorite locally intrudes Bland tonalite, 

but according to Bowring (1986), this is not possible since the Bland 

tonalite is 20 Ua younger than the more northerly batholith phases. 

Diorite-tonalite of Little Squaw Creek (informal; this dissertation) 

East of the Bland quartz diorite is the Little Squaw Creek 

Migmatite Complex (described more fully in chapter 5) which represents 

the contact migmatite zone between mafic plutonic rocks at the southeast 

end of the Cherry Springs batholith and metavolcanic rocks that host the 

batholith. Diorite diked by granodiorite dikes predominates in the 

migmatite zone at the southern contact of plutonic rocks; this diorite 

gives way progressively northward to monzodiorite, hornblende-rich 

granodiorite, hornblende-biotite tonalite and local syenodiorite as the 

migmatite zone grades into coherent plutonic rock. Farther north, the 

main rock is a coarse grained, foliated hornblende-biotite tonalite that 

grades into granodiorite towards Turret Peak. All of these rocks are 

metaluminous and of calcic chemistry, with compositions spanning all 

previous fields, including gabbros at the west edge of the batholith. 

The less foliated hornblende-biotite granodiorite and quartz 

diorite lying between Turret Peak and west of Brooklyn Peak is intruded 

to the west, mostly under Tertiary volcanic cover, by Badger Springs type 

granodiorite in a relationship similar to the Badger Springs intruding 

Bumblebee on the west side of the batholith. Both this quartz diorite-
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granodiorite phase near Turret Peak and the southerly diorite, quartz 

diorite and granodiorite phases of Little Squaw Creek probably predate 

the Bland quartz diorite, and may be comparable in age to 1740 Ma phases, 

especially since Alder strata to the south appear to be unmetamorphosed 

by the diorite border phases of the Cherry Springs batholith. 

GROUP 3: 

Middle (Syn-tectonic, late-tectonic) granodiorite-monzogranite plutons 

The plutons of this tectonic-age group are-distinctively more 

leucocratic, finer grained, and more evolved in petrologic and chemical 

characteristics than all foregoing pre-tectonic, coarse grained, biotite

hornblende granodiorite plutons and batholiths. Their field relations 

indicate that they belong to a later event in the plutonic evolution of 

central Arizona, and clearly set them apart from the earlier generation 

of I-type granodiorites that constituted the initial plutonic event of 

Proterozoic crustal evolution. In all cases, the plutons are observed in 

the field to intrude one or more of the earlier I-type granodiorites. 

The Prescott granodiorite, the granodiorite of Williams Peak, 

and the Skull Valley monzogranite all intrude parts of the Wilhoit 

Batholith and caused extensive swarms of fine grained monzogranite dikes 

in the batholith. The Johnson Flat and Longfellow Ridge granodiorites, 

located farther east, intrude the early Crooks Canyon granodiorite, and 

are once again related to swarms of fine grained monzogranite dikes 

intruding the Crooks Canyon and its host metavolcanics and metasediments. 

These systematic relationships suggest a common event, process, or stage 

in evolution which produced the plutons, an event that may have been 

synchronous across the entire evolving volcano-plutonic belt. 

All of the plutons of this group are distinctively non

porphyritic, in contrast to all of the later plutons and batholiths, 

which are notably porphyritic in most if not all places. In particular 

cases, insufficient contact relations exist to prove that all porphyritic 



plutons post-date the non-porphyritic ones, but everywhere a contact 

relationship is observed, the porphyritic ones are later, so it is 

assumed to be also true for those bodies without definitive contacts. 

Prescott Granodiorite (Krieger, 1965) 
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The unfoliated Prescott granodiorite discordantly intrudes the 

foliated Wilhoit batholith, suggesting that its intrusion may have post

dated some early deformation in the Prescott area. The closely similar 

granodiorite of Williams Peak just west of Prescott is intruded by the 

later Iron Springs porphyritic adamellite, thus tightly constraining the 

emplacement age of the undated Prescott granodiorite to about 1720 ± 20 

Ma. Additional exposures of Prescott granodiorite in the Indian Hills 

west of Mingus Mountain suggest that the Prescott granodiorite could be 

of batholithic proportions under the alluvial cover of Chino Valley, but 

the body is shown as plutonic in size on figure 18. In Prescott, both 

the granodiorite and swarms of fine grained Prescott-like granodiorite

monzogranite dikes intrude coarse grained Wilhoit granodiorite. All 

exposures of Prescott granodiorite are less deformed than those of 

surrounding I-type Wilhoit granodiorite. 

Chemically, the medium-grained unfoliated Prescott granodiorite 

contains more Al and Na and less Fe and Ti than the Wilhoit batholith. 

In the Indian Hills, the granodiorite is even more Al-Ca-Na-rich than it 

is in Prescott. Krieger (1965) in the northern Bradshaw Mountains mapped 

coarse grained Wilhoit granodiorite with the Prescott granodiorite on the 

Prescott quadrangle, so her "Prescott granodiorite" analyses include two 

different rock types. The Prescott granodiorite is distinguished from 

earlier coarse grained I-type granodiorites by its medium to fine grained 

texture, presence of finely but well crystallized biotite, general lack 

of hornblende, presence of zoned plagioclase, biotite-hornblende mineral 

reactions, and eutectic nature of the quartzofeldspathic intergrowth. 

The Prescott granodiorite has a variably moderate to high Sr content 

(fig. 21), as do its host mafic volcanics and metasediments. 
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Granodiorite-monzogranite of Williams Peak (new informal name) 

West of Prescott on and north of Williams Peak is a medium to 

fine grained, leucocratic white pluton with fine grained euhedral biotite 

as its only mafic, and of composition from monzogranite to granodiorite. 

This rock would be texturally indistinguishable from Prescott granodiorite 

were it not more silicic, closer to granite than Prescott granodiorite, 

and lacking a pervasive pale orange (limonite-hematite) stain distinctive 

of Prescott granodiorite. However, fine grained biotite monzogranite 

dikes that originate from the Williams Peak body and invade the nearby 

Wilhoit batholith and its host metavolcanics and metasediments have the 

distinctive stain of Prescott granodiorite, yet are identical texturally 

and compositionally with the Prescott body. Neither pluton is cut by the 

dikes but all the host rocks are. The Williams Peak body intrudes 

gabbro-diorite of West Spruce Mountain, Wilhoit granodiorite and its host 

rocks; it is intruded by Iron Springs porphyritic adamellite, but nowhere 

is it seen to intrude or be intruded by Prescott granodiorite. 

From these relationships it is concluded that the granodiorite 

of Williams Peak is broadly if not exactly coeval with the Prescott 

granodiorite and that both bodies were responsible for the dike swarms 

that are intense near Prescott and extend nearly as far south as 

Wilhoit. The Williams Peak body is expected to be a weakly peraluminous 

high-K calc-alkaline rock with chemistry similar to the Prescott body, 

although no chemical data is available for it at this time. The body has 

not been formally named until further study establishes its singularity. 

Johnson Flat Granodiorite (new formal name; this dissertation) 

Extending from Johnson Flat, the type area on the west slope of 

the northern Bradshaw Mountains (not the Johnson Flat near Minnehaha), 

southwest under alluvial cover to reappear between Walnut Grove and the 

Zonia mine (fig. 18), is another relatively leucocratic, whitish, medium 

to fine grained granodiorite to monzogranite containing small euhedral 
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biotite flakes and minor hornblende mostly reacted to biotite. Like the 

Prescott and Williams Peak bodies, the Johnson Flat body is strongly 

elongate northeast parallel to the regional tectonic foliation, it 

appears to be unfoliated throughout, but actually it contains a faint 

foliation perceptible only on an outcrop scale, it is strongly foliated 

along its borders, and it is associated with an intense swarm of fine 

grained biotite monzogranite dikes that pervade the host rocks. 

Macroscopically the rock is virtually identical to Prescott granodiorite. 

A swarm of fine grained dikes that is related to the Johnson 

Flat granodiorite can be traced continuously along the edges of the 25 

kilometer length of the body and for at least another 10 kilometers 

through the Crooks Canyon granodiorite. The granodiorite appears to be 

cut off by a large post-Precambrian leucogranite body to the south (fig. 

18), but it has not been traced south of French Gulch, and may reappear 

in the Stanton-Octave area still farther south. In the southern part of 

the body near Walnut Grove, dikes intrude the host metavolcanic and 

metasedimentary rocks to make an extensive migmatite complex, newly and 

formally named the Walnut Grove Migmatite Complex. 

The type of diking and migmatization seen in the Walnut Grove 

Migmatite Complex is almost identical to that found farther north in the 

migmatite complex that Anderson and Blacet (1972b) included with Crooks 

Canyon granodiorite (see earlier discussion). The exceptions are that 

the Crooks Canyon granodiorite is absent to the south, and metamorphic 

grades of host gneisses are middle amphibolite grade in the south, but 

gradually decrease northward to lower amphibolite and upper greenschist 

facies. Thus, the migmatite complex northwest of the Crooks Canyon, body 

is considered part of the Walnut Grove Migmatite Complex, and thus is 

separated in time from emplacement of the Crooks Canyon granodiorite. 

The Johnson Flat granodiorite pluton extends no farther north 

than the gabbro-diorite body near Palace Station (included on fig. 18 

with Dandrea Ranch gabbro), and the Crooks Canyon granodiorite extends no 
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farther south than that same gabbro-diorite. However, swarms of foliated 

granodiorite and monzogranite dikes stemming northward from the Johnson 

Flat granodiorite invade, metamorphose, and migmatize host volcanic and 

sedimentary strata and the Crooks Canyon body to the north. From Mount 

Union north to Mount Elliot, the monzogranite dikes increase in intensity 

to become another fine grained biotite monzogranite on Mount Elliot, 

which can be traced north through a series of zones of high strain that 

locally dissect the body into en echelon pods, and can thence be traced 

continuously out into a lower strain region to the north. The zone of 

high strain is the "Chaparral Fault" of Anderson and B1acet (1972) and 

was mapped as delimiting the northern edge of their Crooks Canyon map 

unit, but the zone is not a simple fault, and the granitic rocks are 

continuous across it. In the shear zones themselves, the granitic rocks 

are degraded to ribbon mylonites in which finely crystalline chlorite, 

magnetite, sericite, quartz and feldspar are stable, but not biotite. 

Granitic rocks related to the Johnson Flat granodiorite are 

continuous from west of Walnut Grove to the north end of the Bradshaw 

Mountains, and all such fine grained granitic rocks are assumed to belong 

to a single event. Although only a single sample of Johnson Flat 

granodiorite has been analyzed, it plots on most diagrams (figs 19-21) 

exactly where it might be expected to plot -- near Prescott granodiorite. 

Longfellow Ridge Granodiorite (new formal name, this dissertation) 

This second body parallels the eastern edge of the Johnson Flat 

body from between Walnut Grove and Wagoner in the south, northeasterly to 

Longfellow ridge in the west central Bradshaw Mountains, where it tapers 

and comes to an end. The Walnut Grove Migmatite Complex is therefore 

sandwiched between the two granodiorite bodies. The Longfellow Ridge 

body is nearly identical in composition and petrology to the Johnson Flat 

body, but it is more strongly foliated and hematite-stained along its 

borders, with most of the fine-grained biotite being altered to sericite, 

and thus a 1eucocratic, red stained appearance being more noticeable. 
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Fine grained red monzogranite dikes originating from the Longfellow Ridge 

granodiorite swarm the southern edges of the Crooks Canyon granodiorite 

and gabbro-diorite body of Palace Station between the west edge of the 

body and the lower reaches of Crooks Canyon, creating a migmatite zone 

analogous to the Walnut Grove Migmatite Complex. 

No chemical data on the body has been collected, but it is 

expected to be close in composition to that of the Johnson Flat 

granodiorite. With southward progression through the various granitic 

bodies described in this group, the compositions are anticipated to 

change to progressively more felsic, less Ca-Sr rich rocks than the 

Prescott granodiorite. Thus, even though each body may be chemically 

almost identical to its neighbour, the difference between the most 

northerly and most southerly may be quite significant. Therefore, the 

Longfellow Ridge body is expected to be a weakly peraluminous, high-K 

calc-alkaline monzogranite to granodiorite with lower Ca, Mg, Fe, and 

Sr than the Prescott body. It also intruded into a host crust that is 

equally depleted in these elements compared to the more primitive host 

crust intruded by the Prescott granodiorite to the north. 

Skull Valley MOnzogranite (new formal name, this dissertation) 

The Skull Valley monzogranite represents the eastern border 

phase of a huge batholith which extends west through Hillside towards 

Bagdad. The entire batholith has not been extensively studied, but it 

appears to be very homogeneous, consisting mostly of coarse grained, 

massive, bouldery weathering monzogranite which locally shows a K

feldspar porphyritic tendency but is not dominated by a porphyritic 

texture. In this respect, the batholith differs greatly from all other 

plutons of this group, which are diagnostically non-porphyritic. 

The reason for tentatively grouping the eastern border phase -

the Skull Valley. monzogranite -- with the other plutons of this group is 

that it is similar in texture and composition to them and shows the same 
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age relations as they do. That is, it is weakly foliated and intrudes 

the strongly foliated pre-tectonic Wilhoit Batholith, but is intruded by 

the younger Iron Springs porphyritic adamellite to the north, as is the 

Williams Peak body. It is possible that the Skull Valley monzogranite is 

closer in emplacement age to the Iron Springs than to the Williams Peak 

body, but this is considered to be less likely because the Skull Valley 

monzogranite is strongly deformed where intruded by a totally unfoliated 

border phase of the Iron Springs pluton. Moreover, the dike swarms of 

non-porphyritic monzogranite off the northeast edge of the Skull Valley 

body west of West Spruce Mountain are indistinguishable in lithology and 

petrology from those of the Williams Peak or Prescott bodies. 

The Skull Valley monzogranite is separated from the Wilhoit 

batholith by a continuous screen of metavolcanic rocks extending from 

south of Kirkland to West Spruce Mountain. Only north of West Spruce 

Mountain is the Skull Valley body clearly intrusive into the Wilhoit 

granodiorite. In the type area at Skull Valley, the monzogranite is 

medium to coarse grained, rich in biotite with minor muscovite, and has 

an incipiently K-feldspar-porphyritic texture that increases in grain 

size to the west, but that decreases easterly towards its contact. The 

K-feldspar phenocrysts have a pale blue cast due to deformation. 

Chemically, the Skull Valley monzogranite is higher in K and 

Ti, and lower in Ca, AI, Na, Mg, and Fe than the Prescott granodiorite. 

The Skull Valley is similar to the porphyritic monzogranite of Horse 

Mountain, but its analyzed samples have slightly higher KINa ratios. The 

two bodies plot in similar positions on fig. 21, and are notably lower in 

Sr than all other plutons of this group. However, the Skull Valley body 

and its related batholith to the west are distinctly peraluminous, and 

were emplaced into a much more felsic, non-volcanic host crust than were 

any of the plutons to the east. This sedimentary crust may be entirely 

unrelated to the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts, as noted in chapter 3, 

and the compositional change in the crust is clearly reflected in the 

more peraluminous, evolved nature of plutonic rocks to the west. 
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GROUP 4: 

Late (late-tectonic) porphyritic adamellite plutons and batholiths 

(a) Coarsely Porphyritic 

The most distinctive feature of this late group of ca. 1700 Ma 

plutons is that they are for the most part coarsely porphyritic and 

intrude other plutonic bodies that were deformed either before or during 

their emplacement. It cannot be proven from relative age relationships 

alone whether all members of this group were emplaced concurrently, 

simply because no pluton comes in contact with another. However, strict 

concurrency is unlikely because it can be shown from relative age 

relationships of superimposed metamorphic events, discussed later in this 

chapter, that migmatization associated with the Crazy Basin Quartz 

Monzonite postdated the Horse Mountain body, and therefore probably the 

other porphyritic plutons. 

Yarnell Granodiorite (new formal name, this dissertation) 

The Yarnell granodiorite is named for exposures of foliated, 

coarse grained granodiorite just north of Yarnell town. Porphyritic 

monzogranite also appears to be abundant in the area, and these rocks 

are a border phase of a much larger porphyritic monzogranite batholith 

that occupies the Weaver and Date Creek Mountains southwest of Yarnell 

(fig. 18). Like the batholith west of Skull Valley, this large batholith 

is unstudied and may involve 1400 Ma porphyritic rocks in places, so the 

Yarnell granodiorite is discussed separately from it. However, overlap 

on figure 21 of Yarnell analyses with those from the batholith near 

Hillside supports field observation that the Yarnell is part of a larger 

batholith. North of Wilhoit, dikes of Yarnell granodiorite are seen to 

intrude foliated Wilhoit granodiorite. The Yarnell body delimits the 

west edge of a metavolcanic and metasedimentary screen projecting from 

the Stanton area under cover to the Zonia mine area, and Yarnell rocks 

are exposed at intervals along the edge of this metamorphic screen. 
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The Yarnell granodiorite is a distinctively coarse grained, 

weakly foliated rock with flesh colored K-feldspar phenocrysts and an 

equigranular matrix with biotite, plagioclase, uncommon hornblende, and 

abundant sphene. Macroscopically it resembles no other rock described in 

this chapter; parts resemble a 1400 Ma porphyritic rock in phenocrystic 

habit, which do occur near Congress to the south, but the main Yarnell is 

too strongly foliated to be a 1400 Ma body. Twinned microcline is a 

common K-feldspar constituent, a mineral not found in the earlier pre

tectonic batholiths. Large crystals of oligoclase (sericitic in zoned 

cores), perthitic microcline, quartz, and biotite, are recrystallized to 

fine aggregates of sericite, quartz, feldspar, biotite, chlorite and 

magnetite where the rock is moderately foliated. Sphene is a diagnostic 

constituent of many parts of the Yarnell granodiorite. 

Chemically the Yarnell is a metaluminous, high-K calc-alkaline, 

high Fe-Ti and high total alkali rock that straddles the granodiorite

monzogranite fields. It appears to have been derived by fractional 

crystallization from the plagioclase-hornblende field, with most 

granodioritic material crystallizing before reaching the eutectic, as 

microcline and quartz are interstitial to orthoclase and plagioclase. In 

biotite granodiorite compositions, hornblende survives as only a partly 

reacted constituent, whereas in porphyritic monzogranite compositions it 

is almost totally reacted to biotite + chlorite ± magnetite. 

Porphyritic Monzogranite of Horse Mountain (new informal name) 

A distinctive body in the southern Bradshaw Mountains is the 

porphyritic monzogranite of Horse Mountain, emplaced along the northe~n 

edge of the Minnehaha granodiorite (fig. 18). The Horse Mountain rocks 

are distinguished by large, tabular, trachytic K-feldspar in a foliated 

biotite-rich monzogranite matrix. Pegmatite dike swarms pervade the 

central and contact portions of the pluton, extend north to intrude the 

Longfellow Ridge monzogranite, occur along the southeast border of the 

pluton in a narrow migmatite zone with metavolcanics and metasediments, 
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and extend to the southwest where they intrude Minnehaha granodiorite and 

endogenously swarm the main Horse Mountain porphyritic monzogranite body. 

The porphyritic monzogranite shows fresh 1 em-long carlsbad 

twinned K-feldspar crystals phenocrystic to a finer grained matrix of 

quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, and tiny biotite flakes that locally 

show sub solidus reaction to muscovite or sericite, even though the rock 

is not chemically peraluminous. In fact the Al content is a low 13%, and 

high Si, K and Na contents are the main chemical features of the rock. 

In the south, the body contains minor hornblende and is more strongly 

foliated than in the northern core phase on Horse Mountain. Andalusite

cordierite metamorphic facies around the Horse Mountain body is over

printed to the east by a higher-P facies related to the slightly younger 

Crazy Basin quartz monzonite (see metamorphic discussion to follow). 

The Horse Mountain porphyritic monzogranite has similar trace 

element contents to the Yarnell, and it may have been derived from a 

magma chemically like that of the Yarnell or Iron Springs bodies. As 

well as this similarity, an overlap on figure 21 between analyses of the 

Horse Mountain body and the Minnehaha granodiorite is significant in that 

both bodies were emplaced into the same region of crust and have similar 

trace-element contents even though they have different emplacement ages. 

Iron Springs Porphyritic Adamellite (new formal name, this dissertation) 

This distinctive coarsely porphyritic biotite monzogranite 

(adamellite), named for exposures at Iron Springs 8 miles northwest of 

Prescott, is a relatively massive pluton that is undeformed in its type 

area, but is weakly to moderately foliated in outlying areas southwest 

and north of Granite Mountain in Williamson Valley. The coarsely 

porphyritic Iron Springs body intrudes finer grained leucocratic Skull 

Valley monzogranite, Wilhoit granodiorite, and its contact terminates 

dikes from the Williams Peak body. Skull Valley monzogranite was partly 

deformed either before or during emplacement of the Iron Springs body. 
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The petrologic character of the microcline phenocrysts in the 

Iron Springs body is different than those in coarsely porphyritic 1400 Ma 

adamellites in central Arizona, even though its major element chemistry 

overlaps that of the younger 1400 Ma suite. This contrast, along with 

the weakly deformed character of the Iron Springs porphyritic adamellite 

and its high Sr content, is considered to distinguish the Iron Springs as 

a 1700 ± 20 Ma body. The Iron Springs body is higher in Sr than are the 

Yarnell and Horse Mountain bodies, but it could have been derived from a 

similar source magma by feldspar fractionation (fig. 21). 

(b) Partly porphyritic, migmatitic 

Plutonic rocks of this late tectonic type have some chemical 

characteristics like coarsely porphyritic bodies, such as high Si and K 

contents, high KINa ratio and low ~1g-Ca contents. The main difference is 

that the Si02 content is even higher (73%) and the Mg-Ca contents are 

even lower than they are in coarsely porphyritic ones. However, this 

latest group was emplaced in a late tectonic setting after most regional 

deformation was complete, and evolved in an entirely different manner 

than the coarsely porphyritic plutons. The main example of the youngest 

type, the Crazy Basin quartz monzonite, is intimately involved in a high 

grade metamorphic terrane in which the host metasediments have undergone 

partial melting over broad areas. In those areas foliated plutonic rocks 

are so intimately intermixed with partially fused metamorphic rock that 

it is difficult to describe the plutonic rocks without reference to their 

contained "granitized" or partially fused metamorphic material. 

Crazy Basin Quartz Monzonite (Anderson and Blacet, 1972) 

The most important member of this suite in the central mountain 

region is the Crazy Basin quartz monzonite, named by Anderson and Blacet 

(1972) from mapping of the north edge of what is now known to be a much 

larger composite plutonic body (fig. 18). This batholithic size body 

occupies inaccessible parts of the southern Bradshaw Mountains southeast 
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of Crown King, and only the northern parts were mapped by DeWitt (1976) 

and Anderson and Blacet (1972). During mapping for this study, it at 

first appeared that a single complex batholith·occupied the entire 

southern Bradshaw Mountains, but continued mapping in the Columbia, Black 

Canyon and Hieroglyphic areas showed that only the northern half is a 

coherent plutonic body, and the southern half is occupied by a vast 

migmatite complex (fig. 18). This vast migmatite complex has now been 

studied in sufficient detail to reveal that it is intimately linked in 

origin to the Crazy Basin quartz monzonite, and it is newly and formally 

named here the Southern Bradshaw Mountains Higmatite Complex. 

The northern part of the Crazy Basin body is occupied by highly 

Silicic, foliated to gneissic, medium to coarse grained granite with weak 

trachytic alignment of feldspar laths. The contact zone includes elongate 

screens of biotite-feldspar gneiss compositionally similar to the biotite 

granite. Inward from the contact, coarse-grained biotite-muscovite 

granite is common, and in core phases, resilicification from pegmatite 

dikes and quartz feldspar veins is extensive; in fact, much of the core 

region is swarmed by endogenous pegmatite dikes. The Crazy Basin body is 

characterized by textural and grain size changes, and patches of highly 

silicic leucocratic material identical to leucogranitic gneiss in the 

Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex. Such leucogranitic rocks 

in the migmatite complex represent in situ and partially remobilized 

anatectic material no older than the 1700 Ma foliated Crazy Basin quartz 

monzonite, their gneissic character not indicating greater age. A large 

Shallowly dipping sill of such foliated leucocratic material occupies 

Lane Mountain at the southwest edge of the Crazy Basin quartz monzonite. 

Plutonic rocks in the Crazy Basin body plot invariably at the 

ternary eutectic minimum, the main part of the body being a peraluminous, 

high-K cal~-alkaline to alkali-calcic granite with high silica (73.5%) 

and high alkalis (K20 + Na20 > 8%). In detail, however, the rocks show a 

complex crystal~ization history which is related both to metamorphic 

grade of the surrounding rocks and to high volatile content of the magma. 
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Granitic compositions also vary slightly depending on the type of host 

metamorphic material in the vicinity. Such features demonstrate a direct 

relationship between the character of the plutonic rocks and their host 

rocks. Their intrusion coincided with the peak of high grade regional 

metamorphism and anatexis in the southern Bradshaw Mountains, which just 

postdated the peak of regional deformation of the Prescott volcanic belt. 

The Crazy Basin quartz monzonite postdates the Horse Mountain body and 

has been dated at 1700 Ma (Silver, 1976) and 1694 ± 9 Ma (Bowring, 1986). 

Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex (new formal name, this work) 

The boundary between the Crazy Basin body and the Southern 

Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex is by no means sharp. A semi

continuous screen of highly metamorphosed and migmatized paragneiss forms 

a convenient map boundary between dominantly plutonic rock to the north, 

and dominantly migmatite to the south (fig. 18). There is still abundant 

plutonic rock equivalent to Crazy Basin quartz monzonite in the southern 

region, and abundant migmatite in the area mapped as plutonic rocks to 

the north, so the change from the Crazy Basin body to the Southern 

Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex is actually gradational. 

The Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex consists of 

medium to fine grained gneissic granite and monzogranite intermixed with 

metasedimentary gneiss, migmatitic paragneiss, schist, pegmatite-aplite, 

tourmaline pegmatite, and lesser biotite amphibolite in an extremely 

complex, practically unmappable fashion. Much material is describable as 

either muscovite-biotite gneissic granite or granitic gneiss because it 

has attributes of both plutonic and metamorphic rocks. Coarser grained 

gneissic granite and monzogranite is present in the north near the Crazy 

Basin body, but this grades to finer grained equivalents in the southern 

part of the range. Granitic material progressively gives way to high 

grade metamorphic material as one traces the complex west of Columbia 

into the northern Hieroglyphic Mounta~ns, where the western boundary of 

the complex is the limit of partial fusion and migmatization (fig. 18). 
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TECTONIC AND METAKlRPHIC EFFECTS OF PLUTONIC SUITES 

The composition, petrology and chemistry of the plutonic suites 

was summarized in foregoing sections, but little data was given about the 

tectonic and metamorphic effects that the plutons and batholiths of each 

suite had upon their host rocks. Very important patterns emerge from an 

analysis of the host-rock reactions to the emplacement of each successive 

plutonic suite, patterns which say as much about the emplacement settings 

of the plutonic suites as does study of the plutonic rocks themselves. 

Mild Effects of Group 1 Synvolcanic and Intervolcanic Mafic Plutons 

The earliest synvolcanic mafic plutons, being integral parts of 

the volcanic piles, caused very little contact metamorphic or tectonic 

effects. Their influence on host rocks was dominantly chemical rather 

than thermal, and involved local assimilation, alteration, and various 

types of metasomatism, most commonly chloritization. Their emplacement 

disrupted the continuity of volcanic stratigraphy but did not cause any 

systematic deformation to produce foliation, lineation, or folds. 

An illustrative example is at the United Verde mine near 

Jerome, where a gabbro-diorite body intruded the base of the Grapevine 

Gulch Formation, cutting and locally truncating subjacent felsic volcanic 

rocks and their contained massive sulfide deposit, while assimilating and 

altering parts of the stratigraphy. This intrusion, however, did not 

deform the massive sulfide body into its present structure of a north

closing tight fold cored by axial planar foliation and steeply plunging 

lineations. This folding occurred later during regional deformation, and 

the gabbro-diorite body itself was deformed at that time about the same 

fold closure to completely envelope the massive sulfide body. 

Although the intrusion temperatures of synvolcanic gabbros and 

intervolcanic gabbro-diorite bodies were high, no significant metamorphic 
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effects except local baking of host strata and mild recrystallization of 

reactive mineral assemblages occurred. For example a chlorite-magnetite

quartz assemblage remained unaltered, but a chlorite-calcite assemblage 

grew tremo1ite within 5 meters of the contact. In contrast, metasomatism 

-- primarily Fe-Mg, creating chlorite in felsic volcanic rocks -- may 

persist laterally for hundreds of meters into felsic volcanic host rocks, 

especially near the Silver Spring Gulch Diabase in the Jerome area. 

Restricted Metamorphism around early Group l Pre-tectonic Plutons 

Contact metamorphic effects around the Government Canyon 

granodiorite are of negligible regional significance: both along the 

Senator road and on Mount Tritle in the northern Bradshaw Mountains, 

tholeiitic basalts at the granodiorite contact appear to be no more 

metamorphosed than those more than 2 km from the contact. The contact 

metamorphic aureole around the granodiorite may be as wide as 100-200 

meters but did not exceed middle greenschist grade. Both the Brady 

Butte and Government Canyon bodies contain enclaves of intruded mafic 

host rocks that are chemically reacted and metamorphosed to biotite

hornblende amphibo1ites within the plutonic masses. The Government 

Canyon pluton also includes dioritic enclaves of plutonic origin, as 

is typically found in I-granitoids, whereas the Brady Butte does not. 

Because the Brady Butte granodiorite is mostly rimmed by the 

younger Texas Gulch Formation, evidence for contact metamorphism around 

it can be sought only at its southwestern contact where the Tuscumbia 

Mountain porphyritic phase intrudes calcareous mafic tuffs correlative to 

those of DeWitt (1976) near Crown King. In this area, the tuffs are more 

highly metamorphosed to the west by intrusion of the Horse Mountain 

quartz monzonite, and metamorphic grade actually decreases easterly 

towards the Brady Butte granodiorite. The original metamorphic aureole 

created by the Brady Butte intrusion was probably slightly more extensive 

than that of the Government Canyon pluton and may have reached upper 

greenschist grade over a 100-200 meter, narrow contact aureole. 
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The presence of narrow restricted aureoles around the Brady 

Butte and Government Canyon intrusions contrasts markedly to the strongly 

migmatitic character of rocks in the original Crooks Canyon granodiorite 

map unit. Migmatites along the Senator road south of Mount Union extend 

1.5 km west of true Crooks Canyon granodiorite and are more extensive to 

the south. However, as noted above, the fine grained monzogranite dikes 

intimately involved in and responsible for migmatization and amphibolite 

grade metamorphism are younger than the Crooks Canyon granodiorite and 

relate to the plutonic and migmatitic events of the Johnson Flat and 

Longfellow Ridge granodiorites. To the north away from the monzogranite 

dikes, Crooks Canyon granodiorite intrudes host volcanic strata causing 

no major metamorphic effects, suggesting that contact effects of the 

Crooks Canyon body were no greater than those of the Brady Butte. 

Contact Zones of Major Group 1 Pre-tectonic Batholiths 

All major group 2 batholiths in central Arizona have migmatite 

zones that vary from wide to restricted along parts of their contacts. 

Migmatites peripheral to the Cherry Springs batholith involve mainly 

dioritic rocks and are expectably more mafic than the granodioritic 

migmatites related to syntectonic granodiorite batholiths emplaced in 

more felsic host crusts. Also, both the structures and metamorphic 

grades of the migmatites are different. 

Contact zones of the Cherry Springs batholith are variable, 

depending upon location. The northeast contact is cut off by the Verde 

Fault, but the northern contact is sharp where the batholith intrudes the 

Jerome volcanic belt, with no migmatization of host volcanic rocks, only 

mild thermal recrystallization effects within about 200-400 meters of the 

contact, and metavolcanic enclaves in quartz diorite being prograded only 

to upper greenschist grade. Just west in the Shylock zone, rhyodacites 

are recrystallized to within only 200 meters of the sharp contact, a 

remarkably narrow aureole considering the size of this batholith phase, 

although strong flattening parallel to the contact in the Shylock zone 
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may have reduced the true thickness of the aureole. Northeast of Mayer, 

thermally recrystallized greenschist-grade metavolcanic rocks lie up to 

600 meters from the quartz diorite contact, but complex subvolcanic 

relations in this area complicate a simple picture of a single aureole. 

In the northern Black Canyon Belt near Cordes, the granodiorite 

and quartz diorite contacts interdigitate on a broad scale with host 

metavolcanic and hypabyssal rocks, but contact metamorphic effects are 

generally restricted to within 100 to 300 meters of the contact. Early 

group 1 gabbros included in the granodiorite between Cordes and Bumble 

Bee show thermal recrystallization at their contacts. Farther south in 

the Black Canyon belt, strong vertical elongation and tectonic flattening 

against the batholith has produced an almost planar N-S contact with a 

narrow greenschist-grade metamorphic aureole. The planar fabric extends 

south to Black Canyon City. where the granodiorite is intersheared with 

its host volcanic rocks on a tightly isoclinal scale. Most rocks in this 

area have been retrograded to sericite schists during deformation. 

Little Squaw Creek Migmatite Complex 

East of Black Canyon City near Moore Gulch along the western 

edge of the New River volcanic belt, the batholith contact attains an 

entirely different character: a very complex migmatite zone up to 4 

kilometers wide, newly named the Little Squaw Creek Migmatite Complex, is 

developed along the southeast edge of the batholith. The batholith here 

comprises strongly foliated to gneissic hornblende diorite, quartz 

diorite. and locally syenodiorite. rather than the biotite granodiorite 

and tonalite of the western contact. The Squaw Creek diorite phase of 

the batholith was probably intruded earlier into a higher temperature, 

more reactive environment than were later granodiorite phases, thus 

accounting for the much more extensive contact migmatite zone. 

The first migmatite zone of the Little Squaw Creek Migmatite 

Complex south of contiguous plutonic rock includes foliated diorite, 
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granodiorite and granite intruding meta-andesite, microdiorite and 

actinolite-chlorite-sericite schists (meta-tuffs). The zone is 1.5 km 

wide and includes metamorphic septa elevated to greenschist-amphibolite 

grades at the border of the batholith. The next migmatite zone to the 

south is about 1 km wide and consists of strongly lineated granitic 

gneiss interlayered with meta-andesite and meta-andesitic tuff. Dikes of 

granitic gneiss related to larger bodies of epidotized leucogranite to 

the south are very likely to have been formed by partial melting of the 

metasedimentary rocks at depth along the edge of the diorite body. The 

southernmost migmatite zone is from 1 to 0.5 km wide and consists of 

parallel dikes of granodioritic gneiss injected into relatively coherent 

meta-andesite and meta-andesitic tuff. 

The maximum metamorphic grade in the Little Squaw Creek 

Migmatite Complex is attained near the boundary between zones 2 and 3 

described above, primarily in the area where granitic gneiss and 

leucogranite are most abundant. Amphiboles reach the stage of converting 

from actinolite to hornblende in meta-andesite, and an actinolite

chlorite assemblage is present in meta-andesitic tuff, thus defining 

lowermost amphibolite facies. However, uppermost greenschist grades are 

attained in most metamorphic rocks throughout the majority of the 

migmatite complex. The southeastern edge of the migmatite complex 

demarcates a steep metamorphic gradient, south of which low greenschist

grade schistose meta-andesites and tuffs occur in Moore Gulch. 

The eastern contact of the Cherry Springs batholith farther 

north in the Brooklyn Peak area contains relations similar to those in 

the Little Squaw Creek area. Essentially the same migmatite complex of 

meta-andesite, microdiorite, meta-rhyolite, paragneiss and paraschist 

intruded by leucogranite and pegmatite borders the foliated hornblende

biotite quartz diorite of the batholith, but the metamorphic grade is 

higher into the amphibolite facies, and the complex is of much more 

limited extent :0 the north, being partly truncated by a shear zone. 

Thus, extensive migmatite zones around the Cherry Springs batholith are 
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restricted to its early border diorite and quartz diorite phases that are 

found only on its eastern side. In contrast, the yo~nger granodiorite 

phases found in the southwestern part of the batholith have sharp, non

migmatitic intrusive contacts with their host rocks. 

A significant feature of contact metamorphic effects around 

all plutons and batholiths discussed so far is the absence of all 

a1uminosilicate index minerals or diagnostic assemblages in metapelitic 

rocks. All later plutonic suites have such index minerals in pelitic 

rocks somewhere in their metamorphic aureoles, and thus P-T differences 

between the later syn-tectonic plutonic suites can be analyzed more 

accurately than can differences between the pre-tectonic suites. 

Contact Zones of Other Group 1 Pre-Tectonic Granodiorite Batholiths 

The Minnehaha granodiorite is similar to the Cherry Springs 

batholith in. that it has a contact migmatite zone along its southeastern 

edge, but its northern border was later migmatized by the porphyritic 

monzogranite of Horse Mountain and its endogenous pegmatite dike swarm. 

The Minnehaha contact migmatite is best developed in the Copperopolis 

area where mafic metavolcanic rocks, now hornblende-plagioclase + biotite 

amphibolites and gneisses, are included as elongate septa within a 1 km 

edge of the batholith. Bordering this is a 2 km-wide migmatite zone of 

dominantly metasedimentary schists and gneisses elevated to amphibolite 

grades and injected with granodiorite and pegmatite dikes parallel to the 

contact. The metapelitic rocks range from cordierite-muscovite schists 

to unusual pelitic hornfels with large muscovite and tourmaline crystals. 

Definition of a strict contact metamorphic aureole is not possible in 

this southernmost region because the host rocks are also regionally at 

amphibolite (cordierite-garnet-andalusite) metamorphic grades, and the 

regional metamorphic gradient generally increases southwesterly to higher 

grade assemblages in the Morgan Butte-Red Picacho area near Wickenburg. 

The eastern border of the Minnehaha granodiorite near Minnehaha 
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contains abundant enclaves and septa of metavolcanic and metasedimentary 

material in the form of amphibolite and biotite gneiss as far as 3 km 

into the batholith. Northeast of Minnehaha, a northern prong of gneissic 

granodiorite is interdeformed with enveloping amphibolite-grade gneissic 

metavolcanics and metasediments that form an important screen separating 

the batholithic granodiorite from both the Horse Mountain monzogranite 

and the Brady Butte granodiorite. Metamorphic facies exhibited in this 

area are discussed in relation to the monzogranite of Horse Mountain. 

The contact zone of the Wilhoit batholith is similar to that of 

the Minnehaha granodiorite, with incorporation of mafic volcanic-plutonic 

material and assimilation in a wide contact migmatite zone. The eastern 

contact zone is exposed only north of Wilhoit, along the drainage of the 

Hassayampa River and Highway 89 to Prescott. In this area, foliated 

granodiorite of the batholith complexly intrudes mafic metavolcanic and 

metasedimentary rocks that are mainly at amphibolite grades, incorporates 

large septa of the metamorphic rocks within 2 km of the batholith p and 

complexly migmatizes and assimilates mafic gabbroic and pyroxenitic 

material along the west edge of the Prescott volcanic belt. The mafic 

migmatites extend north through the east edge of Prescott, thence along 

Highway 69 towards Prescott Valley, finally to go under cover north of 

the Bradshaw Mountains where felsic metavolcanic and metasedimentary 

rocks of the Mount Tritle Formation dominate the migmatites (fig. 18). 

Thus, Wilhoit granodiorite skirts the entire west and north sides of the 

Prescott volcanic belt, assimilating and incorporating whatever host 

rocks are present at each locality into its contact migmatites. 

The western contact of the Wilhoit granodiorite is relatively 

poorly exposed, except in the southern part near Kirkland and the 

northern part near Prescott, and it is in contact mainly with the Skull 

Valley porphyritic monzogranite. Three screens of metavolcanic and 

metasedimentary rocks in the southern area north and south of Kirkland 

form a north-trending inter-batholith zone that demarcates the boundaries 

between the Skull Valley body on the west, and the Yarnell and Wilhoit 
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bodies on the east (figs. 11 and 18). Northwest of Copper Basin, the 

Wilhoit body complexly intrudes, metamorphoses and migmatizes the gabbro

diorite of West Spruce Mountain and its host mafic and felsic volcanic 

and sedimentary rocks, causing a migmatite zone similar in character and 

metamorphic grade to that found along the Wilhoit granodiorite's eastern 

contact, except for the different host rock compositions. 

Migmatite Zones and Dike Swarms of Group 1 Syn-Tectonic Felsic Plutons 

Although contact migmatite zones accompanied emplacement of the 

pretectonic plutons and batholiths described above, their character was 

one of relatively passive assimilation in an environment of generally 

static stress. In contrast, the syntectonic felsic plutons were intruded 

into a dynamically stressed environment, so their emplacement was 

accompanied to a major degree by generically related dike swarms. All 

such dike swarms parallel the NE-trending contacts of the plutons, are 

most intense at the borders and noses of the plutons, extend out from the 

noses of each pluton like fingers from the palm of a hand, and gradually 

decrease in abundance and thickness away from the source plutons. 

Thus the syntectonic felsic plutons are characterized by a form 

of injection migmatization governed by a stress field, and dynamothermal 

metamorphism of host rocks is a secondary phenomenon limited to narrow 

envelopes of influence around each dike. This restricted metamorphosing 

dike style contrasts markedly to very widespread contact metamorphism, 

migmatization and extensive metamorphic-anatectic terranes around latest 

group 4 batholiths and plutons, where the migmatites and anatectites are 

actually products of regional metamorphism and high heat flow. 

The Prescott granodiorite, monzogranite of Williams Peak, Skull 

Valley monzogranite, Johnson Flat granodiorite, and Longfellow Ridge 

granodiorite all have such genetically related dike swarms and zones of 

injection migmatization along their borders and away from their noses. 

Because of the relatively equant shape of the Prescott granodiorite, its 
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dike swarm is more areally limited than the others, not reaching as far 

south as Wilhoit. In contrast, dike swarms from the Johnson Flat body 

extended northeast from the body for about 15 km, forming a major 

injection migmatite zone that penetrated the northern Bradshaw Mountains 

along a weak zone which subsequently became the Chapparal shear zone. 

This northern dike swarm caused amphibolite-grade metamorphism 

of Mount Tritle volcaniclastic strata along the edge of the Crooks Canyon 

granodiorite. An extensive dike swarm to the southwest between the main 

bodies of Johnson Flat and Longfellow Ridge granodiorites generated the 

Walnut Grove Migmatite Complex by migmatization and amphibolite-grade 

metamorphism of volcaniclastic strata of the Spud Mountain, Senator, and 

Mount Tritle Formations (fig. 18). Dikes from the Skull Valley body form 

a similar migmatite zone along its northeast edge from Iron Springs south 

to west of Copper Basin and farther under cover. The injection migmatite 

zone along the Skull Valley body is truncated by the younger Iron Springs 

porphyritic pluton. All such injection migmatite zones related to group 

3 syntectonic felsic plutons caused uppermost greenschist to amphibolite 

grades of metamorphism, deformation, foliation, recrystallization, and 

local development of gneissic fabrics. 

Contact Effects of Group! Late Tectonic K-Feldspar Porphyritic Plutons 

Late-tectonic group 4 porphyritic plutons caused variable 

contact effects depending on the type and location of the plutons. The 

Iron Springs body in the north near Prescott has sharp contacts with 

little or no diking and a contact metamorphic aureole of less than I km 

wide, in which earlier amphibolite-grade metamorphic assemblages are 

retrograded and reactive host rocks are K-feldspar metasomatized. 

The eastern contact of the Yarnell granodiorite-monzogranite is 

poorly exposed, except in the Stanton-Octave metamorphic screen to south 

near Yarnell. Between Stanton and Yarnell, foliated feldspar porphyritic 

Yarnell granodiorite is in sharp contact with dacitic flows and breccias 
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of the metavolcanic screen. A contact metamorphic zone of cordierite

biotite hornfels only 100 meters wide is present, but weaker thermal 

effects can be detected up to 250 meters from the contact. The west edge 

of the Yarnell granodiorite is in contact mainly with the monzogranites 

near Hillside and Skull Valley (fig. 18), being separated from them by 

discontinuous screens of amphibolite-grade metavolcanic-metasedimentary 

rocks that involve local monzogranite and pegmatite diking. 

A thin but persistent screen of metamorphic rock precisely 

separates the porphyritic monzogranite of Horse Mountain from both the 

Minnehaha granodiorite and the Tuscumbia Mountain porphyritic phase of 

the Brady Butte granodiorite (fig. 18). The screen includes metavolcanic 

and metasedimentary rocks that vary from lower greenschist to amphibolite 

grades as the Horse Mountain pluton is approached. The pluton consists 

mainly of weakly foliated K-feldspar porphyritic monzogranite whose core 

and border phases are pervaded by pegmatite dike swarms. In fact, the 

southeast contact of the pluton near Minnehaha Flat is defined by the 

limit of pegmatite dikes in the metamorphic screen, which granitized the 

western 250 meters of the screen and produced amphibolite-grade mineral 

assemblages in metabasalts. On the northern end, pegmatite dikes swarm 

the tuffaceous and volcanic sequences near Goodwin that are part of the 

Senator and Mount Tritle Formations (figs 12 & 18). 

In a wide metamorphic aureole along the east side of the Horse 

Mountain body, amphibolite grades persist for nearly 1 km into the 

metamorphic screen, as evidenced by muscovite-biotite metapelitic schists 

with large porphyroblasts of cordierite, anda1usite in pelitic rocks of 

appropriate bulk composition, and calcareous mafic tuffs with hornblende

clinozoisite-plagioclase assemblages up to 800 meters from the 

monzogranite-pegmatite contact. Rotated inclusion trains in cordierite 

porphyroblasts, the strongly elongate nature of biotite plates, and 

elongate trains of recrystallized matrix quartz, all indicate that 

deformation outlasted recrystallization in this metamorphic screen. 

These assemblages are definitive of amphibolite grade metamorphism in a 



low-pressure facies series, and their timing indicates that the Horse 

Mountain monzogranite was intruded into a syntectonic or late-tectonic 

environment where deformation outlasted cooling below the amphibolite 

isograd. Exactly the opposite situation exists in the metamorphic 

aureole of the Crazy Basin body less than 10 Km to the east, where 

recrystallization clearly outlasted deformation, and metamorphic 

assemblages indicate a higher temperature and pressure facies series. 
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These contrasts indicate a late tectonic intrusive setting for 

the Crazy Basin body, which significantly postdated emplacement of the 

porphyritic plutons such as the Horse Mountain body. Thus an important 

time interval separated emplacement of the two plutons, an interval 

reflected in the markedly different metamorphic P-T facies series 

associated with the two suites, and the purpose of this and the 

discussion to follow is to contrast these two different facies series 

where they are superimposed in the southern Bradshaw Mountains. 

Regional Metamorphism and Anatexis of Group i Late Tectonic Batholiths 

The latest group 4 late tectonic felsic plutons and batholiths 

are diagnostically associated with broad migmatite and pegmatites fields, 

and are intimately involved in regional high-grade metamorphic terranes 

of much greater extent than those of any earlier plutonic suites. The 

Crazy Basin quartz monzonite, the main example of this latest suite, is 

pervaded by endogenous pegmatite dikes that vary in abundance throughout 

the body. Pegmatite dike swarms into host rocks are extensive to the 

south in the Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex but are minor 

to the north in the Cleator area. Notwithstanding, metamorphic grades in 

the Cleator metasedimentary rocks that envelope the northern end of the 

Crazy Basin quartz monzonite are very high, with amphibolite facies of 

regional extent throughout the Crown King area south of Turkey Creek. 

The ~~rst amphibolite isograd where chlorite + actinolite + 
epidote are prograded to a hornblende-plagioclase assemblage occurs up to 
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7 km north of the Crazy Basin body. Almandine + biotite occurs nearly 5 

km north, and staurolite first appears at the expense of chlorite 3.5 km 

north of the contact. Finally, within 100-200 meters of the Crazy Basin 

contact, sillimanite is produced by reaction from andalusite in highly 

linea ted pelitic gneisses (DeWitt, 1976). Many such prograde assemblages 

were later retrograded by fluid activity from cooling of the Crazy Basin 

body and its adjacent metamorphic terrane. The absence of cordierite in 

the region and the presence of large, well formed staurolite crystals 

throughout much of the Cleator metasediments indicate that the Crazy 

Basin metamorphism was of an intermediate pressure facies (DeWitt, 1976). 

This staurolite-andalusite series of Crazy Basin metamorphism 

is first identified in this work as belonging to a much higher pressure 

facies series than the low-pressure cordierite-andalusite facies series 

developed around the Horse Mountain monzogranite to the west. Since the 

two plutonic bodies are very close neighbours, the pressure difference 

cannot be ascribed to differences in crustal depth at the same time, and 

consequently, the pressure difference must mean two separate metamorphic 

events at different times, the Horse Mountain lower-P series being first, 

and the Crazy Basin higher-P series being second. 

Textures in the metamorphic aureole around the Horse Mountain 

body are strictly synkinematic, but in the Crazy Basin aureole 6 km north 

of the contact hornblende is statically overgrown on an earlier deformed 

fabric in mafic agglomerates. Such late- to post-kinematic textures very 

convincingly prove that the Crazy Basin body was emplaced and its wide 

thermal aureole grew after the main events of regional deformation and 

low-grade metamorphism that affected the entire Prescott volcanic belt. 

But closer to the Crazy Basin contact, synkinematic metamorphic fabrics 

indicate that continued deformation was further localized right around 

the Crazy Basin body in response to its emplacement and peak of thermal 

metamorphism. These different textural relations are not contradictory, 

but rather they indicate that emplacement of the Crazy Basin body closely 

followed the major regional deformation of the Prescott volcanic belt. 
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To the south, pelitic schists representing highly metamorphosed 

Cleator metasediments west of the Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite 

Complex clearly show that regional metamorphism related to the Migmatite 

Complex occurred under the same high~T intermediate-P facies series as 

that of the Crazy Basin body. Several sillimanite-garnet-muscovite

biotite-quartz assemblages, locally with andalusite or staurolite, but 

only rarely with staurolite + andalusite + sillimanite in reaction 

relation, occur in the region south of Fort Misery and east of Silver 

Mountain. These staurolite assemblages contrast to cordierite-bearing 

assemblages around both the earlier Minnehaha and Horse Mountain bodies. 

An important difference between this southern area and the one 

north of Crown King is that upper amphibolite facies metamorphism is of 

regional extent in and around the Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite 

Complex to the south, but is of limited extent north of the Crazy Basin 

body. The first sillimanite isograd (from andalusite) lies at the edge 

of Crazy Basin contact in the north, but lies up to 3 km from the edge of 

the Migmatite Complex in the south. The second sillimanite isograd 

(muscovite-K-feldspar) is absent in the north, but occurs near the edge 

of the Migmatite Complex in the southern region, meaning than anatectic 

conditions must have been widespread throughout the Southern Bradshaw 

Mountains Migmatite Complex. This fact well explains the abundance of 

granites with eutectic minimum compositions and migmatitic paragneisses 

closely resembling granite that pervade the Migmatite Complex. 

In conclusion, therefore, an accurate generalization is that 

all earlier pre-tectonic and syn-tectonic batholiths and plutons in the 

Prescott-Jerome region were emplaced under low P, moderate T cordierite

andalusite facies series, whereas the late-tectonic plutons, anatectites 

and related migmatite complexes formed under higher P-T, wide regional 

conditions of an intermediate P, high T staurolite-andalusite-sillimanite 

facies series. The important factors controlling these differences are 

the timing of plutonic emplacement with respect to the major regional 

deformation and metamorphism, and the depth of plutonic emplacement. 
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PROTEROZOIC PLUTONIC EVOLUITOH 

The order that the above plutonic suites were emplaced into the 

Proterozoic crust of central Arizona is presently believed to be the same 

as listed in tables 3 and 4 and described above. Most plutons in each 

group were emplaced so close in time that current isotopic methods cannot 

distinguish their apparent ages, but the ages of different groups tend to 

be sufficiently different that their isotopic differences can be resolved 

beyond analytical precision, wherever such plutons are dated. Considering 

that the total time interval of emplacement of all the orogenic suites 

was only 50 Ma, the orogenic plutons generally cannot be subdivided 

isotopically in as much detail as they can in the context of the detailed 

relative chronology of volcanic, sedimentary, plutonic, metamorphic and 

deformational events presented in this work. 

Consequently, the sequence of plutonic, metamorphic and 

tectonic events given below is based primarily on the detailed relative 

chronology deduced in this dissertation study, part of which is presented 

here, the rest of which is given in later publications. All available 

isotopic ages of dated plutons were presented at the beginning of this 

chapter, are these ages are used as reference pOints with which to place 

the relative chronology of this work into an absolute time framework. It 

should be understood that not all of the numbers mentioned here represent 

actual dates. The numerical dates of some events have been interpolated 

between known isotopic ages, and emplacement intervals quoted for some 

suites overlap with adjacent suites because geologic evidence indicates 

that their cooling or crystallization intervals overlapped in time. 

1800-1740 Ma Pre-tectonic Plutonic Rocks 

Concurrent with formation of the first low-K bimodal tholeiitic 

basalt-rhyodacite volcanic edifices in an intraoceanic environment and 

extrusion onto the deep ocean floor of primitive, magnesian basaltic flow 

sequences in central Arizona from 1800 Ma to 1780 Ma (see chapter 3), the 
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first suite of early mafic gabbroic plutonic rocks was emplaced primarily 

in a hypabyssal environment beneath their respective volcanic edifices. 

The Proterozoic crust was geochemically primitive at this early stage, 

being rich in Mg, Fe, Ca, and Na, and depleted in Si, AI, and K, and the 

gabbroic bodies also reflect this primitive chemistry. The subvolcanic 

lopolithic bodies caused considerable Mg-Fe metasomatism of any felsic 

volcanic host rocks that lay above them, but caused virtually no contact 

metamorphism since they were not significantly diapiric. 

Subsequent deep water volcanic and sedimentary activity from 

1780 to 1770 m.y. ago built up the tholeiitic volcanic pile to such a 

thickness that a second suite of mafic gabbro-diorite plutons could 

diapirically rise through the volcanic pile and spread out as oblate 

bodies into the upper volcanic and clastic units below the seawater 

interface. Where prolate at deeper levels, these calcic-series gabbro

diorite bodies caused minor contact metamorphic effects, but where oblate 

at upper levels, they caused only metasomatism and local assimilation. 

The interval from 1770 to 1755 Ma was dominated by depositional 

hiatuses in some parts of the volcanic belt and the extrusion of thick 

trimodal basalt-dacite-rhyolite volcanic sequences elsewhere that were 

either of Fe-rich tholeiitic or calcic chemistry. Many mafic volcanic 

centers are cored by compositionally identical gabbroic masses that are 

the crystallized remains of their volcanic feeder necks and subvolcanic 

magma chambers. These gabbro feeders postdate the earliest gabbros, are 

coeval with their host volcanic rocks at about 1765 Ma, and were emplaced 

very close in time to, if not at exactly the same time as, the gabbro

diorite bodies in the earlier-formed volcanic crust to the west; but the 

gabbros are included on table 3 with the first group of synvolcanic 

gabbros because of their similarities in geologic and tectonic setting. 

By 1750 Ma the volcanic belts had evolved and thickened 

sufficiently to sustain the first group of truly calc-alkaline plutons of 

granodiorite composition. The most westerly Government Canyon body was 
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emplaced at about 1750 Ma into a relatively mafic tholeiitic crust, so 

its geochemistry is most like an I-type plutonic rock. The Crooks Canyon 

and Brady Butte bodies were emplaced essentially concurrently at 1750 Ma 
into a more evolved felsic crust to the east, and are therefore more 

leucocratic in composition, lying on higher K calcic to calc-alkaline 

trends. Metamorphic effects of the plutons were restricted to narrow 

thermal aureoles not exceeding greenschist facies, except in material 

incorporated within the plutons. Their emplacement caused some local 

deformation of host rocks near their contacts, as well as gentle warping 

of the volcaniclastic pile, which in turn gave rise to differential 

erosion and the subsequent development of intervolcanic unconformities. 

As much as 10 Ma after emplacement of the above plutonic group, 

only after the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt had substantially evolved to 

the southeast, did sequential intrusions of several plutonic phases into 

the southeast edge of the belt eventually culminate in emplacement of the 

huge Cherry Springs Tonalite batholith 1740 Ma ago. Earliest phases were 

pyroxene-hornblende tonalite, diorite, quartz diorite and gabbro; later 

phases were hornblende-biotite granodiorite and tonalite. The quartz 

diorite of Cherry and other intrusions east of Mayer appear to have been 

emplaced first. Next, central phases such as the Bumblebee granodiorite, 

Badger Springs granodiorite and quartz diorite near Turret Peak were 

emplaced, and presumably the southern phases, including tonalite-diorite 

of Little Squaw Creek and other unnamed phases, were emplaced later than 

the northern and central phases. Finally, significantly later, at least 

the Bland tonalite and possibly other southern phases were emplaced at 

about 1720 Ma, closer to the time of regional deformation. 

Border diorite phases in the south and east parts of the Cherry 

Springs batholith developed extensive zones of contact metamorphism and 

migmatization, and local partial melting of host rocks occurred at depth 

where metamorphic grades exceeded amphibolite facies in the Little Squaw 

Creek Migmatite Complex. The northern granodiorite-quartz diorite main 

phases of the batholith, as well as the late Bland phase, all intruded 
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tholeiitic to calc-alkaline felsic-mafic volcanic-subvolcanic units and 

possibly also their mafic substratum that lay on the west side of the 

batholith. These intrusions produced sharp, non-migmatitic contacts and 

caused relatively narrow metamorphic aureoles that were later attenuated 

and retrograded in the Black Canyon and Shylock tectonic zones. 

The Cherry Springs batholith was the first major batholith 

emplaced into the Proterozoic crust of central Arizona, thus indicating 

that all formative volcanics had evolved and the volcanoplutonic belt had 

thickened sufficiently by 1740 Ma (only about 50 Ma after its inception) 

to sustain major batholiths comparable in size to the thickness of the 

crust. The batholith's emplacement resulted in local deformation and 

metamorphism of host rocks, including uplift and stripping off of cover 

material. Tectonism was to gradually increase over the next 30 Ma and 

involve repeated plutonism, finally to culminate in the major Precambrian 

deformation that affected all parts of the early mafic volcanic belts of 

central Arizona, including the Cherry Springs batholith itself. 

In the region west and southwest of the Prescott volcanic belt, 

a plutonic evolution similar to that recorded in the main part of the 

volcanic belt is found. The earliest emplaced batholith was the Wilhoit 

granodiorite at about 1740 Ma, which may have been genetically related to 

the Government Canyon granodiorite in that both bodies were fractionally 

derived from similar source materials, even though they are physically 

separate plutonic bodies. The Minnehaha granodiorite was also probably 

emplaced at approximately the same time, thus post-dating the Brady Butte 

granodiorite. Clear compositional and structural zoning is evident in 

the larger Wilhoit body, as is the case with the Cherry Springs batholith 

emplaced at the same time, but the smaller Minnehaha pluton is unzoned. 

The chemistry of the early plutons in the western region is similar to 

that of plutons in the central and eastern parts of the belt: except for 

slight alkali enrichment, they are otherwise normal hornblende-biotite, 

metaluminous, ~~balkaline, calcic I-type granodiorites that contain 

enclaves of their mafic dioritic source material. 
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1730-1710 Syn-tectonic Plutonic Rocks 

Plutonic rocks emplaced into the central Arizona Proterozoic 

crust prior to about 1730 Ma found their way into a generally static 

environment where stresses were locally centrosymmetric to the intruding 

plutons themselves. But after about 1730 Ma, the structural environment 

of the entire volcanoplutonic arc changed so that it was gradually being 

deformed as subsequent batholiths and plutons were being emplaced. All 

preceeding plutonic rocks are thus termed pre-tectonic, and subsequent 

ones are either syn-tectonic or late tectonic, depending on the timing of 

their emplacement. During the same time period, successor tuffaceous 

sedimentary sequences -- various components of the Texas Gulch Formation 

-- were laid down in unconformity-bound packages, locally incorporating 

eroded remnants of pre-tectonic plutonic rocks. From the first signs of 

deformation to the last in this part of central Arizona, the time span is 

nearly 30 Ma, which does not necessarily mean that deformation continued 

for that entire period; it was likely intermittent or spasmodic, locally 

amplified in each area by the emplacement of plutonic rocks. 

The post-1740 Ma plutonic rocks were influenced both in their 

external morphology and internal fabrics by a stress field dominated by 

vertical tectonic transport sympathetic to NW-SE compression. As a 

result of such stresses, the batholiths became elongated NE-SW, assumed a 

pervasive NE internal foliation of variable intensity and structure, and 

the autogenous dike swarms from the syntectonic bodies all reflected the 

deformational field, both in the bodies themselves and on the migmatitic 

margins, where swarms of parallel dikes invaded the deforming host rocks. 

From 1730 to 1710 Ma, clustering primarily at 1720 Ma, several 

finer grained, felsic syn-tectonic granodiorite and monzogranite plutons 

intruded the west sides of the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts. Both 

the Johnson Flat and Longfellow Ridge granodiorite-monzogranite bodies 

are enveloped by screens of deformed and metamorphosed volcanosedimentary 

rocks migmatized by dike swarms from the plutons. Plutons emplaced in 
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the north at the same time include the Prescott granodiorite along the 

west edge of the Jerome volcanic belt, and the monzogranite of Williams 

Peak west of Prescott. Their dike swarms migmatized mainly the early 

Wilhoit batholith and its host rocks. Unlike the older Wilhoit and 

Minnehaha bodies, the more felsic, low- to moderate-K calc-alkaline 

chemistries of the younger fine-grained plutons, with crystallization 

starting in the feldspar fields near eutectic compositions, suggests an 

origin by lower crustal anatexis of vo1canop1utonic arc or oceanic crust. 

A distinctly later plutonic event at about 1710 Ma resulted in 

emplacement of the first plutonic rocks of truly K-rich calc-alkaline 

character, their crystallization originating in the K-fe1dspar field. 

These plutons are weakly peraluminous K-fe1dspar porphyritic (microc1ine, 

perthitic microc1ine) adame11ites (monzogranites), locally with K-rich 

calc-alkaline granodiorite border phases, and include the Yarnell, Iron 

Springs, and Horse Mountain bodies. The high fluid content of the magmas 

generated autogenous pegmatite dike swarms in some bodies such as the 

Horse Mountain, creating wide amphibolite aureoles whose low-P, moderate

T cordierite-anda1usite facies series is diagnostic of these syntectonic 

plutons emplaced at relatively shallow crustal levels. 

1700 Ma Late-tectonic Plutonic Rocks 

By 1700 Ma, most of the inter-volcanic host crust outside of 

the main core regions of the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts had been 

either pervaded, assimilated, migmatized, or replaced by various types of 

calc-alkaline plutonic rocks, and all volcanic, sedimentary and plutonic 

rocks had been pervasively but variably deformed by penetrative foliation 

and lineation. In some places such as near Prescott, the total strain 

state of the vo1canop1utonic crust was very mild, whereas in other places 

at the loci of high strain zones such as the Shylock zone, the total 

strain state was very high. In general only the most massive, competent 

volcanic and plutonic rock units, or those shielded from strain by other 

competent units, escaped penetrative deformation in their core regions. 
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At about 1700 Ma, middle crustal levels now exposed southwest 

and south of the Prescott volcanic belt underwent high grade metamorphism 

of truly regional ( > 300 sq. km) extent. Most of the southern Bradshaw 

Mountain region had a metamorphic topography of flat-topped, steep-sided 

isotherms, internal to which heat flow was buffered by partial melting of 

eutectic minimum compositions deep in the core. The metamorphic facies 

series that formed in response to the high heat flow was an intermediate

P high-T staurolite-garnet-andalusite-sillimanite type, reflecting P-T 

conditions of 10-15 km lithostatic depth and heat flow exceeding granite

minimum anatexis. The Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex was 

the source region where extensive partial fusion generated anatectites 

that largely remained in situ to form the granitic gneiss of the complex. 

However some anatectite diapirically rose to be emplaced to the 

north as the high-silica, K-rich calc-alkaline Crazy Basin batholith and 

related leucogranites, causing isotherms to be extended around the upper 

terminus of the Crazy Basin body. Earlier tectonic fabrics in nearby 

rocks were thermally overprinted, deformation and vertical extension were 

intensified at the Crazy Basin's top contact in response to its rise, and 

high fluid flow around the body retrograded many metamorphic assemblages 

as the thermal complex cooled. So ended mid-Proterozoic plutonic orogeny 

in this part of central Arizona approximately 1700 m.y. ago. 

The Crazy Basin-Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex 

anatectic event occurred at depth as felsic volcanics and sediments were 

deposited at surficial crustal levels to the southeast in the younger 

felsic volcanic belts of central Arizona. Since this event represented 

the last stage of deformation and metamorphism that the Prescott-Jerome 

volcanic belt experienced, its deformation must have predated deformation 

of the younger felsic part of the Central Volcanic Belt to the southeast, 

because the youngest Mazatzal Group strata in that belt are deformed by 

the later deformation. Thus, the Crazy Basin-Southern Bradshaw Mountains 

Migmatite Complex is proof that two separate events of deformation that 

did not not overlap in space or time must exist in central Arizona. 
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ORIGINS AND SOURCES OF THE PLtrroNIC SUITES 

Throughout this discussion the close correlation between the 

chemistry of the plutonic rocks and the general composition of their host 

crusts has been alluded to often. This correlation does not necessarily 

mean that the plutonic rocks were derived from their immediately adjacent 

host rocks, because clearly these rocks host the plutons only at their 

present level of emplacement, not at their deeper source. However, the 

correlation definitely does imply that the broad distribution of crustal 

compositions throughout central Arizona had a profound influence, either 

directly or indirectly, on the plutonic compositions that were derived 

from or emplaced into that host crust. 

All formative volcanic sequences making up the older Prescott

Jerome mafic central Arizona volcanic belts and their distal volcanogenic 

sediments had been deposited before inception of granodioritic plutonism 

into the volcanic and adjacent regions; only the earliest synvolcanic 

gabbros and intervolcanic gabbro-diorites were coeval with the volcanics. 

The lithologic make up of this early crust was highly variable, depending 

on distribution of the most primitive volcanic sequences versus evolved 

crustal components, as described in chapter 3. This original variability 

profoundly influenced the nature of subsequent plutonism, and nowhere is 

that influence better displayed than in figure 21, which in essence maps 

the variability of the crust and its evolution as the volcanic belt was 

transformed into a thickened, relatively stabilized volcanoplutonic arc. 

The oldest and most primitive part of the Prescott volcanic 

belt is its northwestern edge near Prescott, but very mafic components 

also exist along its eastern edge near the Jerome volcanic belt and as 

remnants in the Cherry Springs batholith. The earliest plutons emplaced 

into that mafic crust had the highest Sr and Fe contents of all: both 

the Government Canyon granodiorite and the Wilhoit batholith are the most 

primitive of all the granodioritic or tonalitic plutonic rocks, with the 

highest Sr contents (and lowest initial Sr ratios), highest Sr/Fe ratios, 
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and highest values in other basic elements such as Ca and Mg. The Cherry 

Springs batholith was emplaced into a slightly more evolved crust, and 

shows exactly this difference on the diagram. Internal differentiation 

within the early bodies such as the Wilhoit batholith was along strictly 

tholeiitic trends of Fe enrichment (fig. 21). 

Other early small plutons, such as the Brady Butte and Crooks 

Canyon, were derived from and emplaced into a much more geochemically 

evolved felsic crust than were the Government Canyon, Wilhoit and Cherry 

Springs bodies, and this very difference is precisely reflected on fig. 

21 in their lower Sr and Fe contents. Similarly, the general character 

of the host crust in the Black Canyon belt southeast of the core of the 

Prescott volcanic belt is much more evolved and felsic than in the north 

near Mingus Mountain, and exactly this difference is reflected not only 

in the lower Sr and Fe contents of the Cherry Springs batholith's central 

and southern phases, namely the Bumblebee, Badger Springs, and tonalite 

of Little Squaw Creek, compared to the northern quartz diorite of Cherry 

and related phases, but also in their different differentiation trends 

of little or no Sr enrichment versus strong Sr enrichment (fig. 21). 

One of the most remarkable features of figure 21 is that the 

younger plutons subsequently emplaced into these diverse crusts in syn

tectonic and late-tectonic settings do not have chemistries unique to 

their particular events, but rather reflect the same source composition 

as do previous plutons in the same area. The Prescott granodiorite was 

derived from and emplaced into the same crust as were the Wilhoit and 

Government Canyon bodies, and shows this common Sr-rich source on fig. 

21, but with a typical calc-alkaline fractionation trend of no Fe 

enrichment. The Yarnell, Horse Mountain and Skull Valley bodies are 

endemic to evolved felsic crusts of little mafic volcanic component, 

and thus are similar in composition to older plutonic rocks that were 

emplaced into a low Sr-Fe crust. The Bland tonalite is chemically like 

other southern phases of the Cherry Springs batholith, lying along the 

same trend of no Sr enrichment, even though it is 20 Ma younger. 
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The Iron Springs and Johnson Flat plutons were emplaced on the 

edges of the mafic volcanic regions and consequently have characteristics 

transitional between the other two populations. Even the latest Crazy 

Basin body, derived from anatexis of an essentially sedimentary crust 

south of the Bradshaw Mountains, plots in the lowest Fe-Sr part of fig. 

21, suggesting that its chemistry also directly reflects the composition 

of its source crust. Other major and trace elements could be chosen for 

other analyses similar to the one undertaken here, and the same overall 

conclusion is apparent: It is the chemical composition of the host/source 

crust that governs the composition of all plutonic rocks emplaced into 

that crust throughout the older volcanic belts and adjacent parts of 

central Arizona, more so than the different ages of the plutonic events. 

Since the host rocks specifically at emplacement levels of the 

plutons cannot be the sources of the plutonic bodies, only one possible 

conclusion remains. The general character of the underlying crust must 

have governed the compositions of plutons, and therefore these plutons 

must have been derived by partial melting of that lower crust. Thus a 

model of partial melting of the base of the volcanic arc crust must be 

endorsed as most viable to account for the remarkably close correlation 

between pluton and host crust compositions in the older volcanic belts 

and adjacent regions of central Arizona. The minor and trace element 

profiles of the plutonic rocks precisely mirrored the composition of the 

lower arc crust even if some major elements such as K and Na did not. 

This model lower arc crustal anatexis conflicts radically with many 

conventional subduction models which assume that the material input to an 

arc came from either subducted oceanic crust or the mantle immediately 

subjacent to the arc crust. In the Proterozoic of central Arizona, such 

a model is certainly viable for generation of the island arc volcanics, 

but it is inapplicable to generation of the plutonic components. Those 

plutonic components must have involved recycling of the earlier volcanic 

arc crust and ~~s oceanic substratum to a major if not exclusive degree, 

recycling of those portions subject to deepest burial and partial fusion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 3 of this work considered the architecture and volcanic 

evolution of the older central Arizona volcanic belts, principally in the 

Prescott and Jerome areas west of Highway I-19 and north of Phoenix. 

These older belts command a particular importance because they represent 

the earliest-formed crust in central Arizona, but their evolution from 

1800 to 1740 m.y. ago accounts for only half of the total evolutionary 

history of the central Arizona volcanic belts. The younger stages of 

evolution from 1740 to 1670 m.y. ago are fully displayed in the more 

easterly volcanic belts which occupy the New River-Cave Creek areas north 

of Phoenix and the Mazatzal Mountains-Diamond Butte areas northeast of 

Phoenix (fig. 11). 

Understanding of the central Arizona Proterozoic volcanic belts 

is incomplete without a knowledge of the younger portions: their 

stratigraphic, petrologic and geochemical evolution complements that of 

the older belts, and contrasts between older and younger belts provide a 

much clearer perception of how the Proterozoic crust in Arizona evolved 

than does only a knowledge of either belt by itself. Such comparisons 

and contrasts are made in the concluding chapter of this dissertation. 

Whereas chapter 3 described principally stratified rocks in the 

older volcanic belt, this chapter considers both volcanic and plutonic 

components of the younger volcanic belts because they are intimately 

associated with each other. The older stratified volcanic-sedimentary 

sequences described in chapter 3, and pre- and syn-tectonic plutonic 

rocks which intrude the older volcanic belt described in chapter 4, are 

exposed west of Interstate I-l9, northwest of the New River volcanic 

belt. The older Prescott-Mayer volcanic belt evolved from west to east, 

and its younger eastern portion includes rocks in the Black Canyon belt 

which closely approach the younger New River volcanic belt (figs. 11 and 

12). Thus, critical relationships linking the older and younger volcanic 

sequences of central Arizona occur only in the New River volcanic belt. 
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The Cave Creek volcanic belt and related exposures in the Union 

Hills to the south (fig. 11) contain volcanic and sedimentary assemblages 

that are not well exposed elsewhere, but which are critically important 

to the origin of the younger volcanic belts. Yet, prior to this work, 

neither the Cave Creek nor the New River volcanic belts had been studied. 

The Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte volcanic belts contain a great 

diversity of rock types that were studied locally in the past (Wilson, 

1939; Gasti1, 1958; Ludwig, 1974; Conway, 1976), but which have only 

recently been investigated in their entirety (Anderson and Wirth, 1981; 

and this chapter). Precambrian rock sequences exposed in the north 

Phoenix and other areas to the south contain dominantly sedimentary rocks 

distally related to the main volcanic belts which lie to the north. 

Major Stratigraphic Assemblages 

Throughout the New River, Cave Creek and Mazatzal Mountain

Diamond Butte volcanic belts, five broadly different stratified rock 

sequences are present: 

1. an oldest volcanic assemblage of predominantly mafic, but also felsic 

and intermediate flows, tuffs, fragmenta1s and sub volcanic bodies that 

formed isolated deep-water submarine volcanic centers; 

2. early clastic sediments of volcanic origin that are time-equivalent to 

the above volcanic rocks, but which were deposited distally from the 

major mafic volcanic centers; 

3. a younger sedimentary sequence of purple slate and volcaniclastic or 

felsic tuffaceous sedimentary rocks that unconformably overlies the 

older volcanic-sedimentary sequences of 1 and 2 above; 

4. a younger assemblage of felsic ignimbrites and extrusive pyroclastics 

that unconformably overlie all older volcanic and sedimentary units, 

and which are associated with subjacent intrusive felsic volcanic, 

hypabyssal and plutonic facies; 

5. a youngest suite of relatively mature quartzites and conglomerates 

that unconformably overlies a partly eroded terrain of the older rock 

sequences, mainly the felsic ignimbrites of 4 above. 
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Wilson (1939) first named the youngest quartzite sequence the 

"Mazatzal quartzite" for principal exposures in the Mazatzal Mountains. 

This regionally important sequence has been elevated to group status and 

is now named the Mazatzal Group (Anderson and Wirth, 1981; this chapter). 

Also in the Mazatzal Mountains, Wilson (1939) named part of the felsic 

ignimbrite sequence "Red Rock rhyolite" and referred to the purple slaty 

sedimentary sequence (3 above) as "Alder series". Both Wilson (1939) in 

the Mazatzal Mountains and Gastil (1958) in the Diamond Butte area noted 

the presence of mafic volcanic rocks (1 above) lying stratigraphically 

beneath the "Alder series" and recognized their lithologic difference to 

"Alder series", but they did not name the mafic volcanics, nor clearly 

define them stratigraphically, nor understand that they are laterally 

interleaved with pre-"Alder series" sedimentary strata (2 above). 

Since that time however, the name "Alder" has been used in the 

literature to encompass all rocks in the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte 

areas older than felsic ignimbrites, including pre-Alder mafic volcanics. 

This usage cannot be condoned because the pre-Alder volcanic assemblage 

involves very thick, diverse, extensive deposits clearly different in 

lithology, stratigraphy, petrology and age to Alder sedimentary rocks. 

Usage of "Alder Series" in a time context (C. Anderson and others, 1971) 

also cannot be condoned because time limits for a "series" designation 

have not been accurately defined with respect to all rock units deposited 

in the presumed time period. Wilson's original (1939) usage of "Alder 

Series" referred to a lithostratigraphically valid and highly distinctive 

sequence of sedimentary rocks unique in the entire Arizona Proterozoic to 

the Central Volcanic Belt, so it should be retained to describe just that 

sequence and its true stratigraphic correlatives. The only change needed 

is revision of "series" in the old stratigraphic terminology to "Group" 

in the new, and thus the Alder Group is reestablished here in formal 

stratigraphic nomenclature to replace "Alder series". 

Isotopic age dates of volcanic rocks in the younger belts are 

confined to the Mazatzal Mountain and Diamond Butte areas, and are almost 
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entirely limited to the younger felsic ignimbrite assemblage. Dates 

(recalculated using new constants of Steiger and Jaeger, 1977) range from 

1710 Ma on dacites in the upper Alder Group (Ludwig, 1974) and 1630 Ma on 

post-tectonic plutons (Silver, 1967). Published ages of 1695 Ma on the 

ignimbrites (Silver, 1964) and 1720 Ma on plutonic phases of the younger 

felsic complexes (Conway, 1973) are contradictory. It was obvious to 

Gastil in 1958 and to the writer in 1974 that the Payson granite is 

exactly coeval with the dated felsic ignimbrites, but only later was the 

discrepancy corrected by Conway (1976). 

Most importantly however, none of the older mafic volcanic 

units that predate Alder sedimentary strata have yet been dated in any of 

the younger volcanic belts. Based on stratigraphic relationships, the 

undated volcanic rocks evolved between 1745 and 1720 Ma, a period long 

believed to be a gap in volcanism (Silver, 1967). Detailed relative age 

relationships now established in central Arizona show that volcanism was 

much more continuous than the few quoted isotopic ages indicate, and the 

"gap in volcanism" is mainly an artifact of dating selected rock units. 

This chapter provides a summary of important relative age 

urelations and the new stratigraphic terminology for the younger central 

Arizona volcanic belts; detailed descriptions and type sections are 

provided in a following book. The concept of strato-volcanic facies 

variations (fig. 8) is also critical to accurate understanding of the 

younger felsic belts. Key relative age relationships in each belt are 

briefly mentioned, major rock groups regionally extensive throughout the 

volcanic belts are identified, noting their distinctive petrologic and 

geochemical features, and evolution of the younger volcanic belts is 

summarized, also placing coeval and younger plutonic rocks into their 

respective geologic settings. The discussion to follow should be closely 

referenced to figure 22, a new compiled geologic map of the major rock 

units described in this chapter, and to figure 23, a tabular summary of 

all important stratigraphic units, stratigraphic relationships and facies 

complexities in the younger volcanic belts of central Arizona. 
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RELATIVE AGE RELATIONSHIPS AND MAJOR ROCK UNITS 

Because rock sequences in the more westerly New River and Cave 

Creek volcanic belts contain the most critical links or contrasts to the 

older volcanic belts, keyage relations in them are considered first and 

in detail. Volcanic-plutonic-sedimentary relationships in the Mazatzal 

Mountain-Diamond Butte belts are closely analogous to those in the New 

River-Cave Creek belts and are thus described here in large part simply 

by analogy to the New River-Cave Creek belts. 

New River Volcanic Belt 

Chapter 3 noted that felsic volcanics of the Black Canyon Creek 

Group are interstratified with intermediate flows and tuffs and intruded 

by dikes from a slightly younger dacite-andesite volcanic center at Black 

Canyon City. These dacitic-andesitic rocks are widely exposed west of 

Rock Springs in the southern Black Canyon Belt, and west of Moore Gulch 

and New River town in the New River volcanic belt. They contain a 300 

meter-thick Fe-Mn-rich shaly iron formation unit. In the Little Squaw 

Creek drainage west of Moore Gulch, the andesite-dacite flows, tuffs and 

iron formation are intruded, metamorphosed and migmatized by southeastern 

diorite phases of the composite Cherry Springs Tonalite batholith, making 

a complex newly named the Little Squaw Creek Migmatite Complex. This 

migmatite complex demonstrates that the dacite-andesite sequence predates 

the southeast phases of the batholith that were emplaced sometime between 

the 1740 Ma northern phases (chapter 3) and the 1720 Ma Bland tonalite, 

dated by Bowring (1986). The dacite-andesite sequence extends from the 

southern Black Canyon Belt and Moore Gulch southerly to west of New River 

town, where it is overlain unconformably by slaty sedimentary rocks. 

Andesitic flows, tuffs, and mineralized iron formation of the 

Little Squaw Creek Migmatite Complex are overlain in Moore Gulch by a 

variety of tuff wacke, volcanic wacke, and tuffaceous sediments, which 

are in turn overlain unconformably by a sequence of weakly metamorphosed 
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purplish and bluish slates, phyllites and sericite schists just east of 

Moore Gulch. These two lithologically contrasting sedimentary sequences 

are critically important because they or their equivalents are found in 

all younger volcanic belts, and delimit two major depositional hiatuses 

in the stratigraphic evolution of the younger volcanic belts. The purple 

slaty sequence in turn overlain unconformably by leucocratic rhyolitic 

breccias, agglomerates, tuffs and flows which grade up to ignimbrites 

(welded ash flow tuffs) towards the top of the New River Mountains. 

Essentially the same stratigraphic relations are found near New 

River town in less telescoped form because of the lower strain state to 

the south. Farther north in Moore Gulch along the east side of the Moore 

Gulch Shear Zone, felsic volcanics are retrograded to sericite schists, 

but slaty units are prograded first to phyllites then sericite schists, 

then attenuated as strain in the Moore Gulch Shear Zone intensifies to 

the north. Finally the felsic volcanics are juxtaposed directly in fault 

contact with Little Squaw Creek Migmatite Complex along the Moore Gulch 

Shear Zone, which is a major tectonic element of the New River volcanic 

belt that continues northeast for more than 30 km (see chapter 6). 

East but nowhere west of the Moore Gulch Shear Zone, felsic 

volcanics are exposed over a huge region, occupying all of the New River 

Mountains, and extending both to the north and south. The western parts 

are entirely volcanic, consisting of felsic megabreccias, agglomerates, 

tuffs, lahars, lithic-crystal ash-flow and ash-fall tuffs, flows and 

columnar-jointed ignimbrites of quartz latite to rhyodacite composition. 

The crest of the New River Mountains is occupied by black, vitreous 

welded quartz latitic ignimbrite representing the uppermost part of the 

felsic volcanic complex. On the east side of the New River Mountains, 

extrusive quartz latite grades downwards into massive, hypabyssal 

intrusive quartz latite in which both the matrix and small feldspar 

phenocrysts gradually coarsen eastwards into a fine-grained plutonic 

rock. Farther east into upper New River, the grain size and porphyritic 

character coarsen further to a coarse-grained, porphyritic adamellite. 
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Thus, a continuous gradation from volcanic to plutonic textures 

in rocks of quartz latite-adamellite composition exists in the eastern 

New River Mountains. This gradation represents a cross-section from the 

upper extrusive parts, to the subvolcanic hypabyssal parts, to deeper 

plutonic parts, of a huge felsic complex. All such parts are broadly 

coeval even though discordant relations occur locally in upper bedded 

portions, and planar surfaces may delimit textural changes in the 

hypabyssal and plutonic portions. This huge felsic volcano-plutonic 

complex is newly named the Hev River Mountains Felsic Complex, and is a 

major component of the younger evolution of the New River volcanic belt. 

The complex is exposed over a length of 50 km from south of New River 

town to northeast of Turret Peak and over a width of 10 km in the New 

River Mountains. On a broader scale however, the complex is just one 

extrusive manifestation of the vast Verde River Granite batholith that 

extends for 50 km from the New River to Mazatzal Mountains (fig. 22). 

In the northern region, near Brooklyn Peak, one of the most 

critical age relationships in the Precambrian of Arizona is exposed. 

Andesite, microdiorite, tuff and sediments of the Little Squaw Creek 

Migmatite Complex attain amphibolite grade at the east edge of the Cherry 

Springs batholith. In faulted depositional contact with the batholith 

and the migmatites is a completely unmetamorphosed sequence of felsic 

tuffs and volcaniclastic rocks containing the Brooklyn Peak Conglomerate. 

The conglomerate consists of boulders of hornblende-biotite quartz 

diorite derived from the batholith, embedded in a felsic volcanic 

graywacke matrix, thus proving conclusively that the volcaniclastic 

sequence postdates uplift and unroofing of the Cherry Springs batholith. 

The felsic volcaniclastic sequence, including upper beds of volcanic 

arenite and quartzite, is unconformably overlain by breccias, ash-flow 

tuffs and columnar ignimbrites of the New River Mountains Felsic Complex 

(see fig. 23 for this and all other unconformable or facies relations). 

To the south near New River, conglomerates in·stratigraphic 

positions similar to the Brooklyn Peak Conglomerate delimit local troughs 



Figure 22: 

Geologic map of the older Proterozoic geology of the 

New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte volcanic 

. belts showing the distribution of the major rock groups defined 

here. All units are discussed in the text, and intervening blank 

areas are either post-volcanic plutonic rocks (heavy solid lines) 

or late Proterozoic (Apache Group) and younger cover (thin dotted 

lines). Note the orientations of symbols for felsic ignimbrites: 

upward-pointing triangles denote rocks related to the Verde River 

Granite batholith; downward-pointing triangles are for the Red 

Rock Formation and its more easterly correlatives; left-pointing 

triangles signify upper Haigler and Oxbow rhyolites; and right

pointing triangles include all other ignimbrites. 

Small Letters: bm = Black Mountain; db = Diamond Butte; gj = Go 

John Mountain; mm = McDonald Mountain; mp = Mazatzal Peak; 

mtp = Mount Peeley; np = North Peak; sbm = Sheep Basin Mountain. 

Rock Types: A-Dt + bif = andesitic-dacitic tuff and banded iron 

formation of Black Canyon City and Little Squaw Creek Migmatite 

Complex; A gw = andesitic graywacke; D = dacitic units in upper 

Alder Group; Is = lower sed = lower sedimentary portion of Alder 

Group; uv = upper volc = upper volcanic portion of Alder Group; 

V cg = felsic volcanic conglomerate-agglomerate; ~ gr = core 

porphyritic granite-adamellite phase of New River Felsic Complex. 

Capital Letters: BCF = Board Cabin Formation; BPC = Brooklyn 

Peak Conglomerate; CF = Coffeepot Facies; CMF = Cramm Mountain 

Formation; CMQ = Mazatzal quartzite of Christopher Mountain; 

DSF = Del Shay Facies; FPQ = Mazatzal quartzite of Four Peaks; 

GGF = Grays Gulch Formation; LSCMC = Little Squaw Creek Migmatite 

Complex; MMQ = McDonald Mountain quartzite; Mq = Mazatzal 

quartzite; ~ = North Union Hills Formation; RRQ = quartzites 

of Reef Ridge Formation; SBMF = Sheep Basin Mountain Facies. 
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filled by felsic volcanic debris before the main quartz latite flows and 

ignimbrite eruptions. East of New River near Daisy Mountain, subvolcanic 

quartz latite feeders of the felsic complex intrude andesite and diorite, 

but bedded fragmental units and ignimbrites of the complex are separated 

from older mafic volcanic rocks by either purple slates and wackes or 

fault contacts~ The andesite-dacite-iron formation sequence that extends 

from Black Canyon City to near New River appears to be stratigraphically 

overlain to the east by a very different suite of basaltic andesite and 

andesite flows, tuffs and breccias, interstratified with rhyolite flows, 

tuffs and iron formation in upper portions, and with andesitic graywacke 

on flanking portions of the volcanic centers. This mafic volcanic suite 

is younger than dacite-andesites in the Black Canyon Belt, and is widely 

exposed in the Union Hills and Cave Creek areas, as described to follow. 

Union Hills Area 

In the Union Hills between Phoenix and the New River volcanic 

belt (fig. 22) is a highly significant suite of mafic volcanic flows and 

related graywackes whose importance to the Precambrian geology of Arizona 

has been entirely overlooked. In the low hills north of the Union Hills 

proper, named here the North Union Hills, is a series of very weakly 

metamorphosed, finely granular basaltic andesite and andesite flows 

having chilled bases, micro diorite cores, variolitic and glassy silicic 

upper portions, and vesicular flow tops. Differentiation from basaltic 

andesite to andesite to dacite is present in the flow sequences. The 

flows are inter stratified with cogenetic andesitic breccias and tuffs, 

and are laterally interleaved with thick depositional wedges of andesitic 

graywacke. Most flows are aphanitic, few are plagioclase-phenocrystic, 

and all show evidence of original pyroxene, but no olivine, phenocrysts. 

In the Union Hills proper, the same volcanic and sedimentary 

units are more highly metamorphosed and intruded by granitic rocks but 

contain essentially similar components. The main units are basaltic 

andesite and andesite flows, locally with pyroxene and plagioclase 
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phenocrysts, interbedded with thinner units of albitic rhyodacite, 

dacite, ferruginous chert, andesitic tuffs and breccias, and laterally 

interstratified with thick wedges of crudely bedded andesitic graywacke. 

Diorite and hornblende granodiorite bodies intrude the mafic 

volcanic rocks of the Union Hills, New River and Cave Creek areas, as 

well as purple slaty sedimentary sequences in the same areas that are 

stratigraphically equivalent to Alder Group in the Mazatzal Mountains. 

Thus, the mafic plutons cannot be as old as the 1740-1720 Ma Cherry 

Springs batholith to the northwest that is overlapped by the Alder Group, 

but the basaltic andesite-graywacke suite may predate the Cherry Springs 

batholith even though it is nowhere intruded by it. The Union Hills 

mafic volcanic suite is intruded only by the diorite-granodiorite bodies 

and younger monzogranite plutons; it appears to stratigraphically 

overlie the Black Canyon andesite-dacite-iron formation suite south of 

New River, and the two different volcanic suites are of distinctly 

different lithology, petrology, chemistry and geologic setting. 

These relative age relationships indicate that mafic volcanics 

in the Union Hills formed after 1745 Ma volcanics in the Prescott belt, 

long before 1710 Ma volcanic conglomerates in the uppermost Alder Group, 

and almost certainly prior to the younger 1720 Ma phase of the Cherry 

Springs batholith. Thus, Union Hills volcanics evolved in the period 

1745-1720 Ma, a period formerly believed to have no volcanic expression 

in the Proterozoic of Arizona. Because of the importance of these mafic 

volcanic rocks to a new tectonic-evolutionary understanding of central 

Arizona, and because the largest and best exposures of the volcanics lie 

in the Union Hills and North Union Hills, a new formal name -- the Union 

Bills Group -- is assigned to all mafic volcanic rock sequences in the 

younger volcanic belts of central Arizona that are lithostratigraphically 

correlative to those in the Union Hills and North Union Hills. The type 

mafic volcanic formation of the Union Hills Group is in the North Union 

Hills, so the basaltic andesite-graywacke sequence exposed specifically 

in those hills is newly named the Horth Union Bills Formation. 



Figure 23: 

Tabular summary of all major stratigraphic relations in 

the younger eastern volcanic belts of central Arizona. All names 

shown on the table are newly proposed here for formal adoption, 

including Groups, Formations, Facies, and Complexes (optionally 

named Igneous Suites). Three Alder Group formations and Haigler

Oxbow-Hell's Gate rhyolites in the Diamond Butte area have been 

previously named by Gastil (1958), Mazatzal Group formations in 

the Hess Canyon area were previously named by Livingston (1969), 

and Gibson Creek diorite is named by Conway and Wrucke (1986). 

Some other names are redefined from Wilson's (1939) original 

work, as described in the text. Wilson's (1939) original name 

"Alder series" is shown on the diagram for reference at its 

correct location where first defined in the Slate Creek Divide 

area of the Mazatzal Mountains, but is placed in quotation marks 

to indicate that it is no longer part of the formal nomenclature, 

having been superceded by Alder Group, as defined in this work. 

Geologic relations are tabulated according to the areas 

listed at the top of the table. Several different events of 

mafic-intermediate intrusions are shown at the right to depict 

merely the form of the intrusions and the stratigraphic level 

they intrude; the characterization is not intended to show either 

relative age or imply a single plutonic event. Wavy lines depict 

either unconformities (labelled U), disconformities (labelled D), 
\ 

or structural or fault boundaries to deposition (labelled F); 

straight lines depict contacts that are discernibly conformable. 

Wedge-shaped edges depict the major lithologic facies changes 

within and between various formations. Minor lithologic changes 

between formations of the Mazatzal Group and their direct 

easterly facies equivalents are depicted by dotted lines. Figure 

24 shows facies changes in the Mazatzal Group in more detail. 
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In the discussion to follow, the widespread nature throughout 

all the younger central Arizona volcanic belts of mafic volcanic rocks 

belonging to the Union Hi11~ Group will clearly be seen: These are the 

mafic volcanic rocks that both Wilson (1939) in the Mazatzal Mountains 

and Gasti1 (1958) in the Diamond Butte area recognized as predating Alder 

sedimentary strata. In the more easterly volcanic belts, the equivalent 

mafic volcanic rocks are assigned to new formations, as described to 

follow, but nowhere is as thick and complete a section exposed as in the 

Union Hills area. The name Union Bills Group therefore must take 

precedence over all other names for the oldest mafic volcanic component 

of the younger central Arizona volcanic belts. 

Cave Creek Volcanic Belt 

The Cave Creek volcanic belt comprises isolated exposures of a 

diversity of rock units with abundant facies changes, unconformities, 

highly variable strain, and complex structure, so a brief summary is 

difficult. The belt contains an old sequence of mafic flows and breccias 

at volcanic centers, flanked by graywackes at lower stratigraphic levels, 

a transitional suite of andesite and rhyolite flows, tuffs, and iron 

formation at middle stratigraphic levels, and hematitic slaty sedimentary 

rocks at upper stratigraphic levels. Notable is the absence at what 

would be the highest stratigraphic level of felsic extrusive rocks 

related to the New River Mountains Felsic Complex, although porphyritic 

adamellite in the deep plutonic portion of the felsic complex intrudes 

tuffaceous strata at the northern edge of the Cave Creek volcanic belt 

(fig. 22). Small plutons and dikes of diorite-granodiorite cut 

stratified units in several parts of the belt (fig. 23). 

Mafic volcanics occupy the central portion of the Cave Creek 

belt and are well exposed in the upper drainage of Cave Creek, but are 

covered by Tertiary rocks under the mesas. Cramm Mountain represents the 

mineralized vent portion of a major mafic volcanic center of pyroxene

phenocrystic basaltic andesite and p1agioc1ase-phenocrystic andesite. 
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Coarsely fragmental material was shed as blocks up to 4 meters wide from 

the slopes of this main volcanic edifice to accumulate as autogenous 

breccias, polymictic agglomerate, and volcanic conglomerates in a wide 

region extending both southwest and east to Humboldt Mountain. Some of 

the lower pyroxene-phenocrystic flows are well exposed north of Cramm 

Mountain, and drainages such as upper Cave Creek provide classic cross

sections through the midst of a Proterozoic andesitic strato-volcano. 

The mafic flow and breccia units fine upwards into andesitic 

tuffs that are both interbedded with and overlain by rhyolitic flows, 

mineralized rhyolitic breccia, agglomerate, conglomerate, and felsic 

tuffs. These felsic strata are transitional upwards into a great 

diversity of tuffaceous and volcaniclastic lithologies of intermediate to 

felsic composition, interbedded with abundant hematitic chert, iron 

formation and shaly hematitic tuff, which are in turn overlain by clastic 

units not of direct volcanic derivation. This means that the contact 

between the lower mafic volcanic sequence and the upper sedimentary 

sequence is gradational and lithologically variable from place to place, 

making the drawing of clear-cut formation boundaries difficult. 

Nevertheless, all mafic volcanic rocks listed above are of such 

similar lithologic and petrologic character that they can be grouped into 

a single formation, which is newly named the Crama Mountain Formation for 

its type section at Cramm Mountain. Like the North Union Hills Formation 

of andesite flows and graywacke to the south, the Cramm Mountain Formation 

is part of the Union Hills Group. The Cramm Mountain andesitic center 

may have evolved at a slightly earlier or later time than the volcanic 

center that gave rise to the North Union Hills Formation, but distal 

sedimentary units from the two centers are interstratified and in places 

almost indistinguishable, thus indicating overall coevality of volcanism. 

The lithologically diverse sequence of rhyolites, intermediate 

and felsic tuffs, iron formation, tuff wacke, volcanic wacke, slates and 

graywacke overlying the Cramm Mountain Formation to the north, described 
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above, is newly named the Grays Gulch Foraation for a continuous section 

of the deformed tuffaceous strata in Grays Gulch, a ,northern tributary of 

Cave Creek. The Grays Gulch Formation includes both a lower portion of 

distinctively siliceous rhyolitic rocks, and an upper portion of mainly 

tuffaceous sedimentary rocks with local interbedded andesite flows. 

Distinctive silicification by jasper veinlets is seen both in rhyolitic 

breccia and tuff of the Grays Gulch Formation near the Red Rover mine and 

in andesitic breccia of the Cramm Mountain Formation on Humboldt Mountain 

to the south. The only other occurrence of this jasper silicification is 

in correlative andesitic breccias on the East Verde River near Payson. 

The Grays Gulch Formation is restricted to the north and central parts of 

the Cave Creek belt and was not deposited in the southern part. 

Instead, south of Skull Mesa is a dominantly clastic sequence 

where minor dacite flows and feldspar-crystal tuffs, intermediate tuff, 

volcanic wacke, intrusive rhyolite and limestone beds lie in a thick, 

broad expanse of well-bedded and graded-bedded purple slate, siltstone 

and graywacke. This sedimentary sequence is named the Rackensack Canyon 

Formation for a complete stratigraphic section in Rackensack Canyon north 

of Carefree. It overlies the Grays Gulch Formation in windows along 

Bronco Creek south of the Cramm Mountain Formation. The dominant clastic 

sedimentary lithology of the Rackensack Canyon Formation, as well as its 

direct correlation to equivalent rocks in the Mazatzal Mountains, makes 

it a major part of the Alder Group in the Cave Creek volcanic belt. 

Older andesitic graywackes in contact with 1400 Ma porphyritic adamellite 

northeast of Carefree are considered to be lateral facies equivalents of 

the older Cramm Mountain Formation, but are not assigned here to a 

separate formation or distinguished on figure 22. 

The southern part of the Cave Creek volcanic belt, mainly west 

of Cave Creek town, is an area of complex facies changes where the distal 

edges of many rocks units are interleaved. The area is dominated by 

graywackes, purple slates, volcanic wacke and conglomerates in complex 

unconformable relationships with andesite flows, intermediate tuff, local 
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rhyolite flows, and iron formation. Vesicular andesite flows of the 

North Union Hills Formation occur in this southern area interbedded with 

. and enveloped laterally by volcanic conglomerate, graywacke, tuff, 

agglomerate and fragmentals of andesitic composition. Unconformably 

overlying these units from Black Mountain to west of Go John Mountain is 

a thick sequence of purple and bluish-black slates, siltstone, argillite 

and graywacke interbedded with felsic volcaniclastic material, all of 

which is a slightly older facies-equivalent of the Rackensack Canyon 

Formation to the northeast, and which may in future warrant distinction 

as a separate formation as the lateral interfacing is studied in detail. 

In the south part of the Cave Creek belt east of Apache Peak, 

evidence that the Cramm Mountain and North Union Hills Formation are 

broadly synchronous exists in andesite flows that have the petrologic 

character of flows in the Union Hills but are in a stratigraphic position 

equal to the Cramm Mountain Formation. The flows are interbedded with 

andesitic tuff, agglomerate and breccia, and are overlain by rhyolite 

flows and tuffs that represent the thin southern extremity of the Grays 

Gulch Formation. These rhyolitic units thin out completely east of 

Apache Peak, just where overlying dacite flows, breccias, dacitic crystal 

tuffs, felsic tuff and iron formation equivalent to the slightly older 

lateral facies equivalent of the Rackensack Canyon Formation thickens. 

In this manner, the thinning of one formation allows another to attain a 

greater thickness, a distinctive feature seen in all the volcanic belts. 

In summary, the primary distinction between the Union Hills 

Group and the Alder Group in the Cave Creek area is the preponderance of 

volcanic and direct volcaniclastic deposits in the former, compared to 

the preponderance of reworked volcanic material and clastic sediments in 

the latter. The Grays Gulch Formation is primarily of direct volcanic 

derivation, so it is included in the Union Hills Group even though it is 

mainly of felsic composition. It is possible to resolve into distinct 

formations both dacitic units included here in the upper Rackensack Canyon 

Formation and slightly older volcanic conglomerate facies, for the strata 



are laterally persistent for several kilometers. Thus, there is every 

justification in the Cave Creek area to later formally recognize many 

more discrete formations than are mentioned here, but this summary has 

laid the essential stratigraphic foundation for future work. 

Verde River Granite batholith 
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One of the largest Precambrian plutonic bodies in central 

Arizona is a batholith of fine to medium grained red granite newly and 

formally named the Verde River Granite. It occupies 1200 square 

kilometers of the lower Verde River drainage basin and extends from the 

New River and Cave Creek volcanic belts east to the Mazatzal Mountains. 

The batholith is extremely homogeneous, of true granite composition, red 

from primary-oxidized dispersed hematite, usually characterized by small, 

zoned, pink I-feldspar phenocrysts but elsewhere having medium- to fine

grained granitic texture, and is texturally zoned to include a granitic 

core, granophyric border phases, chilled feldspar-phenocrystic margins, 

and dikes and apophyses of red feldspar-porphyritic rhyolite. 

The batholith intrudes all rocks in the New River-Cave Creek 

areas older than the New River Mountains Felsic Complex, but nowhere cuts 

extrusive rocks of the complex. Instead, fine grained red granite of the 

batholith is identical to fine grained red granite of the felsic complex 

that was described earlier as gradational into intrusive quartzlatite, 

thence into extrusive equivalents of the felsic complex. In other words, 

plutonic portions of the New River Mountains Felsic Complex are in every 

way identical to and continuous with the batholithic Verde River Granite; 

the felsic complex therefore represents the westernmost locality where 

felsic granitic magma extruded via subvolcanic phases to form an elongate 

ignimbrite body. The New River Mountains Felsic Complex is thus strictly 

coeval and comagmatic with the Verde River Granite batholith. 

Another major locality where the magma surfaced through similar 

gradational plutonic-subvolcanic-volcanic phases is along the eastern 
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side of the batholith in the Mazatzal Mountains. The main granitic

textured batholith core phase extends east to Deadman Wash in the western 

Mazatzal Mountains where vertical displacement on the Deadman Wash Fault 

brings uplifted granite into contact with fine grained porphyritic 

intrusive rhyolite, thus obscuring the gradational nature of granite 

into rhyolite evident at New River. East of the fault, however, the same 

pattern of fine grained red granite grading to intrusive rhyolite then to 

extrusive phases is seen from Davenport Wash southeast to Mount Pee1ey. 

Boundaries or "surfaces~1 across which there is distinct textural but no 

compositional difference are evident between adjacent phases and reflect 

crude stratification of the p1utonic-subvo1canic complex analogous to 

stratification in the overlying extrusive ignimbrite deposits. 

Based on relative age relations to isotopically dated, broadly 

coeval volcanic rocks, and to the slightly younger Payson granite which 

appears to intrude the edge of the Verde River Granite, the age of the 

Verde River batholith must be in the range 1715-1705 Ma, whereas Payson 

granite should be about 5-10 ,Ma younger. This Verde River granite age is 

shared by the New River Mountains Felsic Complex and the Mount Pee1ey 

ignimbrites, but felsic volcanics of the Red Rock Formation and Haigler 

Group have the younger Payson granite age, although the age differences 

may be too small to resolve with isotopic methods of ± 10 Ma precision. 

Mazatzal Mountains-Diamond Butte Area 

Union Hills Group 

As in the Cave Creek-Union Hills areas, the oldest rocks in the 

Mazatzal Mountains-Diamond Butte area are mafic volcanics of basaltic 

andesite and andesite composition which extend from Mount Ord in the 

Mazatzal Mountains northeasterly into the Diamond Butte area as a 

discontinuous series of exposures in Tonto Creek, Gun Creek, and upper 

Spring Creek. At all localities except Mount Ord, only the upper 

pillowed and brecciated parts of the mafic flow sequences are exposed. 
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On Mount Ord the lower subvolcanic portion of the mafic volcanic sequence 

is also exposed due to uplift and intrusion at the base by fine grained 

red granite. This subvolcanic portion is massive pyroxene-phenocrystic 

basaltic andesite and p1agioclase-phenocrystic andesite mostly, and is 

incorrectly labelled as "pyroxenite" on the 1969 Geology of Arizona map. 

Because the most complete section is on Mount Ord, the mafic volcanic 

sequence is newly and formally named the Mount Ord Formation. The Mount 

Ord Formation is analogous to and coeval with other mafic volcanic 

formations in the Cave Creek-Union Hills area, and represents the basal 

formation of the Union Hills Group in the Mazatzal-Diamond Butte area. 

The only other locality in the eastern volcanic belts where 

mafic volcanics are widely exposed is at the north edge of the Mazatzal 

Mountains, south of the East Verde River. The rocks are dominantly 

fragmental andesites --breccias, agglomerates, tuffs and flows -- that 

are interstratified with thick units of andesitic graywacke, argillite, 

volcanic wacke, siltstone and slate on the flanks of the main volcanic 

center. Both mafic rock lithologies and flanking clastics units are 

somewhat different than those of the Mount Ord Formation: in the East 

Verde River area a much thicker clastic wedge of andesitic graywacke and 

argillite is intimately associated with andesitic flows, fragmenta1s and 

tuffs. In the Cave Creek area, this same andesitic graywacke-argillite 

sequence is separated from the mafic volcanics by overlying sedimentary 

units of the Alder Group. 

As was done for the North Union Hills Formation, both the mafic 

volcanic rocks and their derivative clastics along the East Verde River 

are assembled into a single formation, which is logically newly named the 

East Verde River Formation. The mafic volcanic portion of the East Verde 

River Formation correlates directly to andesitic breccias on Humboldt 

Mountain near Cave Creek, and the graywacke-argillite portion correlates 

to virtually identical rock units northeast of Carefree. Removal of the 

younger Verde River batholith realigns both detached suites as a single 

originally continuous belt of mafic volcanics enveloped by volcanogenic 
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sedimentary rocks. The East Verde River Formation is thus established as 

a separate formation because of its spatial separation from other Union 

Hills Group exposures, but it is recognized here as directly correlative 

to the Cramm Mountain Formation in the Cave Creek belt. 

Overlying the Mount Ord Formation to the north are felsic 

volcanic rocks, including fragmental rhyolite, rhyodacitic breccia, and 

quartz-feldspar crystal tuff interbedded with andesitic tuff and flows, 

in a stratigraphic position equivalent to the Grays Gulch Formation in 

the Cave Creek area and lithologically similar to that formation. 

Overlying the East Verde River volcanics west of City Creek, the same 

felsic volcanic sequence consists of fragmental rhyodacite, felsic 

agglomerate and tuff, with coeval intrusive rhyodacite feeder dik~s 

cutting the older andesitic graywackes east of North Peak. Away from 

these two volcanic centers however, the felsic units become cryptically 

thin and are not regionally persistent. Thus, the felsic volcanic rocks 

are included as part of their respective mafic volcanic formations at 

each volcanic center and are not assigned to separate formations here, 

although their general coeva1ity with the Grays Gulch Formation in the 

Cave Creek area is recognized. 

The East Verde River Formation and the Mount Ord Formation 

represent the two earliest mafic volcanic centers that evolved in the 

Mazatzal Mountains and Diamond Butte areas, and all subsequent volcanism 

and clastic sedimentation was built upon and outward from these mafic 

volcanic foundations or their flanking volcanogenic sediments. Both the 

Mount Ord and the East Verde River mafic volcanic centers appear to be 

broadly if not exactly coeval -- certainly their flanking clastic wedges 

are interleaved in the Slate Creek Divide area -- so the two formations 

are grouped here as part of the Union Hills Group. These are the mafic 

volcanics in the Diamond Butte area which Gasti1 (1958) recognized as 

lying stratigraphically below Alder Group strata, and they are also the 

mafic volcanics that Wilson (1939) recognized beneath the type "Alder 

series" in the Mazatzal Mountains. 
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Union Bills Group-Alder Group Contact 

The major change from mafic-felsic volcanism of the Union Hills 

Group to clastic sedimentation of the Alder Group is everywhere either a 

disconformity or unconformity representing a major hiatus that clearly 

demarcates a profound change in evolution of all younger volcanic belts 

in central Arizona. The change was from primary mafic volcanism before, 

to primary felsic magmatism after, and accumulation of lower Alder Group 

strata span the time interval of that change. Logically therefore, this 

major change must be reflected in at least two major rock groups -- the 

Union Hills and Alder Groups -- not just a single Alder Group. 

This summary of the Union Hills Group has shown that throughout 

the New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte volcanic belts, 

mafic volcanics and their derivative cogenetic graywackes everywhere 

comprise the base of the stratigraphic section, and all Alder Group 

sedimentary strata overlie this mafic volcanic basement. Consequently, 

stratigraphic columns that do not recognize the fact of mafic volcanics 

or related graywackes lying at the base of the section beneath the Alder 

Group erroneously depict the true stratigraphy of the volcanic belts. 

Other recent publications on the Mazatzal-Diamond Butte area 

(e.g. Conway and Wrucke, 1986; Conway and Silver, 1986; and Conway and 

Silver, in prep.) show "stratigraphic columns" with evolved rock ty.pes 

such as rhyolites, phyllites and quartzites of the Alder Group at the 

base of the section, rocks which in reality lie high in the Alder Group 

and are nowhere near the true base of the volcanic section. Such pseudo

"stratigraphic sections" are derived by itemizing rock units encountered 

in traverses perpendicular to foliation, under the assumption that the 

sequence is homoclinally dipping (C. Conway, pers. commun., 1986). This 

approach results in an unrealistically thick and incorrect stratigraphic 

sequence, as explained in chapter 2, because fold or fault repetitions 

are not account~~ for, and the most critical element of the volcanic 

stratigraphy -- inter volcanic unconformities -- are missed. The single 
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basal Alder purple slate unit that rests unconformably on mafic volcanics 

in the Slate Creek Divide area is erroneously repeated three times in 

Conway and Wrucke's (1986) pseudo-stratigraphic section of "Alder Group" 

in the Mazatzal Mountains, with Union Hills Group basalts incorrectly 

placed between two Alder Group purple slate units. Not only was the 

complex deformation and folding misinterpreted, but an important angular 

unconformity was missed in at least two places, hence the fact that mafic 

volcanics lie unconformably beneath the Alder Group was not recognized. 

This very problem of missing major intervolcanic unconformities plagued a 

former generation of USGS mapping in the Prescott-Jerome area. 

Alder Group 

Wilson's (1939) type section of Alder series (now Alder Group) 

was Alder Creek in the Slate Creek Divide area, since renamed "Sycamore 

Creek" on the Reno Pass quadrangle. The original type section consists 

primarily of sedimentary rocks such as slate, quartzite and conglomerate, 

and mostly reworked volcaniclastic-tuffaceous rocks of dacitic-rhyolitic 

derivation; mafic volcanics are distinctively absent, in contrast to the 

Union Hills Group, and contrary to statements in other publications (see 

above). 'Unlike the preceeding Union Hills Group, dominated by lensoidal 

and laterally impersistent deposits, thin sedimentary units in the Alder 

Group may persist for tens of kilometers throughout the Alder Group's 

elongate depositional basin. Purple slates, quartzites and volcanic 

wackes are most distinctive of the Alder Group; in fact, purple slates 

are so diagnostic of Alder sedimentation that all older Precambrian rock 

sequences in Arizona containing purple slates may correlate to the Alder 

Group, especially in the younger central Arizona volcanic belts, but also 

probably in the older volcanic belts (see tectonic chapter). 

Outcrops of the Alder Group in the Slate Creek Divide area are 

separated by a central exposure of rhyolitic ignimbrite named by Wilson 

(1939) the Red Rock rhyolite. The Red Rock has been thought to occupy 

the core of a simple syncline (Ludwig, 1974) with Alder strata repeated 
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either side of the synclinal axis. Recent mapping for this study has 

shown that a simple folded picture is inaccurate because Alder strata on 

either side of the Red Rock rhyolite do not match in general or in detail 

and the lit~logiC differences cannot be explained just by facies changes 

either side of the Red Rock Major dacite, rhyolite and quartzite units 

of the Alder Group persist longitudinally along the length of the Alder 

depositional basin for more than 30 km from the Mazatzal Mountains to 

Cave Creek, so they cannot lens out laterally in less than a kilometer. 

It is now known that the Red Rock rhyolite laps unconformably 

across the Alder strata in Slate Creek Divide, meaning that different 

stratigraphic levels of Alder strata are truncated on either side of the 

Red Rock unconformity. Moreover, the Alder Group in the same area laps 

unconformably across parts of the Mount Ord Formation to the south, and 

parts of the East Verde River Formation to the north, a thicker apron of 

volcanic graywackes, siltstone, wacke and tuff being deposited around the 

northern volcanic center than the southern one. The Alder Group thus 

laps over the zone where the two clastic wedges interface, in the broad 

trough between the two mafic volcanic centers, and the axis of this 

trough guided Alder deposition through to the Cave Creek area. Thus, two 

major regional unconformities are present in the Slate Creek Divide area, 

unconformities that were missed by Ludwig (1974) and Conway and Wrucke 

(1986) but which are clearly obvious on a regional scale. 

Because such unconformities and major stratigraphic breaks were 

not recognized, Conway and Wrucke (1986) and Conway and Silver (in prep.) 

present a "stratigraphic" column for the Alder Group in the Slate Creek 

Divide area of the Mazatzal Mountains that is apparently just a traverse 

from the Red Rock contact to the northwest, assuming homoclinal dips and 

including in order all lithologies encountered, regardless of structure. 

A homoclinal structure Simply cannot exist between the Red Rock and Mount 

Peeley ignimbrites: the mere admission of a syncline down the axis of 

Red Rock rhyolite exposures, and the indisputable presence of a syncline 

through the center of Mazatzal Group and Mount Peeley exposures to the 
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northwest, means that an anticline must exist between the two synclines, 

and this anticline in fact exposes a narrow strip of Union Hills Group 

mafic volcanics and related clastics (see fig. 22), right in the middle 

of Conway's "Alder" section. Thus in Conway's pseudo-stratigraphic 

section, mafic volcanics actually belonging to the Union Hills Group are 

erroneously placed in the middle of the Alder Group, purple slaty units 

that involve only a single stratigraphic horizon unconformably overlying 

Union Hills mafic volcanics at the base of the Alder Group appear three 

times in the pseudo-column, and the "base" of his section is micaceous 

sandstone and rhyolitic tuff, rocks which in reality lie near the top of 

the Alder Group, just under the thick volcanic conglomerates (fig. 23). 

Incorrect pseudo-stratigraphic columns for the Alder Group such 

as the one described above have placed tremendous confusion into the 

literature as to the true nature of Alder Group sedimentation. The Slate 

Creek Divide section may be historically important for founding the Alder 

Group, but the problems cited above prove that the area is too complex 

stratigraphically for defining formations that best characterize the true 

Alder Group stratigraphy throughout all of the younger volcanic belts. In 

addition to the incorrect stratigraphies of the area by Ludwig (1974) and 

Conway and Wrucke (1986), very unusual lithologies are present that occur 

nowhere else in the Alder Group, much of the section is overwhelmed by 

felsic volcanics, and the Alder sequence is unconformably truncated at 

two separate levels by Mount Peeley and Red Rock ignimbrites. 

Wilson (1939) correctly portrayed the Alder Group as consisting 

mainly of purplish slates and related sedimentary rocks, but most workers 

since have described the Alder Group as consisting largely of volcanic 

and volcaniclastic rocks. Gastil's (1958) Diamond Butte area lies right 

near the major Haigler felsic volcanic edifice for the ensuing rhyolitic 

ignimbrites, so his Alder section is obviously overwhelmed with felsic 

volcanic debris, particularly in upper portions. Ludwig's (1974) Slate 

Creek Divide study area is just where the main Red Rock rhyolite feeders 

and fragmentals pervade the Alder strata, so his area is also overwhelmed 
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with volcanic material. Conway (1976; Conway and Wrucke, 1986; Conway 

and Silver, in prep.) furthered work in the same areas as these previous 

works, also gaining a dominantly volcanic impression of the Alder Group. 

Therefore, most workers since Wilson acquired an atypical perspective of 

the Alder Group by studying areas proximal to felsic volcanic edifices, 

and did not perceive the dominant sedimentary constitution of the Alder 

Group on a much broader regional scale away from the felsic centers. 

On this regional scale, it is mainly the sedimentary strata of 

the Alder Group that have true lateral and longitudinal persistence. For 

example volcanic conglomerate units in the upper Alder Group of the Slate 

Creek Divide and Diamond Butte areas exceed 500 meters true thickness but 

taper to almost nothing in less than 2 km of strike. In contrast, purple 

slate units in the lower Alder Group are less than 500 meters thick, but 

persist longitudinally in the Alder depositional basin for almost 100 km 

from Young to New River. The advantage of this regional study is that it 

resolved which units are laterally persistent and thus regionally viable 

components of the Alder Group, and which units are lensoidal and thus not 

regionally viable formations. The ironic result is that prior to this 

work, no formation had been defined that is truly representative, typical 

or diagnostic of Alder Group stratigraphy as it exists on a broad scale 

throughout the younger volcanic belts. In the true meaning of the word, 

therefore, no type section of the Alder Group yet exists, only variant 

sections that are specific to particular areas. 

Having thus established the need for a type section of the 

major, regionally persistent sedimentary lithologies of the Alder Group, 

regional mapping for this study shows that the Reef Ridge area east of 

Tonto Creek is the best type section for the sedimentary part of the 

Alder Group, where the stratigraphic sequence is clearly exposed in a 

simple northwest-facing section that presumably cannot be misconstrued. 

The sequence is newly named the Reef Ridge Formation for its type section 

from Gun Creek across Reef Ridge, a ridge of argillaceous quartzite 

diagnostic of the Alder Group in the Mazatzal-Diamond Butte area. 
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The Reef Ridge Formation includes a basal thick section of 

purple and gray slate, siltstone, argillaceous quartzite, conglomerate, 

wacke, and locally mafic tuff that unconformably overlies a thin exposure 

in Gun Creek of andesitic tuff, pillow basalt and andesite of the Mount 

Ord Formation, which extends from Mount Ord through Gun Creek into Spring 

Creek to the east. The lower slates and siltstones are partly of felsic 

volcanic derivation, being interlayered with rhyolite flows and tuffs, 

and intruded by rhyolite dikes. Diorite, diabase and andesite dikes 

also intrude the purple slates, dikes which have been mistaken elsewhere 

for mafic flows by Gastil (1958), Ludwig (1974), and Conway (1976). 

Conformably overlying the purple slates is a thick sequence of 

impure argillaceous quartzite and volcanic-rock-fragment-jasper-chert 

conglomerate interbedded with purple slates to comprise the trio of rock 

types that are most diagnostic of the Alder Group (Anderson and Wirth, 

1981). Conformably above the quartzites is a thin unit of dacite flows, 

breccias, crystal tuffs and dikes, and above this the top of the Alder 

sequence is overlain unconformably by Red Rock rhyolitic ignimbrites. 

This unconformity cuts down into the dacite flows at Reef Ridge and 

elsewhere to regionally transect underlying strata of the Alder Group. 

Stratigraphy of the Reef Ridge Formation is also exposed discontinuously 

to the west in Tonto Creek. lower Gold Creek and near Jakes Corner where 

slate, conglomerate and wacke laterally interfinger with thick quartzites 

that otherwise coalesced in the shallow-water marine facies at Reef Ridge. 

Farther west, continuous exposures exist in the Slate Creek Divide area. 

To the east, the dominantly sedimentary stratigraphy of the 

Reef Ridge Formation is largely overwhelmed and replaced by eastward

thickening volcanic lenses. Gastil's (1958) Flying W felsic agglomerate 

and his thick "Board Cabin Formation" dacite-boulder agglomerate and 

conglomerate that dominate upper Alder strata only 7 km to the east, lens 

out before reaching the Reef Ridge section, where only very thin dacite 

flows lie at the "Board Cabin" position. These lensoidal volcanic 

conglomerate units flank the edge of the major Haigler felsic volcanic 
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representative of the Alder Group stratigraphy on a regional scale. 
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In the Mazatzal Mountains, the Alder Group has stratigraphic 

units similar to those in the Reef Ridge and Diamond Butte areas: the 

lower sedimentary section at Slate Creek Divide is closely similar to 

that at Reef Ridge except for thin quartzite beds below purple slates and 

immediately overlying the Mount Ord Formation, and for a thicker upper 

section of rhyolitic flows, fragmentals and tuffs beneath the overlying 

ignimbrites. Near Gold Creek and Deer Creek east of Slate Creek Divide, 

felsic volcanic agglomerate and conglomerate lenses much like those near 

Diamond Butte are present. Thus, many Alder Group formations defined by 

Gastil (1958) and Conway (1976) near Diamond Butte and by Ludwig (1974) 

in the Mazatzal Mountains are largely discontinuous volcanic formations 

without regional persistence: being proximal to felsic volcanic centers, 

they were overwhelmed by thick felsic volcanic conglomerate debris piles 

that immediately preceeded the ignimbrite eruptions. However, these 

formations need not be totally disbanded as long as it is understood that 

they are not extensive units characteristic of the Alder Group on a broad 

regional scale throughout the younger felsic volcanic belts, and it is 

recognized that dominantly sedimentary formations such as the Reef Ridge 

Formation and its correlatives are viable on this broader regional scale. 

The stratigraphy of the Reef Ridge Formation as described above 

and as shown in fig. 23 is remarkably similar to that of the Rackensack 

Canyon Formation in the Cave Creek area to the west, both of which are 

major formations of the Alder Group lying more than 70 Km apart. This 

wide separation yet great lithologic-stratigraphic similarity is evidence 

for the continuous, laterally extensive nature of sedimentary formations 

in the Alder Group, and proof of the profound nature of the two major 

formations described here. However, both the Reef Ridge and Rackensack 

Canyon Formations are much broader formational divisions than previously 

noted for Alder.~roup in the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte areas. For 

example, four of Gastil's (1958) formations are facies equivalents of the 
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Reef Ridge Formation, and his lensoidal volcanic units are more correctly 

termed "facies" than formations because individually they cannot be 

carried west of the Diamond Butte area. If such a detailed subdivision 

of the Alder Group were made in this study, over 30 formations would have 

to be proposed in the Mazatzal-Diamond Butte area alone. In contrast to 

earlier non-regionally viable stratigraphic studies, the purpose of this 

work is to first establish a broad framework of groups and formations 

which is viable over a large region; then later detailed studies can 

subdivide them into smaller units which are still meaningful on a 

regional scale. 

Rhyolitic Ignimbrites 

As noted previously, the Verde River Granite grades easterly 

through several texturally distinct phases into granophyric and intrusive 

rhyolite, then finally to rhyolitic ignimbrites of the Mazatzal Mountains 

that are well exposed on Mount Peeley as a series of stratified sheets of 

flow-banded and fragmental rhyolite and welded ash-flow and ash-fall 

crystal tuffs. These ignimbrite sheets unconformably overlie the Alder 

Group west of Slate Creek Divide, although the unconformity is locally 

attenuated to the west by the Sheep Mountain fault. These ignimbrites 

are newly named here the MOunt Peeley For.ation for the distinctive Mount 

Peeley section, because they are considered not to be stratigraphically 

equivalent to either Red Rock rhyolite at Slate Creek Divide or Haigler 

rhyolite near Diamond Butte, but lie at a slightly lower stratigraphic 

position than these slightly younger ignimbrites, as described below. 

Mount Peeley ignimbrites unconformably overlie dacitic tuff, 

felsic fragmentals and upper slaty units of the Alder Group, but they are 

stratigraphically separated from Red Rock rhyolite by an additional thick 

sequence of volcanic agglomerate and conglomerate which was deposited on 

top of the Alder Group prior to deposition of Red Rock rhyolite. The two 

ignimbritic sequences exist in parallel exposures for more than 10 km of 

strike length, which is not just due to the simple synclinal structure 
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perceived by Ludwig (1974), they do not converge or contact one another, 

and they display significant lithologic and stratigraphic differences 

throughout their full extent. The Red Rock rhyolite was deposited in an 

elongate trough that evidently was both spatially and temporally separate 

from deposition of the Mount Pee ley ignimbrites. 

Thus, Wilson's (1939) original Red Rock rhyolite is recognized 

here as distinct from both Mount Peeley ignimbrites and Haigler rhyolite 

in the Diamond Butte area (cf. Gastil, 1958). The distinctively red

brown oxidized hematitic Red Rock ignimbrites are exposed from Alder 

Creek northeast to Jakes Corner, at Black Mountain, and unconformably 

overlying the Reef Ridge Formation near Reef Ridge. The hematitic Red 

Rock rhyolite is overlain near Reef Ridge by the less hematitic yellow

altered Haigler-type rhyolites of Diamond Butte, and subjacent feeders to 

younger Haigler rhyolite locally cut Red Rock-type rhyolites. These 

relationships, plus a huge additional thickness of volcanic agglomerate 

and conglomerate between Alder Group and Haigler rhyolite in the Diamond 

Butte area, all confirm that Haigler rhyolite is significantly younger 

than Mount Peeley ignimbrites, and it just postdated Red Rock rhyolite. 

These and other relationships indicate that ignimbrites in the 

Mazatzal Mountains and Diamond Butte areas involve at least three major 

sequential eruptions that were extruded from separate volcanic centers: 

(1) first the Mount Peeley ignimbrites were extruded from the slightly 

older Verde River Granite batholith to the west; (2) next the Red Rock 

rhyolites were extruded from shallow subjacent feeder rhyolite and 

granophyre bodies between Tonto Creek and the Mazatzal Mountains; and 

(3) finally Haigler-type and Oxbow-type rhyolites were extruded from 

slightly younger volcanic centers to the east in the Diamond Butte area. 

This eastward-younging sequence is also supported by the observation that 

Payson granite is a body separate from, and slightly younger than, the 

Verde River Granite batholith that produced the Mount Peeley ignimbrites, 

and Payson granite is broadly coeval through granophyric and intrusive 

rhyolite phases with Haigler rhyolite (Gastil, 1958; Conway, 1976). 
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It is possible to use a single rock group term to collectively 

refer to all three separate ignimbrite deposits, and if this is done, the 

term "Red Rock" should be elevated to group status (in preference to 

"Haigler Group" used by Conway, 1976), since it was the first formal name 

given to the felsic ignimbrites. The term "Red Rock Group" is thus 

appropriate to broadly encompass the diversity of felsic extrusives only 

in the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte areas, as each eruption followed 

closely on the preceeding one. However, the term cannot be extended to 

the New River Mountains Felsic Complex because the felsic ignimbrite fans 

extruded from that western center never had any original stratigraphic 

continuity with ignimbrites in the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte area. 

In fact, all the ignimbrites are areally restricted deposits 

that never existed as broad sheets covering the entirety of the younger 

volcanic belts: each one had a local source, and the extrusive material 

spread outward from volcanic centers as domed fans or valley deposits, as 

described in the section on volcanic evolution to follow. Thus, Haigler 

strata never extended west of the Verde River Granite, and strata from 

the New River Mountains Felsic Complex never extended east of the Verde 

River Granite. If a term such as "Red Rock Group" is used to describe 

only the upper stratified components of each felsic complex, the term 

will thereafter be taken to imply that all isolated exposures are coeval 

and somehow stratigraphically interrelated, which is not the case. Also, 

additional names must be proposed for subvolcanic and plutonic phases of 

each felsic complex, and the end result is a terminology that detracts 

from the spatial and temporal uniqueness of each felsic complex, implying 

stratigraphic interrelation that is contrary to observed field relations. 

For these reasons "Tonto Basin Felsic Complex" (or "Felsic 

Suite") is the usage preferred here to describe all felsic extrusive and 

related granophyric rocks in the Tonto Basin-Diamond Butte area, because 

this term accurately indicates the areally confined nature of the rock 

units, as does the name "New River Mountains Felsic Complex" to the west. 

This "Felsic Complex" (or Suite) terminology gives a true picture of the 
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area11y restricted nature of the felsic volcanic complexes and their 

ignimbrite deposits. "Red Rock Group" is an useful general term for the 

ignimbrites in the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte areas so long as it is 

fully realized that the each componenta1 formation lies at a different 

stratigraphic position, is area11y confined to one part of the region, 

and is not laterally continuous across the entire region. 

Mazatzal. Group 

A distinctive sequence of well-bedded clean, reddish-maroon 

quartzites and conglomerates occupying the central Mazatzal Mountains was 

divided by Wilson (1939) into a generally thinner basal conglomerate

quartzite unit named Deadman Quartzite, a middle yellowish pyritic shale 

unit named the Maverick Shale, and a thicker upper pale maroon quartzite 

unit named the Mazatzal Quartzite. The Mazatzal Quartzite was originally 

recognized as a major, regionally important stratigraphic unit in central 

Arizona, and has since been correlated to other quartzites throughout the 

Proterozoic of the U.S. Throughout central Arizona are many isolated 

occurrences of Mazatzal-type quartzites in the form of synclinal keels, 

and each such locality has its own special lithofacies unique to itself 

in detail, but the general lithology and depositional setting of all such 

occurrences are distinctly of Mazatza1-Quartzite affinity. Designating 

every such occurrence as a separate formation would thus restrict that 

formation to just a single exposure. Consequently, formations must be 

defined on the basis of unifying lithologies and depositional setting. 

Because of the importance of the term "Mazatzal", it has been 

elevated to group status (Anderson and Wirth, 1981; cf. Conway, 1976), 

and the Mazatzal. Group now includes all related quartzite, conglomerate 

and shale in the Mazatzal Mountains and their more distant correlatives. 

Elevation of the name "Mazatzal" to group status, however, left the main 

thick upper quartzite sequence of the Mazatzal Mountains without its 

original "Mazatzal" label, an unfortunate situation since virtually all 
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other exposures in central Arizona correlate to this upper quartzite 

sequence. In order to retain an original "Mazatzal" designation for the 

thick upper quartzite sequence in the Mazatzal Mountains, Anderson and 

Wirth (1981) proposed that it be renamed and formally recognized as the 

Mazatzal Peak Formation, for a superb type section on Mazatzal Peak, 

which is the most complete unfaulted section in the range, displaying all 

the diagnostic changes in color, lithology, and depositional setting. 

Wilson's (1939) original type sections are retained for other 

formations of the Mazatzal Group he defined, and facies equivalents of 

these formations are now recognized in more distant areas (fig. 24). The 

Deadman Formation is now defined as the lower sequence of specularite

rich basal conglomerate and quartzite in the central Mazatzal Mountains, 

Maverick For.ation is the middle yellowish shale-siltstone sequence, and 

Mazatzal Peak Formation is the upper thick sequence of maroon to white 

quartzite and granule conglomerate in the Mazatzal Mountains. The change 

from "Quartzite" and "Shale" to Formation is appropriate, since it is now 

known that the Maverick Formation is dominated by facies other than shale 

in several areas, and the most distinctive feature of the Deadman is its 

conglomerates rather than quartzites, even though Deadman quartzites are 

everywhere quite distinct from quartzites of the Mazatzal Peak Formation 

(Anderson and Wirth, 1981). The informal term "Mazatzal quartzite" is 

still useful to refer to any exposure of quartzites that is distinctively 

a part of the Mazatzal Group, without necessarily knowing exactly which 

stratigraphic level that exposure represents. 

In the Sheep Basin Mountain area 30 kilometers to the east, 

virtually the same stratigraphic sequence as the Mazatzal Group in the 

Mazatzal Mountains is exposed, except the lithologies and depositional 

settings of the major units are somewhat different (Anderson and Wirth, 

1981), as explained below (cf. fig. 24). 

(1) A basal specularite-rich quartzite and conglomerate unit is 

recognizably equivalent to the Deadman Formation but fragments are 



Figure 24: 

Stratigraphic relations in the Mazatzal Group, as shown 

by correlations between seven major exposed stratigraphic 

sections in central Arizona. All Formation and Facies names on 

the diagram are proposed for formal adoption, the names in Hess 

Canyon having been previously proposed by Livingston (1969). 

However, Livingston's term "Hess Canyon Group" should not be 

adopted since it is demonstrably equivalent to Mazatzal Group and 

is therefore superfluous. 

The main lithologic types diagnostic of each unit are 

shown at the right of each column, and the variations in 

depositional environment are shown in sequence beneath each 

column to match lithologic variations in each column. The 

columns are greatly simplified from the detailed stratigraphic 

columns described by Anderson and Wirth (1981), Wirth (1980), and 

Livingston (1969). 
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larger, more abundantly rhyolitic, and both conglomerates and quartzites 

are more Fe-rich, being closer to a Red Rock rhyolite source terrane. 

This basal sequence is named the Del Shay Facies of the Deadman 

Formation, for its principal exposures in Del Shay basin. 

(2) The middle unit is fine grained red hematitic siltstone and 

quartzite deposited in a shallow water oxidizing environment, instead of 

the yellowish pyritic shale deposited in a reducing environment that 

typifies the Maverick Shale in the Mazatzal Mountains. This middle 

sequence is named the Coffeepot Facies of the Maverick Formation, for 

its major exposures centered on Coffeepot Canyon. 

(3) The upper unit is very similar to upper red-maroon quartzites in the 

Mazatzal Mountains except for coarser quartz-pebble conglomerate facies 

due to a higher energy depositional environment and proximity of a local 

source terrane. The unit occupies Sheep Basin Mountain and is named the 

Sheep Basin Mountain Facies of the Mazatzal Peak Formation. 

Mazatzal-type quartzites are also present farther north on 

McDonald Mountain, on and south of Christopher Mountain, south and north 

of Natural Bridge near Pine, and both north and southwest of Young. All 

such quartzite exposures represent fine grained facies of the Mazatzal 

Peak Formation, except for the basal rhyolite-boulder conglomerate at 

Natural Bridge, which may be correlative to the Deadman Formation. 

To the south at Four Peaks, and in Hess Canyon on the Salt 

River, generally cleaner finer grained, less hematitic quartzites still 

distinctively part of the Mazatzal Group were winnowed in an open marine 

setting (Anderson and Wirth, 1981) that was sufficiently different from 

the littoral-strand line setting of the Mazatzal Peak Formation to 

warrant designation as a separate formation (fig. 24). Only the upper 

quartzites correlative to the Mazatzal Peak Formation occur at Four 

Peaks, but in Hess Canyon a more complete section is preserved, including 

a basal quartzite (White Ledges Formation), middle shale (Yankee Joe 
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Formation), and thick upper quartzite (Blackjack Formation), which are 

correlated directly with Deadman, Maverick, and Mazatzal units of Wilson 

(1939) by Livingston (1969). Because of these direct correlations, which 

have not yet been refuted or questioned, the term "Hess Canyon Group" 

used by Livingston (1969) and Trevena (1979) is superfluous and should be 

dropped, since it only serves to burden the formal nomenclature. 

The Chino Valley area north of Prescott (fig. 11) is the only 

locality known in Arizona where quartzites and conglomerates of the 

Mazatzal Group lap unconformably over the older Prescott-Jerome volcanic 

belt. Lithologic units are not directly correlative to formations in the 

Mazatzal Mountains because a high energy fluvial environment deposited 

specu1aritic, coarse quartz-cobble conglomerates in all but the uppermost 

strata (Wirth, 1980). The chert-quartz vein cobbles were eroded from the 

older emergent Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt, hence are absent in the 

Mazatzal Mountain region (Anderson and Wirth, 1981). The sequence at 

Chino Valley is named the Del Rio Formation, after Wilson's (1939) 

original term, and is part of the Mazatzal Group. 

The Mazatzal Group represents a late stage in evolution of the 

younger central Arizona volcanic belts when subaerial ignimbrite fans and 

other supracrustal strata were being eroded back to sea level. It is 

everywhere unconformable on felsic volcanic or sedimentary rocks, lying 

above a major regional erosional surface (fig. 23). Most fragments cycled 

into the Mazatzal Group can be either precisely or generally correlated 

to rock units in the underlying source terrane. Fragments in the basal 

strata are typically large rhyolitic boulders and intraformational clasts 

localized in stream channels; at middle stratigraphic levels they are 

usually rhyolite, quartzite, jasper and chert; and in upper well-worked 

strata, only the most resistant chert, jasper and quartz grains remain. 

Specu1arite and other heavy minerals derived from underlying hematite

rich felsic volcanic sequences are strongly concentrated in basal units, 

whereas fine hematite dust persists throughout all higher units except in 

uppermost white quartzites that were winnowed in open marine conditions. 
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The various depositional environments of the Mazatzal Group are more 

fully treated elsewhere (Anderson and Wirth, 1981; Wirth, 1980; Trevena, 

1979) and are summarized on figure 24. 

City Creek Formation 

North of the Mazatzal Mountains near the East Verde River is a 

sequence of sedimentary rocks quite atypical of older Precambrian rock 

units in central Arizona because of their completely unmetamorphosed, 

perfectly preserved condition. The sequence includes hematitic mudstone, 

red, maroon and brown shale, sandstone, siltstone and other fine grained 

redbeds coring an open syncline in City Creek. The sequence was named by 

Wilson (1939) the City Creek Series. Lithologically similar though not 

necessarily stratigraphically equivalent unmetamorphosed redbeds are 

exposed along the East Verde River in sharp angular unconformity over 

hornblende diorite and volcaniclastic rocks of the East Verde River 

Formation that are intruded by the diorite. 

This diorite is broadly correlative to the Gibson Creek diorite 

(Conway, 1976) near Payson, which is intruded by Payson granite, so the 

diorite predates all felsic ignimbrites and related granophyres that are 

broadly coeval with Payson granite, but slightly postdates the East Verde 

River and Mount Ord Formations, the diorite being emplaced soon after the 

volcanics had formed, and well before deposition of the Alder Group. The 

Gibson Creek diorite has recently been dated at 1738 ± 4 Ma by Silver (in 

Silver, Conway and Ludwig, 1986), implying a pre-1738 Ma age for the East 

Verde River Formation. 

The City Creek series is renamed here the City Creek Formation 

and is recognized as a restricted but particularly important Proterozoic 

formation in central Arizona, because it may represent the only obvious 

remaining remnants of rocks which once overlay the Mazatzal Group, but 

which were almo~~ completely stripped off after 1400 Ma and prior to 

deposition of the late Proterozoic Apache Group. 
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Distal Areas 

The New River, Union Hills, Cave Creek, and Mazatzal-Diamond 

Butte areas described above represent deposits that were dominated by 

volcanic rocks near the axis of the central volcanic chain in the younger 

volcanic belts; adjacent areas received mainly reworked volcaniclastic 

detritus shed into deep water environments distal from the major volcanic 

centers. Such distal environments are now found southwest of Slate Creek 

Divide, in the northern hills of Phoenix, in the McDowell Mountains, near 

Saguaro Lake, on Four Peaks, and in Hess Canyon on the upper Salt River. 

Correlations of strata in these distal areas are mentioned briefly. 

Southwest of Slate Creek Divide, interfacing of the tuffaceous 

volcanic units of the Alder Group with distal clastic sedimentary units 

occurs where subgraywacke, quartz wacke, quartzite, siltstone, and slate 

replace Alder volcaniclastic units. Farther south, the clastic sequence 

is cut off by a major Precambrian batholith to recur to the southwest in 

the McDowell Mountains as a very thick sequence of quartzite, siltstone, 

quartz wacke, quartz-pebble conglomerate, sub graywacke , tuff and iron 

formation locally metamorphosed to andalusite grade near batholith edges. 

This siliceous clastic ~edimentary sequence is newly named the McDowell 

Mountain Formation for its principal exposures in the McDowell Mountains, 

and is stratigraphically a part of the Alder Group, although older strata 

predating the Alder Group and time-equivalent to the Union Hills Group 

might be included and later separated out. The siliceous quartzites and 

wackes extend west through the hills between Phoenix and Paradise Valley 

where they are intruded and metamorphosed by diorite and monzogranite. 

From Squaw Peak Park to North Mountain Park in the North 

Phoenix Mountains is exposed a very different sequence of felsic tuffs, 

rhyolitic conglomerates, intermediate tuffs, tuffaceous slates and 

volcaniclastics of other origins. Deformed rhyolitic and purple slate

fragment conglomerates as well as other highly unusual lithologic types 

in this sequence ~an be matched on a one-to-one basis with identical 
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rocks in the Slate Creek Divide area of the Mazatzal Mountains, proving 

that the Squaw Peak-North Mountain Park sequence is directly correlative 

to, not just a distal-facies equivalent of, the Alder Group in the Slate 

Creek Divide area. However, volcanic units such as Red Rock rhyolite are 

absent near Phoenix (proving that they were not blanket deposits) and 

other sedimentary units are present to compose a more abundantly clastic 

section. Anomalous kyanite with Mn-andalusite at Squaw Peak (Thorpe and 

Burt, 1978) has been thought to imply intermediate pressure metamorphic 

conditions, but the kyanite is hydrothermally metastable at low pressure. 
\ 

Near Saguaro Lake, east of Four Peaks, and in Hess Canyon on 

the Salt River, rhyolitic ignimbrites directly correlative to Red Rock 

rhyolite are exposed in stratigraphic positions equivalent or analogous 

to that of Red Rock rhyolite. In Hess Canyon, Livingston's (1969) 

"Redmond" rhyolitic ignimbrites underlie the unconformity of the White 

Ledges quartzite and unconformably overlie volcanic graywackes identical 

to the volcanic graywackes along the East Verde River that are distal to 

mafic volcanics of the East Verde River Formation. Most if not all of 

the Alder Group is absent in the Hess Canyon area, and the only pelitic 

sedimentary rocks are siltstone and shale interbedded with quartzite in 

the upper Mazatzal Group (fig 24). 

Specularitic quartzites correlative to the Mazatzal Peak and 

Blackjack Formations occupy a synclinal keel that makes up Four Peaks. 

The quartzites unconformably overlie pelitic sediments that are elevated 

to cordierite-andalusite hornfels by intrusion of the porphyritic Four 

Peaks Adamellite batholith. The metapelites correlate to the McDowell 

Mountain Formation and are probably part of the Alder Group. Ignimbrites 

are absent on Four Peaks, but are present both to the east and west where 

they are metamorphosed by the Four Peaks batholith. Thus, the main rock 

units and their correlations can be readily identified in distal areas 

flanking the central volcanic chain, but the stratigraphic sequences are 

found only in isolated exposures in these distal areas compared to their 

uninterrupted persistence in the central parts of the volcanic belts. 
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PE'l'ROLOGY AND GmCIIEHISTRY 

One of the most remarkable features of the central Arizona 

volcanic belts is that the younger belts discussed here start almost at 

the stage where the older belts ceased their evolution, not just in a 

time sense, but also in terms of petrologic and geochemical evolution. 

That is, the older volcanic belts began with very primitive, magnesian, 

10w-K tholeiitic magma series and evolved to the point of fractionated 

magmas transitional from high-K tholeiitic to 10w-K calc alkaline, with 

only a few of the very latest magma suites being truly of calc-alkaline 

character. In contrast, the younger volcanic belts began their evolution 

with magma series of 10w-K calc-alkaline character and evolved through 

the calc-alkaline field to reach an alkali-calcic end product in the 

subaerial rhyolitic ignimbrites. In the younger volcanic belts, there 

are no rocks derived directly from olivine tholeiite parents, there are 

no primitive magma series of 10w-K tholeiitic chemistry, and there is not 

even a normal iron-rich tholeiitic trend. Also, contrary to former data 

(Conway, 1976) neither do any volcanic rocks have sufficient alkalies to 

be of truly alkaline character, the most evolved ignimbrite compositions 

falling in the alkali-calcic rather than truly alkaline fields. 

Mafic volcanic rocks of the Union Hills Group were derived 

exclusively from quartz-normative source magmas that began crystallizing 

in a clinopyroxene field. Subvo1canic portions of the Cramm Mountain and 

Mount Ord Formations are characterized by large clinopyroxene phenocrysts 

(hence locally misnamed pyroxenites); breccias in the Cramm Mountain, 

Humboldt Mountain, and East Verde River areas contain partially reacted 

pyroxene phenocrysts; and mafic flows of the North Union Hills Formation 

contain subophitic clinopyroxene and plagioclase. Nowhere in the Union 

Hills Group has evidence been found for primary olivine, even in reaction 

relation with pyroxene, and orthopyroxene is also rare to absent. 

These petrologic features contrast to those of the earliest 

mafic volcanics in the Prescott-Jerome belts which are typically non-
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phenocrystic, alkali-depleted olivine tholeiites. The most primitive 

mafic volcanics in the Union Hills Group occur in the Union Hills as a 

suite of spilitic basaltic andesites interbedded with relatively sodic 

rhyolite -- the closest rock in the younger volcanic belts to a'true 

keratophyre. However, its K20 content is 2.3%, nearly 4 times that of 

sodic rhyodacites in the spilite-keratophyre sequence of the Senator 

Formation, the earliest unit of the older Prescott volcanic belt. Thus, 

the most primitive mafic volcanics in the younger belts are much more 

alkali-rich than those in the older volcanic belts, as can readily be 

seen by comparing figures 25 and 26 with figs 14 and 15 of chapter 3. 

Through similar contrasts not detailed here, it is evident that all other 

volcanic suites in the younger belts are enriched in K20, Na20, Si02, and 

locally A1203 , and are depleted in Fe203' MgO, and locally CaO relative 

to analogous suites in the older Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts. 

All of the above features demonstrate a fundamentally more 

evolved state of evolution of the younger volcanic belts in central 

Arizona. Instead of low-K tholeiitic bimodal magma series which began 

the Prescott-Jerome belts, the Union Hills Group defines a magma series 

of dominantly low-K calc-alkaline geochemistry, although variability is 

present: the "spilite-keratophyre" suite is intermediate in chemical 

characteristics between tholeiitic and calc-alkaline; some basalts and 

andesites appear to be high-K tholeiitic whereas others appear to be 

high-K calc-alkaline; however, much of the scatter is attributable to 

slight alkali mobility in the submarine depositional environment. In the 

eastern Mount Ord Formation near Spring Creek, Na-enrichment of basaltic 

andesites is most pronounced, resulting in an anomalous field of analyses 

(fig. 25). Compositional distribution in the Union Hills Group is 

distinctly not bimodal (Si02 gap> 15%) but spans the fields of basalt, 

basaltic andesite, andesite, dacite, rhyodacite and rhyolite (fig. 26). 

In contrast, mafic rocks in the older Little Squaw Creek 

Migmatite Complex, as well as their less-metamorphosed counterparts west 

of New River and in the southern Black Canyon Belt, are tholeiitic 



Figure 25: 

Alkali-silica plot (K20 + Na20 ~ 8i02) for the New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal 

Mountain-Diamond Butte volcanic belts of central Arizona showing fields of related 

analyses. Total analyses = 105. The fields of Union Hills Group and the younger felsic 

complexes (including all volcanic (V), subvolcanic (8), and plutonic (P) phases) are not 

subdivided because their component formations are indistinguishable on the diagram. 

Alder Group dacitic-rhyodacitic tuffs are K-depleted by sea-water alteration and 

plot in anomalously low alkali positions. The "8pilite-Keratophyre" trend represents the 

lowest alkali, unaltered trend known in the younger volcanic belts. Mafic pillow lavas in 

the Union Hills Group are typically Na-enriched by sea-water alteration and plot in 

anomalously high-alkali positions (altered U.H. Gp). 

Mafic plutonic rocks fall into three fields: an altered low-silica field of 

diabase-andesite-diorite dikes in the Mazatzal-Diamond Butte area; a fractionated trend of 

alkali enrichment in the Gibson Creek diorite; and a diorite-granodiorite field with 

chemistry similar to that of the Union Hills Group, wherein most unaltered plutons in the 

New River and Cave Creek areas plot. The rock classification grid for Proterozoic 

volcanic rocks in Arizona is described in figure 14, chapter 3. 
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Figure 26: 

K20 ~ Si02 plot for the New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte 

volcanic belts showing the same fields of related analyses that are shown in figure 25. 

The distinctly K-depleted condition of dacitic-rhyodacitic tuffs in the Alder Group and 

Grays Gulch Formation are clearer on this diagram, as is the slightly higher K20 nature of 

the mafic plutons relative to Union Hills Group volcanics. In addition, volcanic 

conglomerates transitional from the Alder Group to the felsic complexes (see fig. 23) are 

shown, and various components of the felsic complexes can be resolved on this diagram. 

Plutonic and subvolcanic phases (P + SV) of the New River Mountains Felsic 

Complex, the Verde River Granite batholith in the Cave Creek and Mazatzal areas, and the 

Payson granite are shown, and volcanic components of the New River Mountains Felsic 

Complex, Red Rock Formation, Mount Peeley Formation and Haigler-Hell's Gate-Ox Bow 

rhyolites are all distinguished, mainly to show how little compositional differentiation 

exists in the younger felsic complexes. The rock classification grid for the Proterozoic 

volcanic rocks of Arizona is described in figure 15, chapter 3. 
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basalts with lower I, Na, Si, and higher Fe, Mg, Ti and Ca contents than 

any rocks in the Union Hills Group, as predicted from their distinctly 

different petrogenesis as part of the older volcanic. belts. The lower 

Fe, Mg, Ti and Ca contents, and higher I, Na, and usually higher A1 

contents of the Union Hills Group are typical earmarks of a calc-alkaline 

magma series. The Grays Gulch Formation, a felsic volcanic-clastic 

sequence in the uppermost Union Hills Group, includes calc-alkaline 

dacites, rhyodacites and rhyolites that are chemically like rhyodacites 

. in the Union Hills and rhyolites in the East Verde River volcanics (fig 

26). Including these felsic rocks in the Union Hills Group even more 

strongly defines the po1ymoda1 calc-alkaline nature of the Group. 

Mafic plutons intruding the Union Hills Group in the New River, 

Cave Creek, Union Hills, Phoenix, Payson, and Diamond Butte areas are 

geochemica11y remarkably similar to the volcanic rocks. Most intrusives 

are medium to coarse grained diorite, locally granodiorite, and rarely 

gabbro-diorite or monzogranite •. The various intrusions define a magma 

suite of low-I calc-alkaline chemistry nearly identical to the main trend 

of the Union Hills Group itself (figs 25 & 26). This implies that the 

two magma types may have been comagmatic, but diorite plutons in the Cave 

Creek area were emplaced later, postdating volcanics, subsequent clastics 

and most of the Alder Group. In contrast the differentiated Gibson Creek 

diorite near Payson and correlatives are older and nearly coeval with the 

host volcanics. It has early phases of alkali-poor calcic pyroxenite, 

calcic gabbro, calc-alkaline gabbro-diorite and diorite, all of which 

define a differentiation trend of strong alkali enrichment (fig. 25). 

Volcanic flows, hreccias and crystal tuffs in the Alder Group 

vary from dacitic to rhyolitic in composition and define a calc-alkaline 

chemical trend, although significant major-element mobility is evident. 

Diorite-diabase intruding the Alder Group is typically alkali-enriched, 

and intruded rhyolites and dacites are usually Fe-, Ca- and Mg-enriched. 

Notwithstanding, no intermediate or felsic volcanics in the Alder Group 

are of alkali-calcic chemistry: upper Alder Group felsic agglomerates in 
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the Slate Creek Divide area are of high-K calc-alkaline chemistry, but 

many tuffs are alkali-depleted (fig. 25). Unlike all preceeding volcanic 

suites demonstrably linked to a mafic parent of some type, upper Alder 

Group felsic volcanics and closely ensuing rhyolitic ignimbrites were 

derived from primary felsic magmas of quartz latite-rhyolite composition. 

Therefore, the Union Hills Group represents a magmatic suite 

that was extensively fractionated from primary mafic parents to end in 

emplacement of differentiated plutonic bodies. In contrast, the rhyolitic 

ignimbrites that characterize the younger volcanic belts signify eruption 

of a fundamentally different style of magmatism involving emplacement of 

primary felsic magmas. One such felsic magma crystallized between the 

New River and Cave Creek volcanic belts as a huge batholith of Verde 

River Granite that extruded on the west side to form the New River 

Mountains Felsic Complex, and on the east side to form the Mount Peeley 

Formation. Another large felsic magma was then emplaced east of Payson 

to extrude Haigler rhyolite, crystallize at shallow levels to form the 

Tonto Basin Felsic Complex, and at deeper levels to form Payson granite. 

Plutonic, hypabyssal, and subvolcanic phases are all unified by similar 

feldspar zoning and crystallization histories. Plutonic compositions of 

calc-alkaline granite are central to the ignimbrite fields, which vary 

from intermediate-K and high-K calc-alkaline to alkali-calcic quartz 

latite and rhyolite (see fig. 26). These felsic igneous suites involve 

little compositional fractionation (figs 25 & 26), and no volcanic rocks 

of truly alkaline chemistry (i.e. with K20 + Na20 > 10% at 75% Si02) have 

yet been analyzed. Only the Young granite near Young, significantly 

postdating all the felsic volcanism, is of truly alkaline character. 

Rhyolite sills and flows in some basal strata of the Mazatzal 

Group are essentially similar in petrology and chemistry to rhyolitic 

units in the underlying ignimbrite terrane, indicating that inception of 

clastic sedimentation of the Mazatzal Group followed on immediately from 

the waning stages of alkali-calcic rhyolitic volcanism, thus slightly 

overlapping the last volcanic stages, but mostly following volcanism. 
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VOLCANIC STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION 

Volcanic Structure 

The early primary volcanic structure of the younger central 

Arizona volcanic belts was very similar to that of the older belts: the 

younger volcanic belts were first conceived as isolated centers of mafic 

volcanics extruded into a deep water submarine environment. The felsic 

volcanic deposits that resulted from fractionation of primary low-K calc

alkaline mafic magmas were built sequentially around the mafic edifices, 

and coeval volcanic sediments were shed distally outwards from the mafic 

centers into deep water basins where they interfaced with other coeval 

deposits from adjacent centers. The variety of facies changes outwards 

from the volcanic centers, and the lateral interfacing of adjacent coeval 

volcaniclastic deposits, establishes a primary stratigraphic complexity 

equal to the intricate lateral facies changes described in the Prescott 

volcanic belt, a complexity which cannot be understood in the absence of 

complex strato-volcanic facies models (figure 8, chapter 2). 

The oldest lithostratigraphic units in the younger central 

Arizona volcanic belts are wedge-shaped rock packages that are laterally 

interleaved with lithologically different but gene~ically related coeval 

rock units. This structure is best exemplified in the Union Hills Group, 

the basal assemblage of the New River, Cave Creek, Mazatzal and Diamond 

Butte volcanic belts. The oldest basaltic andesite-andesite flows of the 

North Union Hills Formation laterally interface with coeval, unreworked 

andesitic graywackes on the flanks of the main volcanic center, and this 

center extends south into the Union Hills where sodic rhyodacite, dacite 

breccia, tuff and iron formation facies are also interbedded. A more 

northerly pyroxene-phenocrystic volcanic center near Cramm Mountain shed 

mafic volcaniclastics north to Humboldt Mountain and beyond, shed its 

coeval andesitic graywackes south towards Carefree and Cave Creek, and 

spread its flows and tuffs southwest to laterally interface with coeval 

flows and graywackes of the North Union Hills Formation. 
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In the Mazatzal Mountains-Diamond Butte area, an early northern 

mafic volcanic center along the East Verde River that was once originally 

contiguous with the Humboldt Mountain andesitic breccias now lying to the 

west, shed a fanned array of tuffs, volcaniclastics, and unreworked 

graywackes distally from the mafic center, then fractionated to extrude a 

suite of rhyodacitic fragmentals above the mafic center. The largest 

early mafic volcanic edifice in the eastern belt was at Mount Ord, where 

massive subvolcanic pyroxene-phenocrystic basaltic andesite is overlain 

by mafic breccias, rhyodacitic flows and felsic breccias, and grades 

laterally to the east into submarine pillowed mafic flow sequences and 

tuffs. The volcaniclastics shed laterally from this center are different 

and perhaps slightly younger than the andesitic graywackes shed from the 

northern center, such that complexly interleaved andesite-graywacke units 

at Slate Creek Divide represent interfacing of the volcaniclastic suites. 

Felsic volcanic-tuffaceous deposits such as the Grays Gulch 

Formation were generated from the waning stages of fractionated low-K 

calc-alkaline magmatism that produced the major Union Hills Group mafic 

centers, and were disposed asymmetrically away from the evolved volcanic 

centers so as to partly fill intervening deep basins between volcanic 

centers. This geometry left a submarine volcanic-sedimentary pile whose 

topography prior to Alder-Group sedimentation was high over original 

mafic volcanic centers and low over inter-volcanic basins. 

In contrast to sharp lateral facies variations between wedge

shaped rock packages in the Union Hills Group, sedimentary strata of the 

Alder Group were deposited as laterally persistent facies extending over 

much broader areas. Alder strata are essentially confined to an original 

depositional basin that intervened between earlier volcanic centers, and 

as Alder strata filled that basin, they lapped unconformably over distal 

volcaniclastics of the Union Hills Group rather than flows proximal to 

volcanic centers. Thus, Alder strata persist for considerable distances 

along this NE-trending depositional baSin, a structure that was inherited 

from the primary geometry of the original submarine volcanic chain. 
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Erosion of subjacent strata from positive areas and para- to 

unconformable deposition in the basin caused Alder strata to transgress 

as fingers unconformably across the diachronous older terranes from east 

to west, until the westernmost edge of the younger volcanic belt in the 

New River area was reached. In parallel with the westerly transgression 

are other gradients in the Alder Group, such as more volcanic material, 

greater thickness and better stratigraphic development in the eastern 

Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte areas, while only the thin basal purple 

slate and tuff wacke facies were deposited in western areas. Following 

an inter-volcanic stage of arenaceous-pelitic sedimentation at middle 

stratigraphic positions in the Alder Group, dacite flows and thick wedges 

of dacitic to rhyolitic volcanic conglomerates in upper Alder strata mark 

inception of felsic volcanism that culminated in ignimbrite eruptions. 

The quartz 1atitic to rhyolitic ignimbrites did not assume the 

form of widespread sheets that covered all other sequences, but formed 

domed fans centered on the felsic subvo1canic-p1utonic complexes. These 

compositionally uniform but texturally gradational complexes represent 

places where huge felsic magma chambers, otherwise crystallizing as red 

granite batholiths, locally extruded via plutonic and subvo1canic phases 

to produce felsic breccia, agglomerate, and welded ash flow-ash fall tuff 

deposits. Above the centers, the felsic extrusives were subaerial, on 

the flanks, thick shoaling felsic conglomerate debris piles overwhelmed 

upper Alder Group strata, and only on the farthest recessive flanks of 

the domal centers were the deposits subaqueous. The ignimbrites were 

extruded from four major centers: 

(1) the New River Mountains Felsic Complex west of the Verde River 

batholith; 

(2) the Mount Pee1ey Formation on the east side of the Verde River 

batholith; 

(3) the Red Rock Formation from feeder systems west of Tonto Creek; and 

(4) the Tonto Basin Felsic Complex from centers east of Tonto Creek. 

The older mostly emergent Prescott volcanic belt and its huge Cherry 

Springs batholith limited the westward spread of the ignimbrites. 
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Progressive erosion of the emergent felsic centers back to sea 

level promoted westward marine transgression and deposition of Mazatzal 

Group strata unconformably over the earlier volcanic terrane, first as 

stream channels that fed rhyolitic cong1omerat.ic debris into local beach 

and back-bay environments, then as widespread transgressive littoral and 

open marine conditions. The older emergent part of the Central Volcanic 

Belt to the northwest was the shoreline, and it was cut only by local 

Mazatzal fluvial channels that later became drowned estuaries. 

Evolution 

The younger volcanic belts of central Arizona developed in a 

position adjacent to the older Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts, and began 

their evolution at a point where the older belts had mostly ceased, in a 

time sense as well as in petrologic and geochemical terms. The oldest 

volcanics in the younger belts are slightly younger than the youngest 

formative volcanics in the older belts, and formative volcanism in the 

younger belts evolved in the period 1740-1720 Ma, a time previously 

thought to have no significant volcanic expression in Arizona. 

Nowhere in the younger volcanic belts is there evidence for an 

older basement, and rocks stratigraphically equivalent to those in the 

Prescott-Jerome belts clearly do not extend underneath the younger belts 

to form a basement to the younger volcanic belts, as implied by Silver, 

Conway and Ludwig (1986). Instead, formative volcanism of the younger 

belts was built upon a mafic substratum of oceanic character (see 

tectonics chapter), and this mafic volcanic assemblage itself comprised 

the basement to all subsequent deposits in the younger volcanic belts. 

Silver. Conway and Ludwig (1986) confuse stratigraphy and time 

in referring to "older province rocks" in the Payson area: the older 

province is the Prescott-Jerome region, and nowhere does the volcanic 

stratigraphy of that region extend into the Payson area, irrespective of 

whether or not there is time overlap in the oldest formative volcanics. 
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The East Verde River volcanics are essentially coeval with the Gibson 

Creek diorite, which intrudes the volcanics and is dated at 1738 Ma (a 

date that may be 5 Ma or more too old based on regional stratigraphic 

relationships). Thus, the East Verde River volcanics probably formed at 

about 1740 Ma or younger. Therefore, even though the East Verde River 

volcanics might overlap in age the youngest volcanics of the Prescott 

belt (the andesite-dacite center near Black Canyon City), there is no 

stratigraphic relation between rock groups or formations of the Prescott

Jerome volcanic belt and those of the Payson area, and both assemblages 

are markedly different in petrology, structure, chemistry and evolution. 

Only along the northwest edge of the New River volcanic belt is 

there evidence for any stratigraphic relationship between formative 

volcanics of the older and younger belts. Along the west edge of the New 

River volcanic belt, dacite-andesite protoliths of the Little Squaw Creek 

Migmatite Complex are unconformably overlain by purple slates of the 

Alder Group, and south of New River, this same dacite-andesite sequence 

appears to be overlain unconformably by the North Union Hills Formation, 

the major westerly component of the Union Hills Group. Thus, there is 

stratigraphic distinction between the youngest part of the old volcanic 

belts and the earliest Union Hills Group volcanics of the younger belts, 

but no age data yet exists to prove or disprove any time overlap. The 

younger belts thus evolved adjacent to rather than upon the older belts. 

Primary pyroxene-bearing basaltic andesite magmas of low-K 

calc-alkaline chemistry, derived from high-K quartz tholeiite sources, 

were apparently erupted more or less contemporaneously from three of four 

major volcanic centers to build up the Union Hills Group. The magmas 

evolved primarily aphanitic flows in the North Union Hills Formation, 

thick deposits of mafic-intermediate breccia and agglomerate peripheral 

to pyroxene-phenocrystic andesite flows in the Cramm Mountain Formation, 

and pillow basalts, flows, tuffs, and breccias around a subvolcanic 

pyroxene-phenocrystic core in the Mount Ord Formation. The East Verde 

River Formation appears to be directly correlative to the Cramm Mountain 
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Formation and presumably was its eastern extension east of Humboldt 

Mountain, later detached by emplacement of the huge Verde River Granite 

batholith long after formative volcanism had ceased. 

The basaltic andesite magmas fractionated to produce various 

rhyodacitic and rhyolitic flows, fragmentals and tuffs of typical calc

alkaline chemistry that usually capped the mafic volcanic centers; 

locally however, thick felsic tuff-sedimentary deposits such as the Grays 

Gulch Formation were spread asymmetrically away from the mafic centers. 

The Union Hills Group encompasses both mafic and derivative felsic 

formations plus their associated feeders, all of which formed in the 

interval from about 1745 to about 1730 Ma, a period formerly believed to 

be a gap in Proterozoic volcanism in Arizona. Soon after formative 

volcanism had ceased in the older Prescott-Jerome belt, new volcanism 

commenced in the younger volcanic belts and continued right through to 

the terminal stage of ignimbrite eruptions, without any major measurable 

gaps, except interhiatal deposition of the Alder Group. 

Only in the Payson area was any significant volume of calc

alkaline mafic magma emplaced as plutonic rock. The Gibson Creek diorite 

was emplaced essentially coevally with its host volcanics, is extremely 

heterogeneous, contains abundant xenoliths of East Verde River volcanics, 

and has compositional variations and a geochemical character that closely 

reflect those of its host rocks. Most other dioritic bodies appear to be 

younger, but at least two in the New River-Cave Creek area may be as old 

as the Gibson Creek diorite. The younger dioritic rocks were emplaced as 

small stocks, plugs, sills and dikes during deposition of purple slates 

of the Alder Group, in a manner analogous to diabase in the Apache Group, 

though not necessarily as extensive. These fine grained altered diorite

diabase-andesite dikes in the Alde~ Group have been mistaken as mafic 

flows, leaving the incorrect impression in the literature that the Alder 
] 

Group contains basalt and andesite flows. No volcanic flows or tuffs 

more mafic than dacite composition (supported by many chemical analyses) 

have been found in the Alder Group, and this lack of mafic volcanism sets 
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the Alder Group apart from all older Proterozoic rock units in Arizona. 

After cessation of Union Hills Group volcanism and deposition 

of the Grays Gulch Formation, several important hiatuses ensued. The 

first was a major hiatus at the top of the Union Hills Group that varies 

from a disconformity to slight angular unconformity, after which the 

earliest Alder Group purple slates and tuffaceous slates were deposited. 

Several hiatuses occurred throughout accumulation of the slates such that 

their deposition was interhiatal. All of these hiatuses together mark a 

major turning point in evolution of the younger volcanic belts, but if 

anyone particular hiatus could be pinpointed as the one of most critical 

tectonic significance, it probably would be one in the lower Alder Group, 

above which there are no diabase-diorite dikes. 

This series of hiatuses during several million years of slow 

accumulation of lower Alder Group purple slates, marks a major turning 

point in the evolution of the younger volcanic belts, both in petrologic 

and geochemical terms. Prior to this time, primary calc-alkaline mafic 

magmas were emplaced into the upper crust, where they subsequently 

underwent fractionation along typical calc-alkaline trends to felsic end 

products. However, after this time, primary felsic magmas of higher K 

calc-alkaline and alkali-calcic chemistry were emplaced, and underwent 

limited fractionation but widespread intrusion and extrusion as felsic 

ignimbrites. This implies a fundamental change in the tectonic setting 

of the volcanic belts at that critical point (see tectonics chapter). 

Also prior to this turning point, the depositional style was 

one of areally restricted, laterally interleaved, wedge-shaped packages 

of volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks laid down in deep-water submarine 

settings around volcanic centers, but after this point the depositional 

style changed to one of much more laterally continuous strata restricted 

to a shallow submarine trough between preexisting high volcanic centers. 

These more continuous Alder Group strata transgressed longitudinally 

along a major northeast-southwest-elongated depositional basin between 
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the Cave Creek-East Verde River volcanic chain to the north, and the 

North Union Hills-Mount Ord volcanic chain to the south, progressively 

lapping back unconformably across the lensoidally inter stratified distal 

volcanic-clastic deposits of the Union Hills Group. 

Within the Alder Group are important depositional, petrologic 

and geochemical trends that record the transition from dominantly mafic 

to dominantly felsic volcanism. The earliest Alder strata are hematitic 

purple slates, volcanic wackes and tuffs that extended across the full 

width of the younger volcanic belts, and which are distally related to 

waning calc-alkaline felsic volcanism. Next were deposited locally thick 

quartzite-siltstone sequences in the Cave Creek area and anastomosing 

channel deposits of argillaceous quartzite and volcanic-rock-fragment 

conglomerate in the Mazatzal-Diamond Butte area, as shallow submarine 

conditions were attained in the eastern part of the younger volcanic 

belts. The Reef Ridge Formation in the Diamond Butte area and the 

Rackensack Canyon Formation in the Cave Creek area are important type 

sections of the dominantly sedimentary Alder Group that clearly establish 

the correct stratigraphic sequence. Other sections in the Diamond Butte 

and Mazatzal Mountain areas lie near younger centers of felsic volcanism, 

are thus dominated by lensoidal debris piles of volcanic conglomerate, 

and by themselves misrepresent the true sedimentary character and the 

dominantly clastic sedimentary development of the Alder Group. 

After deposition of the main quartzites in the middle Alder 

Group, clastic sedimentation was progressively overwhelmed by increasing 

amounts of volcanic material. First, dacitic flows and breccias were 

extruded, then rhyodacitic to rhyolitic fragmentals fed by shallow 

subvolcanic feeder bodies soon overwhelmed all other Alder strata, such 

that the sedimentary character of the upper Alder Group was lost to 

felsic volcanic rocks. The felsic fragmentals, mainly dacite-rhyolite 

volcanic conglomerates, have been described as indistinguishable in age 

and compositio~.from the overlying rhyolitic ignimbrites (Ludwig, 1974), 

but very critical geochemical, petrologic, and age differences exist. 
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The felsic fragmentals are fractionated cotectic dacites and rhyodacites 

of relatively low-K calc-alkaline chemistry, but overlying ignimbrites 

and related granite batholiths are high-K calc-alkaline and alkali-calcic 

in chemistry and of eutectic composition. The felsic fragmentals are 

therefore importantly different in petrogenesis to the ignimbrites that 

unconformably overlie them and to the bulk of the Alder Group, with which 

they are stratigraphically continuous. Felsic volcanic conglomerates, 

including the Brooklyn Peak Conglomerate, are thus shown on fig. 23 as a 

separate widespread suite, distinctive in age and stratigraphic position. 

The lower sedimentary strata of the Alder Group, including 

purple slates and the main quartzite beds, therefore accumulated slowly 

at first, after Union Hills Group volcanism but prior to diorite-diabase 

dike intrusion. This time period is undated, but most likely falls in 

the range 1725 to 1710 Ma. As felsic volcanic activity built up, the 

accumulation rate of Alder strata began to increase, and the upper units 

evolved in the time period 1710 to 1705 Ma. This later stage included 

granodiorite dikes that cut earlier Alder strata and feed up to an upper 

level of dacitic flows and fragmentals in the Alder Group. Interestingly, 

the low-K calc-alkaline chemistry of earlier dioritic intrusions in the 

lower Alder Group is virtually identical to that of mafic volcanics in 

the Union Hills Group which they intrude (figs 25 & 26), and granodiorite 

dikes that appear to be feeders for dacitic flows in the upper Alder 

Group are compositionally similar to tuffs in the upper Alder Group. 

Such similarities imply that the plutonic rocks were broadly comagmatic 

with closely related volcanic units, and their emplacement is consistent 

with the overall transition from mafic volcanism in the Union Hills Group 

to felsic volcanism of the younger ignimbrite event. 

In contrast to the Alder Group that transgressed from east to 

west, ignimbrite activity spread from west to east unconformably across 

the volcanic belts, primarily as domed fans and valley flows that were 

areally limited to the peripheries of their generative felsic complexes. 

First the New River Felsic Complex formed west of the Verde River Granite 
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batholith by extrusion of high-K calc-alkaline rhyodacitic ignimbrites 

and fragmentals in a NE-trending belt, then a rhyolite complex on the 

east side of the batholith extruded high-K calc-alkaline Mount Peeley 

ignimbrites, and finally the calc-alkaline batholith crystallized. A 

similar sequence of events, repeated at more easterly locations near 

Tonto Creek, extruded the Red Rock Formation, the alkali-calcic Haigler 

rhyolite, and finally crystallized the calc-alkaline Payson granite. 

The ignimbrite event spanned the period from 1710 to 1695 Ma, 

whereas the preceeding volcanic conglomerates were deposited at about 

1710 Ma. Thus, from 1710 to 1690 Ma, the younger volcanic belts were 

markedly thickened, stabilized, and became emergent. The fluvial channel 

network which immediately ensued to effect erosion of the emergent felsic 

volcanic rocks resulted in deposition of the basal units of the Mazatzal 

Group, thus accounting for its closeness in age to the younger rhyolitic 

ignimbrites. Most Mazatzal fluvial channels were confined to the younger 

volcanic belts, but at least one (Chino Valley) drained part of the older 

Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt. As erosion continued, encroaching shallow 

marine conditions caused the uppermost Mazatzal Group quartzites to 

transgress northwesterly as the cleanest, most well-worked and most 

mature sedimentary deposits in the older Proterozoic of central Arizona. 

Postscript 

After this chapter was written, several new U-Pb zircon dates 

that bear on the age relationships presented above were given orally by 

Silver (in Silver, Conway and Ludwig, 1986). Relative age relationships 

deduced in this study required that intrusion of the Verde River Granite 

batholith predated that of Payson granite, hence ignimbrite fans of the 

New River Mountains Felsic Complex and of the Mount Peeley ignimbrites 

must clearly predate the Red Rock, Haigler, and related ignimbrites to 

the east. An age difference was required by the different stratigraphic 

levels of the ignimbrites observed in the Slate Creek divide area, but 

Conway (written communication, 1986) disclaimed evidence for any such age 
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difference, having a stratigraphic model of contemporaneous formation of 

all ignimbrites throughout the younger volcanic belts. His model follows 

the classic "ignimbrite flare up" thinking of most geologists concerning 

ignimbrites, which goes hand in hand with the concept of vast ignimbrite 

sheets blanketing all former deposits throughout the volcanic belts. 

Such broad blanketing of the terrane was specifically argued against by 

the evidence uncovered in this study, which showed that each ignimbrite 

deposit formed a domed fan around its extrusive center that was separate 

from other ignimbrite fans, and was never inter stratified with them. 

Thus, much of whether the stratigraphic picture of the younger 

felsic volcanic belts presented here was correct, or whether an opposing 

viewpoint given by Conway following conventional thought on ignimbrites 

was correct, hinged on the ages of the Verde River and Payson granites. 

Silver's dating bore out the solidity of the relative age relationships 

deduced in this study. His age on the Verde River Granite batholith is 

1709 ± 3 Ma, whereas his age on the Payson granite is 1702 ± 2 Ma. The 

age difference exceeds analytical precision, is just the magnitude that 

was predicted by this study, and clearly refutes the conventional model 

of one instantaneous ignimbrite "flare up" producing blanket deposits. 

Silver also gave U-Pb isotopic ages of 1703, 1705, 1700 and 

1690 Ma respectively for volcanic conglomerates, earliest ignimbrites, 

main Haigler rhyolite, and later Hell's Gate rhyolite (plus granophyre 

and a1askite) of the Diamond Butte area, all of which were remarkably 

well predicted by the relative chronology deduced here. This ability to 

predict the age of a unit in advance of dating it, as expressed in many 

places throughout this dissertation, no doubt to the disbelief of many, 

comes only from a broad regional study that analyzes and compares many 

different areas, not from the study of anyone small area. The U-Pb 

isotopic confirmation of the relative chronology presented in this study 

clearly attests to the power that very carefully discerned relative age 

relationships on a broad scale have in building an accurate picture of 

the Proterozoic tectonic evolution of Arizona. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TECTONIC EVOLUTION 
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OF ARIZONA 

and 

PROTEROZOIC PLATE TECTONICS OF ARIZONA 



INTRODUCTION 

The first overview of Arizona's Proterozoic tectonic evolution 

was given ten years ago (Anderson, 1976), and the continental-scale model 

presented at that time has remained basically unchanged to the present, 

new data from across the U.S. supporting rather than refuting the model. 

However, in the past 10 years, continued detailed work in the Proterozoic 

of Arizona has greatly refined understanding of its Proterozoic tectonic 

evolution and provided detailed resolution of Proterozoic tectonic events 

in the continental-scale picture. This chapter presents the Proterozoic 

tectonic evolution of Arizona, as largely derived from the 1976 overview, 

but enhanced by new additional data gleaned from Arizona in the latter 

parts of this study. All of the geologic data and nomenclature provided 

in the foregoing chapters are necessary background knowledge for this 

chapter, which carries on from where earlier chapters left off. 

Earlier tectonic studies of the Arizona Proterozoic were those 

of (1) Wilson (1939) who first determined the correct order of evolution 

of the central volcanic belts as mafic volcanics, felsic volcanics, and 

lastly successor sedimentary rocks, and (2) Gastil (1954) who recognized 

the pattern mafic volcanics succeeded by felsic volcanic and sedimentary 

rocks in the absence of granitic basement, as one of primary continental 

formation, meaning formation of new Proterozoic crust. Thereafter no 

studies addressed the nature of Arizona Proterozoic crustal formation and 

evolution in anything more than superficial terms until the present work. 

Anderson (1976) viewed the Arizona Proterozoic as a primary Proterozoic 

continental margin where new Proterozoic crust was generated and accreted 

by processes broadly akin (actualistic) to modern plate tectonics. 

The earliest Precambrian studies in Arizona identified three 

different rock series in different parts of the state, as noted in 

chapter 1, namely "Vishnu schist" in the Grand Canyon, "Yavapai schist" 

in central Arizona, and "Pinal schist" in southeast Arizona. However, 

prior to this study, the broad stratigraphic interrelationships of these 
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rock types and tectonic implications of their boundaries had not been 

studied, nor had attempts been made to quantify the parameters that 

uniquely defines each rock type and distinguishes it from the others; no 

one had addressed their significance to Arizona Proterozoic tectonics. 

Silver's (1968) age boundary implied that both the Vishnu and 

Yavapai schists were older than Pinal Schist, as were their respective 

plutonic suites, but this still did not explain how and why they were 

different, nor account for their different tectonic evolutions; instead 

it suggested that Vishnu and Yavapai schist may be largely coeval rock 

assemblages, which is definitely not true. C.A. Anderson and Silver 

(1976) closely compared the central Arizona Proterozoic volcanic belts 

to Archean greenstone belts, but failed to discuss all the profound 

compositional, petrologic and structural differences between Archean 

greenstone belts and Proterozoic volcanic belts, differences that set 

the volcanic products of each era far apart in petrogenetic evolution. 

Recent tectonic studies (Anderson, 1976, 1977, Anderson and 

Guilbert, 1979) suggest that Proterozoic volcanic belts were similar to 

modern island arcs in overall size, volcanic structure, and evolution, 

but point out distinct dissimilarities to both modern and Archean 

analogues, implying unique features and possibly mode of formation of 

Proterozoic volcanic belts. The features of deformation in the Arizona 

Proterozoic volcanic belts are similar to Archean belts (Anderson, 1976, 

DeWitt, 1979) but vertical deformation is more intense in the Proterozoic 

belts, and once again, differences outweigh similarities when a very 

detailed comparison is undertaken, as briefly summarized here. 

Prior to this study, the significance of the different major 

rock types in Arizona had not been explained, the tectonic nature of 

major boundaries in the state, whether isotopic age, tectonic or major 

rock assemblage boundaries, had not been identified, nor had the tectonic 

evolution of e~~h major rock assemblage in the Proterozoic of Arizona 

been described. In other words, no analysis of the Proterozoic tectonic 
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evolution of Arizona was available which satisfactorily explains how and 

where the Arizona Proterozoic crust was generated, how it evolved both in 

space and time, and how this evolution may be accounted for by Proterozoic 

plate tectonic models. That task is accomplished in this chapter. 

First the nature of the Proterozoic basement throughout Arizona 

-- the foundation for all other tectonic elements -- is considered, then 

key tectonic elements of each major tectonostratigraphic belt defined in 

Chapter 1, namely the Northwest Gneiss belt, Central Volcanic Belt, and 

Southeast Schist Belt, are briefly summarized, and finally a Proterozoic 

plate tectonic evolution is derived. 

NATURE OF THE BASPHEHT 

Figure 2 of chapter 1 shows the distribution of Proterozoic and 

Archean rocks in the U.S. In the western U.S., Archean rocks lie only in 

the Wyoming block that extends from Wyoming south into Colorado where its 

southern limit is the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone (Hills and 

Armstrong, 1974), and from Montana southwest into parts of Idaho and Utah 

where its southern boundary is not clearly exposed, but Archean remnants 

occur in the Wasatch range of northern Utah, possibly as far south as 400 

latitude (Hedge and Stacey, 1980). The southernmost known Archean rocks 

lie 500 kilometers north of the most northerly Precambrian rocks exposed 

in Arizona. Based on Proterozoic plate reconstructions (Anderson, 1976), 

the Archean edge was probably 200 kilometers or less north of the most 

northerly Precambrian rocks in Arizona during Proterozoic time. 

South of this Archean edge, more specifically throughout all of 

Arizona, there is no record whatsoever of any Archean rocks. There is 

neither ~~idence from age data, nor evidence in the Precambrian rocks 

exposed throughout Arizona, for rocks older than early Proterozoic (circa 

2.2-2.0 Ga). This is not to say that detrital material may not have been 

derived by erosion of the Archean craton to the north; in fact, the 

Archean craton was a likely source for much of the arkosic material now 
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exposed as fe1dspathic gneisses in northwest Arizona. Despite this 

likelihood that Archean crustal material was recycled into the early 

Proterozoic sedimentary rocks of northwest Arizona, detrital ages in the 

range 3 Ga to 2.5 Ga have not yet been found or systematically sought. 

Since no Archean rocks are known in Arizona, it is unrealistic 

to hypothesize the existence of an Archean crust "somewhere at depth" 

underneath the Proterozoic rocks. Essentially a complete cross section 

through the Proterozoic crust is now displayed by Precambrian exposures 

across Arizona, from the highest supracrusta1s in central Arizona, to the 

deepest granulite-like crustal material in depleted plutonic-metamorphic 

terranes of California and western Arizona (Anderson, 1976; 1978b). If 

any Archean crustal remnants existed throughout the Proterozoic terrane, 

they would have already been found. Thus until some geologic or isotopic 

evidence emerges to prove otherwise, it must be accepted that Proterozoic 

rocks throughout Arizona were not deposited on Archean basement. 

What then was the basement upon which Arizona Proterozoic rocks 

were built? It certainly was not granitoid basement, as the oldest rocks 

everywhere are of volcanic or sedimentary origin. B1acet (1966) thought 

he found granitoid basement in the Brady Butte pluton, but later realized 

that the Texas Gulch unconformity over the pluton postdated all formative 

volcanic sequences of the Prescott belt. Careful mapping can avoid such 

problems, because plutons like the Brady Butte contain many inclusions of 

their host volcanic strata, proving that volcanic, not plutonic, rocks 

were the first crustal components. In fact, all Proterozoic plutonic 

rocks in Arizona include volcanic and sedimentary remnants, and by such 

careful deduction can a granitoid basement be conclusively ruled out. 

If the basement was not granitoid, it must have been mafic or 

ultramafic, but no such assumptions were made without supporting evidence. 

Since this study establishes geologic and tectonic histories for the 

Proterozoic of Arizona, inherent in the data must be a knowledge of the 

oldest rocks in each area and their basement. What was it like? 
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Unfortunately, the oldest rocks in all belts are not everywhere 

exposed or clearly obvious, but enough exposures exist to demonstrate a 

pattern throughout the state. The oldest mafic volcanic rocks of the 

Prescott volcanic belt, namely the Senator Formation and correlatives, 

are essentially similar to the upper part of a modern ophiolite sequence, 

consisting of subvolcanic gabbro, microgabbro and diabase, overlying low

K tholeiitic pillowed basalt flow sequences, and capping deep-sea pelagic 

sediments, mafic tuffs and chert. Near the stratigraphic base of the 

sequence, one finds coarser grained ultramafic rocks -- pyroxenites and 

pyroxene-rich peridotites -- but they are well crystalline and are not 

peridotite tectonites but evidently intrusions coeval with the volcanics. 

The situation is complicated because the roots to the volcanic 

belt are intruded by the Wilhoit and Government Canyon granodiorites near 

Prescott, and most ultramafic material now occurs as pendants, blocks and 

inclusions along the borders of the granodiorite bodies. It was such 

inclusions northeast of Prescott that Moores (1976) noted could indicate 

a mafic basement to the Prescott belt. This is indeed true, but remnants 

of the basement are found only at the edges of the belt to the northwest 

near Prescott and to the southeast along the border of the Cherry Springs 

batholith. Similar mafic and ultramafic rocks may have underlain the 

rest of the belt, but direct observations come only from the Dandrea 

Ranch Gabbro body, which contains large blocks of metapyroxenite. 

The oldest rocks in the Jerome-Mingus Mountain area are also 

low-K tholeiitic pillow basalts of the Shea Formation, which locally 

grade into diabase and gabbro, again resembling only the upper part of a 

modern ophiolite. Basalts are intruded by the Silver Spring Gulch 

diabase, which was very close in age to the basalts. Thus, essentially 

similar mafic substratums of primitive K-depleted and Mg-rich tholeiitic 

basalt, diabase, gabbro and pyroxenite (t pyroxene-rich peridotite) are 

indicated for both the Prescott and Jerome volcanic belts. However, the 

most mafic rocks in the Jerome area are more evolved and less ultramafic 

than those in the Prescott belt, as are the volcanic rocks. 
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Similar relationships in the Northwest Gneiss belt confirm the 

types of basement rocks found in the Prescott-Jerome areas. Near the 

edge of the Antler volcanic belt, (the "bulge" of More, 1980 and Stensrud 

and More, 1980) are diabase and possibly gabbro-pyroxenite subjacent to 

tholeiitic basalt flows, all of which are highly.metamorphosed. Farther 

north in·the Hualapai Mountains, metapyroxenite occurs as large enclaves 

in a granodiorite batholith at the northwest edge of the Antler-Valentine 

volcanic belt. Although mafic volcanic rocks are not abundant in this 

northern area, evidence nonetheless exists in the enclaves brought up 

from depth for a pyroxenitic basement to the region. Similar pyroxenitic 

inclusions also occur along the edges of the Music Mountain batholith far 

to the northeast, where the volcanic rocks are very mafic amphibolites. 

Along the northwest edge of the Bagdad volcanic belt, mafic and 

felsic volcanic rocks are intruded at a relatively deep level in the pile 

by a differentiated lopolith of gabbro-anorthosite. Under the gabbro

anorthosite and extending to the southern edge of the Aquarius batholith 

that intruded the base of the Bagdad volcanic belt, are mostly fine 

grained mafic-ultramafic rocks such as microgabbro, diabase-diorite and 

metapyroxenite, with lesser coarse grained gabbro and possibly also fine 

grained norite. Except for the unique occurrence of the differentiated 

gabbro-anorthosite body, the situation at the base of the Bagdad volcanic 

belt is like that at the base of the Antler and Prescott-Jerome belts. 

In the younger felsic part of the Central Volcanic belt, from 

the New River and Cave Creek areas to the Diamond Butte area and farther 

southeast, the basement seems to be of entirely different character. No 

ultramafic rocks are found, and even truly mafic rocks are scarce. Only 

in the oldest Gibson Creek diorite body south and west of Payson is there 

evidence, in massive actinolite-hornblende pseudomorphous after original 

pyroxene, of originally pyroxenitic rock compositions. Elsewhere in the 

Gibson Creek diorite, one of the oldest mafic plutons in the younger part 

of the Central Volcanic Belt, gabbro and microgabbro are abundant and 

were probably the source for fractionally derived felsic phases. 
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The oldest volcanic rocks in the younger part of the Central 

Volcanic Belt are not low-K tholeiitic basalts, but rather are basaltic 

andesites that vary from massive to pillowed facies. The sequence low-I, 

Mg-rich tholeiite, diabase and microgabbro capped by deep sea pelagic 

sediments and chert is typically not found, and no record of gabbroic or 

pyroxenitic basement under the oldest basaltic andesite flow sequences or 

their distal andesitic graywacke clastic wedges has yet been found. 

Throughout the younger part of the Central Volcanic belt, the most mafic 

inclusions in the dioritic plutons are usually gabbro and metagabbro. 

In the Southeast Schist belt, there are very few occurrences of 

mafic volcanic rocks and even fewer subjacent mafic plutonic rocks. In 

the Dos Cabezas belt, the largest mafic volcanic pile in the Southeast 

Schist Belt, high-K tholeiitic basalt and basaltic andesite sequences are 

related to diorite-gabbro subvolcanic masses that appear to be the local 

mafic substratum for this small volcanic belt. However, throughout the 

vast expanses of typical Pinal Schist (meta-quartz wacke) that occupy the 

rest of the Southeast Schist Belt, no evidence for a basement -- mafic or 

otherwise -- is known. Mafic intrusions in Pinal Schist are diorites 

(Madera diorite and correlatives) and the most mafic inclusions in them 

are usually gabbro and metagabbro; metapyroxenite may exist, but has not 

yet been found. Thus the broad region lying between the Central Volcanic 

Belt and the Dos Cabezas belt has no evidence for any type of basement, 

certainly not granitoid, and also evidently not of mafic character. 

In summary, therefore, nowhere throughout the Proterozoic of 

Arizona is there evidence for an Archean granitoid basement such as is 

in the Archean Wyoming block of northwest Colorado, Wyoming and Utah. No 

Archean basement floored any of the Proterozoic volcanic belts of Arizona 

or intervening crust, nor is there evidence for any granitoid basement of 

early Proterozoic age. Instead, the basement for the Proterozoic volcanic 

belts of Arizona appears to have been of mafic-ultramafic composition and 

close in age to the Proterozoic volcanic belts themselves. Evidence for 

the mafic-ultramafic basement which once floored supracrustal volcanic-
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sedimentary sequences exists near the edges of volcanic belts mainly as 

fragments of pyroxenitic, gabbroic and locally pyroxene-rich peridotitic 

material engulfed by the earliest batholithic rocks. The most common 

mafic-ultramafic suite is gabbro-pyroxenite, and fragmentary evidence has 

been found for such a gabbro-pyroxenite substratum to the Prescott

Jerome, Bagdad and Antler-Valentine volcanic belts. 

This mafic-ultramafic K-dep1eted, Mg-rich tholeiitic gabbro

diabase-pyroxenite basement under the more northerly Prescott-Jerome, 

Bagdad, and Antler-Valentine volcanic belts contrasts markedly to the 

less mafic nature of basement under the younger part of the Central 

Volcanic belt and the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt to the southeast. To the 

south, inclusions in plutonic rocks suggest that the basement may have 

been only gabbroic and possibly locally pyroxenitic, but evidence for 

this basement away from the volcanic belts is lacking. Thus, large 

portions of the Southeast Schist belt lack any evidence for any type of 

basement, suggesting that the broad expanse of Pinal quartz wackes formed 

in a tectonic setting different from the volcanic belts. 

Therefore a mafic-ultramafic basement of oceanic character once 

floored supracrustal rocks between Kingman and Globe, and again under the 

Dos Cabezas belt, but under the Pinal terrane between Globe and Willcox, 

and under high-grade psammitic gneisses between Kingman and the Wyoming 

Archean craton, evidence for any type of basement is lacking, suggesting 

a different tectonic setting for both the northern and southern regions. 

Because of ubiquitous evidence for mafic basement, and the lack 

of evidence for .granitoid basement anywhere south of the Archean Wyoming 

craton, both in Arizona or in Mexico, it is concluded that Proterozoic 

rocks of Arizona formed mainly in an open oceanic environment on a mafic

ultramafic substratum. This oceanic setting specifically precludes any 

intracratonic rift settings, mobile belt settings or continental settings 

but it is like~y' that the metasedimentary rocks in far northwestern 

Arizona formed in a continental edge (i.e. shelf:s10pe) setting. 
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GFDLOGIC OVERVIEW OF TH:TOHIC BELTS 

Arizona consists of several northeast-trending tectonic belts 

of differing crustal compositions and tectonic histories, each of which 

was thickened and stabilized during its own events of plutonism and major 

orogeny and which was accreted to the Wyoming Archean craton between 1750 

and 1650 Ma to sequentially build up a diversely structured Proterozoic 

crust. Three major tectonic belts are recognized, as shown in figure 6 

and described in chapter 1 of this dissertation, but smaller belts with 

differing tectonic histories can be discerned within the major belts. 

The main features of the three tectonic belts are summarized 

here, including their compositional and tectonic makeups, their plutonic, 

structural and metamorphic histories, and how their features contrast to 

those of adjacent belts. This summary necessitates a particular tectonic 

history for the Arizona Proterozoic crust, and from that history a plate 

tectonic evolution is deduced that describes the opening and closing of a 

Proterozoic ocean basin, accretion of oceanic and arc elements to the 

Proterozoic continental margin, and suturing of the entire collage during 

plutonism and crustal thickening. This is the actualistic analogue of 

the Wilson Cycle, as it operated during the Proterozoic era. 

Figure 6 of chapter 1 shows the three major tectonic belts that 

make up Arizona: the Northwest Gneiss Belt, the Central Volcanic Belt, 

and the Southeast Schist Belt. The boundaries on figure 6 are based on 

the dominant lithology of each belt: in the Northwest Gneiss Belt the 

oldest rocks are mainly metasedimentary, in the Central Volc~ic Belt 

they are primarily metavolcanic and volcaniclastic, and in the Southeast 

Schist Belt they are predominantly meta-quartz wacke.' Proterozoic crust 

in southwest Arizona is extensively reworked by Mesozoic-Cenozoic events, 

leaving it recognizably Precambrian in places, but elsewhere destroying 

its Precambrian character. The NW-trending envelope of the Precambrian 

in Arizona is a younger feature related to the present level of crustal 

exposure, and is unrelated to the primary NE-trending Precambrian fabric. 
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Northwest Gne1ss Bel t 

Protoliths of Proterozoic rocks in the Northwest Gneiss Belt 

are much more difficult to resolve than those in the other tectonic belts 

because they require interpretation through strong metamorphic overprints 

that vary from lower to upper amphibolite facies throughout the belt. In 

much of the belt, the oldest rocks are involved in anatectic complexes of 

migmatitic, partially fused material and protoliths are unrecognizable 

without thin sections. Overshadowing this problem is the fact that ,the 

geology of the Northwest Gneiss Belt is dominated by huge granodiorite

monzogranite batholiths, and the oldest paraschists and gneisses are now 

preserved only as thin, fragmentary metamorphic screens squeezed between 

batholiths. Thus, the original depositional structure of the earliest 

sedimentary rocks has been strongly distorted by batholith emplacement. 

Oldest Crustal Components 

Despite these problems, it is evident that all the oldest crustal 

components of the Northwest Gneiss Belt are of sedimentary and volcanic 

derivation, except for small occurrences of mafic-ultramafic rocks that 

do not belong to the stratified sequences and may represent the basement 

under part of the Northwest Gneiss Belt, as noted above. The proportion 

of sedimentary rocks far outweighs that of volcanic rocks in the belt. 

The Northwest Gneiss Belt is shown as a single lithologic belt on figure 

6 because in terms of present lithology the entire belt consists of 

highly metamorphosed paragneiss that contrasts to less metamorphosed and 

regenerated present lithologies in the adjacent Central Volcanic Belt. 

However, in terms of original lithologies or protoliths, the belt is by 

no means uniform, and can be subdivided in various ways depending on the 

types of parameters used. The broad belt is subdivided here into five 

belts based on the dominant protolithologic characteristics of each belt, 

and each volcanic and sedimentary belt is examined in more detail. The 

crustal structure and basement character of each belt is then summarized 

to arrive at a tectonic history for the Northwest Gneiss Belt. 



Figure 27: 

Geologic map of major tectonic provinces and crustal belts that make up the 

Proterozoic crust of Arizona, shown in relation to major towns and county boundaries. 

Mountain range names cited in text are not shown on this map because they would complicate 

it excessively. All geologic map data is new and taken from this study, and where it does 

not agree with Precambrian outcrops shown on other geolog~c maps of Arizona, it should be 

considered a revision of these earlier maps. 

Heavy long dashed lines indicate the major changes in crustal composition, from 

oceanic basement in the central region, to other types of crust on either side. Next 

heaviest dashed lines subdivide the Central Volcanic Belt and separate it from adjacent 

terranes. Thin dashed lines provide other important tectonic boundaries in the Northwest 

Gneiss Belt and Southeast Schist Belt. The heavy dotted line shows the approximate extent 

of the main region where Precambrian basement is extensively reworked by Tertiary tectonic 

and metamorphic activity. Other Tertiary remobilized areas exist but are not shown for 

simplicity. The short dashed line to the west defines the region where Precambrian crust 

has been overprinted by Mesozoic plutons, batholiths, metamorphism and deformation. 
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Five Lithologic Belts 

Subdivision of the Northwest Gneiss Belt is most logically 

based on the dominant original lithologic character of the supracrustal 

succession in each area, a critical distinction that immediately 

subdivides the Northwest Gneiss Belt into five small belts, as shown on 

fig. 27. The most northerly belt contains dominantly well bedded arkosic 

and arenitic protoliths that once composed a well stratified clastic 

succession of K-fe1dspathic arkose, fe1dspathic arenite, quartz arenite, 

siltstone and local conglomerate, derived in large part from granitoid 

detritus. This is the only place in the Arizona Proterozoic where true 

arkosic protoliths (K-fe1dspar derived from a granitic source) exist. 

The next lithologic belt, just south of Kingman, is different 

and contains a large proportion of mafic volcanic flows, tuffs, wacke, 

pe1ite, sub graywacke , quartz arenite and local conglomerate protoliths. 

This belt is identified here and on fig. 27 as the Antler-Valentine 

Volcanic Belt, because volcanic rocks dominate the areas near the Antler 

Mine and southeast of Valentine to comprise the core of the small 

volcanic belt. On either side of the volcanic belt, rocks at high 

metamorphic grades in and near the edges of batholithic masses are still 

recognizably of volcaniclastic origin. Pe1ites with local conglomerate 

dominate the volcaniclastics in the Antler area, but coarser clastics 

dominate the Valentine area, including a younger suite of vo1canic-rock

fragment conglomerate, lithic wacke, hematitic siltstone and purple 

slates identical to Texas Gulch Formation in the Prescott belt. 

South of the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt is a broad region 

of'huge zoned granodiorite-monzogranite batholiths with many different 

phases and complex contact relationships not detailed here. Little 

evidence of the oldest rock units remains in this region except in thin 

metamorphic screens along batholith margins. Both volcanic protoliths 

(basalt) and non-volcanic protoliths (pe1ite, siltstone, wacke) have been 

identified and volcaniclastics may also be present, implying that the 
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region between the Antler-Valentine and Bagdad volcanic belts was a basin 

receiving clastics distally from one or both volcanic centers. 

Farther southeast, the Bagdad volcanic belt is dominated by 

tholeiitic basalts, dacitic breccias, and rhyodacite-rhyolite flows and 

crystal tuffs that comprise a trimodal volcanic suite representing a 

relatively brief volcanic build up apparently restricted just to the 

Bagdad area. Each volcanic component of the belt has a subvolcanic 

analogue exposed in the belt that is at least equivalent in composition 

if not also in time. Dominantly pelitic rocks, now highly metamorphosed 

as Hillside mica schist, unconformably overlie the Bagdad volcanic 

sequences, as is likewise the case in the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt. 

Of markedly different lithology is the next belt to the 

southeast, which lies between the Bagdad volcanic belt and the northwest 

edge of the Prescott belt. Although the belt lies between two mafic 

volcanic belts, neither mafic rocks nor related volcaniclastics have been 

found in it; instead, only felsic protoliths are found, compositions 

which when metamorphosed and migmatized produce muscovite and muscovite

andalusite schists. Most protoliths in the belt were originally pelites 

rather than psammites, as evidenced by meta-pelites in sharp tectonic or 

unconformable contact with metavolcanics northwest of Prescott. It is 

possible that the pelites represent rock sequences younger than or distal 

to the adjacent volcanic belts, as is the case in the Antler-Valentine 

and Bagdad volcanic belts, but this possibility does not explain the 

absence of all volcanic rocks in the belt. It is concluded that this 

felsic belt, now in an intervolcanic position, is most likely unrelated 

to either volcanic belt, and had a different tectonic origin. 

Metasediwentary Sequences 

The northern belt northwest of Kingman contains two contrasting 

terranes that represent originally different stratified sedimentary rock 

sequences (fig. 27). One terrane consists of true polycyclic (reworked) 



metasedimentary gneiss exhibiting ubiquitous refolded folds, cut by 

deformed mafic basalt-diabase dikes that appear to have been folded 
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only once. The protoliths of these polycyclic gneisses were bedded 

arkoses, arenites, wackes, pelites, and impure quartzites and siltstones, 

which included significant arkosic granitoid detritus that was almost 

certainly derived from the Archean Wyoming craton to the north. 

In contrast to the older arkosic-arenite protoliths, the younger 

terrane consists mostly of quartz wacke and pelite protoliths that show 

evidence of only one deformational event, as do all other Proterozoic 

rocks in Arizona. Also, basic dikes are absent from the younger wacke

pelite terrane. These relationships indicate that the older arkosic 

terrane was deformed, metamorphosed, and invaded by basaltic dikes prior 

to deposition of a younger quartz wacke-pelite sequence, probably 

unconformably on the arkoses, and that both sequences were deformed and 

metamorphosed again during major Proterozoic orogeny that affected all 

Proterozoic rocks in the Northwest Gneiss Belt. The exact stratigraphic 

relationship of the two terranes has not yet been determined because they 

exist in separate mountain ranges, but the younger wacke-pelite sequence 

was most likely unconformable on the older terrane, the unconformity 

marking events of deformation, uplift and erosion. 

The younger, immature metasedimentary gneiss sequence of wacke

pelite protoliths, apparently overlying the polycyclic gneisses described 

above, appears to be distally related through facies changes to gneisses 

of pelitic, wacke and volcaniclastic protoliths at the northwest edge of 

the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt, the proportion of volcanic material 

seeming to increase toward the volcanic belt. However, any stratigraphic 

continuity has long since been eradicated during intense metamorphism, 

migmatization and deformation. Fine grained clastic detritus of distal 

volcanic derivation shed from the volcanic belt thus appears to have 

lapped back over the older gneiss terrane to the north during evolution 

of the Antler-V~lentine volcanic belt, and only those clastics near the 

volcanic belt include coarser volcanic and volcaniclastic detritus. 
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Whereas distal fine grain detritus was probably deposited in a 

relatively shallow basin to the northwest, to the southeast between the 

Antler-Valentine and Bagdad volcanic belts, the depositional basin was 

much deeper and locally included basic volcanics. These metamorphosed 

basic volcanics occur with metasedimentary gneisses in the southern 

Hualapai Mountains near Groom Peak, but the broader region between 

Wickieup and the McCracken Mountains consists mainly of metasedimentary 

protoliths such as fine grained wackes, siltstones, pelites, and local 

argillaceous quartzite. In contrast to these relatively silicic 

sediments is the suite of argillaceous, pelitic metasediments between the 

Bagdad and Prescott volcanic belts, noted above as an apparent anomaly. 

This latter area consists mostly of muscovite schists invaded by potassic 

granite and migmatite, but sedimentary sequences or protoliths positively 

correlative to either volcanic belt have not been found; the suite is 

apparently devoid of mafic volcanics and a mafic basement, and may be 

either in tectonic contact with adjacent volcanic belts, or else 

unconformable upon them and thus equal in age and stratigraphic position 

to Hillside mica schist protoliths in the Bagdad volcanic belt. 

Volcanic Belts 

Of all oldest supracrustal components, volcanic belts are the 

least metamorphically and tectonically regenerated because of their mafic 

composition and massive structure. The Antler-Valentine belt is most 

affected to the southwest near the Antler mine and most pristine to the 

northeast in the Cottonwood Cliffs. As noted earlier, basal volcanic and 

subvolcanic units in the Antler area include tholeiitic basalt flows, 

microgabbro-diabase, and possibly gabbro. At upper stratigraphic levels 

basalt flows and tuffs, andesite-dacite tuffs, intermediate fragmentals, 

rhyodacitic tuffs and other volcaniclastics occur, but stratigraphic 

relations are confounded by high metamorphiC and deformational states. 

However, a distinctive sequence of felsic tuffs and wackes, now mostly 

muscovite ± andalusite ± cordierite schist, unconformably overlies the 

volcanics in the Antler syncline and elsewhere in the Hualapai Mountains. 
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North of the Antler mine area, correlative metapelitic tuffs 

and coarser grained volcanic wackes and quartz wackes appear to overlie a 

felsic fragmental or conglomerate unit that evidently just postdates the 

mafic volcanic rocks. Thus, the stratigraphic succession is mafic 

volcanics, felsics and fragmentals, then youngest felsic tuffs and 

clastics, except off the edges of the main volcanic chain where immature 

graywackes may be facies equivalents of the mafic volcanics. This same 

overall stratigraphic sequence is seen in all Proterozoic volcanic belts 

in Arizona, even though the various belts may have different ages. 

In the Valentine portion of the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt, 

original stratigraphic relationships are well preserved because of the 

low strain state, even though metamorphic grades are amphibolite facies. 

Intermediate and felsic volcaniclastics are seen to overlie a thick pile 

of tholeiitic basalt flows and tuffs, tholeiitic dacite flows, breccias 

and tuffs, and iron formation in the Cottonwood Cliffs. Other mafic and 

intermediate volcaniclastics lie distally from the flows and breccias as 

lateral facies equivalents. Unconformably overlying both volcaniclastics 

and flows is a suite of volcanic rock-fragment conglomerate, lithic tuff, 

lithic wacke, purple slate and quartzite that is lithologically identical 

to sedimentary rocks of the Texas Gulch Formation of the Prescott-Jerome 

volcanic belt, especially in the Shylock zone (see chapter 3). 

The Bagdad belt to the southeast shows a similar stratigraphic 

section of lower tholeiitic pillowed basalt flows and tuffs, overlain in 

turn by dacitic flows and breccia, quartz-feldspar rhyodacitic flows and 

related crystal tuffs, then finally aphanitic felsic tuffs and sediments. 

The eastern volcanic limb is mainly bimodal tholeiitic basalt-rhyodacite. 

The entire volcanic sequence is unconformably overlain by volcanogenic 

sediments (quartz wacke, lithic wacke, volcanic siltstone and pelite) 

that are now metamorphosed as Hillside mica schist (Anderson, Scholz and 

Strobell, 1955). Uppermost rhyodacitic tuffs of the volcanic sequence 

are dated at 1740 Ma (Silver, 1966), an age consistent with a 1727 Ma 

average of Pb-Pb model ages of galena ores from the immediately subjacent 
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Bruce massive sulfide orebody (Clayton and Baker, 1973). The Ph-Pb model 

age for galena in the Antler mine is 1850 Ma (Stensrud and More, 1980), 

implying that the Antler-Valentine belt may have begun evolving before 

the Bagdad volcanic belt; no dates yet published refute the possibility. 

Each volcanic compositions in the Bagdad belt - tholeiitic 

basalt, dacite, rhyodacite - has a subvolcanic analogue emplaced in a 

hypabyssal setting under the supracrustal sequence. An altered mass of 

granite-granophyre-rhyolite underlies volcanics to the northwest and may 

have been a source for the felsic extrusives, and subvolcanic gabbro and 

gabbro-diorite bodies at similar depths fed mafic pillowed flow units. 

Farther southwest, a large intermediate-composition volcanic center, now 

containing cordierite-anthophyllite, is considered to be the source of 

bedded dacitic fragmentals to the north. Far to the northwest, emplaced 

at very deep levels in the evolving volcanic belt, is the MUlholland 

Basin gabbro-anorthosite body, a large lopolith that differentiated in 

situ from gabbro-pyroxenite to Fe-rich gabbro, leucogabbro and anorthosite 

along a typical Fe-rich tholeiitic differentiation trend. Beneath the 

gabbro-anorthosite, the base of the volcanic belt is intruded by younger 

plutonic rocks both predating and as part of the Aquarius batholith. 

Petrology and Chemistry 

Volcanic suites of both the Antler-Valentine and Bagdad belts 

are unequivocally trimodal, but, as in all Arizona Proterozoic volcanic 

belts, omitting sampling of intermediate fragmentals leads one to the 

erroneous conclusion that the belts are dominated by bimodal volcanism 

(e.g. Condie, 1982). The trimodal volcanic assemblages are generally of 

low-K tholeiitic chemistry, with Na but little K enrichment, as is the 

case with all trimodal sequences in the central and northern Proterozoic 

volcanic belts. More detailed analysis than this of chemical data and 

comparisons to other belts is severely restricted in the Antler-Valentine 

and Bagdad belts because of the high metamorphic grades; subtle chemical 

distinctions, both trace and major, may be artifacts of metamorphism. 
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However, the general chemical character of the mafic volcanics 

and especially of the gabbro-anorthosite body, suggests an iron-rich 

tholeiitic trend of differentiation for at least the Bagdad volcanic 

belt, and probably also the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt. This 

corresponds to the second stage in evolution of the Prescott-Jerome 

volcanic belt where Fe-rich trimodal tholeiitic magmas dominated. The 

first evolutionary stage of the Prescott belt, of very Mg-rich tholeiitic 

sequences, seems not to be well represented in the northern volcanic 

belts. Also, the younger stages where large volumes of high-K tholeiitic 

felsic magmas were extruded in the Prescott belt, has no counterpart in 

the Bagdad and Antler-Valentine volcanic belts; neither are there any 

calc-alkaline or alkali-calcic volcanic sequences in the northern 

volcanic belts, such as dominates the youngest felsic portions of the 

Central Volcanic Belt (New River-Diamond Butte). 

A transect across the five belts described above encounters 

vastly different crustal compositions and petrologiC features in each 

region. The most northerly belt is very K- and Si-rich in the oldest 

metasediments, perhaps more so than any other crust in Arizona. However, 

the younger metasediments apparently overlying the K-Si-rich rocks are 

more Na- and AI-rich, being mostly of pelitic composition and genetically 

related to the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt. The strata become richer 

in Ca, Fe and Na towards the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt, a chemical 

trend also reflected in the petrology and chemistry of plutonic suites 

emplaced into the different crustal regions. 

Metasediments enriched in Na, Fe, Ca and Al also dominate the 

basin between the Antler-Valentine and Bagdad volcanic belts. The Bagdad 

belt has a Ca-, Fe- and Na-rich chemistry like the Antler-Valentine belt 

in its trimodal volcanics, but may be more Mg- and AI-rich than the 

Antler-Valentine belt. Finally, the southernmost region of metapelites 

appears to reflect a K-rich crust lying between two belts deficient in K. 

The sharp compositional changes from region to region imply markedly 

different tectonic histories and origins for each region. 
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Plutonic Rocks 

All of the earliest supracrustal components in the Northwest 

Gneiss belt are of sedimentary or volcanic (and subvolcanic) derivation, 

and were deposited prior to inception of major plutonism at 1730 Ma. The 

earliest plutons include granodiorite, diorite, and rarely gabbro bodies 

that were emplaced into and along the edges of the volcanic belts soon 

after the close of volcanic activity at about 1740 Ma, but many early 

plutons had crystallized prior to deposition of the purple slate-volcanic 

conglomerate sequence in the Antler-Valentine belt that correlates to the 

1720 Ma Texas Gulch Formation in the Prescott volcanic belt. 

Culminating at about 1720 Ma but continuing on to 1710 Ma and 

possibly 1700 Ma was the emplacement of huge batholiths and batholithic 

complexes of zoned granodiorite-monzogranite-granite, which, unlike the 

earlier pretectonic deformed granodiorite bodies, were syntectonic and 

have undeformed core phases commonly pervaded by autogenous dike swarms. 

Coarsely porphyritic granite phases of the batholiths are virtually 

indistinguishable from 1400 Ma granites in all but their textural and 

structural aspects. The 1720 Ma batholithic invasion of the Northwest 

Gneiss belt was so profound that few early supracrustal deposits remained 

unaffected by their intrusion, or by partial fusion in migmatite zones. 

Pretectonic Granodiorites 

The earliest pretectonic, deformed granodiorite bodies in the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt occur in and along margins of the volcanic belts, 

as in the Prescott-Jerome belt, but also lie far from the volcanic belts. 

In the northern Cerbat Mountains, a mafic biotite-hornblende granodiorite 

body is highly sheared and interfolded with enclosing paragneiss strata, 

indicating that plutons can actually be folded by intense deformation. 

Other deformed granodiorite bodies far from volcanic belts lie in the 

Black Mountains, White Hills, Cerbat Mountains, Mohave Mountains, and 

southern Hualapai Mountains; those near the volcanic belts lie in the 
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Bagdad area, Cottonwood Cliffs and northern Hualapai Mountains. 

In the northern Hualapai Mountains, the highly deformed locally 

gneissic hornblende-biotite Hualapai granodiorite (not the Hualapai Peak 

porphyritic granite of Kessler, 1976, a 1400 Ma pluton) continuously 

borders the north edge of the Antler volcanic belt that extends across 

the Hualapai Mountains, reappearing south of the volcanic belt in the 

Cottonwood Cliffs to the east. Kessler (1976) obtained an approximate 

'1800 + 470 Ma Rb-Sr isochron on the Hualapai granodiorite, consistent 

with its pretectonic character and probable 1750 Ma age. In the ,Bagdad 

area, similar pretectonic granodiorites occur. A highly deformed 

lineated biotite granodiorite body intrudes the synclinal core of the 

Bagdad volcanic belt, cutting 1740 Ma Hillside mica schist but predating 

1720 Ma porphyritic monzogranite also intruding the schist (both dates 

from Silver, 1966). Thus deformed granodiorites at Bagdad are comparable 

in age and tectonic setting to those farther north, all having been 

emplaced prior to major 1720 Ma deformation of the Northwest Gneiss Belt. 

Pre- and Syn-tectonic Batholiths 

Huge zoned batholiths of feldspar-porphyritic granodiorite

monzogranite-granite pervaded the crust of the Northwest Gneiss belt just 

prior to and during the major orogeny of that crust. Such porphyritic 

bodies include the huge Garnet Mountain-Music Mountain batholith in the 

north, the Valentine body, the huge Aquarius batholith in the Aquarius 

Mountains, the Burch Peak batholith in the southern Hualapai Mountains, 

and many similar porphyritic monzogranite plutons and batholiths 

elsewhere in the Northwest Gneiss belt. All are characterized by K 

feldspar-porphyritic monzogranite and granite core phases, locally with 

swarms of autogenous pegmatite dikes, strongly deformed feldspar

porphyritiC granodiorite border phases, and wide contact metamorphic 

zones including fine grained plutonic dike rocks that migmatized the host 

metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. 
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Prior to this study, few of these major batholiths had been 

studied in detail, but those that have been dated (e.g. Bagdad area, 

Silver, 1966; Valentine area, Silver, 1967) indicate that emplacement 

ages cluster at about 1720 Ma. In contrast to the distinctly calcic 

chemistry of the pre tectonic granodiorites, the large pre- and syn

tectonic batholiths have calc-alkaline chemistry and locally alkali-rich 

contents, but are nowhere peralkaline. Chemically, many are similar or 

in some cases identical to the 1400 Ma porphyritic adamellites that exist 

throughout Arizona, and which define an alkali-rich, calc-alkaline magma 

series. Most of the 1720 Ma porphyritic zoned batholiths in the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt w~re most probably derived by anatexis of lower 

crustal material, as the magmas started crystallizing in the feldspar 

field and underwent only limited fractionation. 

Felsic Plutons 

Many parts of the Northwest Gneiss Belt, particularly the areas 

with abundant supracrustal pelitic sediments and volcanics that survived 

earlier events of plutonism, were subject to partial fusion over broad 

.regions during the peak of regional thermal metamorphism. The result was 

vast migmatitic complexes that are pervaded by anatectites of red granite 

and leucogranite, most of which are two-mica plutons with muscovite > 
biotite because of the felsic source sediments. These muscovite granite 

bodies are widespread throughout the northern Hualapai Mountains, mostly 

along the edges of the Antler volcanic belt where younger felsic and 

pelitic sediments underwent regional anatexis, and in the Cerbat 

Mountains where a broad migmatite complex dominates most of the range. 

These felsic plutons are thought to be younger than the huge 

batholiths, although the emplacement of the batholiths and resulting 

local anatexis of host crust generated similar red granites on a more 

limited, contact scale. Also, many muscovite granite bodies may have 

preceeded the batholiths in areas where the peak of thermal metamorphism 

preceeded emplacement of the batholiths. Thus, the felsic plutons are 
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expected to cluster around 1710-1700 Ma, although some may be as old as 

1730 Ma. As yet, none have been dated by U-Pb zircon methods, and Rb-Sr 

dates on such bodies are typically reset to 1300-1400 Ma (Kessler, 1976). 

Deformation and Metamorphism 

Polycyclic metasedimentary gneisses in the most northwesterly 

part of the Northwest Gneiss belt are structurally distinct from all 

other Proterozoic rocks in Arizona because they show evidence of two 

distinctly different events of deformation. In all other localities 

where polyphase deformation may have been hypothesized, folds with 

different axial plunges can be observed, but all such axes are coplanar 

and therefore consistent with progressive strain in a single event of 

deformation. Such is not the case in polycyclic gneisses of the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt, where there are two superimposed deformational 

events of different axial planar orientations, not just divergent fold 

axes, and metamorphic mineral lineations paralleling early fold axes. 

The rocks resemble Archean polycyclic gneisses in other parts of the 

world, as well as layered gneisses in younger polycyclic terranes. 

Thus, evidence exists in the northwest region for deformational 

and metamorphic events which predated the major deformational-metamorphic 

event that the rest of the Arizona Proterozoic crust experienced. Also 

it seems that an event of diabase dike intrusion, as well as probable 

uplift and unroofing and even possibly an event of plutonism, are all 

recorded in the polycyclic gneisses, events that predated formation of 

the adjacent crust to the southeast. These events therefore probably 

significantly predated 1850 Ma, and may be as old as 2200 Ma. 

Timing of the younger deformation and metamorphism throughout 

the Northwest Gneiss Belt, the main event of Proterozoic deformation and 

metamorphism that all rocks experienced, obviously postdates deposition 

of the supracrustal successions and emplacement of pretectonic biotite

hornblende granodiorites that are as highly deformed as the host strata. 
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However, 1720 Ma dates on porphyritic granodiorites and monzogranites 

that may appear undeformed in the field do not place an accurate younger 

limit on the deformational and metamorphic event, because they are 

clearly not post-tectonic bodies. The Aquarius batholith is a classic 

example, where the core porphyritic granodiorite phases in the Aquarius 

Mountains looks completely undeformed, yet border phases in the Hualapai 

Mountains are strongly lineated gneisses. All of the huge batholithic 

bodies have migmatitic margins that are strongly deformed, border phases 

that are clearly deformed, and cores that appear undeformed. Thus 

different tectonic relationships might be deduced depending on which 

phase of the concentrically zoned batholith is observed. 

Instead these batholiths should be understood as initially 

pre tectonic but largely syntectonic, since it was their emplacement into 

the crust and the sheer volume of the magmatic event that actually caused 

major metamorphism and deformation in the Northwest Gneiss Belt. Many 

larger batholiths are 40 kilometers or more in all measurable dimensions, 

thus occupying almost the full thickness of the crust, and emplacement 

levels varied from deep to shallow according to level in the batholith. 

The batholiths were emplaced initially into a static, non-metamorphic 

environment, but the earliest-crystallized borders were deformed and 

metamorphosed by the peak of deformation and metamorphism after their 

crystallization, an orogeny which ultimately was generated by formation 

and emplacement of the batholiths themselves. Consequently, the coarsely 

feldspar-porphyritic granodiorites and monzogranites in the Northwest 

Gneiss Belt are not post-tectonic, but rather pre- and syn-tectonic. 

Therefore the major deformation and metamorphism followed 

batholith emplacement as a wave throughout the Northwest Gneiss Belt, but 

were so close in age to batholith emplacement and crystallization that 

they would date isotopically the same as the batholiths, namely at about 

1720 Ma. Although deformation may have precisely matched emplacement of 

the batholiths in most localities, the peak of thermal metamorphism 

probably followed batholithic emplacement in many places as metamorphic 
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isograds rose to higher crustal levels with continued crustal heating. 

Thus earlier penetrative foliation was sequentially overprinted in most 

places with new fabrics of metamorphic recrystallization as the plutonic 

event swept from southeast to northwest across the entire belt. 

The style of metamorphism in the Northwest Gneiss Belt is one 

of high T-10w P anda1usite-cordierite facies series, as is typically 

found around major batholiths, and the architecture of the isothermal 

surfaces would be completely governed by the configurations of the 

batholiths and their relative emplacements. Staurolite would be expected 

at deeper crustal levels such as are exposed in the western part of the 

Hualapai Mountains and in the Mohave Mountains. To date, staurolite has 

been found only in pegmatites of the migmatite complex in the western 

Hualapai Mountains, where predicted, but not in other areas where 

expected. Thus, andalusite, staurolite and cordierite all exist in the 

northern Hualapai Mountains, suggesting a P-T regime in the range 500-

7000C and 3-5 ki10bars, which is consistent with the crustal structure 

predicted by Anderson (1978b). 

Essentially similar metamorphic conditions were derived for 

Vishnu schist in the Grand Canyon (Brown, Babcock and Clark, 1974). 

Little has been said about the relationship of Vishnu schist in the Grand 

Canyon to the region discussed here for several reasons: (1) Grand Canyon 

exposures are so small they would go unnoticed in the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt, yet the region has received much more attention than its size 

warrants; (2) no definitive statements about the tectonic history of a 

region as broad as the Northwest Gneiss Belt can come from a small region 

isolated from the rest of the terrane, where the critical broad-scale 

relationships can never be accurately deduced; and (3) the Grand Canyon 

exposures actually represent an atypical part of the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt, in one of the deeper level migmatite complexes. It is concluded 

that the Grand Canyon exposures are so limited in size and scope as to be 

inconsequential to the overall tectonic evolution of the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt; its place in the overall setting is thus left for others to resolve. 
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Crustal Compositions and Tectonic History 

Basement Character 

Another important way of subdividing the Northwest Gneiss Belt 

is by the type of basement that once floored the supracrustal assemblages 

and thus profoundly influenced all other aspects of the crust's history. 

Southeast of a northeast-trending line through Kingman (fig. 27) evidence 

exists in mafic-ultramafic fragments near the edges of batholiths, as 

described earlier, for an original mafic substratum to the southeastern 

part of the Northwest Gneiss Belt. The substratum evidently included 

metapyroxenite and possibly also pyroxene-rich peridotite, but much of it 

was layered gabbroic rocks, including an upper tholeiitic basalt layer. 

No evidence for a mafic basement has yet been found north of 

the line through Kingman, but it is possible that evidence for additional 

mafic-ultramafic material lies in amphibolite components of the Cerbat 

Mountains migmatite complex. If this is found to be true, the location 

of the line will be pushed north of Kingman to the northern edge of the 

Cerbat Mountains and thus have a more easterly trend than is shown on 

figure 27. North of this line, there is no evidence for a granitoid 

basement to the northernmost belt older than the early Proterozoic. The 

polycyclic gneisses may form a local basement to the younger volcanic

related clastics, but they are not the ultimate crustal basement, since 

they are evidently regenerated arkosic-arenitic Proterozoic sediments. 

Thus it is concluded that a Proterozoic oceanic basement of 

mafic-ultramafic character most probably underlay most of the Northwest 

Gneiss belt, from the northeast edge of the Antler-Valentine volcanic 

belt to the southeast edge of the Bagdad volcanic belt, as shown in 

figure 27. However, northwest of Kingman the basement probably lies deep 

beneath the early Proterozoic clastic wedge that was deposited off the 

edge of the northern Archean Wyoming craton, and it may be exposed 

nowhere in the Proterozoic orogen. This basement was evidently neither 
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granitoid nor oceanic, but was likely transitional in character, such as 

would be developed along the edge of a rifted Proterozoic continental 

margin where Archean granitoid basement interfaces with oceanic crust. 

In this context, the exact location of the granitoid-oceanic basement 

transition is not as critical as the recognition of its petrogenetic, 

evolutionary, and plate tectonic significance. 

Crustal Structure 

With the earliest supracrustal components indicating open ocean 

conditions throughout the Northwest Gneiss Belt in early Proterozoic 

time, and with the basement south of Kingman having been of oceanic 

character and of mafic-ultramafic composition, it is compelling to 

conclude that the two major volcanic belts in the Northwest Gneiss Belt 

represent oceanic island arcs or even oceanic islands developed in the 

open Proterozoic ocean basin. The ocean basin appears to have shallowed 

to the northwest, where the previously deformed arkosic-arenitic clastic 

wedge originally derived from the Archean craton was shallowly submerged 

and received clastics of volcanic origin distant from the volcanic axes. 

To the southeast however, the basin lying between the submerged 

Antler-Valentine volcanic belt and the submerged Bagdad volcanic belt was 

much deeper, and clastics shed from the volcanic belts into this deep 

ocean basin were probably deposited directly on oceanic crust, but 

locally may have been mixed with basic volcanics and tuffs. There is no 

evidence that either yolcanic belt ever became emergent during their 

volcanic evolution, only after initial plutonism and uplift, possibly 

prior to deposition of Texas Gulch-like recycled clastics. 

However, formative volcanism in the belts built up the volcanic 

piles sufficiently that shallower-water pelitic sediments succeeded 

volcanics across most parts of the volcanic chains, including the earlier 

deep-water flanking sediments. If the belt of apparently felsic crust 

southeast of Bagdad is indeed without mafic basement and its pelitic 
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sediments are not analogous to the later shallower-water pelitic 

sequences of the other belts, then it has no part in the original deep

water intraoceanic setting of volcanic belts on oceanic crust, and 

therefore must be assumed to be exotic to that oceanic setting, and 

consequently allochthonous to the crustal region in which it now lies. 

Tectonic History 

The five lithologic belts in the Northwest Gneiss Belt 

identified on the basis of protolithology also uniquely correspond to 

belts of differing tectonic histories. Of special significance is the 

most northerly region northwest of Kingman that includes both an older 

terrane and a younger terrane with different tectonic histories. The 

polycyclic gneisses of the earlier terrane were evidently deformed once 

before basic dike intrusion and again after dike intrusion, because the 

dikes are deformed only once. The protoliths of the polycyclic gneisses 

were bedded arkoses, arenites, and impure quartzites and siltstones, 

which included significant arkosic granitoid detritus that was almost 

certainly derived from the Archean Wyoming craton to the north. 

The younger terrane consists mostly of quartz wacke and pelite 

protoliths having no basic dikes and showing evidence of only one major 

deformational event, as do all other Proterozoic stratified rocks in 

Arizona. Thus, the older arkosic terrane was deformed, metamorphosed and 

invaded by basic dikes prior to deposition of the younger quartz wacke

pelite sequence unconformably on the arkoses, and both sequences were 

deformed and metamorphosed again during major Proterozoic orogeny that 

affected all Proterozoic rocks in the Northwest Gneiss Belt. 

Considering the polycyclic nature of the older gneisses, it is 

possible but unlikely that they are of Archean age and were tectonically 

detached from the main Wyoming craton to the north, because: (1) such a 

model fails to provide a source for the arkosic granitoid detritus that 

dominates the early sediments; (2) it is almost certain that the source 
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material for the oldest rocks was the Archean Wyoming craton itself to 

the north; and thus (4) the arkosic terrane would have to have an early 

Proterozoic depositional age, predating evolution of mafic volcanics and 

wackes to the south, but postdating emergence of the Archean craton. 

This places the depositional age of the arkoses in the range 2300-1800 

Ma, but they are considered most likely to be between 2000 and 1900 Ma 
old because of broader-scale continental considerations (Anderson, 1976). 

However, at present the depositional age of the oldest arkosic 

rocks in Arizona is constrained only as predating the 1800 Ma volcanic 

rocks to the south by events of deformation and mafic dike intrusion. It 

is expected that if any original detrital zircons survived the high 

amphibolite metamorphic grades, their ages will exceed 2000 Ma and date 

the source Archean granitoid detritus. The ages of metamorphic zircons 

could relate to either the early or later thermal events and fall in the 

range 1900-1700 Ma. Most probably, zircons in the polycyclic gneisses 

will be found to have hybrid ages between 1850 and 1750 Ma, but such ages 

cannot be considered as the real depositional age of the arkoses. 

The younger, immature wacke-pelite sequence was coeval with 

wackes and volcaniclastics deposited at the edges of the Antler-Valentine 

volcanic belt, which may be either coeval with, or slightly younger than, 

formative volcanics in the belt. As the volcanic belt evolved, fine 

grained clastic detritus was shed back over the older gneiss terrane to 

the north, possibly with some reworking of this detritus in the shallower 

submarine basin to the north. The deeper basin to the southeast between 

the Antler-Valentine and Bagdad volcanic belts was strictly an inter-arc 

basin coeval with evolution of the two volcanic belts. 

Current evidence favors the model that the brief volcanic build 

ups of trimoda1 tholeiitic basalt-dacite-rhyodacite in both the Ant1er

Valentine and Bagdad volcanic belts were broadly if not precisely coeval 

at approximately 1750 Ma, since such similar stratigraphic sequences and 

petrologic-chemical similarities exist in both belts. However, if one is 
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found to be younger-it will be the Bagdad belt because indirect evidence 

favors that the Antler-Valentine belt evolved along the edge of the 

cratonic clastic wedge first, and that the Bagdad belt then formed by 

back-arc spreading (see later discussion). Tenuous Pb-Pb isotopic data 

and some geologic data not detailed here also favor a slightly older age 

for volcanics and plutonics in the Antler-Valentine belt. 

Assuming both volcanic belts were broadly coeval from 1750-1740 

Ma, their formation corresponds to a time when the Prescott-Jerome 

volcanic belt was evolving its younger mafic volcanic sequences on an 

older arc crust of mafic tholeiites along the eastern edge of the belt. 

The relatively primitive, unevolved state of the northern volcanic belts 

at this time, and their lack of subsequent development, implies that the 

Bagdad and Antler-Valentine volcanic belts formed in a different tectonic 

setting than did the well developed volcanic belts of central Arizona. 

However, the later evolution of both the northern and central 

Arizona volcanic belts were almost certainly linked in time, after 

formative volcanism, initial plutonism, uplift and unroofing. Younger 

deposits of reworked volcanic detritus comprise a unique purple slate

Siltstone-conglomerate suite with highly distinctive lithologies, whether 

it be named the Alder Group, as in the younger central Arizona volcanic 

belts, the Texas Gulch Formation, as in the Prescott-Jerome belt, or be 

unnamed, as in the Valentine volcanic belt. Stratigraphic continuity 

between isolated occurrences of the unique Alder lithotype will never be 

proven, because each deposit was areally restricted to structural troughs 

in its own volcanic belt, never forming a blanket deposit across the 

entire terrane. Nevertheless, all such isolated deposits were probably 

coeval at about 1720 Ma, thus establishing a critical time link, during 

and after which all volcanic belts in central and northwestern Arizona 

shared a common stratigraphic, structural and tectonic history. Most 

importantly, the correlation requires all volcanic belts to have been "in 

place" by that time, and any major rearrangement or transcurrent 

dissection of the Proterozoic crust must have occurred before that time. 
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The anomalous terrane of pelitic metasediments between Bagdad 

and the west edge of the Prescott volcanic belt is enigmatic in its 

apparent lack of correlation with either neighboring volcanic belt. It 

may be either in tectonic contact with adjacent volcanic belts, or else 

partly unconformable upon them and thus equal in age and stratigraphic 

position to the Hillside mica schist protoliths. If this small belt of 

apparently felsic crust was originally allochthonous to the edges of one 

or both volcanic belts, and was tectonically translated into its present 

position, then the above reasoning requires that this crustal segment was 

emplaced close to the time of its formation, no later than 1720 Ma ago. 

The final stage of crustal evolution of the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt involves anatexis of lower crustal material and emplacement of these 

anatectites as huge batholiths into the middle and upper levels of the 

crust. This major event of batholithic emplacement occurred immediately 

after deposition of the Texas Gulch Formation-correlative sediments, and 

broadly coincided with the major regional deformation and metamorphism of 

the Proterozoic crust of the Northwest Gneiss Belt at about 1720 Ma. In 

all localities, deformation predated the earliest calcic granodiorite 

plutons and was coextensive with batholith emplacement, but at many 

localities the rise of the thermal infrastructure followed batholith 

crystallization, such that deformational fabrics were overprinted by 

higher grade metamorphic fabrics as the event of batholithic emplacement 

swept across the entire Northwest Gneiss Belt from its southeast end to 

its northwest extremity in far northwestern Arizona. 

Clearly, some major tectonic force was responsible for this 

major 1720 Ma orogeny of the Northwest Gneiss Belt, a force sufficiently 

profound to have completely regenerated the Proterozoic crust of all of 

northwest Arizona over at least a 250 kilometer width and consolidate it 

into a thickened, stable Proterozoic craton. The evidence for that force 

is nowhere found in the Northwest Gneiss Belt itself, but lies in the 

neighboring Proterozoic tectonic belts of central and southeast Arizona, 

which are reviewed in the sections to follow. 
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SOutbeast SCbist Belt 

The greatest difficulty in satisfactorily presenting the 

geology of the Southeast Schist Belt is that its constituent exposures 

are relatively small and isolated from one another, with little of the 

continuity that is found in the Northwest Gneiss Belt. Thus, no single 

map of the belt can adequately represent the geologic detail in which it 

is now understood, without having individual maps of each major exposure. 

Figure 27 is therefore a highly generalized presentation of the geology 

of the Southeast Schist Belt, as it is for the other two belts. Post

Precambrian reactivation of many parts of the Southeast Schist Belt has 

rendered otherwise weakly metamorphosed schistose rocks with penetrative 

Precambrian foliation into relatively high-grade gneisses with younger 

cataclastic fabrics. Interpretation of protoliths in such regenerated 

areas, however, are no less certain than in the migmatite complexes of 

the Northwest Gneiss Belt. Elsewhere, protoliths in the Southeast Schist 

Belt can be determined with confidence because of low metamorphic grades. 

Like the Northwest Gneiss Belt, the Southeast Schist Belt 

consists mostly of metasedimentary rocks, with volcanic rocks in lower 

abundance and confined to small, discrete volcanic belts. However, 

unlike the gneiss belt, rocks of the Southeast Schist Belt are at low 

metamorphic grades, and instead of being lithologically variable, are 

remarkably uniform in composition, lithology and structure across the 

belt. The volcanic rocks in the Southeast Schist Belt are more similar 

in age and general stratigraphy to the younger central Arizona felsic 

volcanic belt, not the older one, and formed in the range 1700-1650 Ma. 

The central volcanic chain of the younger felsic volcanic belt 

did not extend southeast of Young, but a wide front of turbidite 

volcaniclastics and graywackes did continue south into the Hess Canyon, 

Four Peaks and Phoenix areas, as discussed in chapter 5 and sections to 

follow. The extent of this graywacke-volcaniclastic front to the Central 

Volcanic Belt defines its southeastern limit, and the beginning of the 
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Southeast Schist Belt (fig. 27). Everywhere southeast of this Salt River 

line is a vastly different terrane of immature, silicic, micaceous, 

metasediments derived from quartz wacke protoliths, known as "Pinal 

Schist", that are lithologically unlike all other Arizona Proterozoic 

belts. Exposures in the southern Sierra Estrella and Superstition 

Mountains are critical to the location of this line, since they are the 

most northerly exposures of true Pinal Schist. 

Oldest Crustal Components 

The dominant and characteristic protolithology of the Southeast 

Schist Belt is argillaceous quartz wacke, having thin 1-2 cm siliceous 

beds alternating with thinner argillaceous layers to make up a well

bedded but very immature sand-silt-c1ay deposit. Much of the material 

appears to have been ultimately of felsic volcanic origin,deposited far 

from volcanic centers and reworked in a deep-water submarine, locally 

turbiditic environment. Many immature deposits show evidence of having 

been chaotically dumped, slumped, or structurally disordered in the 

submarine environment, but more mature silicic deposits are well bedded. 

In almost all localities, the distinctive Pinal Schist 

protolith has been metamorphosed to at least low greenschist-grade 

sericite-quartz+biotite schists, semischists and phyllites, but higher 

metamorphic grades occur locally. Only this distinctive metasedimentary 

lithology and its variants, as described herein, are redefined here as 

"Pinal Schist", in conformity with common usage of the term. The term 

has been used by some to also include volcanic rocks present in parts of 

the Southeast Schist Belt, but this usage is incorrect and should not be 

continued, since the volcanic rocks are in most places stratigraphically 

and spatially distinct from the Pinal Schist type lithology. The 

volcanic centers and belts may be broadly time-equivalent to Pinal Schist 

deposition, but they formed in a different tectonic setting under 

different conditions, and to not distinguish the volcanics from Pinal 

Schist is to ignore important paleotectonic information. 
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The distinctive Pinal Schist lithology extends from the type 

area in the Pinal Mountains near Globe west into Maricopa County, south 

and west throughout Pinal County, southeast into Graham County, and into 

northeast Pima and adjacent Cochise County (fig. 27). Although the main 

protolithology of Pinal Schist is argillaceous quartz wacke, other rock 

types locally dominate in various places. For example, in the type area 

of the Pinal Mountains, thinly bedded argillaceous quartzite, wacke and 

siltstone constitute a more siliceous section than in other parts of the 

Pinal Schist. In marked contrast to siliceous rocks in the Pinal type 

area the region to the west between Florence Junction, Superior and Ray 

is dominated by phyllite. sericitic slate, pelite and other argillaceous 

protoliths of probable volcanic origin. The clay-rich protoliths extend 

to the south and west, as do the more siliceous rock types. 

In most parts of the Southeast Schist Belt where Pinal Schist 

is shown on figure 27, its lithology is remarkably uniform. To the 

southeast in the Table Top Mountains of western Pinal County and Javelina 

Mountains of southwest Maricopa County, essentially the same argillaceous 

quartz wacke protolith dominates, but with abundant andalusite (t 

cordierite) from low amphibolite metamorphic grades at the edge of the 

1400 Ma Maricopa batholith. From this western locality all the way east 

across Pinal County into the northern Tortolita and Catalina Mountains, a 

relatively uniform assemblage of quartz wacke, argillaceous siltstone, 

slate, and local felsic tuff protoliths persist. The presence in many 

places of distally derived tuffaceous material repeatedly suggests that 

the quartz wacke lithology results from reworking of volcaniclastic 

debris in a deep-water submarine setting. 

At localities farther west and east, such as at Ajo and in 

parts of the Santa Teresa and Pinaleno Mountains, Pinal Schist exists in 

regenerated form due to Mesozoic and Tertiary metamorphism and tectonism 

(fig. 27). Nevertheless, the distinctive Pinal Schist protolithology can 

still be recognized in these reworked localities. However, southeast of 

a line through Cochise County between Safford and Benson, a major change 
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in the oldest crustal components occurs, and everywhere south of this 

line, typical Pinal Schist proto1itho10gies are not found. Instead, 

volcanic and distal volcaniclastic proto lithologies unlike Pinal Schist 

dominate the southern region. Thus it is appropriate to review the 

distribution of these volcanic rocks in the Southeast Schist Belt. 

Volcanic Centers and Belts 

Immediately south of the argillaceous pelitic units that occur 

between Florence Junction and Ray, as described above, are distinctive 

quartz-feldspar crystal rhyolitic tuffs, phenocrystic massive rhyolite, 

and highly sericitic phyllite of rhyolitic tuff origin. The proximity of 

these felsic volcanics to argillaceous variants of Pinal Schist strongly 

suggest that the fine clay material was largely felsic tuffaceous debris 

shed into a deeper basin adjacent to a small felsic volcanic center in 

the Ray area, in contrast to the siliceous, presumably shallower water 

depositional setting of the Pinal Mountains lying some 15 kilometers east 

of the Ray volcanic center. The full extent of the Ray felsic volcanic 

center is unknown because of lack of outcrop to the south, west and east. 

The extent of volcanic rocks is limited to the north by pelitic 

tuffaceous variants of Pinal Schist mentioned above but may be continuous 

under cover with the felsic volcanic occurrence in Aravaipa Canyon to the 

south. If so, a small volcanic belt up to 50 km long and comparable in 

size to the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt could be represented (fig. 27). In 

the Aravaipa area, small windows suggest that most Precambrian volcanic 

rocks may lie under cover of San Pedro Valley. Exposures of relatively 

massive (subvo1canic?) quartz-feldspar phenocrystic rhyolite in Aravaipa 

Canyon are similar to those at Ray but are red from dispersed hematite. 

To the west on the east edge of the Tortilla Mountains, black rhyolitic 

tuff, intermediate-andesitic tuff, and tuffaceous siltstone all indicate 

that the distal edge of the volcanic belt is represented to the west. 

South of Aravaipa Canyon, felsic and mafic tuffs and possible flows occur 

with Pinal Schist to suggest proximity to the southern limit of volcanics. 
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The largest exposures of volcanic rocks in the Southeast Schist 

Belt lie mainly in the Dos Cabezas Mountains (fig. 27). Whereas the Ray

Aravaipa volcanics are mostly phenocrystic rhyolite and felsic tuff, the 

Dos Cabezas belt involves a much larger build up of mafic volcanics, 

including subvolcanic phases, and felsic volcanics and volcaniclastics, 

all of which make up a belt comparable in size to the Bagdad volcanic 

belt. However, the Dos Cabezas belt is unlike those in northern and 

central Arizona in most major petrologic and chemical aspects. 

The dominant chemical character of the Dos Cabezas belt appears 

to be bimodal basalt-rhyodacite, but dacites have also been identified in 

the field, so the assemblage may later be shown to be trimodal. The 

chemistry of the volcanics, however, sets them apart from all other 

Proterozoic volcanic belts in Arizona. All bimodal basalt-rhyodacite (or 

even trimodal basalt-dacite-rhyodacite) suites in the volcanic belts of 

central and northwest Arizona are of low-K tholeiitic chemistry, and the 

younger mafic volcanics of the Union Hills Group that are of calc

alkaline chemistry are polymodal basaltic andesite-andesite-dacite

rhyolite, not bimodal basalt-rhyodacite. In contrast, the Dos Cabezas 

basalt-rhyodacite suite is chemically transitional from high-K tholeiitic 

to calc-alkaline, and the calc-alkaline rocks are fresh and cannot be 

rejected as altered. Thus, the Dos Cabezas volcanic suite is both 

unevolved in terms of bimodal basalt-rhyodacite, but evolved in terms of 

higher-than-normal alkali content, so it is anomalous. 

Stratigraphic relations in the Dos cabezas volcanic belt are 

essentially similar to those in other Proterozoic volcanic belts in 

Arizona, particularly the younger parts of the Central Volcanic Belt. 

The oldest volcanics are pyroxenic basalts underlain by massive pyroxene

crystal basalt-microgabbro remnants of the source magma chamber that fed 

overlying mafic flows and tuffs. Both subvolcanic and extrusive dacites 

were noted in the field, but they have not been chemically analyzed. 

Overlying the basaltic units and locally inter stratified with them are 

quartz-feldspar~crystal rhyodacite bodies and quartz-crystal rhyodacitic 
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tuff interlayered with finer grained felsic flows and tuffs. The upper 

portions are interstratified with, and perhaps locally unconformably 

overlain by, tuffaceous sediments and wackes that increase in abundance 

away from the main volcanic axis. 

In the southern part of the range, distal volcaniclastics and 

pelitic metasediments are apparently unconformably overlain by a 

quartzitic sequence of interbedded white quartzite, siltstone and shale 

that displays abundant folds. These quartzites have features in common 

with both Alder quartzites of central Arizona and with parts of the 

Mazatzal Group distant from the main exposures in the Mazatzal Mountains. 

Present evidence favors the likelihood that they are broadly time 

correlative to the Mazatzal Group, but exact stratigraphic continuity 

with Mazatzal units in central Arizona is not implied by the correlation. 

Other volcanic and clastic units in the Dos Cabezas volcanic 

belt are lithologically similar to rock units in the younger felsic part 

of the Central Volcanic Belt. The oldest mafics lie in a stratigraphic 

position similar to that of the basal Union Hills Group in the Cave Creek 

and Diamond Butte belts, but the Dos Cabezas basalts are chemically less 

evolved than the Union Hills basaltic andesites. Felsic volcanics are 

petrologically similar to ignimbrites in the Hess Canyon, Aravaipa and 

Diamond Butte areas, but were subaqueous crystal tuffs in the Dos Cabezas 

belt, not subaerial ignimbrites. Finally, Dos Cabezas white quartzites 

are most likely broadly time-correlative to Mazatzal strata in central 

Arizona but in detail will probably be found to be time-transgressive 

from Mazatzal strata, even though never continuous with them. This last 

correlation is supported by a 1685 Ma age on rhyodacites in the Dos 

Cabezas Mountains and Johnny Lyon Hills (Silver, 1967, 1976, 1978), 

suggesting that they are slightly younger than lithologically similar 

quartz-crystal rhyolitic ash flows and tuffs in central Arizona with 

1705-1695 Ma ages. If the quartzites in the Dos Cabezas belt postdate 

the felsic volcanics, as is almost certainly the case, they cannot be of 

Alder age and therefore must be correlative to the Mazatzal Group. 
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These relationships establish an important time at which the 

Dos Cabezas volcanic belt was stratigraphically linked, in a broad sense 

not implying direct continuity of strata, to the younger felsic volcanic 

belts of central Arizona; both volcanic terranes were overlapped by 

mature shallow-water marine and littoral. sands soon after felsic 

volcanism ceased. The situation is exactly analogous to the Alder Group

Texas Gulch-Valentine clastics in the central and northwest belts where 

direct stratigraphic continuity between isolated localities never 

existed, but the sedimentary event marks the latest time at which all the 

tectonic elements of the terrane were "in place". Similarly, the 

Southeast Schist Belt between central Arizona and at least the Dos 

Cabezas volcanic belt must have constituted one contiguous crustal 

terrane soon after 1685 Ma. 

Other Crustal Components 

Volcanic and clastic rocks in the Little Dragoon Mountains to 

the west seem broadly similar to those in the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt 

but have important differences that provide valuable information on the 

pre-1685 Ma tectonic history of the Southeast Schist Belt. In the 

eastern Little Dragoon Mountains is a suite of mafic volcanics that 

includes basaltic flows, coarse breccias, agglomerates and tuffs with a 

chaotic structure. Huge blocks of volcanic rock lie in a matrix of other 

volcanic material, and various blocks have variable bedding orientations. 

In fact, it appears that many of the volcanic units were structurally 

imbricated prior to deformation, and that the steeply dipping penetrative 

foliation was superimposed on this imbricate fabric. Even the uppermost 

mafic tuffs and iron formation that are overlain by turbidite graywackes 

to the west appear chaotically dissected. 

The metamorphosed graywacke-siltstone-shale suite in the 

western part of the Little Dragoon Mountains is a classic turbidite 

sequence deposited in a deep-water submarine environment and is typical 

of clastic sequences flanking younger parts of the Central Volcanic Belt. 
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Thus, if the eastern Little Dragoon volcanics are the west edge of the 

Dos Cabezas volcanic belt (questioned on figure 27), then the turbidite 

graywacke suite is ideally appropriate as a volcaniclastic apron to the 

edge of the volcanic belt. If so, the west edge of the belt and its 

graywacke apron were both chaotically dissected prior to regional 

deformation of the belt. 

Additional complexity in the Southeast Schist Belt is added by 

exposures in the southern Pinaleno Mountains of quartzofeldspathic 

schists that were derived from quartz- and K-feldspar-rich arkosic and 

conglomeratic protoliths. The schists contain small pebbles of granitoid 

detritus, but the intergrowth of K-feldspar and quartz in the fragments 

appears to be more granophyric than granodioritic or granitic. However, 

the exact origin of the pebbles is somewhat obscured by locally strong 

metamorphic recrystallization and tectonic fabrics of Tertiary age that 

affect most of the central and northern Pinaleno Mountains. 

Because of the granophyric character of the felsic fragments, 

they were likely derived by local erosion of the quartz-feldspar 

phenocrystic rhyolites and subvolcanic granophyres exposed in the Dos 
~ 

Cabezas belt less than 20 kilometers away. If so, the arkosic protoliths 

of the feldspathic schists correlate broadly with other sediments of 

Mazatzal age in the area, being local conglomeratic facies of otherwise 

quartz arenite deposits. However, if the arkosic protoliths are found to 

be older than felsic volcanics in the Dos Cabezas, then their granitoid 

fragments are evidence for an older felsic volcanic or granitic source 

terrane somewhere in the vicinity. If an older granitoid terrane was the 

source of these fragments, it is not now exposed or recognized in 

southeast Arizona, it must have been originally exotic to the Proterozoic 

oceanic crust that exists throughout the rest of Arizona, and it was 

therefore brought into place by tectonic processes. 

The most southerly Proterozoic rocks in Arizona lie near Bisbee 

in the Mule Mountains. The protoliths of .the pale green chlorite-
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sericite schists are volcaniclastics, sediments and tuffs of andesitic to 

dacitic composition, although much of the material appears to be reworked 

rather than of direct tuff deposition. Thus, these andesitic-dacitic 

volcaniclastic protoliths reworked in a deep-water setting were distally 

derived from a coeval or older andesitic volcanic center. However, such 

an andesitic-dacitic volcanic center is nowhere exposed in southeast 

Arizona, and it is unlikely that the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt was the 

source, since andesites are not present in that-belt. Thus, it is not 

only possible but quite likely that another Proterozoic volcanic belt of 

andesitic composition lies farther to the south in Sonora Mexico, whose 

existence and tectonic significance have hitherto not been recognized. 

Plutonic Rocks 

A highly distinctive feature of the Southeast Schist Belt is 

the character and relative paucity of orogenic plutons that intrude it 

compared to the other Arizona Proterozoic belts. Representatives of the 

oldest plutonic suite were first recognized by Ransome (1919) and named 

Madera diorite. From this type pluton, all the early mafic pre tectonic 

plutons intruding Pinal Schist are grouped here under the term "Madera 

diorites". They are most abundant in the area between Ray, Globe and 

Superior, but many other examples exist to the north, west and southeast, 

somewhat paralleling the exposures of Pinal Schist on figure 27. 

The Madera diorites are clearly all pretectonic in age and are 

deformed at their margins, but some relatively massive granodiorite core 

phases have been misinterpreted as post-tectonic. They vary from diorite 

to quartz diorite, granodiorite and tonalite in composition, and locally 

include xenoliths of Pinal Schist host rocks and gabbro-pyroxenite source 

material. In the Ray-Pinal Mountains area, they have been dated by Rb-Sr 

and K-Ar methods as between 1720 and 1600 Ma, but other bodies intrude 

metarhyo1ite near Ray dated by Rb-Sr whole-rock at 1650 Ma (Livingston, 

1969; Livingston and Damon, 1967). From U-Pb zircon dates, it appears 

that Madera diorites and related pretectonic deformed granodiorites to 
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the north near the northwest boundary of the Southeast Schist Belt were 

emplaced between 1685 and 1660 Ma (Silver, 1976). 

A highly distinctive feature of the Madera diorites is their 

very high titanium contents and high Fe contents relative to other mafic 

pre-tectonic bodies in comparable pretectonic settings in the Central 

Volcanic and Northwest Gneiss Belts (fig. 28). This fact, together ~ith 

petrologic evidence for their derivation from tholeiitic gabbro sources, 

suggests that Madera diorites were ultimately derived directly from a Fe

Ti-rich quartz tholeiite parent magma of sub-crustal origin. Given the 

relatively evolved nature of the Pinal Schist host crust to the Madera 

diorites, it is impossible that Madera diorites were derived by anatexis 

of crust similar to this Pinal Schist host crust, especially when it is 

compared to more mafic host crusts in the Central Volcanic Belt that were 

partially melted to produce much less tholeiitic granodiorites. 

Also intruding the Southeast Schist Belt, but in the southern 

region near the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt and Johnny Lyon Hills, are 

granodiorite plutons that have been described as post-tectonic, but like 

the huge batholiths in the Northwest Gneiss Belt, they are foliated on 

the margins and less deformed in the cores, and thus may appear to be 

post-tectonic when in fact they are most likely syn-tectonic. U-Pb 

zircon ages of 1625 and 1620 Ma on these southern granodiorites (Silver, 

1978) contrast to 1660 Ma and 1630 Ma ages (Silver, 1976; Silver, Conway 

and Ludwig, 1986) on the Sunflower and Young granites in the Central 

Volcanic Belt. Since this study shows the Sunflower monzogranite to be 

syntectonic, and the alkali Young granite to be truly post-tectonic, 

deformation of the Southeast Schist Belt must necessarily have occurred 

after that of the younger portion of the Central Volcanic Belt. 

Deformation and Metamorphism 

Where syntectonic granodiorite plutons in one area postdate 

post-tectonic plutons in an adjacent area, it is clear that the two areas 



Figure 28: 

Ti02 ~ total iron plot of various plutonic rocks in Arizona showing the 

distinctly separate fields of Madera diorites (open circles in dashed field) and 1400 Ma 

porphyritic adamellites (squares and triangles) compared to the main body of pretectonic 

plutons and batholiths, found mainly in the Central Volcanic Belt. Solid circles in the 

pretectonic fields represent analyses of rocks from the older Prescott-Jerome volcanic 

belt, whereas open circles are analyses from the oldest plutons in the younger New River

Cave Creek-Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte belts. The field of the truly alkalic Young 

granite is distinguished, and the 1400 Ma field is subdivided into two parts (squares and 

triangles) where the Young granite field crosses it. 
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must have experienced different tectonic histories. Such is the case not 

only between the younger portion of the Central Volcanic Belt and the 

Southeast Schist Belt, but also between the two different terranes of the 

Southeast Schist Belt itself. The northern part that is dominated by 

Pinal Schist host crust was intruded primarily by pretectonic diorites 

and granodiorites, and was deformed soon after or during the last stages 

of their intrusion (at about 1660-1650 Ma, since by 1630 Ma post-tectonic 

plutons were intruded less than 50 kilometers to the north). In contrast 

the southern portion, including the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt, appears to 

have been deformed as late'as 1625-1620 Ma (Silver, 1978), and was almost 

certainly deformed after the northern part of the Southeast Schist Belt. 

Deformation in the Southeast Schist Belt varies from moderate 

to strong penetrative strain in least competent Pinal Schist and volcanic 

rocks, to weak in the competent massive volcanic and subvolcanic bodies. 

Similarly, the pretectonic diorites and granodiorites are most highly 

deformed at the peripheries, and syn-tectonic granodiorites are weakly 

foliated at their borders. This deformational structure is analogous to 

strong vertical deformation in the Central Volcanic Belt except for three 

important differences: in the Southeast Schist Belt (1) strain is less 

intense in an overall sense, and less penetrative in bodies of like 

competency; (2) tectonic fabrics trend more easterly from 1100 to 0600 

rather than from 0750 to 0250 as in the Central Volcanic Belt; and (3) 

deformation is younger than in the Central Volcanic Belt. Such contrasts 

indicate that the nature of the forces were similar, but that the 

geometry and kinematics of deformation were different. 

If only the youngest units of the Central Volcanic Belt are 

considered -- the Alder Group, rhyolitic ignimbrites, fragmentals of the 

felsic complexes, and the Mazatzal Group, all of which constituted the 

upper crustal layers during deformation and metamorphism -- then both 

structural fabrics and the types of metamorphic grade variations are 

closely analogous to those of the Southeast Schist Belt. Lineations tend 

to be shallowly rather than steeply plunging, and open folds are more 
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common than tight isoclinal folds. Nevertheless, zones of high strain 

are present throughout the Pinal Schist terrane and may also lie near the 

boundary region in the Little Dragoon Mountains where the Dos Cabezas 

volcanic belt bounds the Pinal Schist terrane. Identification of these 

important high-strain zones in the Southeast Schist Belt is rendered 

difficult by the abundance of younger 1400 Ma plutons and superimposed 

post-Precambrian tectonic fabrics. 

Metamorphic facies variations are almost totally governed by 

the array of 1400 Ma megaporphyritic adame11ites that intrude the 

Southeast Schist Belt. Metamorphic effects related to Madera diorite 

intrusions are limited to narrow contact aureoles and do not generally 

develop alumino silicate index minerals, but anda1usite and cordierite are 

commonly and abundantly developed near large 1400 Ma batholiths such as 

the Four Peaks, Maricopa, Ruin and Oracle batholiths. However, all such 

effects are post-orogenic, and when only the pre- and syn-orogenic 

metamorphic structure of the Southeast Schist Belt is analyzed, it is 

clear that the belt is diagnostically devoid of significant metamorphic 

grades and gradients above middle greenschist facies. In many places, 

syn-orogenic metamorphic recrystallization was barely sufficient to 

convert volcanic and sedimentary protoliths to semi-schists and prograde 

their depositional mineralogy to quartz-sericite-a1bite-ch10rite. 

Thus, the Southeast Schist Belt is one of the most enigmatic 

parts of the Arizona Proterozoic because it is penetrative1y deformed, 

but never underwent major orogeny in the classic sense of the word -

that is, orogenic plutons are few and far between, are generally small, 

did not cause any regional metamorphism or deformation of their host 

crust, and were definitely not derived by anatexis of Pinal Schist host 

crust or anything remotely like it. To further complicate the picture, 

Pinal Schist has no known basement, the early history of the Dos Cabezas 

volcanic belt was not linked to Pinal Schist although its later history 

was linked to the Central Volcanic Belt, and both granitoid and andesitic 

exotic crustal fragments may lie in the southeast part of the belt. 
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Central Volcanic Bel t 

The Proterozoic geology of the Central Volcanic Belt has been 

extensively summarized in chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this dissertation and is 

not reviewed here again. Instead, the two major components of the 

Central Volcanic. Belt -- the older Prescott-Jerome portion and the 

younger New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte portion 

that were treated separately in chapters 3, 4 and 5 are now integrated 

here by focussing on similarities and differences in stratigraphy, 

petrogenesis and tectonic history between them. These comparisons and 

contrasts provide an explanation for Silver's isotopic age boundary, and 

show how the different components of the Central Volcanic Belt were 

integral to its continuous volcanoplutonic evolution. 

Relationship of Older ~ Younger Portions 

The older mafic portion of the Central Volcanic Belt all lies 

northwest of the Moore Gulch Shear Zone (figs. II, 12, 18, 22) including 

the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts and distal volcaniclastic-sedimentary 

strata that flank the volcanics to the west, southwest and south. The 

younger, more felsic portion lies southeast of the Moore Gulch Shear Zone 

and includes volcanic belts in the New River, Cave Creek, Diamond Butte 

and Mazatzal Mountain areas, plus distal volcaniclastic and sedimentary 

strata flanking the volcanics to the southeast. 

This spatial separation has been taken to indicate that the 

Moore Gulch Shear Zone is a profound tectonic boundary, such as a major 

strike-slip fault or crustal suture that juxtaposes two volcanic terranes 

of entirely different origins (Maynard, 1986), but such an hypothesis can 

be readily proven to be incorrect. As described in chapters 5 and 6: (1) 

purple slates of the Alder Group lie both east and west of the shear zone 

and extend across the southern continuation of the shear zone near New 

River without any discernible offset, (2) underlying andesitic-dacitic 

volcanics west of New River extend east across the zone into the western 
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part of Daisy Mountain, and (3) to the north at Brooklyn Peak, boulders 

of tonalite were shed from the Cherry Springs batholith lying west of the 

shear zone, into the Brooklyn Peak conglomerate lying east of the shear 

zone prior to extrusion of ignimbrite in the New River Mountains Felsic 

Complex. Such clear relationships unify the volcanic evolutions of the 

areas east and west of the shear zone from inception right up to felsic 

ignimbrite activity, demand lateral preservation of rock units in about 

their present positions, unequivocally disprove major strike-slip offset 

across the shear zone, and disprove that the zone was a crustal suture. 

In fact, the Moore Gulch Shear Zone is simply a zone of high 

strain that formed along the edge of the Cherry Springs batholith prior 

to regional Proterozoic deformation, and remained a weak zone thereafter. 

Significant vertical movement on the order of 1 or 2 kilometers occurred 

after batholith emplacement, causing elevation of the older northwestern 

block and subsidence of the southeastern block before extrusion of the 

New River Mountains ignimbrite fans. Thus, spread of the ignimbrites to 

the west was stopped by the scarp of the Cherry Springs batholith, and 

consequently none of the younger felsic ignimbrites are found to lap 

unconformably over older volcanic formations of the Prescott-Jerome belt. 

The Cherry Springs batholith, emplaced between 1740-1720 Ma 

prior to the ignimbrites, clearly must have intruded host rocks both to 

the east and west, and the eastern host rocks now occur in the Little 

Squaw Creek Migmatite Complex and its correlatives. In the south near 

New River, the host rocks are interstratified with upper portions of the 

Black Canyon Creek GrouPJ and to the east they appear to be unconformably 

overlain by basaltic andesites of the Union Hills Group. Consequently, 

it has been demonstrated (chapter 5) that the Union Hills Group postdates 

the Black Canyon Creek Group, thus leaving a clear and precise separation 

in space and time between the youngest volcanics of the Prescott volcanic 

belt and the"oldest volcanics of the New River volcanic belt. Once again 

however, as in the Prescott belt, that separation is a stratigraphic one 

at a precise time line, and is not a separation either side of a fault. 
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The time difference between the two different volcanic events 

is presently undated and may be as little as 1 Ma or as much as 20 Ma. 

The presence of 1738 Ma plutonic rocks in the Gibson Creek diorite near 

Payson led Silver, Conway and Ludwig (1986) to prociaim that "Yavapai 

series" rocks exist in the Payson area as a basement to the younger Alder 

and Haigler Groups. The fact that mafic volcanic rocks predating Alder 

Group exist in the Payson-Mazatzal-Diamond Butte area has been known for 

many years (Wilson, 1939; Gastil, 1958) and this study has demonstrated 

the existence of these mafic volcanics throughout all younger parts of 

the Central Volcanic Belt. These oldest mafic volcanics are now formally 

assembled here into the Union Hills Group, which is eith,er conformably or 

unconformably overlain by the Alder Group or its correlatives throughout 

the New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte areas. 

Silver, Conway and Ludwig (1986) have now finally recognized 

the existence and stratigraphic position of these mafic volcanics in the 

Payson area, but their statement that they are "Yavapai series" rocks is 

incorrect, confusing the concepts of time and stratigraphy by implying 

that all rocks predating the 1740 Ma plutons and batholiths must belong 

to the "Yavapai series", regardless of location. The wide gap that now 

seems to exist between the youngest volcanic date in the Prescott-Jerome 

area (1755 Ma) and the oldest date in the Alder Group (1710 Ma) is an 

artifact of dating selected rock units, and as more dating in done in the 

Union Hills Group, this gap will be found to close almost completely. 

Silver (in Anderson and others, 1971) gave 1800 to 1750 Ma time 

limits for "Yavapai series" (adjusted for new decay constants), based on 

dating of only three volcanic units: the youngest is in the Spud Mountain 

Formation, which we now know to be only depositional stage 4 of 6 in the 

Prescott-Jerome belt. Neither the oldest (Bradshaw Mountain Group) nor 

youngest (Black Canyon Creek Group) sequences have yet been dated in the 

Prescott belt, so what happens if parts of both sequences fall outside of 

the 1800-1750 Ma age limits of the "Yavapai series" - are its age limits 

adjusted accordingly? If so, what then if parts of the Union Hills Group 
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are found to be younger still, in the range 1740 to 1730 Ma or younger -

are "Yavapai series" age limits younged even further? If so, what then 

if the youngest mafic volcanics in the Central Volcanic Belt turn out to 

be only a few million years older than basal strata of the Alder Group, 

which have also not yet been dated -- are the "Yavapai series" age limits 

younged still further? If so, finally then, how can the "Yavapai series" 

time limits be separated from "Alder series" limits if it is later found 

that the critical time break in the basal Alder Group is in fact time 

transgressive across Arizona from, say, youngest in the southeast to 

oldest in the northwest, such that youngest "Yavapai series" rocks in the 

southeast postdate the oldest "Alder series" rocks in the northwest? 

Clearly the problem lies in trying to confine stratigraphically 

and areally discrete rock packages to broad time limits that are not yet 

precisely defined. The original use of "Yavapai series" (as in Anderson 

and others, 1971) was useful as a means of broadly distinguishing between 

the Prescott-Jerome region and the younger Alder Group to the east, but 

now that detailed stratigraphic relations and distinctions between the 

two areas are available, a detailed application of "Yavapai series" to 

the younger volcanic belts cannot be justified because: 

(1) although "Yavapai series" time limits are 1800-1750 Ma, the older age 

may not, and the younger age almost certainly does not, include all 

formative volcanic rock sequences prior to deposition of Alder Group; 

(2) this more generalized "series" concept cannot take precedence over a 

more accurate Group designation that describes true stratigraphic and 

spatial relationships of major Proterozoic rock sequences in Arizona; 

(3) many rock units in northwest Arizona deposited in the "Yavapai series" 

time interval have no relationship whatsoever to Yavapai Supergroup 

strata because they formed in entirely different tectonic realms; 

(4) the Union Hills Group mayor may not have evolved in the time limits 

of "Yavapai series" but the fact that its strata are both spatially 

and stratigraphically distinct from those of the Prescott-Jerome area 

warrants clear recognition. The "series" concept does not allow this 

critical distinction, so it is a regression from detailed to general. 
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For these reasons, Yavapai Supergroup was redefined in chapter 

3 to replace "Yavapai series" because the stratigraphic relationships of 

the major Proterozoic rock sequences are now well known. The Union Hills 

Group, which includes all the oldest mafic volcanics in the New River, 

Cave Creek, Mazatzal Mountain and Diamond Butte areas, can be included in 

the Yavapai Supergroup if and only if its stratigraphic relations with 

other Yavapai Supergroup rocks are known, or stratigraphic equivalence to 

other rock sequences of the Yavapai Supergroup can be proven. The first 

condition only is met because the Union Hills Group is known from the New 

River area to stratigraphically overlie rocks of the Black Canyon Creek 

Group. If the 1738 Ma date on the Gibson Creek diorite is an accurate 

younger limit on mafic volcanics of the East Verde River Formation, and 

if all other parts of the Union Hills Group are as old, then the Union 

Hills Group mafic volcanics may also be placed in the Yavapai Supergroup. 

However, this does not mean that rocks of the P~escott-Jerome 

belts extend into the Payson area to form a "basement" to Alder Group, as 

Silver, Conway and Ludwig (1986) claim. No volcanic rocks extend from 

the Prescott or Jerome belts that far east: they are areally restricted 

lithostratigraphic packages confined to the Prescott-Jerome belts. The 

mafic volcanics that do occur in the Payson area are s'tratigraphically a 

part of the Union Hills Group, which evolved after volcanic rock groups 

of the Prescott-Jerome belts and is lithostratigraphically very distinct 

from them. Thus, the Union Hills Group was the "basement" to the Alder 

Group, not Yavapai rocks. This distinction is not simply an argument in 

semantics, but a critically important part of the spatial-stratigraphic

temporal progression followed by evolution of the Central Volcanic Belt. 

In summary therefore, there is virtually no time-space overlap 

in detail between the older mafic volcanic portion and the younger felsic 

portion of the Central Volcanic Belt. The boundary is not a major strike 

slip fault, although the Moore Gulch Shear Zone affects part of it, but 

is a clear time-stratigraphic separation between two different, adjacent 

rock sequences. Notwithstanding, the oldest Union Hills Group rocks in 
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the younger part of the Central Volcanic Belt appear to be much closer in 

age to the Black Canyon Creek Group than to the Alder Group, so the Union 

Hills Group may be considered a part of the Yavapai Supergroup. However, 

rocks of the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt did not form a basement to the 

younger sequences of the New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond 

Butte volcanic belts; instead, the younger volcanic belts developed along 

side the older mafic belts, upon a different mafic volcanic sequence that 

is now defined as the Union Hills Group. This group is broadly similar 

in age to mafic volcanic sequences in the older belts, but in detail it 

is perceptibly younger than and stratigraphically distinct from them. 

Continuity of Formative Volcanism 

The Central Volcanic Belt shows a continuous volcanic evolution 

not in the conventional sense of a vertical stratigraphic column, but in 

a diachronous manner that progressed in space and time southeastwards 

across the width of the belt. The earliest volcanism (Bradshaw Mountain 

Group) in the northwest near Prescott evolved a primitive, magnesian, 

low-K tholeiitic, bimodal basalt- rhyodacite suite that is found nowhere 

else in the belt. In the central part of the Prescott belt (Mayer Group) 

and part of the Jerome belt, the next cycle of volcanism evolved a huge 

differentiated complex of bimodal tholeiitic basalt-rhyolite and polymodal 

basalt-andesite-dacite-rhyolite that fractionated along a classic iron

rich Skaergaard tholeiitic trend of differentiation, and nowhere else is 

this specific petrologic suite found. In the eastern part of the Jerome 

and Prescott belts, a third cycle of volcanism evolved the Black Canyon 

Creek Group as a high-K tholeiitic, altered, intermediate to felsic 

fragmental suite that, likewise, is found in no other part of the belt. 

Finally, a fourth suite of low-K calc-alkaline basaltic andesite and 

calc-alkaline andesite-rhyolite evolved from volcanic centers in the New 

River, Cave Creek, Mazatzal Mountain and Diamond Butte areas; these calc

alkaline volcanics were formative only in the southeastern part of the 

Central Volcani~ Belt, never spreading northwest, just as the tholeiitic 

rocks in the northwest never spread to the southeast. 
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Each such volcanic cycle in the Prescott-Jerome belt evolved 

its own unique suite of volcaniclastics that partly filled the troughs 

intervening between volcanic edifices longitudinally along the axis of 

the volcanic chain, as well as laterally on either side of the volcanic 

chain. When the next chain of volcanoes developed to the southeast, its 

oldest volcanic units were laid down upon volcaniclastics that had been 

shed distally southeastward from the previous volcanic cycle. Then as 

the new volcanic cycle evolved, its youngest deposits backfilled the 

trough that intervened between the two volcanic chains, ultimately to lap 

back over the proximal volcanics of the previous cycle (fig. 16.) 

A similar 1ensoida1 depositional setting dominated the New 

River, Cave Creek, Mazatzal Mountain, and Diamond Butte volcanic belts, 

but not so much in a lateral sense as in a longitudinal sense between 

major volcanic centers along the length of the volcanic chain. The 

primary mafic volcanic centers in the Union Hills, North Union Hills, 

Cave Creek, Mount Ord, and East Verde River areas all shed thick fans of 

andesitic graywacke, agglomerate and volcanic conglomerate into troughs 

between the volcanic edifices, and the distal deposits shed from each 

edifice were sufficiently different to distinguish them in some areas 

such as the Slate Creek Divide area. However, the thick sequence of 

volcaniclastics and clastics shed to the southeast along the front of the 

volcanic chain was unlike all other deposits of inter-volcanic basins, 

being dominated by better sorted volcanic siltstone, graywacke, slate, 

quartz wacke and subgraywacke, with little or no coarse volcanic debris. 

These volcanogenic sediments formed a thick clastic wedge that 

flanked the Union Hills Group volcanic chain to the southeast, but a 

similarly thick clastic wedge was not shed northwest to interface with 

the southeasternmost strata of the Black Canyon Creek Group, although 

much of the region is now intruded by plutonic rocks. In the New River

Cave Creek belts, andesitic graywackes fill intervo1canic basins between 

volcanic centers of the chain, whereas a relatively thick sequence of 

andesitic graywacke, siltstone, quartz wacke and tuff wacke was shed off 
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the northwest flank of the volcanic chain in the East Verde River area. 

In contrast to the Prescott volcanic belt, where deposits of one volcanic 

cycle lapped back over deposits of the previous cycle, there is virtually 

no overlap of volcanic o~ clastic deposits from the calc-alkaline New 

River-Cave Creek belt onto the southeast edge of the Prescott belt in the 

formative volcanic stages. Only at a later time, during deposition of 

the Alder Group, is there lapping of younger deposits from the younger 

belts back over the oldest volcanic sequences of the Prescott belt. 

Younger Volcaniclastics and Felsic Ignimbrites 

Union Hills Group calc-alkaline basaltic andesite volcanism was 

first succeeded rhyolitic tuffaceous volcanism in the upper Union Hills 

Group, and only then by deposition of Alder Group fine grained clastics 

with an intermediate-felsic volcanic component. Thus, pillow basalts and 

andesites are not present throughout the Alder Group (see chapter 5), as 

mapped by Conway (in Conway and Wrucke, 1986), but are part of the Union 

Hills Group and are either conformably or unconformably overlain by Alder 

Group purple slate, siltstone and tuff wacke. Because the contact nears 

conformity in many places, it is unlikely to represent a 30 Ma time span 

of erosion or non-deposition, as implied by Silver, Conway and Ludwig's 

(1986) isotope chronology. The relative chronology (chapter 5) indicates 

that either part of the Union Hills Group postdates 1740 Ma, or Alder 

deposition was slow and interhiatal, representing a long time span in a 

sequence varying from less than 1 km to slightly more than 1 km thick. 

In contrast to previous lensoidal volcanic deposits, sedimentary 

deposits of the Alder Group were more blanket-like and were confined to a 

recessive longitudinal basin situated between prominent volcanic edifices 

that existed along the length of the Union Hills-Cave Creek-Mount Ord 

central volcanic chain (see chapter 5). In this longitudinal basin, the 

thickest lithofacies of the Alder Group, including abundant quartzite and 

conglomerate, were deposited in the Diamond Butte area, thick lithofacies 

with abundant volcanic conglomerate were deposited in the Cave Creek area, 
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and the thinnest lithofacies, comprising just the lower purple shale and 

wacke members, were deposited in the New River area, indicating that 

Alder Group clastic deposition prograded westerly along the longitudinal 

basin to lap unconformably back over the earlier volcanic deposits. 

The lower shale-wacke units of the Alder Group in the New ,River 

area compare very closely to the Texas Gulch Formation in the Prescott

Jerome volcanic belt, not just in lithology, but particularly in terms of 

structural localization of the sedimentary deposits to tectonic troughs 

along the edges of major batholiths and plutons. Thus, the down-faulted 

structural trough at the southeast side of the Cherry Springs batholith, 

in which the Alder Group purple slates extending from Moore Gulch to New 

River were deposited, is a mirror image of an identical structural trough 

on the northwest side of the batholith in which the type Texas Gulc~ 

Formation near Mayer was contemporaneously deposited. Therefore both the 

Shylock and Moore Gulch shear zones originated as boundaries to a horst. 

The Alder sedimentary interlude marked a fundamental change in 

the style of volcanism in the younger part of the Central Volcanic Belt, 

from formative mafic calc-alkaline preceeding it, to felsic alkali-calcic 

thereafter. In these younger volcanic belts the last Alder sediments 

were overwhelmed by thick debris piles of volcanic boulder conglomerate 

that heralded the impending major outpourings of rhyolitic ignimbrites. 

Huge calc-alkaline felsic magma chambers invaded the younger part of the 

Central Volcanic Belt, disrupting the coherency of the previous volcanic 

units, extruding fans of alkali-calcic rhyolitic ignimbrites from three 

major sites where the magmas breached surface, and crystallizing as red 

granite batholiths and plutons. Ignimbrites spread north and south from 

the westerly extrusive center in the New River Mountains along the same 

structural trough as the Alder Group, their westward spread being limited 

by the scarp of the emergent Cherry Springs batholith. Ignimbrites from 

the Red Rock and Haigler centers in the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte 

areas were extruded after the Mount Peeley ignimbrites and were complexly 

interleaved in places, but progressively younged to the east in general. 
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As ignimbrite activity progressed in stages from west to east 

across the younger felsic belt, much of the belt was left emergent. The 

subsequent erosion back to sea level of the felsic ignimbrites, first in 

fluvial then estuarine and locally back-bay, then littoral, then finally 

open marine conditions, deposited the distinctive sequence of hematitic 

conglomerates and quartzites, shales, siltstones, and mature quartzites 

known as the Mazatzal Group. The initial network of Mazatzal-age fluvial 

channels that fed into open marine conditions to the southeast started in 

the Chino Valley area north of Prescott, where quartzose detritus from 

the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts was eroded (Wirth, 1980). The channel 

network then flowed southeasterly through Natural Bridge north of Payson 

to join another main fluvial channel that locally fed hematitic detritus 

from Sheep Basin Mountain westerly into the Mazatzal Mountains (Anderson 

and Wirth, 1981). The main channel network then flowed down the central 

axis of the present valley of Tonto Basin from the Mazatzal Mountains to 

the Hess Canyon area, where the strand line was located. 

As erosion of the emergent ignimbrites continued, open marine 

conditions prograded back over the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte region 

and estuarine conditions may have been attained in the drowned river 

valley as far northwest as Chino Valley, thus spanning the entire width 

of the Central Volcanic Belt. Mazatzal Group sedimentation followed 

immediately upon the last stages of the youngest ignimbrite activity in 

the Diamond Butte area, and continued to about 1670 Ma ago. Thus, the 

Central Volcanic Belt was centrally drained by one major channel network 

that fed out to open marine conditions to the southeast. The repeated 

progressions of first mafic formative volcanism then felsic volcanism to 

the southeast across the Central Volcanic Belt to build it up, and the 

repeated prograding of first Alder then Mazatzal strata back across the 

belt to the northwest to erode it down, attests to the fact that the open 

ocean was located southeast of the Central Volcanic Belt throughout its 

entire younger evolution, from at least 1720 Ma onward, if not as early 

as 1730 Ma ago. Therefore by 1720 Ma, the Central Volcanic Belt was a 

continent-margin magmatic belt that fronted a new Proterozoic continent. 
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Plutonism 

In a general sense, the time span of plutonism in the Central 

Volcanic Belt overlapped with, but was slightly younger than, the time 

span of formative volcanism. In detail however, establishment of the 

formative volcanic sequences preceeded plutonism in each area, since 

their presence was required to sustain the plutonism. Thus the earliest 

mafic ± ultramafic complexes of gabbro-microgabbro-diabaseiPyroxenite 

were subvolcanic to the oldest tholeiitic basalt flow sequences, and the 

early gabbro-diorite bodies intruded the Bradshaw Mountain Group and part 

of the Ash Creek Group immediately after establishment of the oldest 

formative volcanics in Prescott-Jerome belts. The intervolcanic gabbro

diorite bodies divided volcanism in the belts into two discrete stages: 

an early primitive stage predating them, and a later, more evolved stage 

that overlapped them. After the next cycle of tholeiitic volcanism 

formed the Mayer Group, the first granodioritic plutons were able to 

intrude parts of the volcanic belts formed at that stage, namely the 

Bradshaw Mountain and Mayer Groups. These earliest granodioritic plutons 

were relatively small, and included the Brady Butte, Crooks Canyon, and 

Government Canyon granodiorites, all emplaced at about 1750 Ma. 

Between 1750 and 1740 Ma or later, formative volcanic activity 

swept across the Central Volcanic Belt to the southeast, so that the rest 

of the belt could sustain plutonism by about 1740-1735 Ma. Emplacement 

of batholiths and plutons in each part of the belt closely followed the 

end of formative volcanism at that locality, hence the earliest plutonic 

phases seem to have been subvolcanic to the extrusive volcanic sequences. 

Perhaps the best example is along the west side of the Cherry Springs 

batholith where subvolcanic K-feldspar porphyritic dacite is transitional 

from rhyodacite-dacite fragmentals of the Black Canyon Creek Group into 

feldspar-porphyritic granodiorite of the Cherry Springs batholith. Thus, 

early Cherry Springs batholith phases were strictly coeval with the Black 

Canyon Creek Group, but later batholith phases intruded it. Likewise, 

early parts of the Brady Butte granodiorite may have been coeval with the 
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Spud Mountain Formation of the Mayer Group, and their intrusion seems to 

have closely followed crystallization of the subvolcanic dacite center at 

Battle Flat. All that occurs in such places is a textural change from 

dacite to granodiorite, with no major petrologic or chemical differences 

discernible. Therefore, the timing between the last volcanics and the 

first plutons in each part of the belt is very close and in many places 

overlapping, since felsic magma chambers for the younger extrusions of 

each volcanic cycle crystallized at depth as the earliest plutons. 

However, after about 1740 Ma the Central Volcanic Belt recorded 

a totally different plutonic evolution. The southeastward progression of 

volcanism and its genetically related stratiform, diapiric, subvolcanic, 

or restricted size of plutons ceased, and the entire volcanic belt was 

pervaded by plutonism on a much larger scale. The region around the 

core of the Prescott-Jerome belt was intruded by suites of pretectonic 

granodiorite, tonalite and quartz diorite batholiths and plutons that 

included the Wilhoit and early parts of the Cherry Springs batholith, 

Minnehaha granodiorite, and similar bodies (see chapter 4). The only 

major plutonic body of this generation known in the younger part of the 

Central Volcanic Belt is the Gibson Creek diorite southwest of Payson. 

All early plutons and batholiths were emplaced into pretectonic 

settings and together marked the initial event of crustal thickening of 

the Central Volcanic Belt. Their emplacement was accompanied by local 

and widespread thermal aureoles and deformation of host volcanic strata 

around their edges. Most major structural troughs and synclinal keels of 

downwarped volcanic rock sequences, as well as plutonic blocks soon to 

become structurally positive, had their inception at this time, and were 

further developed by regional deformation at a later time. 

Major granodioritic plutonism continued from 1740 Ma to 1720 

Ma, with emplacement of southern phases of the Cherry Springs batholith, 

intrusion of many pre- and syn-tectonic plutons southwest of Prescott, 

and emplacement of most major syntectonic batholiths and plutons in the 
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Northwest Gneiss Belt at deeper levels in the later culmination stages of 

the major 1720 Ma plutonic event. In contrast to the early evolution of 

the Central Volcanic Belt where formative volcanism stepped progressively 

southeast, the major orogenic event of syntectonic plutonism swept across 

the Central Volcanic Belt from southeast to northwest, extending on into 

the Northwest Gneiss Belt to extensively rework its crustal segments. 

By 1720 Ma at supracrustal levels, the early pretectonic plutons 

and batholiths were emplaced, crystallized and uplifted by continued 

plutonism, and unroofed by erosion. Two narrow troughs of down-faulted 

or downwarped volcanics along the northern edges of the Cherry Springs 

batholith and Brady Butte granodiorite became sites for local effusive 

rhyolitic volcanism of high-K calc-alkaline character, reflecting the 

more evolved state of the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt at the time. 

Successor clastics of the Texas Gulch Formation were laid down in the 

structural troughs unconformably upon unroofed plutonic rocks of the 

Cherry Springs batholith, and along the upper exposed surface of the 

Brady Butte pluton, where plutonic debris was locally recycled. 

These structural troughs were fully developed during or just 

after crystallization of southern phases of the Cherry Springs batholith 

at about 1720 Ma, and the Alder Group was deposited essentially coeva11y 

with the Texas Gulch Formation in an equivalent structural trough along 

the southeast edge of the Cherry Springs batholith, a trough that widened 

into open marine conditions to the east where most of the Alder Group was 

deposited from 1725 to 1710 Ma. Diabase-microdiorite dikes and sills in 

the Mazatzal Mountain-Diamond Butte area and diorite-granodiorite plutons 

in the Cave Creek-New River areas intruded the Alder depositional basin 

during the same time interval as the calc-alkaline sediments accumulated. 

By 1710 Ma, the character of plutonism in the Central Volcanic 

Belt changed as primary felsic magmas intruded the crust. Between the 

New River Mountains and Diamond Butte, two major batholiths of red 

granite were emplaced, each feeding its own carapaces of alkali-calcic 
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rhyolitic ignimbrites at extrusive centers. At the same time that these 

felsic magmas intruded the eastern part of the Central Volcanic Belt at 

upper crustal levels, the older western part of the belt was intruded by 

calc-alkaline granite plutons originating as anatectites mobilized from 

metasedimentary migmatite-anatectic complexes at deeper crustal levels. 

Timing of Deformation and Metamorphism 

After emplacement of the last pre tectonic plutonic suites at 

about 1720 Ma, the Prescott-Jerome belt was involved in a profound 

orogenic event from about 1710 to 1690 Ma, which was the major regional 

Proterozoic deformation that affected all of north-central Arizona -- the 

early part of Wilson's "Mazatzal revolution". This deformational event 

was accompanied by emplacement at intermediate crustal levels of syn- and 

late-tectonic plutons and batholiths along the edges of the Prescott belt 

and by strong vertical deformation within the belt itself. Thus, major 

penetrative deformation of the Prescott-Jerome belt occurred after 1720 

Ma but before 1690 Ma, a very important event that is loosely constrained 

by current isotopic age data, but is probably closer to 1700 Ma. 

After 1700 Ma, plutonism continued intermittently at a few weak 

points throughout the Prescott-Jerome belt up to at least 1690 Ma. One 

of the most notable events was development of a broad anatectic region at 

deeper crustal levels where downwarped sedimentary rocks were partially 

fused to generate the Southern Bradshaw Mountains Migmatite Complex. 

Mobilization of anatectite from this complex resulted in emplacement of 

the Crazy Basin batholith at higher crustal levels. The Crazy Basin, 

dated at 1700 Ma (Silver, 1976) and 1695 Ma (Bowring, 1986), records the 

peak of thermal metamorphism in the deep southern part of the Prescott 

belt, a peak that followed deformation as early penetrative fabrics were 

overprinted by fabrics of metamorphic recrystallization. If the timing 

of deformation throughout the rest of the Prescott-Jerome belt was coeval 

with deformation of this southern part, which has not yet been proven, 

then the regional metamorphic peak just followed the end stages of major 
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Proterozoic deformation of the belt. Thus the period from 1705 to 1695 

Ma was presumably when the Prescott-Jerome belt was most strongly and 

penetratively deformed. 

Nearly all plutons had been emplaced by that 1705-1695 Ma time, 

so each competent plutonic mass acted structurally to intensify strain in 

its enveloping strata, creating a deformational environment within the 

stratified rocks of heterogeneous strain of infinitely variable intensity 

and flattening-elongation ratios, whose broad geometry and kinematics are 

best understood by examining the mosaic of competent plutonic bodies that 

governed the strain variations. In many parts of the Prescott-Jerome 

belt, the deformational peak coincided with the metamorphic peak where 

both were of low intensity (i.e. mid greenschist grade, moderate s"train). 

But at deeper crustal levels where elevated P-T conditions and ductile 

strain states were attained, there was in many places a clear temporal 

separation of the metamorphic and deformational peaks. Thus, neither 

deformation nor metamorphism were exactly contemporaneous in all parts of 

the belt, but varied from place to place. 

The diachronous nature of deformation across both the Central 

Volcanic Belt and the Northwest Gneiss Belt is clearly demonstrated by 

the fact that the deformational peak in the Northwest Gneiss Belt was 

coincident with emplacement of major batholiths and migmatite generation 

at about 1720 Ma, significantly before the peak in the Prescott-Jerome 

region. In fact the time difference may be as much as 25 Ma. Similarly, 

major penetrative deformation of the Prescott-Jerome belt had ended prior 

to crystallization of the Crazy Basin pluton at no later than 1690 Ma. 

But in "the younger southeast part of the Central Volcanic Belt, 1680 Ma 

diorite-granodiorite plutons are strictly pretectonic and are deformed by 

the major deformational event that affected the New River, Cave Creek, 

Mazatzal Mountain and Diamond Butte areas. Also in the Mazatzal Mountain 

area, the 1660 Ma Sunflower granite is syntectonically deformed by this 

deformational event - the later part of Wilson's "Mazatzal revolution" 

- and only the undeformed 1630 Ma alkalic Young granite is truly post-
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tectonic. Deformation of the New River-Cave Creek-Mazatzal-Diamond Butte 

belts is thus bracketed to the period 1670-1650 Ma, which is, once again, 

about 25 Ma younger than deformation of Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt. 

In the younger felsic portion of the Central Volcanic Belt, 

deformation was not as intense as in the older portion because mainly 

higher crustal levels are represented in the younger portion. At high 

crustal levels, a horizontal tectonic regime with local surficial 

thrusting dominated in the Mazatzal Group, in contrast to the vertical 

tectonic regime at deeper crustal levels in the older mafic portion. 

Although penetrative strain in the younger portion was of similar 

kinematic character as that in the older portion, it simply was not as 

intense in the younger portion because of a less intense driving force, 

as explained in following sections. Thus, by 1670-1650 Ma when the 

younger portion was undergoing deformation and low-grade metamorphism, 

orogenic activity had ceased in the older mafic portion of the Central 

Volcanic Belt and had long since ceased in the Northwest Gneiss Belt. 

Mazatzal defoI1l8tion.!!. Prescott defol1ll8tion 

Consequently, deformation of the Proterozoic crust of Arizona 

can be viewed as generally progressing southeastward with time as each 

crustal portion was successively thickened and stabilized by cycles of 

plutonism, deformation and metamorphism. In detail, deformation in the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt predated that in the older part of the Central 

Volcanic Belt by about 25 Ma, which in turn predated that in the younger 

part of the Central Volcanic Belt by about 25 Ma. Despite these time 

differences, Wilson's original "Mazatzal orogeny" concept is still valid 

as a broad term encompassing circa 1700 Ma orogeny of central Arizona, 

if used to refer generally to the penetrative strain that all parts of 

the Central Volcanic Belt experienced. The term can be more precisely 

defined as only 1670-1650 Ma deformation, if it is restricted to just 

that deformation affecting the Mazatzal Group in the Mazatzal Mountains, 

which is certainly how Wilson would have intended us to use the term. 
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Using this restricted definition of "Mazatzal orogeny", or even 

more accurately renaming it Mazatzal deformation, it is clear that the 

event of Mazatzal defoI'mation postdated penetrative deformation of the 

Prescott belt. Once this fact is realized, some weak effects of Mazatzal 

deformation can be detected in parts of the Prescott belt. The Mazatzal 

deformation was not intense enough in the Prescott-Jerome belt to cause 

abundant refolding of earlier folds or widespread polyphase interference 

structures on a large scale. However, the axial orientation of Mazatzal 

deformation was slightly different than that of the earlier penetrative 

strain, and this difference is locally reflected in crenulation of the 

early foliation in highly fissile units of the Prescott area, gentle 

folding of Mazatzal strata in Chino Valley, and other mild tectonic 

effects that are weakly superimposed upon the early intense penetrative 

fabric of the older Prescott deformation. This gentle overprinting does 

not fit the definition of "polyphase folding on a regional scale", since 

it occurs only in very few places and only in susceptible units. 

Attempts have been made (Karlstrom and PuIs, 1984; Karlstrom, 

1986) to carry the event of thrusting seen in the Mazatzal Group of the 

Mazatzal Mountains into the Prescott area as an early event of regional 

extent which predated major deformation of the Prescott belt. The clear 

relative and isotopic age relationships cited above conclusively prohibit 

such an extrapolation because thrusting in the Mazatzal Group is an 

integral part of the Mazatzal deformation and significantly postdated the 

major Prescott deformation. Thrusting, in fact, is seen only in Mazatzal 

Group strata, and the soles of nearly all thrust planes are rooted in the 

incompetent Maverick shale unit, which was the local d~collement zone for 

dislocation of the competent upper quartzitic strata of the Mazatzal Peak 

Formation during regional deformation. The thrusts locally extend down 

into the Deadman Formation but are not abundant in underlying rhyolitic 

ignimbrites or the Alder Group. Regional extrapolation of thrust faults 

beyond the Mazatzal Group is therefore considered to be in error, not 

only because of the time difference between the two deformational events, 

but also because of the different structural environments of deformation. 
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Thrusting is an upper crustal phenomenon limited to sequences 

with strong competency contrasts deformed in surficial environments under 

brittle conditions, and is totally incompatible with ductile conditions 

at deeper crustal levels, both in the Union Hills Group and Alder Group 

of the Mazatzal Mountains, or during deformation of the Prescott-Jerome 

belt. Therefore, as one goes to deeper crustal levels, the brittle 

fracture environment where thrusting may take place gives way to more 

ductile environments where movement is distributed across broad zones of 

strain, and the intense vertical foliation in the deeper portions of the 

volcanic piles reflect exactly this distributed strain, as resolved along 

innumerable closely spaced vertical foliation planes. Thus the tectonic 

processes of accommodating horizontal shortening either by (1) imbricate 

thrust stacking in upper crustal brittle environments, or (2) distributed 

shear with vertical extension and bulk flattening at deeper crustal 

levels, are mutually exclusive structural responses. 

Surficial thrusting in the Mazatzal Group is readily explained 

as brittle accommodation at higher crustal levels of bulk shortening at 

deeper crustal levels in the volcanic-sedimentary pile under the Mazatzal 

Group during penetrative deformation of the Union Hills and Alder Groups. 

These older sequences are more strongly deformed than Mazatzal strata and 

accommodated higher total flattening and vertically extensive strain than 

competent Mazatzal strata could, even with its imbricate thrust stacking. 

Thus, movement along thrusts in the Mazatzal Group was no greater than 

neeeded to accommodate bulk shortening deeper in the volcanic pile -- on 

the order of 1 km or so, not the tens or hundreds of kilometers recently 

hypothesized (Karlstrom, pers. commun. 1986). In conclusion therefore, 

(1) younger Mazatzal deformation and older Prescott deformation were 

mutually exclusive in space and time throughout central Arizona except 

for local superposition in a few parts of the Prescott belt; (2) thrusts 

in the Mazatzal Group are of small displacement; (3) this thrusting event 

cannot be extrapolated throughout central Arizona where different styles 

and ages of deformation exist; and (4) thrusting cannot be an early event 

since it postdated the earlier penetrative strain of the Prescott belt. 
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PROTEROZOIC PLATE TECTONIC SETTINGS 

This dissertation has presented an extensive overview of the 

most important tectonic element of the Proterozoic crust of Arizona -

the Central Volcanic Belt. Also, the major geologic relationships of the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt and Southeast Schist Belt have been summarized, as 

has the latest under.standing of the basement upon which all Proterozoic 

supracrustal sequences must have formed. Only now that all this new data 

has been presented is it evident how the Proterozoic crust of Arizona 

evolved, in terms of continental accretion and plate tectonic processes 

that were most likely to have been operative during the Proterozoic. 

The plate tectonic summary to follow begins with the best-known 

tectonic setting in Arizona -- that of the Central Volcanic Belt. The 

most likely tectonic settings of volcanic belts in the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt are then examined, and finally, the possible tectonic settings of 

parts of the Southeast Schist Belt are considered. With these various 

tectonic settings in mind, it is then possible to accurately reconstruct 

Arizona's Proterozoic plate tectonic evolution from its inception to its 

termination at about 1600 Ma. The younger plate tectonic evolution, from 

1500 to 1300 Ma is not considered here, because an entirely new data set 

must be presented concerning the 1400 Ma plutonic rocks before the middle 

Proterozoic tectonic setting and evolution for Arizona can be given. 

Central Volcanic Belt 

Tectonic Setting 

Of all Proterozoic volcanic belts in Arizona, the tectonic 

setting of the Prescott-Jerome belt is best known because relationships 

concerning the major tectonic elements deduced by this study are clearest 

and least equivocal. From the nature of the basement summarized at the 

beginning of this chapter and from geologic relationships presented in 

chapter 3, it is clear that the earliest part of the Prescott-Jerome 
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volcanic belt was built directly upon Proterozoic oceanic crust, formed 

in a deep open-ocean setting, and had no continental crust or sha11ow

water clastic deposits for 200 kilometers or more in any direction. 

This oceanic crust was of Proterozoic age, just predated the 

volcanic belts, and was of mafic-ultramafic character (gabbro-pyroxenite

peridotite composition). The upper supracrustal portion of the oceanic 

crust consisted of low-K tholeiitic pillowed basalt flows underlain by 

sub volcanic microgabbro, and overlain by basaltic tuffs, deep-sea pelagic 

sediments and chert. Thus, the supracrustal portion of the oceanic crust 

was almost identical to the earliest volcanic sequences of the Prescott

Jerome belt, sequences that may in fact represent the upper part of that 

Proterozoic oceanic crust. The main difference between the areas distant 

from the volcanic belt, where Mg-rich low-K tholeiitic basaltic sequences 

most likely comprise only the upper portion of the oceanic crust, and the 

oldest part of the Prescott volcanic belt where the same oceanic crustal 

section occurs, was that volcanism persisted in the Prescott belt to 

evolve an intraoceanic volcanic chain upon that oceanic crust. 

Since all evidence points to a deep submarine setting, the 

Prescott volcanic chain was certainly intraoceanic, and some volcanoes 

emerged as islands in an open-ocean setting. Whether or not the chain of 

volcanic islands was originally arc-shaped is difficult to resolve due to 

later strong deformation and plutonism in all Proterozoic volcanic belts. 

Therefore, the Prescott-Jerome belt was truly an intraoceanic island arc 

built upon Proterozoic oceanic crust, just as modern intraoceanic island 

arcs are built upon more recent oceanic crust. Thus, the Prescott-Jerome 

volcanic belt is the Proterozoic analogue of a modern intraoceanic island 

arc in terms of its structure and setting. However, it is definitely not 

identical to modern intraoceanic island arcs in many important aspects as 

size, lithologic makeup and other major compositional-petrologic features 

not detailed here. Consequently, Proterozoic intraoceanic island arcs 

should not be thought of as identical to recent island arcs, but rather 

analogous to them in a generally similar plate tectonic setting. 
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Tectonic Evolution 

Chapter 3 showed that the Prescott arc evolved from an oldest 

chemically primitive mafic volcanic suite in the northwest sequentially 

through stages of increasing chemical and petrologic maturity as the axis 

of volcanism stepped to the southeast. The petrologic-chemical stages 

were: (1) Mg-rich, low-K tholeiitic bimodal basalt-rhyodacite (Bradshaw 

Mountain Group); (2) Fe-rich tholeiitic bimodal basalt-rhyolite parent 

(lower Mayer Group); (3) High-K tholeiitic polymodal basalt-andesite

dacite-rhyolite fractionally derived by differentiation of the above 

tholeiitic parent (middle Mayer Group); (4) high-K tholeiitic pyroclastic 

volcanism of dacitic composition (upper Mayer Group); (5) tholeiitic to 

calc-alkaline altered felsic pyroclastic volcanism (main Black Canyon 

Creek Group); and (6) low-K calc-alkaline polymodal basaltic andesite

dacite-rhyolite volcanism (upper Black Canyon Creek Group). 

From this evolutionary sequence, it is clear that the contents 

of K20, Na20, and other trace and incompatible elements such as Rb which 

follow alkali enrichment progressively increased with evolution of the 

Prescott volcanic arc. These trends are graphically portrayed on figs 14 

and 15. When these alkali-enrichment trends are matched to the spatial 

progression of volcanism from northwest to southeast across the Prescott 

belt with time (figs 13 and 16), it is clear that the Prescott belt shows 

an unequivocal polarity of increasing alkalies to the southeast. It was 

exactly this type of alkali polarity across the Japan arc that first led 

Kuno (1959, 1966, 1968) to infer that the different petrologic-chemical 

provinces of the Japan arc were generated by subduction of oceanic crust 

and lithosphere under the arc, with the direction of increasing alkalies 

giving the down-dip direction of the subducted lithospheric slab. 

It is appropriate for this study, being the first to clearly 

document such alkali polarities in a Proterozoic volcanic belt identified 

as a Proterozoic intraoceanic arc, to follow Kuno's example and likewise 

suggest that the Prescott arc was generated by subduction of Proterozoic 
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oceanic lithosphere under the arc, and that the polarity of southeastward 

increasing alkalies points the way down dip of the subducted Proterozoic 

lithospheric slab. Thus, volcanic provinces of the Prescott arc evolved 

by subduction of Proterozoic oceanic lithosphere dipping southeastward 

under the arc, in the process consuming an ocean basin which once lay to 

the northwest. The thermal structure of the Proterozoic oceanic slab was 

responsible for generating the volcanics that made up the Prescott arc. 

This realization clearly explains the shift in the axis of 

major volcanism shown in figure 16. As subduction progressed, magmas 

rising from the subduction event perforated the oceanic crust on which 

the Prescott arc developed in stages progressively shifting to the 

southeast. Thus, the Bradshaw Mountain and Mayer Groups together make up 

the low-K tholeiitic volcanic province that was built up from the first 

two major volcanic axes, whereas the Black Canyon Creek Group makes up 

the more alkali-rich tholeiitic volcanic province that was built up from 

the third axis of volcanism in the southeast part of the Prescott arc. 

This southeastward sweep of volcanism may have progressed even 

farther southea~t into the younger portion of the Central Volcanic Belt 

to form a calc-alkaline volcanic province represented by the Union Hills 

Group, which was built up from a fourth major axis of volcanism situated 

southeast of the Black Canyon Creek Group. The deduction that the Union 

Hills Group postdates the Black Canyon Creek Group is entirely consistent 

with the inferred subduction because each magmatic province or volcanic 

axis is successively younger to the southeast. Calc-alkaline magmatism 

embodied in the Union Hills Group could have been the magmatic province 

farthest inboard from the trench; there was no alkalic magmatic province 

still farther inboard from the trench in the Proterozoic intraoceanic 

arc, as is the case in modern island arcs and Kuno's Japan arc. Rocks of 

chemistry appropriate to define an alkalic province exist in the younger 

portion of the Central Volcanic Belt, specifically the felsic ignimbrite

granite complexes, but they are much younger than the Union Hills Group 

and are related to a younger event of subduction. 
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The Ash Creek Group in the Jerome volcanic belt is an integral 

part of the Prescott intraoceanic arc and was stratigraphically linked to 

it from its inception. Early gabbros and gabbro-diorites were emplaced 

into the oldest tholeiitic suites of both areas concurrently, providing a 

key time marker linking the oldest sequences of each area in petrogenesis 

and evolution. Volcaniclastic deposits shed from volcanic centers in the 

Prescott and Jerome areas were interleaved with each other throughout the 

full evolution of the Prescott-Jerome arc, from the oldest volcaniclastic 

deposits in the northwest to the youngest parts of the Black Canyon Creek 

Group. However, the Jerome area was situated east of the oldest part of 

the Prescott volcanic belt, and the oldest tholeiitic sequences in the 

Jerome area are more alkali-rich than comparable rocks in the Prescott 

area (figs. 14 and 15). Therefore, it is evident that the increase of 

alkalies down-dip along the subducting slab was sensitively reflected in 

subtle chemical differences between even the earliest-formed tholeiites. 

Timing of Subduction 

Since all formative volcanic sequences in the Prescott-Jerome 

arc are consistent with one event of southeast-dipping subduction, it 

follows that the duration of this subduction can be dated precisely as 

the time span of evolution of the volcanic sequences. As yet, neither 

the oldest nor the youngest formative volcanic sequences have been dated; 

only the upper Mayer and Ash Creek Groups have been dated in the range 

1780-1760 Ma, but a substantial history of volcanic evolution occurred 

before and after these ages. Specifically, the oldest dated unit (1780 

Ma) is in the middle Ash Creek Group, and most of the early evolution of 

the Prescott-Jerome arc occurred long before that time. Furthermore, the 

Black Canyon Creek Group formed after the 1760 Ma dated portion of the 

Mayer Group; then after evolution of all tholeiitic volcanic provinces, 

the calc-alkaline Union Hills Group province evolved to the southeast. 

Thus, before and after the dated interval in the Prescott-Jerome arc an 

extensive volcanic evolution is recorded. The interval includes many 

major intervo1canic unconformities that represent a greater elapsed time 
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than a few million years of rapid volcanic history. Consequently, the 

relative chronology presented in this dissertation indicates that the 

Prescott-Jerome arc most likely evolved in the time span from 1800 Ma to 

1745 Ma, but the Union Hills Group to the east formed significantly 

later, probably from 1745 to 1735 Ma, but possibly as late as 1725 Ma. 

At or just prior to 1740 Ma, the event of southeast-dipping 

subduction under the Prescott-Jerome intraoceanic arc ceased, and part of 

the ocean basin in the northwest not subducted at that time was preserved 

between the Prescott-Jerome arc and the Archean craton to the north. At 

that point in time, most of the Prescott-Jerome arc was still shallowly 

submerged, but two volcanic edifices in the eastern volcanic province 

(Black Canyon Creek Group) projected as islands above sea level. Thus, 

by 1740 Ma the formerly submerged Prescott-Jerome arc had developed into 

a partly emergent intraoceanic island arc. All formative volcanic 

sequences and coeval gabbro and diorite mafic plutons had formed, and 

small granodioritic plutons had crystallized from subvolcanic magma 

chambers related to intermediate extrusive activity, but no major 

batholiths or plutonic complexes had been emplaced. However, the timing 

between the last volcanics and the first major plutons is close and 

overlapping in part, since felsic magma chambers for the volcanics in 

places crystallized as pretectonic plutons. 

Alternative Tectonic Setting for Younger Portion 

Although the Union Hills Group may fit perfectly as the calc

alkaline province farthest inboard from the early event of southeast

dipping subduction that generated the Prescott-Jerome volcanic arc, 

another tectonic setting is possible, depending on the exact age range of 

the Union Hills Group relative to termination of the event of southeast

dipping subduction. Since no isotopic age data yet exist for the Union 

Hills Group, the tectonic setting that follows is based on relative 

stratigraphic ~~lationships, but it seems equally if not more plausible 

at present than the other interpretation given above. 
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The early intraoceanic arc that developed above the southeast

dipping subduction zone may have been restricted to just the tholeiitic 

portion that now comprises the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belts. The 

southeastern limit of the tholeiitic province, which lies at the edge of 

the Cherry Springs batholith but may include early volcanics in the East 

Verde River area later detached from the batholith edge by intrusion of 

the Verde River Granite batholith, may have been the southeast end of the 

intraoceanic island arc. After termination of the southeast-dipping 

subduction event, the polarity of subduction flipped to dip to the 

northwest, as described in the section on plutonic evolution to follow. 

At the inception of the new subduction event dipping northwest 

under the Central Volcanic Belt, the Union Hills Group could have evolved 

as a chain of calc-alkaline volcanoes along the submerged southeast front 

of the preexisting Prescott-Jerome intraoceanic arc. Unlike this 

preexisting arc, the new calc-alkaline volcanic chain did not form 

strictly in an open ocean setting, because the Prescott-Jerome arc 

existed beside it as an already emergent island arc, and the Union Hills 

Group volcanic chain was built onto the front of this established island 

arc. Also, during formation of the Union Hills Group volcanic chain, it 

is possible that the Prescott-Jerome arc developed into a fully emergent 

volcano-plutonic arc in a continental edge setting, depending upon the 

exact relative timing. The Union Hills Group mafic volcanics formed in a 

deep-water submarine setting as discrete but laterally interfingering 

volcanic centers of a submerged volcanic chain, each mafic volcanic 

center being flanked by its own distinctive suite of deep water turbidite 

volcaniclastics and graywackes that were shed laterally from the volcanic 

centers to fill intervening deep ocean basins. 

There is little evidence that the Union Hills Group volcanic 

chain was built upon Proterozoic oceanic crust as was the Bradshaw 

Mountain Group, but it certainly was not built upon a crust more felsic 

than of oceanic or primitive tholeiitic composition. All basal Union 

Hills Group basaltic andesites are intruded by granitic rocks, so any 
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evidence for a mafic basement has been almost totally eradicated. Not 

even massive subvolcanic gabbroic bodies underlie the supracrustal mafic 

flow sequences. Most importantly however, nowhere in the younger volcanic 

belts is there any evidence that the Union Hills Group mafic volcanics 

formed on a basement of older volcanic rocks such as Prescott-Jerome 

volcanics, because mafic volcanics older than the Union Hills Group do 

not exist in the younger belts -- the Union Hills Group is itself the 

basal volcanic assemblage. Thus the exact character of the mafic crust 

upon which the Union Hills Group was built is less obvious than it is in 

the Prescott-Jerome arc. Certainly, calc-alkaline volcanics of the 

younger portion of the Central Volcanic Belt were much more evolved than 

formative tholeiites of the older Prescott-Jerome arc, suggesting that 

the basement to the Union Hills Group was likewise somewhat more evolved. 

In fact, the proximity of the Prescott-Jerome arc, in a rather 

evolved partly emergent condition when the Union Hills Group developed, 

suggests that the younger New River-Cave Creek-Diamond Butte volcanic 

belts may have evolved as a continent-margin island arc where the newly 

formed submarine volcanic chain was situated just offshore from the 

already emergent chain of islands along the southeast edge of the 

Prescott-Jerome arc. Calc-alkaline volcanics are typical of relatively 

evolved island arcs such as continental margin arcs, whereas tholeiites 

are typical of primitive intraoceanic arcs. The chemistry of the Union 

Hills Group fits the continental-margin arc tectonic setting perfectly. 

In this tectonic setting, the Union Hills Group volcanic chain 

was built onto the new southeast front of the existing island arc, thus 

explaining the lack of oceanic crust as direct basement for the volcanic 

chain, a basement that should have been present in the previous model of 

a calc-alkaline province to the Prescott-Jerome arc. In the continent

margin arc tectonic setting, the thick sequence of volcaniclastics, 

turbiditic siltstone, graywacke, sub graywacke and pelite southeast of the 

Union Hills Group exposures represents the fore-arc basin clastic wedge 

fronting the arc, using actualistic analogies to modern arcs. 
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Arc Plutonisa 

After 1740 Ma, the entire region in and around the Prescott

Jerome arc was pervaded by arc-related plutonic rocks that constituted 

the pretectonic and syntectonic tonalite, granodiorite and monzogranite 

batholiths and plutons emplaced into the Central Volcanic Belt. If the 

chemistry of these pre- and syn-tectonic plutonic suites are examined 

independently of the volcanic rocks they intrude, a clear trend of alkali 

enrichment emerges that is exactly opposite in polarity to that of the 

volcanics. This trend is shown on fig. 29 as a plot of silica to alkali 

ratio (a measure of alkali-enrichment across a conventional alkali-silica 

plot) versus distance from southeast to northwest across the arc, of 

analyzed rock samples from the early plutons and batholiths in the 

Prescott-Jerome arc and adjacent regions to the southeast and northwest. 

The alkali-enrichment plot of fig. 29 indicates that the 

pretectonic plutonic suite has an unequivocal alkali enrichment trend to 

the northwest across the Prescott-Jerome arc, opposite to the southeast 

trend of the earlier formative volcanics, and the syntectonic plutons 

show a similar northwest trend. This implies that the magmas ultimately 

crystallizing as pretectonic batholiths and plutons were generated by a 

different event of Proterozoic subduction that dipped northwest under the 

Prescott-Jerome arc. Thus, a flip of subduction dip from southeast to 

northwest occurred after formative volcanics of the Prescott-Jerome arc 

developed, and before inception of batholithic plutonism in the arc. 

Emplacement of early pre tectonic plutons and batholiths into 

the edges of the Prescott-Jerome arc caused disruption of the volcanic 

piles, assimilation of basal arc material, local incorporation of oceanic 

basement fragments into the plutonic bodies, and marked the first crustal 

thickening of the volcanoplutonic arc. This major tonalite-granodiorite 

plutonic event continued from 1740 to at least 1720 Ma, causing the 

Prescott-Jerome arc to develop into a much thicker volcanoplutonic arc 

that became fully emergent by 1720 Ma. 



Figure 29: 

Alkali-enrichment plot of distance ~ silica to alkali 

ratio in the older pretectonic deformed plutonic rocks of the 

Prescott-Jerome volcanoplutonic arc. The ratio of silica to 

alkalies is a measure of alkali enrichment across a conventional 

alkali-silica plot, crossing the tholeiitic, calc-alkaline and 

alkaline fields with decreasing numerical value of the ratio. 

The wide scatter at the low numerical end is attributed to the 

fact that some published analyses in the northern Bradshaw 

Mountain are from syn-tectonic, rather than strictly pretectonic, 

plutons. The distance axis measures the distance in kilometers 

either northwest (positive numbers) or southeast (negative 

numbers) of a central reference point in the Mayer area, and 

locations of all analyses were projected onto a single plane 

trending NW-SE through the volcanic belt. 

An analogous diagram for the preceeding formative 

volcanics of the Prescott-Jerome volcanic belt is the inverse of 

this diagram, with exactly the opposite slope, consistent with 

the earlier event of southeast-dipping subduction to generate the 

volcanics rather than the northwest-dipping subduction event that 

generated the plutonic rocks. Also, the volcanic diagram shows 

more scatter due to enhanced element mobilities and alteration in 

the subaqueous depositional environment, a factor not affecting 

plutonic systems. 
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As plutonism continued from 1740 Ma to 1720 Ma, the following 

plutonic suites were emplaced into and around the Central Volcanic Belt: 

1. the early pretectonic plutons and batholiths, including the Minnehaha 

and Wilhoit granodiorites, and parts of the Cherry Springs batholith; 

2. the southern dioritic phases of the Cherry Springs batholith in the 

Little Squaw Creek Migmatite complex, and extensions of this complex 

to the east, including the Gibson Creek diorite west of Payson; 

3. later pretectonic plutons and batholiths, including southwestern 

phases of the' Cherry Springs batholith; 

4. syntectonic plutons west and southwest of the are, the Prescott, Iron 

Springs, Johnson Flat, Longfellow Ridge, and Horse Mountain bodies; 

5. huge granodiorite-monzogranite batholiths west of the Prescott arc, 

including the Weaver Mountains, Yarnell, and Skull Valley bodies. 

Emplacement of these plutonic suites into the Central Volcanic 

Belt overlapped in time with pervasive batholithic plutonism throughout 

the Northwest Gneiss Belt, ultimately generated by the same event of NW

dipping subduction under the belt. From the Central Volcanic Belt north

west throughout all of northwest Arizona, these circa 1720 Ma major 

granodiorite-monzogranite batholiths and plutons now occupy more than 65% 

of the Proterozoic crust. Their emplacement was the major plutonic event 

that regenerated the Proterozoic crust of the Northwest Gneiss Belt into 

high grade gneisses and migmatites, and it broadly corresponds to the 

major deformation and metamorphism which that crust experienced, but the 

regional metamorphic event lagged behind culmination of batholith 

emplacement and regional deformation at about 1720 Ma, as the thermal 

infrastructure rose behind plutonic emplacement throughout the orogen. 

Thus, while the first major batholiths were intruding the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt, later plutoniC suites were intruding the Central 

Volcanic Belt after the first pretectonic plutonic generation had already 

stabilized it. Then, after major plutonism ceased in the central region, 

major plutonism continued in the northwest region, the comparable events 

occurring later' in the Northwest Gneiss Belt than in the Central Volcanic 
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Belt. All such features show that each stage of the protracted plutonic 

event swept from southeast to northwest across the orogen, mirroring NW

dipping subduction under it. The northwest-progressing wave of batholith 

generation culminated in the Northwest Gneiss Belt at about 1720 Ma. 

Paralleling the northwestward plutonic sweep is a systematic 

northwestward increase in the alkali contents of the plutonic rocks, 

sequential younging of pluton emplacement ages representing the major 

plutonic culmination, and an increasingly evolved nature of the plutonic 

rocks across the Northwest Gneiss Belt that parallels similar trends in 

the Prescott-Jerome arc itself, as shown in fig. 29. In fact, silica-to

alkali ratios versus distance for plutonic rocks in the Northwest Gneiss 

Belt can be considered an extension of fig. 29: alkali contents continue 

to increase to the northwest of the Prescott-Jerome arc up to a certain 

threshold, beyond which the alkali contents are buffered by batch melting 

and are locally influenced by differing compositions of crustal segments 

in the Northwest Gneiss Belt, as noted at the beginning of this chapter. 

·Magma Generation and Subduction Inferences 

The above features demonstrate that the event of northwest

dipping subduction underneath the Prescott-Jerome arc and contiguous 

terranes to the northwest continued from 1740 Ma onward throughout the 

full time span of plutonic evolution, stabilization, and "cratonization" 

of the Proterozoic crust of central and northwest Arizona. The southeast 

limit of plutonic rocks of the 1740-1720 Ma age range, however, defines 

only the depth on the subduction zone where hydrous magmas destined to 

crystallize as plutonic bodies were generated, not the location of the 

trench related to the subduction event. It is likely, if not required by 

partial melting considerations, that a zone of volcanic magma generation 

existed between the plutonic zone and the trench, a zone which could be 

perfectly accommodated by the Union Hills Group, with its distinctive 

calc-alkaline signature and tectonic setting at the submerged front of 

the volcanoplutonic are, if it was coeval with the plutonic suites. 
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From the alkali contents of the magmatic subduction products, 

the depth-to-Benioff zone, approximate dip of the Benioff zone, and thus 

the position of the paleo-trench at the submarine site of subduction can 

all be directly inferred (Dickinson, 1975, Hatherton and Dickinson, 1969). 

Depth-to-Benioff-zone lines derived from Hutchison's (1976) match of the 

modern Indonesian Benioff zone to K20-Si02 indices are shown on fig. 30 

together with fields of Central Arizona Proterozoic arc volcanics that 

were formed by the early southeast-dipping subduction event. Plutons of 

the younger northwest-dipping subduction event cover the same region (cf. 

fig. 20), except that the polarity is opposite. Under the assumption 

that modern subduction systems are chemically identical to Proterozoic 

ones, it can be calculated from fig. 30 that the magmas were generated at 

100-200 km depths on a paleosubduction zone under the Proterozoic arcs, 

that the approximate dip of the Proterozoic paleosubduction zone was 50 

to 600 , and that the trench position for the younger event of northwest

dipping subduction was about 60 km southeast of the New River area, 

approximately along the line of the present Salt River east of Phoenix. 

Regardless of whether or not these quantitative inferences are 

correct, the underlying assumption is not. Proterozoic subduction 

systems were not chemically identical to modern ones, as indicated by 

chemical characteristics of many Proterozoic tectonic features, not the 

least of which has been clearly contrasted here to its modern analogue -

oceanic crust. If Proterozoic oceanic crust had a slightly different 

composition than modern oceanic crust, say 0.1% higher K20 content, then 

magmas fractionally derived from that crust which rose to produce island 

arc volcanics would be very enriched in alkalies, since partial melting 

greatly concentrates incompatible elements. Because oceanic crust was 

fractionally derived from oceanic lithosphere, the oceanic lithospheric 

composition would also have been different. Thus even if magmas were 

formed by thermal perturbations propagated through the subcrustal oceanic 

lithosphere and not by partial fusion of oceanic crust, the thermal 

structure of a subducted lithospheric slab would still be different 

because of the compositional difference, and hence the exact chemical 



Figure 30: 

Interpretive diagram correlating Arizona Proterozoic magma chemistry to depth to 

subduction zone inferences based on the modern Indonesian island arc (depths plotted from 

regression data of Hutchison, 1976). Proterozoic volcanic rock analyses are enclosed by 

broad fields encompassing all analyses from.each volcanic belt. PJa = mafic volcanics of 

Prescott-Jerome belt, PJr = intermediate and felsic volcanics from Prescott-Jerome belt; 

NCPa = mafic volcanics from New River-Cave Creek-Payson volcanic belts, NCPr = felsic 

rocks from New River-Cave Creek-Payson volcanic belts; fields I and S are younger granitic 

rocks not discussed here. Not all analyses are shown in this diagram (from Anderson, 

1976), and plutonic analyses for the Prescott-Jerome belt cover the same region as the 

volcanics but are more concentrated at intermediate silica values, as shown in figure 20. 

Quantitatively exact comparisons of Proterozoic and recent magma chemistry such 

as in this diagram are based on many questionable assumptions that are probably incorrect. 

In particular, subtle chemical differences between Proterozoic and recent oceanic crust, 

lithosphere, and island arcs result in much greater chemical differences in magmas derived 

from them. The most futile part of such quantitatively exact comparisons is the circular 

reasoning they involve: if Proterozoic features are assumed at the outset to be identical 

to modern systems, and their unique features are not identified independently of modern 

analogies, we will never know whether they really were the same or different, because they 

. were assumed to be the same at the outset. This diagram is presented here to show at 

which point analogies to modern features can be carried too far in the Proterozoic era. 
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analogy between Proterozoic and recent arcs would still be invalidated. 

The assumption behind all such quantitatively exact comparisons 

identica1ity between Proterozoic and modern systems -- is considered 

dubious, so such comparisons are not endorsed here. If identica1ity is 

assumed, the true nature and composition of Proterozoic tectonic features 

can never be determined quantitatively because they are assumed to be 

identical to modern ones. Therefore the purpose of this study -- to 

independently define the Proterozoic tectonic style and detect differences 

to modern and Archean tectonic styles -- is hindered. Thus, figure 30 

shows the point at which plate tectonic analogies can be carried too far; 

even if the inferences suggested by it are correct, no substantiation 

presently exists for them. The position of the original paleo-trench 

related to the Proterozoic subduction events is more realistically and 

much more accurately determined by the supracrustal geologic record than 

by subduction zone inferences, so this surface record is now examined. 

Fore-arc Basin 

Neither the Union Hills Group arc volcanics nor pretectonic 

plutons related to 1740 Ma northwest-dipping subduction occur southeast 

of a line approximately between Phoenix and Young. Instead, the oldest 

rocks compose a thick clastic sequence distally related to arc volcanism 

both directly and by recycling, that evolved from turbidite graywacke to 

volcanic arenite. This clastic sequence was overlapped locally at Four 

Peaks and in Hess Canyon by younger felsic ignimbrites and the Mazatzal 

Group, but was devoid of basal volcanics and p1utonics in its formative 

stages, the diorite-granodiorite plutons being younger. This thick 

clastic wedge logically represents deposits of a fore-arc basin situated 

along the front of the 1740 Ma magmatic arc and receiving clastics shed 

oceanward from the arc. This clastic wedge extends no more than 20 km 

southeast of the Salt River, hence the fore-arc basin is inferred to have 

ended south of Lake Roosevelt and Hess Canyon in the east, and along the 

Salt River in the west near Gila Bend, as shown in figures 27 and 31. 
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Trench Position and Southeastward Evolution 

The front of a fore-arc basin is essentially the site of the 

trench, so the Proterozoic paleo-trench is therefore inferred to have 

been positioned about 15 km south of the Salt River during evolution of 

the fore-arc basin. In support of this trench position, it is noted that 

Pinal Schist lies everywhere to the southeast (fig. 27), and formative 

sedimentary sequences that make up Pinal Schist have essentially no 

lithologic or tectonic similarity to sequences in the Central Volcanic 

Belt. Evidently Pinal Schist was originally unrelated to the contiguous 

terrane that by 1740 Ma included the Central Volcanic Belt and the 

Northwest Gneiss Belt, and only the post-1700 Ma deposits were linked. 

The exact relative age of the fore-arc basin deposit dates the 

time at which the trench was positioned along the line shown in figure 

27. This age is probably younger than earliest formative volcanics of 

the Union Hills Group, and partly overlapping the Alder Group since some 

strata are traceable into Alder strata through facies changes. However, 

much of the deposit predates the Alder Group since the earlier turbiditic 

deposits are overlain by Alder-age strata. The fore-arc basin therefo(e 

evolved in the period from about 1730 to 1710 Ma. 

Thus, the early stages of northwest-dipping subduction under 

the Central Volcanic Belt from about 1740 to 1720 Ma did not include the 

fore-arc basin deposits, so the trench was probably located closer to the 

front of the volcanic arc at the edge of the Union Hills Group, probably 

near the dashed line of fig. 27. After about 1720 Ma, the fore-arc basin 

was well established, so the trench position for the continuing event of 

northwest-dipping subduction had moved southeasterly to the heavier line 

of fig. 27, southeast of the basin. At some time after 1720 Ma the Pinal 

Schist terrane and related rocks in southeast Arizona were accreted to 

the fore-arc basin, at which time the trench jumped far to the southeast. 

Therefore at least three distinctly different trench positions can be 

discerned during the history of northwest-dipping subduction, each being 
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part of a progressive southeastward stepping of subduction as various 

crustal segments were accreted to the front of the continent-margin arc. 

Younger Tectonic Setting 

After 1720 Ma, the Central Volcanic Belt assumed a tectonic 

setting entirely different from its earlier, dominantly intraoceanic one. 

By 1720 Ma, all the formative volcanism had ceased, pretectonic suites of 

batholiths and plutons had been emplaced, some of the earliest plutonic 

rocks had been uplifted and their volcanic cover locally stripped off, 

and all parts of the Northwest Gneiss Belt either had had or were having 

their major events of batholith emplacement. Thus the volcanosedimentary 

crusts of these two belts had been thickened and stabilized by major 

plutonism, and the entire Proterozoic crust from the front of the Central 

volcanic arc to the Archean craton in the northwest was in a partly or 

mostly emergent condition. The Central Volcanic Belt at this stage was 

truly an evolved continent-margin arc that was physically attached to the 

Archean craton by continuous or semicontinuous land masses. 

Depositional basins at the time were restricted to narrow 

structurally downwarped or downfaulted troughs along the edges of major 

pretectonic plutons and batholiths, and the clastics of felsic volcanic 

origin they received were distinctively akin to one other, even though 

the depositional troughs were far from each other. The trough along the 

edge of the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt to the northwest received 

clastics similar to, but coarser than, those in depositional troughs of 

the Texas Gulch Formation of the Prescott-Jerome belt. Felsic effusive 

volcanism in the troughs was of distinctively calc-alkaline chemistry, 

reflecting the evolved nature of the crust in those places at the time. 

The above intracratonic successor structural trough environment 

contrasts to the open marine but shallow water depositional setting of 

the Alder Group along the front of the continent-margin arc. A shallowly 

submerged depositional basin existed down the middle of the Union Hills 
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Group volcanic chain between volcanic centers at this time, and received 

a southwesterly transgressive clastic suite that began with purple shale 

and evolved to submature quartzites· before it was overwhelmed with felsic 

debris heralding the impending ignimbrite eruptions. 

These alkali-calcic ignimbrites were erupted only along the 

shallowly submerged front of the continent-margin arc and their 

northwestward spread was stopped by a major scarp at the edge of the 

Cherry Springs batholith, a scarp that probably developed in response to 

structural subsidence of the arc front and uplift of the batholith just 

prior to progradation of the Alder Group into the structural trough. In 

contrast to the granodioritic batholiths that earlier thickened and 

stabilized the crust of the Prescott-Jerome arc, emplacement of felsic 

magmas from 1710-1700 Ma into the arc front resulted in its thickening 

and stabilization as alkali-calcic red granite batholiths crystallized 

beneath their coeval, comagmatic ignimbrite carapaces. At that point in 

time, after the major ignimbrite outpourings, the entire width of the 

continent-margin arc was fully emergent, and only the fore-arc basin to 

the southeast was still submerged. 

Deposits of the Mazatzal Group formed in immediate response to 

erosion of the subaerial ignimbrites fans back to sea level. The main 

Mazatzal fluvial channel extended from its head in the older Prescott

Jerome arc down to beach, back bay and littoral environments in the 

Mazatzal Mountains that had already transgressed over earlier Mazatzal 

fluvial deposits. The fore-arc basin to the southeast was submerged, so 

open marine conditions persisted in this southern region, finally to 

transgress back over the arc front as it was eroded back to sea level. 

Little of the post-Mazatzal depositional record remains in the Arizona 

Proterozoic, but some evidence comes from the City Creek Formation, which 

involves siltstones and shales deposited in a restricted basin setting. 

After Mazatzal deposition, the arc front remained near sea level for some 

time. while clay sedimentation slowly accumulated in local restricted 

basins and isolated shallow lakes within the continent-margin arc. 
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Tectonic Setting of the Northwest Gneiss Belt 

The Northwest Gneiss Belt is composed of many different crustal 

units with differing tectonic histories, so no single tectonic setting 

can adequately account for the entire belt. Thus, the tectonic settings 

of each componental crustal segment is considered in sequence from the 

northwest to the southeast. 

Craton-Margin Clastic Wedge 

As explained earlier in this chapter, polycyclic gneisses in 

far northwest Arizona with arkosic protoliths appear unrelated to the 

volcanism in neighboring belts to the south, and were almost certainly 

derived by erosion of the southwest edge of the Wyoming Archean craton 

that lay to the north in Utah. Since no granitoid crust of Archean or 

Proterozoic age existed southeast of the craton at the time the arkosic 

sediments were deposited (fig. 2), the tectonic setting of the arkosic 

rocks was unequivocally that of a craton-margin clastic wedge, tapering 

with distance from the cratonic edge. The clastic wedge initially formed 

in response to rifting of an Archean proto-continent, one piece remaining 

as the Wyoming craton and the other separating from it. As the rift 

grew, so the clastic wedge enlarged by prograding back over the subsiding 

craton margin and outward over the oceanic crust that formed in the rift. 

This tectonic setting establishes the presence of Proterozoic 

oceanic crust everywhere southeast of the craton-margin clastic wedge at 

the time of initial proto-continental rifting and the presence of oceanic 

basement under the oceanward portion of the clastic wedge. The geologic 

evidence for basement summarized at the start of this chapter confirms 

exactly this tectonic setting: no mafic-ultramafic crust is found under 

the main region of arkosic paragneiss; southeast of Kingman, evidence 

exists for oceanic basement only, and granitoid detritus is absent; but 

in the boundary region near and just northwest of Kingman, evidence for 

both mafic and granitoid protoliths exist. The boundary shown on figure 
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27, consequently, is by nature gradational because the arkosic sediments 

lapped over the edge transitional oceanic crust at the rifted margin. 

The initial rifting of the Archean craton and development of the craton

margin clastic wedge necessarily occurred before any island arcs evolved 

in response to convergent tectonics in the ocean basin to the southeast. 

Antler-Valentine Volcanic Belt 

The Antler-Valentine volcanic belt is a relatively small, 

unevolved, and geochemically primitive belt of dominantly tholeiitic 

volcanics whose major and trace element geochemistry in the Antler area 

(More, 1980) indicate that the volcanics are part of an intermediate- to 

high-K tholeiitic suite, possibly transitional to low-K calc-alkaline. 

However, it is very likely that the Antler volcanics are slightly alkali 

enriched due to the high amphibolite metamorphic grades. A distinctive 

trimodal suite of tholeiitic basalt, dacite, and sodic rhyodacite in the 

Valentine area is sufficiently diagnostic to identify the tholeiitic 

volcanics as a low- to intermediate-K tholeiitic volcanic series. 

This tholeiitic trend contrasts to earliest formative volcanic 

stages of the Prescott belt, of very low-K, magnesian character, and to 

the chemistry of the Bagdad belt, which was of a distinctive Fe-rich 

tholeiitic character. It compares most closely to younger tholeiitic 

stage of the Prescott belt, although the evolved tectonic setting of this 

later stage of the Prescott cannot be closely compared to the Antler

Valentine volcanic belt. Unlike either the Bagdad or Prescott volcanic 

belts, the Antler-Valentine belt contains only a single tholeiitic 

volcanic cycle, indicating that the source of the volcanism under the 

belt was relatively short-lived or prematurely aborted. 

Several tectonic settings are possible for the Antler-Valentine 

belt, the choice among which depends on exact relationships between it 

and surrounding terranes. The resolution between these possibilities 

will come only from very meticulous work that attempts to discriminate 
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the protoliths of all high-grade paragneisses in the Kingman region. The 

volcanic belt may have evolved in an intraoceanic setting and was later 

accreted to the craton-margin clastic wedge that exists northwest of 

Kingman (fig. 27). This model requires a tectonic contact between the 

volcaniclastics distally derived from the volcanic belt, and polycyclic 

gneisses of arkosic protoliths that make up the craton-margin clastic 

wedge to the north. At present it appears most likely that the contact 

was depositional, so the model is considered unlikely. The Ant1er

Valentine belt could have been originally joined to the Bagdad belt and 

later detached by plutonism, but this is also considered unlikely at 

present because of different volcanic evolutions and structures, as well 

as the presence of volcaniclastics between the two belts. 

The tectonic setting considered most likely for the Ant1er

Valentine volcanic belt is that of an inCipient island arc formed in 

place along the edge of the craton-margin clastic wedge, which developed 

in response to a brief event of subduction that dipped northwesterly 

under the cratonic wedge for a short time before it was aborted or cut 

off by changing plate motions. This model is the only one that accounts 

for the presence of clastics shed distally from the volcanic belt into a 

retro-arc basin, clastics that apparently overlapped earlier deposits of 

the craton-margin clastic wedge. It also accounts for the polycyclic 

deformation in this clastic wedge, and in addition, it predicts the 

presence of an entire generation of plutons intruding gneisses of the 

clastic wedge in far northwest Arizona that has hitherto not been 

recognized as pOSSibly part of a subduction event spatially distinct from 

the event of lithospheric subduction underneath central Arizona. 

The tectonic setting of crust between the Antler-Valentine and 

Bagdad volcanic belts is poorly known because the crust now exists only 

as fragments between the edges of major batholiths. However, the general 

crustal character is oceanic: tholeiitic mafic flows extruded on a deep 

ocean floor occur with thin pelagic sediments, and likely comprise the 

upper portion of the Proterozoic oceanic crust. Elsewhere, particularly 
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to the southwest away from the volcanic belts, is a thicker clastic 

section that most probably signifies volcaniclastic detritus shed 

laterally from the Antler-Valentine volcanic belt into the deep ocean 

basin (fig. 27). With Proterozoic oceanic crust between the presumably 

autochthonous Antler-Valentine belt and the Bagdad belt, the Bagdad belt 

almost certainly must have formed in a tectonic environment originally 

allochthonous to the edge of the Archean craton, but this allochthonous 

volcanic belt was later accreted to the Proterozoic margin. 

Bagdad Volcanic Belt 

The Bagdad volcanic belt is somewhat similar in its geochemistry 

to the Antler-Valentine belt, but it is quite different in its tectonic 

setting. The Bagdad belt represents a classic Proterozoic iron-rich 

tholeiitic differentiated suite, not only in terms of the fractionated 

low-K tholeiitic basalt, tholeiitic dacite, and sodic rhyodacite series, 

but also in terms of the large, layered gabbro-anorthosite complex that 

differentiated along a distinctive Fe-rich tholeiitic trend. The Bagdad 

belt represents a single major volcanic cycle geochemically, but it can 

be stratigraphically subdivided into two closely spaced volcanic cycles 

of similar chemical characteristics: the first dominated by primitive 

mafic volcanics, and the second containing more felsic and fragmental 

material. Because the layered gabbro-anorthosite complex lies near the 

base of the volcanic sequences, it is difficult to clearly resolve 

whether it is a lopolith subvolcanic to the early volcanic cycle, or 

whether it is an integral part of the upper section of stratified and 

differentiated oceanic crust that once floored the volcanic belt. 

Thus, the Bagdad belt was conceived in a deep-ocean setting, 

and because of its unique tholeiitic differentiation history, probably at 

an ocean-ridge spreading center. The belt could have developed entirely 

in this setting or later evolved as an oceanic island after moving away 

from the spreading center. It is highly unlikely that the Bagdad belt 

represents an island arc formed above a subduction zone that lasted for a 
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significant time, because of the small size of the belt, the lack of 

major geologic and geochemical evolution of volcanism from the original 

tholeiitic parentage, the lack of any obvious chemical polarity, and the 

absence of major fans of volcaniclastic detritus shed from the volcanic 

belt. It is also unlikely that the Bagdad volcanic belt was once linked 

to the Antler-Valentine belt, because the different tectonic settings, 

presence of intervening crust, and probable difference in ages of the two 

belts, as discussed in the concluding section on plate tectonic history. 

Other Crustal Segments 

Between the Bagdad belt and mafic volcanic sequences west of 

Prescott that are genetically related to the Prescott volcanic belt, is a 

crustal segment apparently devoid of mafic volcanic rocks, lacking all 

evidence for any type of basement, either mafic oceanic or granitoid, and 

seemingly composed of only fine grained K-Na-Al-rich pelitic and wacke 

protoliths, as previously noted in this chapter. Because evidence for a 

basement and a geologic history related to the adjacent volcanic belts 

appears lacking, this crustal segment must be assumed to contain only 

supracrustal, fine grained pelitic and wacke sedimentary material until 

future work finds contrary evidence to change this compelling conclusion. 

This pelitic crustal segment appears to be in sharp contact 

with mafic volcanic sequences of both adjacent volcanic belts, and the 

eastern contact may in part be unconformable upon distal volcanics of the 

Prescott belt. However, the entire sedimentary assemblage throughout the 

segment cannot be considered unconformable upon such volcanics, because 

of the absence of any mafic volcanic basement exposed throughout the rest 

of the crustal segment. If such a basement existed it certainly should 

be exposed because the region was subsequently pervaded by many plutons 

and batholiths that would have exposed any underlying crust. It is 

possible that the sharp contact is tectonic, specifically a strike-slip 

fault that translated allochthonous sedimentary crust into position, but 

such a model still does not account for the absence of basement in the 



segment, and it is contradicted by the total absence of structural 

regeneration at the contacts. 
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The most likely origin for this pelitic crustal segment is 

perceived by recalling the tectonic evolution of the Prescott-Jerome 

intraoceanic arc. The initial subduction event that formed the earliest 

tholeiitic volcanic sequences dipped southeast under the developing 

intraoceanic arc, and the mafic volcanic sequences lying west of the 

Prescott arc, labelled "front to island arc" on fig. 27, are the remains 

of the ocean-floor tholeiites upon which the Prescott arc was built by 

this initial subduction event. Therefore, oceanic crust that once lay 

northwest of the Prescott-Jerome arc must have been consumed in the 

process of generating the arc, and consequently a paleo-trench site must 

have once lain northwest of the Prescott-Jerome arc. Although the trench 

site would not be preserved, the subduction complex of supracrustal 

material should be, and it is exactly this material that is the most 

likely candidate for the pelitic crustal segment between the two volcanic 

belts. The supracrustal pelitic metasediments could represent either 

oceanic sediments decoup1ed from the subducted oceanic slab or deep-water 

turbidites that filled the trench, and could have included fore-arc basin 

sediments that prograded over the subduction mk1ange at the trench site. 

The most important aspect of this subduction-complex origin of 

the pelitic crustal segment is that it explains the lack of basement in 

the segment, since subduction mk1anges are not normally floored by any 

igneous basement. It also explains the observed unconformable eastern 

contact if the upper part of the sedimentary sequence included younger 

fore-arc basin deposits that lapped over the subduction complex. The 

fine grained immature clastics of pelitic and wacke composition are 

exactly appropriate for a subduction complex, and the relatively narrow 

width of the pelitic crustal segment is in accord with a model of steeply 

dipping southeast-directed subduction under the Prescott-Jerome arc to 

generate its formative volcanics, a subduction event that was terminated 

by collision of the Bagdad volcanic belt with the subduction complex. 
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Tectonic Setting of Southeast Schist Belt 

The Southeast Schist Belt also consists of several different 

crustal segments with different tectonic settings and origins, not all of 

which are fully understood because of the present lack of detailed data, 

age constraints, and the isolated nature of exposures in the belt. Each 

major crustal component is discussed here in sequence from the northwest 

to the southeast. 

Pinal Schist Terrane 

Recall that the Pinal Schist terrane was identified earlier in 

this chapter as a lithologically distinctive assemblage of quartz wacke, 

pelite, and felsic tuffaceous siltstone that extends from the Pinal 

Mountains southeast to about Willcox, but does not extend farther into 

southeast Arizona where rocks of more direct volcanic origin dominate. 

This contrasts to the earlier generalized concepts of all Proterozoic 

rocks in southeast Arizona belonging to Pinal Schist. Thus there is a 

distinct lithologic boundary in southeast Arizona between true Pinal 

Schist and other volcanic and volcaniclastic assemblages, a boundary that 

is of tectonic significance to the evolution of the Southeast Schist Belt. 

The distinctive Pinal Schist lithology is very similar to that 

of the pelitic crustal segment between the Prescott and Bagdad volcanic 

belts, being dominantly fine grained clastic detritus of pelitic, wacke 

and felsic tuffaceous siltstone composition. Considering the very high 

metamorphic rank of that crustal segment, its original protoliths could 

have been in all essential respects identical to Pinal Schist. However, 

the most significant contrast is that Pinal Schist is more siliceous and 

K-rich, with sericitic quartz wacke of distal felsic origin dominating 

over all other compositions. Another important similarity is that the 

Pinal Schist terrane is also devoid of evidence for a basement, either of 

mafic oceanic or felsic granitoid character, and this lack of basement 

must be accounted for in its tectonic setting. 
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As was the case for the pelitic segment west of Prescott, the 

most obvious tectonic setting for Pinal Schist is perceived by analysis 

of the adjacent Central Volcanic Belt. The main event of northwest

dipping subduction under the Central Volcanic Belt and Northwest Gneiss 

Belt started at about 1740 Ma and lasted for at least 60 Ma thereafter, 

shifting from near the front of the Central Volcanic Belt oceanward to 

include a fore-arc basin by no later than 1720 Ma, although the shift 

could have been earlier. This southeastward shift in trench position is 

shown on figure 31, which is similar to figure 27 except that the 

geometry of subduction events at each major crustal boundary is shown. 

After the 1720 Ma trench position of fig. 31, four alternatives 

are possible: (1) the trench axis took a major jump to the southeast out 

of Arizona into Sonora and the Pinal Schist terrane evolved as a very 

wide fore-arc basin deposit between the old fore-arc basin and the new 

trench position somewhere in southeast Arizona; (2) the trench axis took 

the same jump, but the Pinal Schist terrane evolved as an inter-arc basin 

between the original continent-margin arc of central Arizona and a new 

arc in southeast Arizona; (3) the trench axis took a similar major jump 

to the southeast as an allochthonous Pinal Schist terrane was accreted to 

the edge of the fore-arc basin in a single event; or (4) the Pinal Schist 

terrane was gradually accreted in the form of a growing subduction 

complex as the position of the trench axis stepped incrementally 

southeastward. 

The main time constraint on these tectonic models is that the 

Proterozoic rocks throughout southeast Arizona, including the most 

southerly volcanic belts in the Dos Cabezas and related areas, presumably 

must have been in place by 1695 Ma, because at this time quartz

phe40crystic rhyolites were extruded in the Dos Cabezas and Ray-Aravaipa 

volcanic belts more or less contemporaneously with 1695 Ma ignimbrites in 

the younger portion of the Central Volcanic Belt. Thereafter, quartzitic 

strata of Mazatzal age also demonstrate that continuous crust existed 

between the Central Volcanic Belt and the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt. 



Figure 31: 

Proterozoic plate tectonic evolution of Arizona depicted from a map perspective. 

The base map is the same as figure 27, and to it has been added the positions of trench 

axes related to the southeast- and northwest-dipping subduction events. The dates give 

the time at which subduction started at each trench position, and the arrow points down 

the dip of the subducted paleo-oceanic slab for each subduction event. Proterozoic 

oceanic crust existed between the two heaviest long dashed lines as basement under the 

central and north-central Arizona volcanic belts; the nature of the Proterozoic basement 

is unknown on either side of this central region. 

Circa 1800 to 1750 Ma southeast-dipping subduction gave rise to the formative 

volcanics of the Prescott-Jerome intraoceanic island arc, and possibly also the earliest 

mafic volcanics in the younger part of the Central Volcanic Belt. From about 1740 Ma 
onward, northwest-dipping subduction produced the plutons in the Prescott-Jerome arc and 

all younger volcanism in the felsic part of the Central Volcanic Belt and other parts of 

southeast Arizona. The trench axis stepped southeast in discrete events, one recognizable 

where shown at about 1720 Ma or earlier, another possible transitory position is located 

near Willcox, and the final post-1695 Ma trench axis for northwest dipping subduction up 

to about 1620 Ma lies southeast of Arizona somewhere in Sonora, Mexico and is not shown. 
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The period between the 1720 Ma trench position of figure 31 and 

the 1695 Ma time when all parts of southeast Arizona were amalgamated 

under a single northwest-dipping subduction zone is 25 Ma, adequate for 

either incremental or instantaneous growth of an accretion complex, 

especially in view of the fact that it is not so much the duration of 

subduction but the dip of the subduction zone that governs the amount of 

supracrustal sediments stacked into a subduction complex. As the trench 

axis stepped southeastward, whether instantaneously or incrementally, so 

the subduction dip flattened and the amount of supracrustal oceanic 

sediments decoup1ed from the subducting oceanic slab to be accreted with 

trench sediments at the front of the growing subduction complex increased. 

A tectonic setting of the Pinal Schist terrane as a subduction 

complex accounts for many otherwise enigmatic aspects of its geology: (1) 

it explains why no basement under the Pinal Schist has been found over 

such a vast region; since a subduction complex involves lateral accretion 

of sedimentary material, any basement in the complex would be accreted as 

a1lochthonous,fragments; (2) it explains why the Pinal Schist lithology 

is so uniform over such a huge region, and why no well layered sequences 

or stratigraphic successions have been identified in the complex, since 

stratigraphy in such complexes is chaotic, imbricated, and sheared; (3) 

it explains why Pinal Schist and adjacent volcano gene sediments of the 

Central Volcanic Belt are clearly different 'in lithology but essentially 

the same in felsic, quartz-rich, micaceous componenta1 volcanic material, 

since detritus shed oceanward from the continent-margin arc would have 

been incorporated into the subduction complex formed at the trench axis. 

Ray-Aravaipa volcanic belt 

The main feature that the subduction complex model for Pinal 

Schist does not explain is the presence of a volcanic center, although 

small, in the middle of the complex -- the Ray-Aravaipa volcanic center 

(fig. 31). If the volcanic units in this center had entirely tectonic 

contacts with the adjacent Pinal Schist lithologies such as the micaceous 
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quartz wacke and pelite, then it would be reasonable to propose that the 

volcanic center was accreted as a unit into the subduction complex along 

with adjacent m~lange-like material. However, this appears not to be the 

case; the Ray-Aravaipa volcanics seem to be an autochthonous part of the 

Pinal Schist terrane, with the usual decrease in volcanic components away 

from the center and a gradual taking over of clastic material distal from 

the center. But major unit boundaries are very poorly exposed in that 

region, and it is quite possible that future detailed work will show that 

the Ray-Aravaipa volcanic center is merely several dissected volcanic 

slices tectonically imbricated within Pinal Schist, thus lending support 

to the model of a subduction complex for the Pinal Schist terrane. 

Another major factor to account for is that quartz-phenocrystic 

rhyolite flows in the Ray-Aravaipa volcanic center closely resemble 

similar rhyolites in the Mazatzal Mountain and Dos Cabezas volcanic 

belts, and are most likely coeval with them at about 1695 Ma. It can be 

proposed that the volcanic center was punctured through the subduction 

complex after· accretion, but not if the distal tuffaceous strata from the 

felsic center are interbedded with Pinal Schist lithologies. This model 

requires the existence of two sedimentary sequences of distinctly 

different ages in the Pinal Schist terrane: an older sequence that was 

accreted as a subduction complex, and a younger sequence that interfaces 

with the 1695 Ma felsic volcanics. Although such a division has not yet 

been found, it certainly is a possibility in the poorly exposed, poorly 

mapped, lithologically monotonous Pinal Schist. 

Tectonic MOdels 

Because of the present understanding of the Ray-Aravaipa belt 

and the semblance of local stratigraphic continuity in Pinal Schist, it 

is considered unlikely that all of the Pinal Schist terrane represents a 

subduction complex gradually accreted to the margin (tectonic model 4). 

The rock sequences certainly involve local structural imbrication, which 

may be an original tectonic or younger deformational feature. Tectonic 
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models (1) and (2) noted above, of Pinal Schist representing respectively 

a wide fore-arc or inter-arc basin, are attractive from the viewpoint of 

implying original stratigraphic continuity in the Pinal terrane, thereby 

avoiding the difficulty of having allochthonous crustal fragments later 

unified by felsic volcanism and sedimentation. However, the inter-arc 

basin model requires an oceanic basement flooring the basin, and today we 

see no evidence of an early mafic-ultramafic crust in the Pinal Schist 

terrane, only mafic plutons subsequently intruding Pinal Schist. The 

fore-arc basin model also requires oceanic basement, unless most of the 

terrane was a subduction complex, under which there need be no oceanic 

basement, but then the problems of stratigraphic continuity return. 

The only model which at first might appear to avoid these 

interrelated problems is (3) above, that the Pinal terrane was accreted 

to the continental margin in a single event as a more or less coherent 

crustal fragment. However, this only evades the basement problem, since 

the supracrustal sediments must have had some form of basement, and given 

their composition, it was most likely oceanic. In fact, when analyzed in 

detail, the "singular accretion" model carries most of the same 

stratigraphic-time problems that the other models do. 

With the present data, the tectonic setting preferred for the 

Pinal Schist terrane is a combination of models (1), (2) and (4) above. 

In the early history of formation of the Pinal Schist terrane, it was a 

combination of a subduction complex growing at depth, and an oceanward

spreading fore-arc basin deposit at surface that lapped over the top of 

the subduction complex. However, at a time when the Dos Cabezas volcanic 

belt either evolved along or was accreted to the margin to the southeast, 

the Pinal terrane became a retro-arc basin with respect to this new 

southeastern volcanic belt, but was in a strict sense an inter-arc basin 

because volcanic activity continued at the front of the Central Volcanic 

Belt during the younger evolution of the Pinal basin. Thus, the younger 

felsic volcanism and subsequent clastic sedimentation occurred across the 

entire basin after all tectonic elements had been consolidated together. 
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The rapid outward growth of the Pinal terrane and formation of 

the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt to the southeast, resulted in a significant 

flattening of the subduction zone dip, at least at upper lithospheric 

depths, thus promoting the growth of a wide forearc-interarc basin in 

which fine grained sediments of the Pinal Schist accumulated. Volcanism 

of dominantly felsic character occurred during sedimentation in the basin 

due to piercing of the basin by subduction-generated magmas. These 

volcanics, and in fact most Pinal Schist sediments, would have formed 

mainly in the interval from about 1710 to 1690 Ma, so the subduction zone 

jump most likely occurred in the interval 1710-1700 Ma. 

The southeastern limit of true Pinal Schist is considered here 

as the Johnny Lyon Hills, Whetstone Mountains and the Pinaleno Mountains 

in southeast Arizona. The sharp lithologic change is noted best between 

typical Pinal Schist in the Johnny Lyon Hills and a different mafic 

volcanic-graywacke assemblage in the Little Dragoon Mountains immediately 

to the southeast (fig. 31). This line may have been an intermediate 

trench position for early evolution of part of the Pinal Schist basin, 

and along that line some evidence of tectonic imbrication of turbidites 

and mafic volcanics does exist, but the line most likely represents a 

tectonic boundary where the edge of the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt was 

either tectonically joined to, or structurally decoupled from the Pinal 

Schist terrane. Everywhere southeast of that line, it appears that a 

mafic-felsic volcanic belt dominates the oldest supracrustal material, 

and distal sediments shed from the belt in most places are of obvious 

volcanic derivation, do not resemble typical Pinal Schist, and are 

apparently only in tectonic contact with Pinal Schist along that line. 

Dos Cabezas volcanic belt 

From the Little Dragoon Mountains through the Dos Cabezas 

Mountains and southeastward toward Sonora, the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt 

and its distal correlatives are exposed. The eastern Little Dragoon 

Mountains contain mafic basaltic units structurally disrupted into large 
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chaotic blocks, appearing to be tectonically imbricated with turbidite 

graywackes to the west, and this is the best evidence known for a 

tectonic contact between the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt and the Pinal 

Schist terrane. In the southern Pina1eno Mountains it is likely that 

felsic sediments containing granophyric or granitoid detritus are also in 

tectonic contact with Pinal Schist to the north, but the area is now 

pervaded by 1400 Ma porphyritic granites and post-Precambrian reworking 

and is not so conducive to detailed tectonic analysis. 

The Dos Cabezas belt, as noted earlier, is chemically peculiar 

among Arizona Proterozoic volcanic belts because it is a bimodal-trimodal 

basalt-rhyolite (t dacite) suite that is chemically unlike the low-K 

tholeiitic basalt-sodic rhyodacite (t dacite) typical of other bimodal

trimodal volcanic belts. Instead, the basalts are high-K tholeiitic to 

low-K calc-alkaline, and felsics are calc-alkaline quartz-phenocrystic 

rhyolites, not sodic rhyodacites, although it is possible but not yet 

shown that the tholeiitic mafic volcanics represent a volcanic cycle much 

earlier than the silicic calc-alkaline rhyolites. Thus, the Dos Cabezas -belt probably did not form in the same tectonic setting as other Arizona 

Proterozoic volcanic belts, strictly in an intraoceanic setting on mafic

ultramafic oceanic crust, but most probably formed in a chemically more 

evolved setting, such as near a continental margin or on crust like that 

of the Pinal Schist terrane itself. Alternatively, the belt may have 

been conceived distant from the Pinal continental margin and accreted to 

it after formative mafic volcanism but prior to felsic volcanism. 

Thus, several possible tectonic settings present themselves for 

the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt: (1) generation of early mafic volcanism by 

subduction in a setting distant from the Pinal margin, accretion to that 

margin, and subsequent felsic volcanism and quartzite-type sedimentation; 

(2) total volcanic development in an allochthonous position, accretion to 

the margin, then quartzite sedimentation; (3) completely autochthonous 

development at the front of a much broader Pinal fore-arc and inter-arc 

basin; (4) tectonic imbrication of the belt in a huge subduction complex; 
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(5) formation of the volcanic belt as an island arc just offshore from 

the continent margin, with the inter-arc Pinal basin lying behind it, a 

volcanogene fore-arc basin fronting it, and the new trench position lying 

southeast of Arizona somewhere in Sonora; later partial collapse of the 

inter-arc Pinal basin and tectonic detachment of the arc from this retro

arc basin would cause original stratigraphic relations to be disrupted 

between the Pinal Schist and the volcanic terrane, but not within the 

volcanic arc itself. Needless to say, this last model is considered to 

be the most likely with the present understanding. 

Not all constraining data that could prioritize these models 

are yet available. For example, it has not yet been resolved whether: 

(1) the small area north of the Dos Cabezas belt contains clasts from 

true granitic sources, hence an exotic origin for the crustal area, or 

whether the clasts are simply granophyric material from felsic volcanics 

in the nearby Dos Cabezas belt, hence a non-exotic origin for the area; 

(2) whether the younger phenocrystic rhyolitic flows in the Dos Cabezas 

belt are unconformably distinct or temporally continuous from the mafic 

volcanics; and (3) whether sediments exist in the adjacent Pinal Schist 

terrane that can be conclusively linked to those in the volcanic belt, 

hence proving or disproving a connection between the Pinal Schist terrane 

and the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt. Model (5) best explains the tectonic 

relations as they are presently known, and is applicable regardless of 

whether the Pinal Schist terrane was originally a subduction complex, a 

fore-arc basin, or both a fore-arc then retro-arc basin. 

Rhyolites in the Dos Cabezas and Ray-Aravaipa belts, and young 

felsic ignimbrites in the Central Volcanic Belt, were most probably all 

generated in one event from a subduction zone dipping shallowly northwest 

under both southeast Arizona and the Central Volcanic Belt. The shallow 

dip of the convergence well explains the 1695 Ma ignimbrite extrusions at 

the front of the Central Volcanic Belt 350 km inboard from the trench, as 

well as contemporaneous felsi~ volcanism in the intervening Pinal basin. 

Continuation of the shallow convergence from 1695 to 1620 Ma accounts for 
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1695-1660 Ma subduction-derived pre tectonic diorite-granodiorites in the 

northern Pinal terrane, 1660-1650 Ma intrusion of the Sunflower granite 

syntectonic to Mazatzal deformation in central Arizona, and 1625-1620 Ma 

emplacement of granodiorites syntectonic to younger deformation in the 

southern part of the Pinal terrane, all of which are consistent with 

southeastward crustal growth, alkali increase down dip of the subducted 

slab. and heating of the lower crust throughout the orogen to produce 

deformation and metamorphism that also progressed southward with time. 

PROTEROZOIC PLATE TECTONIC HISTORY OF ARIZONA 

The Proterozoic tectonic evolution and various plate tectonic 

settings of the different Proterozoic crustal belts of Arizona, as 

summarized above, establish two very important constraints: 

(1) they show that the fundamental components of Proterozoic plate 

tectonics, such as island arcs, oceanic crust, and other features 

were significantly different than those in modern plate tectonic 

and Archean systems; and 

(2) they restrict a theoretically infinite diversity of Proterozoic plate 

tectonic configurations to only a few that were possible for the 

Arizona Proterozoic between 1900 and 1650 Ma. 

The first point will be the subject of the last part of this 

chapter, where the Proterozoic plate tectonic style is briefly discussed. 

The second point leads to the establishment of a plate tectonic history 

for the Proterozoic of Arizona, which is certainly not the only possible 

plate tectonic history, but it is the one that appears most likely at 

present, given that the geologic constraints for southeastern Arizona are 

not as tight as those for the Central Volcanic Belt. 

The analysis is actua1istic to modern plate tectonics, meaning 

that similar, not the same, processes and features are implied, and it 

should be viewed with these similarities and differences in mind. as more 
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fully elucidated at the end of this chapter. The following discussion is 

referenced to figure 31, which shows Proterozoic subduction timing and 

plate tectonic features of Arizona in relation to the major crustal belts 

identified in figure 27, and to figure 32, a series of schematic diagrams 

that illustrate the plate tectonic configurations most applicable to the 

Proterozoic of Arizona at seven key times between 1900 to 1650 Ma. 

Proterozoic Plate Tectonic History 

Proterozoic tectonic evolution began in Arizona about 1900 Ma 
ago with rifting along the southeast edge of the Archean Wyoming craton 

and separation of part of the original proto-continent from North 

America (fig. 32). Arkosic detritus from the Wyoming Archean craton was 

shed southeastward to make up a southeast-facing shelf:slope clastic 

wedge along the craton margin, and open-ocean conditions were established 

throughout the rest of Arizona as Proterozoic oceanic crust grew in a 

widening ocean basin to accommodate the crustal rifting process. The 

upper portion of this oceanic crust consisted of low-K tholeiitic 

pillowed basalt flows, deep sea pelagic sediments and chert, locally with 

Proterozoic analogues of spilite and keratophyre, and locally containing 

differentiated layered mafic-ultramafic intrusions. 

In the open ocean basin to the southeast, at some distance from 

the Wyoming Archean craton, a primitive island arc (the early Prescott

Jerome arc) was conceived on this oceanic crust at about 1800 Ma in an 

intraoceanic setting above a subduction zone that for 60 Ma dipped steeply 

southeast, possibly under the crustal fragment earlier detached from the 

Archean Wyoming block. The Prescott-Jerome intraoceanic arc evolved from 

bimodal tholeiitic basalt-rhyodacite, to trimodal Fe-rich tholeiites and 

polymodal low-K calc-alkaline volcanics and volcaniclastics southeast 

across the belt, as olivine tholeiite followed by quartz tholeiite parent 

magmas generated by the subduction process punctured the oceanic crust in 

stages progressively shifting to the southeast~ The petrologic variance 

and southeastward alkali enrichment of the volcanic suites clearly define 



the arc's polarity, hence the southeast dip of the subduction zone. A 

youngest calc-alkaline volcanic province may also have been generated 

by this subduction event in the most southeasterly portion of the arc. 
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A change in plate motions between 1750 and 1740 Ma caused a flip 

in the subduction zone, which thereafter for all the remaining 100 Ma of 

Proterozoic history dipped northwest under the Archean Wyoming craton. 

This major event had many profound ramifications, as follows. 

(1) Formative volcanism ceased in the Prescott-Jerome arc, and magmatism 

changed from volcanism to hydrous plutonism and batholith formation. 

(2) The Prescott-Jerome arc had been born in an intraoceanic setting 

originally allochthonous to North America, but this major 1740 Ma 
subduction flip swept the allochthonous Prescott-Jerome arc into 

approximately its present position. 

(3) In the proc~ss, the ocean basin that once lay between the Wyoming 

Archean craton and the Prescott-Jerome arc began to be consumed, 

including the plate tectonic elements previously and concurrently 

formed in that ocean basin. 

(4) As the Prescott-Jerome arc was swept back towards North America, all 

ocean islands and proto-arcs that may have existed in that basin were 

coalesced into a single broad collage of oceanic elements, as follows. 

The Bagdad volcanic belt was originally conceived at about 1760 

Ma at the mid-ocean spreading center that was the source for oceanic 

crustal material forming the original Proterozoic ocean basin between the 

Prescott-Jerome arc and North America. As this ocean basin started to 

close from 1750 to 1740 Ma, the Bagdad belt completed its development as 

an intraoceanic arc for the time it took to collapse and subduct the thin 

oceanic crust that lay between the Bagdad and Prescott-Jerome arcs. At 

the same time, the other half of the ocean basin between the Bagdad belt 

and the Archean craton-margin clastic wedge began to collapse, and 

subduction of this thin oceanic crust under the Wyoming Archean craton 

gave rise to the short-lived Antler-Valentine volcanic belt as an 

incipient island arc at the edge of the craton-margin clastic wedge. 



Figure 32: 

Proterozoic plate tectonic evolution of Arizona as depicted from a diagrammatic 

cross-sectional viewpoint, at seven key times between 1900 Ma and 1650 Ma. The 1900 Ma 
diagram depicts initial rifting of the Archean proto-continent and subsequent development 

of a clastic wedge along the rifted margin. The 1850 Ma diagram depicts the possibility 

of a brief aborted convergent event to deform the clastic wedge and thicken its subjacent 

transitional crust. The 1800 Ma diagram shows initial formation of the Prescott-Jerome 

intraoceanic arc above a southeast-dipping subduction zone at a position allochthonous to 

North America, and possible incipient development of the Bagdad belt at a spreading axis. 

The 1740 Ma diagram shows initial plutonism throughout the Prescott-Jerome arc, 

with volcanics formed at the arc front in the younger part of the Central Volcanic Belt, 

collapsing of the ocean basin to the northwest, and preservation of the Antler-Valentine 

and Bagdad belts, all initiated by northwest-dipping subduction and ocean-basin closure. 

The 1720 Ma diagram depicts major plutonism and orogenic culmination across the Central 

Volcanic and Northwest Gneiss Belts, and formation of the new arc front to the southeast. 

The center of the 1700 Ma and 1650 Ma diagrams are shifted southeasterly from 

previous ones to show relationships in southeast Arizona. The 1700 Ma diagram depicts the 

shallow subduction event producing felsic volcanics across parts of southeast Arizona. 

The 1650 Ma diagram depicts plutonism and crustal thickening of southeast Arizona and 

suturing of the entire accretionary complex to the Proterozoic continental margin. 
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It may have been this 1740 Ma event of initial northwestward 

convergence and collapsing of the ocean basin that first deformed the 

arkosic clastic wedge in far northwestern Arizona and opened it to mafic 

dike intrusion. As both halves of the oceanic crust were finally 

consumed and the ocean basin closed, only the thick tectonic elements in 

that basin resisted subduction, namely the Antler-Valentine belt, the 

Bagdad belt, the craton-margin clastic wedge, the narrow subduction 

complex and fore-arc basin between the Bagdad and Prescott-Jerome arcs 

from the previous SE-dipping subduction event, and the Prescott-Jerome 

arc itself. The final closing of the ocean basin resulted in collision 

of all oceanic elements together, possibly the initial deformation of the 

clastic wedge against the Archean craton at this time rather than the 

earlier time, and suturing of all supracrustal remnants into a broad 

collage that now comprises the Northwest Gneiss Belt of Arizona. 

This interrelated series of events after 1750 Ma profoundly 

changed the tectonic history of the entire Proterozoic convergent U.S. 

continental margin as all loosely assembled oceanic elements across the 

U.S. were coalesced into a new Proterozoic crust generated wholly by 

convergent Proterozoic plate tectonics. 

The Prescott-Jerome arc was now established as an offshore 

island arc separated from the Wyoming Archean craton by a wide shallowly 

submerged back-arc basin of accreted oceanic elements, and between 1740 

and 1720 Ma the Prescott-Jerome arc then evolved from its previously 

submerged habit into an emergent continent-margin arc, as pretectonic 

calcic granodiorite plutons intruded the arc and pretectonic calcic 

granodiorite-tonalite batholiths pervaded the oceanic crust around the 

arc, preserving very few remnants of that oceanic crust. 

During the same time period as that of the pre tectonic plutonic 

emplacement, the trench axis in the southeast started shifting oceanward 

in progressive increments as the subduction zone dip began to flatten. 

First, calc-alkaline volcanics probably evolved in a new position as a 
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submerged volcanic chain along the front of the continent-margin arc, and 

from the volcanic centers, turbidite graywackes were shed laterally into 

deep intervolcanic basins. A fore-arc basin developed southeast of these 

volcanics when the trench was located approximately near the present Salt 

River drainage, and distal volcaniclastic detritus was fed oceanward into 

the fore-arc basin from at least 1720 Ma onward, if not earlier. 

By about 1720 Ma, subduction had continued under this new 

Proterozoic crust to the northwest for sufficient time that all arc, 

oceanic and sedimentary material between the Prescott-Jerome arc and the 

Archean craton that had been buried to deep crustal levels started to 

undergo partial melting as the thermal infrastructure rose through the 

crust due to continued subcrustal heating. This lower crustal partial 

fusion resulted in emplacement of huge zoned calc-alkaline granodiorite

granite batholiths underneath thin supracrustal carapaces of gneissic 

metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks, causing broad migmatite terranes 

to form throughout the Northwest Gneiss Belt. Ductile deformation and 

high-T regional metamorphism of all supracrustal strata in the belt 

broadly accompanied this major 1720 Ma plutonic event, markedly 

thickening and stabilizing the crust of the Northwest Gneiss Belt. 

While new Proterozoic crust to the northwest was experiencing 

major orogeny, parts of the northwest area and the continent-margin arc 

were undergoing vertical structural readjustment at upper crustal levels, 

and narrow structural troughs that were developed along the margins of 

some pre tectonic plutons and batholiths became the sites for successor 

clastic sedimentation coextensive with effusive felsic volcanism in the 

troughs. The continent-margin arc front remained shallowly submerged, 

and a similar clastic suite of purple shale, conglomerate, quartzite, 

siltstone and tuff was deposited in a longitudinal trough along the arc 

front, prograding back to the tonalite batholith scarp that delimited the 

shoreline. This Alder Group sedimentary event signified a very profound 

intervolcanic hiatus from 1730 to 1710 Ma in evolution of the continent

margin arc, a hiatus marking the end of mafic volcanism and the impending 
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emplacement of primary felsic magmas into the arc front. Felsic volcanic 

conglomerates finally overwhelmed clastic sedimentation across the arc 

front as huge felsic magma chambers were emplaced and began to erupt. 

During the intervolcanic hiatus, subduction either stepped 

incrementally southeast to create a widening fore-arc basin and accretion 

complex that spread throughout southeast Arizona, or else jumped to a 

location southeast of Arizona to conceive the Dos Cabezas volcanic belt 

and establish a wide inter-arc Pinal basin. This new accretion complex, 

possibly locally m~lange-like in character, may have included small 

primitive island arcs swept in from intraoceanic settings, and perhaps 

other allochthonous crustal pieces, but most volcanism, especially the 

younger felsic volcanism, was endemic to the wide Pinal inter-aTC basin. 

Deep sea argillaceous and wacke supracrustal material from oceanic 

environments may have contributed to growth of the subduction complex, 

especially if the Dos Cabezas arc formed offshore from the Pinal basin 

and was tectonically accreted to the basin margin. No later than 1695 

Ma, the trench site of the northwest-dipping subduction zone had stepped 

out of Arizona into Sonora to produce silicic rhyolitic volcanism in the 

Dos Cabezas, Ray-Aravaipa and younger part of the Central Volcanic Belt. 

By 1700 Ma, the northwest-dipping subduction zone had flattened 

under the Pinal basin substantially, and soon thereafter felsic magmas 

generated by the subduction process erupted intermittently over a 350 km 

crustal width, from calc-alkaline rhyolites in the Dos Cabezas and Ray

Aravaipa belts correlating to shallow depths on the subduction zone, to 

alkali-calcic ignimbrites at the front of the central Arizona continent

margin arc, which correlate to greater depths on the subduction zone. 

Beneath the carapace of rhyolitic ignimbrite fans, red granite batholiths 

crystallized, and felsic tephra were shed oceanward into the inter-arc 

Pinal basin coextensively with its younger quartz wacke sedimentation. 

This event finally made the entire central Arizona magmatic arc 

fully emergent by 1690 Ma. Thus, together with an already-emergent older 
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mafic part of the arc, and the metamorphic plutonic terrane behind it, a 

new Proterozoic crust had emerged, making the arc of continental (Andean) 

type. Ignimbrites at the arc front immediately began to be eroded back 

to sea level, which resulted in deposition of Mazatzal Group successor 

quartzitic and conglomeratic sediments in northwest-prograding facies as 

fluvial, estuarine, littoral, and shallow open marine conditions lapped 

back across the central Arizona arc. Open marine conditions persisted in 

the Pinal inter-arc basin to the southeast, and at local shoaling 

positions near the edges of this basin and in the Dos Cabezas volcanic 

belt, Mazatzal-equivalent quartzites were deposited 1690-1680 Ma ago. 

The northwesternmost Arizona Proterozoic crust was deformed 

essentially synchronously with major batholith emplacement at about 1720 

Ma. Deformation of the older northwestern part of the central Arizona 

continental arc began about 1710-1700 Ma ago, during ignimbrite activity 

in the younger felsic part, and was mostly complete during the peak of 

regional metamorphism when anatectites formed at intermediate crustal 

levels rose to crystallize at higher levels. Deformation of the younger 

part of the arc was less intense, varying from penetrative strain to 

surficial thrusting depending on crustal level, and occurred later, only 

after Mazatzal strata had been deposited by 1690-1680 Ma on the arc and 

parts of the accretion complex to the southeast. Deformation of this 

younger portion of the central Arizona arc was therefore contemporaneous 

with that in the northern part of the Pinal basin between 1660 and 1650 

Ma during syntectonic pluton emplacement. Still later, deformation of 

the southern Pinal basin and Dos Cabezas volcanic belt occurred at about 

1630-1620 Ma during syntectonic pluton emplacement, thus causing final 

suturing of the Dos Cabezas arc to the edge of the Pinal basin. 

Deformation of the Arizona Proterozoic crust can therefore be 

viewed generally as a wave of orogenic disturbance progressing through 

the crust from northwest to southeast over the same time span as the 

evolution of that crust, always following the establishment of formative 

crustal components and initial plutonism in that early crust, overlapping 
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major plutonism and thickening of the crust, and usually just preceeding 

metamorphism by causing the major heat flow through that crust. Each 

newly accreted portion of crust was subject to a single deformation, 

incurred few effects from the deformation of adjacent regions, and was 

not redeformed by the younger events, except for po1ydeformed paragneiss 

in far northwest Arizona. In detail, deformation of each major crustal 

region was separated in time from that of adjacent regions by as much as 

25 Ma, and subduction dipping, northwest under the orogen was ultimately 

responsible for all events of plutonism, deformation and metamorphism. 

This southeastward younging of all plutonic, deformational and 

metamorphic events can be directly related to Proterozoic plate tectonic 

processes of crustal accretion, as each new tectonic belt was accreted to 

the Proterozoic crust in stages successively younging to the southeast. 

These tectonic events of Proterozoic crustal formation and accretion at a 

Proterozoic convergent continental margin, with all their compositional, 

petrologic, chemical and structural intricacies as described in this 

dissertation, define the Proterozoic tectonic style of crustal formation. 

The Proterozoic Plate Tectonic Style 

This study has shown that formation of essential components of 

new Proterozoic crust at Proterozoic continental margins can be explained 

by processes actua1istica11y akin to modern plate tectonics. This means 

that the features and processes were only similar, not identical, and 

actua1istic analogies can be carried too far and lead to potentially 

erroneous conclusions and circular reasoning (cf. discussion of fig. 30). 

So that the reader does not gain the impression from this study that the 

modern plate tectonic style operated identically in the Proterozoic, this 

dissertation concludes with a brief overview that contrasts the major 

characteristics of Proterozoic plate tectonics with those of modern plate 

tectonics and Archean tectonics. Certainly the detailed justifications 

for these comparisons cannot also be presented here without a global 

Proterozoic overview, which is clearly a subject for another work. 
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1. Proterozoic Island Arcs 

Sufficient chemical and petrologic data now exist for Arizona 

Proterozoic volcanic belts to show they were Proterozoic island arcs, and 

subtle differences in the data have permitted differentiation of tectonic 

settings of specific arcs, as well as the evolution of each arc, in ways 

analogous to modern arc settings. However, Proterozoic arcs differed 

from both Archean and modern ones in several key aspects such as their 

size, composition, differentiation trends, plutonism, structure, and 

precise petrologic-chemical attributes in any specific tectonic setting. 

2. Proterozoic Oceanic Crust 

Neither modern ophiolite complexes nor Archean ultramafic 

sequences existed during the Proterozoic, and this is one of the most 

significant features distinguishing the Proterozoic from other eras. 

Peridotitic komatiite flows and layered ultramafics characteristic of 

Archean mantle material are absent from Proterozoic arcs and oceanic 

crust. The upper part of Proterozoic oceanic crust and basal portions of 

early primitive intraoceanic Proterozoic arcs are somewhat similar to the 

upper section of a modern ophiolite sequence, but neither the Mg-rich 

peridotites nor sheeted dike complexes were present in the Proterozoic. 

Thus, Proterozoic oceanic crust in detail was very different from both 

Archean and modern oceanic crust, and it has generally not been widely 

recognized as oceanic crust because of these differences. 

3. Subduction Complexes 

Proterozoic subduction complexes apparently contain no evidence 

of b1ueschi~ts even though this and other studies searched for them, thus 

implying that the P-T regime and mechanisms of Proterozoic subduction 

were fundamentally different in detail from those of modern subduction. 

Any original structure in a mh1ange complex is obscured by the strong 

penetrative deformation that affects most Proterozoic crust, and so such 

assemblages have remained unrecognized. The closest known Proterozoic 

structure to a modern mh1ange may exist in parts of the Southeast Schist 

Belt of Arizona, which is also penetrative1y deformed. 
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4. Deforaation 

The style of deformation affecting Proterozoic crust and island 

arcs is of intense penetrative foliation and steep lineation, with strong 

vertical extension. Structures in many Archean greenstone belts are 

similar, but they are more variable in plunge and strain state, and are 

sufficiently different to draw detailed contrasts. Deformation in modern 

arcs affected by tectonic imprinting typically does not show the same 

intense vertical extension as in Proterozoic arcs, and is less intense 

and more characteristic of a horizontal regime of tectonic transport than 

the vertical regime found in Proterozoic and Archean systems. 

5. Compositions 

Certain rock compositions in very specific tectonic settings 

are unique to either Archean or modern tectonic systems, and simply do 

not exist in Proterozoic systems. For example, Archean graywackes are 

very distinct from Proterozoic ones, and modern molasse deposits are not 

found in regions of new Proterozoic crustal formation such as Arizona. 

Such contrasts imply that tectonic processes broadly similar to 

modern ones operated during the Proterozoic era, but produced tectonic 

features that are importantly different to modern ones in many essential 

details, thus constituting a style of plate tectonics that was unique to 

Proterozoic convergent margins. The Proterozoic plate tectonic style 

closely matched neither the Phanerozoic nor the Archean styles, but was 

in many respects transitional in its tectonic features. The Proterozoic 

of Arizona is considered a key reference section for crustal formation 

and accretion at a continental margin during the Proterozoic era. The 

features of Proterozoic subduction, island-arc formation and crustal type 

in each tectonic setting are sufficiently dissimilar to both Archean and 

modern tectonic styles, as to warrant clear distinction from them, and 

recognition that a unique style of Proterozoic Plate Tectonics operated 

during the Proterozoic era. That Proterozoic plate tectonic style will 

be defined in greater detail in a following study. 
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